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Taborsky, Joseph L. (March 23, 1924 – May 17, 1960) and Culombe,

Arthur (b. 1923) robbed and murdered at least six holdup victims between
1951 and 1955 in Connecticut. His first victim was Louis Wolfson, who was
shot in the face on March 23, 1950.

After Taborsky teamed up with Arthur Culombe, they murdered Edward
Kurpewski and Daniel Janowski on December 15, 1956. Both were shot in
the back of the head. On December 26, Samuel Cohn was shot in the chest,
killing him. On January 5, 1957, Bernard “Buster” Speyer and Ruth Speyer
were both killed by a shot to the head. On January 26, 1957, John M.
Rosenthal was killed by a shot in the chest.

Taborsky was sentenced to death in 1951, but was acquitted at his retrial
because the chief witness against him was declared insane. In the trial for the
six murders, Arthur Culombe was given a life sentence. Joseph Taborsky was
sentenced to death and executed on May 17, 1960, the last person to be
electrocuted in Connecticut’s “Old Sparky” electric chair.



 
Tacoma Axe Killer aka Bird, Jake (December 14, 1901 – July 15, 1949)

was born in rural Louisiana. At age 19, he left home and began “roaming,”
leaving a trail of murders in at least 11 states and suspected of others. Most of
his victims were female, most were white (Bird was African American), and
the majority were murdered in their homes with hatchets or axes. According
to psychiatrists who examined Bird after he was arrested and in jail, he was a
psychopath who derived satisfaction from seeing women cowering in terror.

Bird was arrested on October 30, 1947, in Tacoma, Washington after
slaughtering a woman and her teenage daughter in their home. Neighbors
called police upon hearing the screams of the two women and police arrived
as Bird was leaving by the back door. He violently resisted the two officers.
Both officers were slashed with a knife before Bird was subdued with a left
hook to the jaw and a kick in the groin. (One of the officers was a former
professional boxer known as “Tiny” LaMarr.) Bird first pleaded not guilty to
the murders, but changed his plea when told that blood and brain tissue were
found on his trousers. He was sentenced to die by hanging.

Bird stalled his execution for nearly two years by telling authorities
intimate details of the 44 murders he had committed during his roaming. His
first murders were committed in 1942. He used an axe to kill two women in
Evanston, Illinois.

Other confirmed murders occurred in Orlando, Florida; Kansas City,
Kansas; Louisville, Kentucky; Omaha, Nebraska; Cleveland, Ohio; Sioux
Falls, South Dakota; and Portage, Wisconsin. Bird was also suspected of
murders in Houston, Texas; Chicago, Illinois; Los Angeles, California; and
New York City.

Finally, on July 15, 1949, after running out of stories of his murders, Jake
Bird climbed the steps to the gallows of Washington State Prison at Walla
Walla and was hanged.

 
Tamiami Strangler aka Conde, Rory Enrique (b. June 14, 1965) was a

serial killer whose killing grounds were in the Miami, Florida area. Born in
Barranquilla, Colombia, South America, Conde’s mother died of tetanus
when he was only six. He and his sister, Nelly, were raised by their paternal
grandmother. At age 12, Conde moved with his grandmother and sister to
Miami, Florida, to live with Rory’s father, Gustavo Conde. Rory hated his



father. Carla, Rory’s wife, suspected that Rory had been sexually abused by
his father.

Carla and Rory were married in 1987. She was only 15. They had two
children. Rory Conde was a monster during their seven-year marriage. He
would kick and hit Carla, drag her by her hair, threaten her with a gun, and
grab her by the throat. Once, he tried to suffocate her with a pillow. Conde
was a “neat freak.” If Carla missed sweeping a crumb from the floor, he
would beat her.

Rory Conde had an insatiable sexual appetite. He brought women home,
videotaped one of them wearing Carla’s lingerie, and masturbated on the bed.
Carla found the tape and confronted him. The fight that ensued landed Conde
in jail. They separated, but soon got back together. They moved to a larger
condominium just off the Tamiami Trail while Carla was pregnant with their
second child. Conde started staying out all night. He and Carla no longer had
sex. He would tell Carla that he was out fishing, although he never came
home smelling of fish. Sometimes he would come home with scratches on his
back. Just two days before their daughter was born, Carla asked him about
the scratches. He grabbed her by the neck and gave her a beating. By mid-
1994, Carla had had enough. She and the two children moved into her
parents’ home.

Just eight weeks later, Conde murdered for the first time. Lazaro
Comesana was a transvestite who could easily have been mistaken for a
woman. He was Conde’s first victim on September 17, 1994. On October 8,
Elisa Martinez was murdered. On November 20, Charity Nava was his next
victim. On her back and buttocks, Conde left a message written with a black
felt marker: “THIRD! (a happy face dotted the “i”) I will call Dwight Chan
10 (referring to Dwight Lauderdale on WPLG) “See (using two eyes for the
word “see”) if you can catch me.”

He occasionally visited his children. He spent Thanksgiving with Carla
and her family and left about 10:00 p.m. without saying “goodbye.” On
November 25, the next morning, the body of Wanda Crawford was found.
She was victim number four.

On December 17, Necole Schneider was victim number five. Victim
number six, Rhonda Dunn, was murdered on January 12, 1995. On June 19,
while Conde was away from his apartment to appear in court on a shoplifting
charge, a prostitute made enough noise in his apartment to attract the
attention of neighbors, who called the police. They found the woman bound



head to toe with duct tape. She had been sexually and physically assaulted
repeatedly and would have been victim number seven had she not attracted
the neighbors’ attention.

On October 20, 1999, Rory Conde was found guilty of murdering Rhonda
Dunn. On March 17, 2000, he was sentenced to death. On April 5, 2001, he
pleaded guilty to the murder of the other five as part of a plea agreement and
was sentenced to five consecutive life terms without parole.

Rory Conde is currently incarcerated at Union Correctional Institute, a
maximum security prison in Raiford, Florida.

 
Tann, Beulah George “Georgia” (July 18, 1891 – September 15, 1950)

was born in Philadelphia, Mississippi to George Clark Tann, who was a
district court judge, and Beulah Isabella Yates Tann. Her father had
inspirations for her to become a concert pianist and she took piano lessons
from the age of five into adulthood. She attended the Martha Washington
College in Abingdon, Virginia, and graduated in 1913 with a degree in music.
She also took social courses at Columbia University in New York for two
summers. She despised playing piano and wanted to become a lawyer. Under
her father’s direction, she read the law and passed the state bar exam in
Mississippi. Her father did not want her to practice law in Mississippi
because it was not a career for women in that state. Instead she began work as
a social worker.

In 1924, Tann moved to Memphis, Tennessee with her adopted daughter
June and June’s friend, Ann Atwood, who had recently given birth to a boy
out of wedlock. Ann took the surname Hollinsworth to give the appearance of
being a widow. Tann and Hollinsworth lived together at a time when they
were viewed as homosexual if two independent, financially secure women
lived together. Tann and Hollinsworth hid this fact from everyone.

Tann opened the Tennessee Children’s Home Society in Memphis, which
she used as a front for the black-market baby adoption service. She obtained
children by whatever method she had to use: pressure tactics; threats of legal
action; coercion of poor, single mothers; and downright kidnapping. She also
arranged to get the children born to inmates in Tennessee mental institutions
and those born as wards of the state. Sometimes a single parent would drop
their child off at a nursery school and when they returned to get the child,
they would be told that welfare agents had taken the child. She also took
babies of unwed mothers and told the mother that the newborn required



medical attention and later, when asked about the baby, the mother would be
told that the baby had died.

Tann mistreated the children—neglect, physical abuse, sexual abuse, and
murder. By the 1930s, Memphis had the highest infant mortality rate in the
USA, largely due to Georgia Tann.

Tann had an accomplice in legal matters, Memphis Family Court Judge
Camille Kelley, who used her authority to sanction Tann’s activities. If
adoptive parents discovered incorrect information concerning their adopted
child, Tann threatened them with legal action that would force them to give
up the child.

Tann destroyed the records of children adopted through the Society and
did minimal background checks on the adoptive parents. A lot of the files on
the children were fictionalized. Tann adopted Ann Atwood Hollinsworth on
August 2, 1943, to ensure that Ann would inherit her property.

Georgia Tann died in 1950. After her death, the Tennessee Children’s
Home Society was investigated and shut down. It has been estimated that
Georgia Tann kidnapped more than 5,000 children. At least 19 children died
at the Tennessee Children’s Home Society due to abuse and neglect. These
children were buried in the plot which Tann had purchased before 1923. It
measures 14 ft. by 13 ft. The 19 children who died at the Society are buried
there. No headstones were provided for them.

In 2015, the cemetery raised $13,000 to erect a monument in the
children’s memory. It reads, in part, “In memory of the 19 children who
finally rest here, unmarked if not unknown, and of all the hundreds who died
under the cold, hard hand of the Tennessee Children’s Home Society. Their
final resting place unknown. Their final peace a blessing. The hard lesson of
their fate changed adoption procedure and law nationwide.”

 
Tannenbaum, Gloria (c. 1945 – March 9, 1971), born Gloria Ann

Forrest, is suspected in the poisoning of two neighbors and the disappearance
of her lover in 1969 in Boulder, Colorado. She was committed to a mental
institution in 1969. She committed suicide by taking cyanide on March 9,
1971, while still at the mental hospital.

 
Taxi Demon aka Zhou Wen (1965 – c. 2003) was a taxi driver in the

Liaoning Province city of Anshan, China. He was also a serial killer who



murdered at least six women because he hated women after his wife had an
abortion without his permission.

The women he murdered were all single and had taken Zhou Wen’s taxi
late at night. They were all strangled and dumped in the wasteland
surrounding the city. He kept a detailed diary of his murders and gave it to
police after his arrest so they could find the bodies.

Zhou Wen was arrested on November 28, 2003. No information found on
his trial or sentence.

 
Taylor, Gary Addison (b. 1936) was raised in Florida and first attacked

women while still in his teens. He loitered around bus stops in the evenings,
waiting for a woman to disembark from the bus alone. He then assaulted
them with a hammer. None of his victims died, but they were seriously
wounded. He was confined as a juvenile. When he was released in 1957, he
went to Michigan, where he shot women he found on the streets alone after
dark.

Taylor was sent from one psychiatric hospital to another for the next 11
years. Despite his violence and his proclaiming to have a compulsion to hurt
women, he was treated as an out-patient. In 1973, he quit showing up for his
appointments.

Between 1972 and 1975, Taylor murdered four women in three different
states. First were Lee Fletcher, age 25, and Deborah Heneman, age 23, in
Ohio, both of whom he buried in his back yard. After he moved to Seattle,
Washington, he murdered Vinnie Stuth on November 27. He then headed to
Texas, where he murdered Susan Jackson, age 21, in Houston.

Gary Taylor was arrested in Houston on a sexual assault charge and he
confessed to the four murders. He was convicted and sentenced to life in
prison.

 
Taylor, Kenneth Gordon (b. 1941) confessed to murdering 17 people

selected at random in 1977-78 in Tennessee, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. He was
arrested on September 4, 1978. In 1979, he was convicted of one count of
second-degree murder in Ohio and sentenced to 30 years.

 
Taylor, Kevin (b. June 11, 1974) grew up in foster homes because his

mother was a drug addict and his father a convict. He is believed to be a
serial killer in Chicago, Illinois.



On July 27, 2001, Taylor was convicted of the first-degree murder of
Cynthia Halk, age 38. He had accosted Cynthia after he left work at the
Cheesecake Factory. Cynthia agreed to have sex with him for $10.00. She
tried to leave before Taylor was ready to let her leave and he strangled her.
He picked up the $10 bill and tossed her in the garbage container.

Taylor is believed by authorities to have murdered Ola Mae Wallace, age
39, in 2001. Her body was found in an alley in the 5200 block of North
Broadway. Prosecutors were seeking the death penalty in this case. Diane
Jordan, age 42, was also murdered in 2001. Her body was found in an alley in
the 1400 block of North Mohawk Street. Bernadine Blunt was the third
murder victim in 2001. Her body was found in an abandoned building.

In the summer of 2006, Kevin Taylor was found guilty of the three
murders and sentenced to life on each count. He is incarcerated at Menard
Correctional Center, Menard, Illinois.

 
Tcaciuc, Vasile (c.1900 – October 17, 1935) was a Romanian man known

as the Butcher of Iasi. He lured 21 – 27 victims to the woods (allegedly at his
girlfriend’s insistence) and then murdered them with an axe. He was arrested
after a dog found a dead body in his house. He confessed to 26 murders. He
was shot dead by a policeman while trying to escape in October 1935.

 
Tehran Vampire aka Kordiyeh, Ali Reza Koshruy Kuran (1969 –

August 12, 1997) was a serial killer in the city of Tehran, Iran during the
months of February to June 1997. He was first arrested in 1993 for rape and
kidnapping but managed to escape. During 1997, he kidnapped, raped, and
murdered at least nine women. In an effort to hide his crimes, he poured
gasoline over the victims and set them on fire. Some of the bodies were not
completely destroyed and police found up to 30 stab wounds on those bodies.

Kordiyeh, the Tehran Vampire, was sentenced to death by hanging.
Before his hanging, he received 214 lashes from the relatives of his victims.
He also received a flogging by prison authorities. He was hanged on August
12, 1997, before a cheering crowd of over 20,000 onlookers.

 
Tel Aviv Strangler aka Halabi, Mohammed (b. 1957) murdered four

Jews and three Israeli Arabs (five women and two men) in 1989 in Tel Aviv
and Jaffa, Israel. He confessed to all of the murders and was sentenced to life
plus 40 years in prison.



 
Tenneson, Michael (b. November 21, 1959) was an escaped convict who

robbed and shot to death at least five people in 1987 in Colorado and
Wisconsin. His known victims were Jeffrey Sheffield, age 23; Lila Bush, age
73; Lila’s son, Kenneth, age 33, and Kenneth’s girlfriend, Debra Reget, age
35; and Mitchell Gonzales, age 22.

Michael Tenneson was given two life terms plus 48 years in Colorado in
1988 and three life terms in Wisconsin in 1988.

 
Tenney, Edward L. (b. July 30, 1959) murdered two women in home

robberies and one man in 1993 in Aurora, Illinois. The man was shot four
times in the head for the $6.00 in his pocket. In 1998, Tenney was given the
death penalty on two counts of murder for the two women. In 2010, 18 years
after murdering the man, he was again given the death penalty.

 
Terminator aka Onoprienko, Anatoly Yuriyovych (July 25, 1959 –

August 27, 2013) was a serial/ mass murderer in the Ukraine during the years
1989 through 1996. He confessed to murdering 52 people. All were murdered
during robberies.

On December 24, 1995, the Zaichenko family were murdered with a
sawed-off, double barrel shotgun. After the family of four was murdered,
their home in Garmarnia was set on fire.

The Terminator
Anatoly Onoprienko

thefamouspeople.com

On January 2, 1996, a family of four was shot to death. (The victims were
not identified in published reports.) Onoprienko then killed a male pedestrian



because he did not want any potential witnesses. On January 6, he murdered
four people in three separate incidents by stopping their cars along the
Berdyansk-Dnieprovskala highway. On January 17, Onoprienko shot and
killed the five members of the Pilat family in their home. The home was set
on fire. He also killed two more potential witnesses.

On January 30, 1996, a woman named Marusina and her two sons were
murdered by shotgun blasts, along with their visitor named Zagranichniy in
the Fastova, Kievskaya Oblast*. On February 19, 1996, the Dubchak family
was murdered. The father and son were shot to death, the mother and
daughter were beaten to death with a hammer in Olevsk, Zhitomirskaya
Oblast*. On February 27, 1996, in Malina, Lvivskaya Oblast*, the
Bodnarchuk family of four were murdered. The parents were shot and killed.
The two girls were hacked to death with an axe. Onoprienko also shot and
killed a neighbor he found wandering the Bodnarchuk property.

On March 22, 1996, Onoprienko shot and killed the four members of the
Novosad family, then set their house on fire to eliminate evidence.

A manhunt involving more than 2,000 police and 3,000 troops led to
Onoprienko’s arrest at his girlfriend’s house near the Polish border on April
16, 1996. Officials believe that there were more than the 52 people murdered
due to the long period of time between the first two sets of known murders in
1987 and the murder on December 24, 1995, when Onoprienko was illegally
roaming through several European countries.

Anatoly Onoprienko escaped the death penalty because in 1995 Ukraine
entered the Council of Europe and was in the process of abolishing the death
penalty. He was sentenced to life in prison in 1995. He died of heart failure
on August 27, 2013, at the Zhytomyr Prison.

*Oblast means area or region.
 
Terrell, Bobbie Sue (October 16, 1952 – August 27, 2007) was a 29-

year-old diagnosed schizophrenic from Woodlawn, Illinois who worked on
the midnight shift in nursing homes across Illinois and Florida. She also
suffered from Munchausen syndrome by proxy.

Terrell killed 12 elderly victims in St. Petersburg, Florida by giving them
insulin overdoses. She would cover her tracks by calling the police,
mutilating herself, and saying there was a serial killer loose in the home.

Police finally arrested her when they discovered her psychiatric
background. Bobbie Sue Terrell was judged insane and sentenced to 65 years



in prison. She died in prison on August 27, 2007.
 
Terror of Brandenburg Forest aka Kimmritz, Willie (June 26, 1912 –

July 26, 1950) was a burglar and rapist. In 1948, he became a serial killer in
the Brandenburg Forest area northeast of Berlin, Germany.

Kimmritz enticed women into the forests, where he would rob and rape
them. Theft was his only livelihood. He was arrested on September 11, 1948.
At his interrogation, he confessed to 23 rapes, four murders, and countless
robbery and property crimes. He was convicted of 13 rapes and three
murders. He was given the death sentence on February 18, 1949. Willie
Kimmritz was executed by guillotine at the prison in Frankfurt on July 26,
1950.

 
Terror of Paris aka Philippe, Joseph (c. 1835 – July 24, 1866) murdered

seven female prostitutes and a 10-year-old child between 1861 and 1866 in
Paris, France. Sentenced to death, he was guillotined in July 1866.

 
Terry, Michael Devern (b. 1960) shot or stabbed six gay men to death

after sex in 1985-86 in Atlanta, Georgia. His victims were Jason McColley,
age 18; Alvin George, age 31; Curtis Brown, age 21; Daryl Williams, age 21;
George Willingham; and Richard Williams (no relation to Daryl). He was
sentenced to life without parole on two counts in 1987.

 
Tessnow, Ludwig (February 15, 1872 – 1904) murdered four children in

Germany, two girls in 1898 and two boys in 1901.
On the morning of September 9, 1898, two girls, one seven years old and

the other 10 years old, left their home in Wallenhorst to go to school. Their
bodies were found in the woods around noon the same day. An eyewitness
had seen Tessnow loitering near the woods that morning. Investigators went
to his house to question him, but he denied being near the woods. When
questioned about the recently washed clothing that had suspicious stains on
them, he claimed the stains were wood dye which he used in his job as a
carpenter. He was also accused of slaughtering seven sheep. The farmer said
he had seen a man who looked like Tessnow fleeing from the field. The sheep
had their legs cut or torn off and thrown around in the field.

On July 1, 1901, two young boys, one five years old and the other seven,
failed to return home in the evening after playing outside on the island of



Rugen off the coast of Germany. Their bodies were found the following
morning in the woods. They had been mutilated and butchered and the parts
scattered over a wide area. Their skulls were shattered, and the heart of the
older boy was missing. Authorities also found a blood-stained stone that
proved to be the murder weapon. Tessnow had been seen talking to the boys
that evening. Authorities went to his home, but he denied any involvement.
They searched his home and again found recently-laundered clothing that had
suspicious looking stains. He again claimed the stains were wood dye.

The police had heard about a test that biologist Paul Uhlenhuth had
developed that could distinguish blood from other substances and
differentiate human blood from animal blood. They contacted Uhlenhuth and
asked that he test Tessnow’s clothing and the blood-stained stone. He found
traces of wood dye and blood, both sheep’s blood and human blood.

Ludwig Tessnow was tried and convicted. He was sentenced to death and
executed by guillotine at Greifswald Prison in 1904.

 
Thanos, John Frederick (March 28, 1949 – May 17, 1994) murdered

three robbery victims in Maryland in 1990. The victims were Melody
Pistorio, age 14; Billy Winebrenner, age 16; and Gregory Allen Taylor, age
18. Sentenced to death on all three counts, John Thanos was executed by
lethal injection on May 17, 1994, the first person to be executed in the state
of Maryland since 1976.

 
Tholmer, Brandon (b. 1949) was born in New Orleans, Louisana, where

he showed signs of an intellectual disability at an early age. He left home
when still a child and lived a vagrant life. He moved to Los Angeles,
California in the 1970s, where he is suspected of raping, robbing, and
murdering 34 elderly women during 1981 – 1984. He was sentenced to four
consecutive life terms in 1986. He is currently at the California Medical
Facility, Vacaville, California.

 
Thompson, Jerry K. (March 17, 1961 – October 27, 2002) was a career

criminal who shot and killed two men and one woman during robberies in
1991 in Indianapolis, Indiana. His victims were Melvin Hillis, age 68; Robert
Beeler, age 47; and Wesley Crandall.

On May 26, 1996, Jerry Thompson was sentenced to death. Before he
could be executed, he was stabbed to death in 2002 by other death row



inmates at the Indiana State Prison in Michigan City, Indiana.
 
Thompson, Kelly Ray (b. 1968) confessed to murdering eight women in

the 1990s in Washington and Colorado. He was sentenced to 31 years on one
count of murder in Washington in 1998. He is currently incarcerated at the
Monroe Correctional Complex – TRU, in Monroe, Washington.

 
Thompson, William Paul (1937 – June 19, 1989) allegedly shot and

killed six men in personal conflicts and contract murders in 1983-84 in New
York, Kansas, California, and Nevada. He was convicted of two first-degree
murders in California and sentenced to death in Nevada. He was executed by
lethal injection on June 19, 1989, at Nevada State Prison.

 
Thrill Killer aka Biegenwald, Richard Fran (August 24, 1940 – March

12, 2008) was the product of a typical serial killer’s upbringing. He was
regularly beaten by his alcoholic father. At age five he set their home in New
Jersey on fire. He was bounced from psychiatric hospital to reformatory to
psychiatric hospital to reformatory, etc. He was drinking and gambling by the
age of eight. At age nine, he received experimental shock therapy.

At age 18, during a robbery, he killed the proprietor of a convenience
store in Bayonne, New Jersey. He served 17 years in prison. After his release
at age 35, Biegenwald was befriended by Dherran Fitzgerald, who would
play a role in several of his future murders. On January 4, 1983, the body of
18-year-old Anna Olesiewicz was found behind a restaurant in Asbury Park.
A friend of Biegenwald’s wife told the police about a seeing a body in
Biegenwald’s garage.

On January 22, 1983, while Fitzgerald was visiting, both Biegenwald and
Fitzgerald were arrested. Authorities searched the home and found a pipe
bomb, handguns, a machine gun, Rohypnol (a potent tranquilizer), marijuana,
and a puff adder (a poisonous snake). They also found the floor plans for
several area businesses.

Fitzgerald told the police about helping Biegenwald take the body of a
woman to Biegenwald’s mother’s house in Staten Island and bury it in the
basement. There was also another body buried there. Fitzgerald told police
where there were three more bodies. They located the body of William Ware,
a prison escapee, who had once been a friend of Biegenwald’s. Authorities
had only enough evidence to charge Biegenwald with five counts of first-



degree murder. Fitzgerald turned state’s evidence. In return, he was charged
with only one count of possession of a weapon and one count of accessory to
murder after the fact He served 10 years in prison.

Richard Biegenwald was found guilty on all five counts of first-degree
murder and sentenced to death by lethal injection. The sentence was
overturned by the Appellate Court and Biegenwald was to serve four life
sentences with the possibility of parole. On March 12, 2008, he died of
kidney and respiratory failure.

 
Thrill Killer aka Chavez, Juan Rodriguez (April 27, 1968 – April 22,

2003) was a serial killer in Texas in 1995. Born in 1968 as a middle child in a
family of 19, his parents were migrant farm workers who had moved from
Fort Wayne, Indiana to the Dallas, Texas area only three months after he was
born. He dropped out of school during the ninth grade and at age 17 was
charged with murder.

In 1987, Chavez was convicted of the murder of a neighbor during a
burglary in 1985. He was sentenced to a 15-year prison term. During his
prison time, he was charged with more than 40 disciplinary violations, but
still accrued enough “good time” in prison to be paroled in March 1994. He
had served less than half his sentence. Within a year, Chavez had murdered
again, along with his accomplice, Hector Fernandez, a juvenile.

In March 1995, Chavez shot and killed Jose Castillo in a robbery. On May
20, he shot and killed Juan Hernandez. On July 2, police found three more
bodies that had all been shot and then run over by a car. They were security
guard Susan Ferguson, found in north Dallas, and Alfonso Contreras and
Maria Guadalupe Delgadille-Pena (shot and killed by Fernandez using a 9
mm pistol he had stolen from one of the victims, who were found in south
Dallas).

Kevin Hancock, a security guard, was shot at an apartment complex. He
survived but was permanently paralyzed. Later, on July 2, Jose Vasquez
Morales was shot and killed as he was talking on a pay phone, and Jesus
Briseno was shot and killed during an apparent robbery.

During another robbery, Fernandez shot and wounded Francisco and
Alberto Guevara. In less than four hours, Chavez and Fernandez had
murdered five people, paralyzed one, and wounded two others.

On July 4, Antonio Rios and Manuel Duran were shot in the head in the
parking lot of a tire shop. A few minutes later, Antonio Banda was shot and



killed outside a nearby apartment. On July 23, Juan Carlos Macias was killed
during a carjacking. The same .38 caliber revolver was linked to six of the
murders.

Chavez was arrested in August 1995 when he reported to his parole
officer. In March 1996, he was convicted of capital murder and sentenced to
death. On April 22, 2003, Juan Rodriguez Chavez was executed by lethal
injection by the State of Texas at the Walls Correctional Facility in
Huntsville.

 
Thuggee Cult aka Behram, Thug (c 1765 – 1840) was a one-time leader

of the Thuggee Cult in northern central India. The cult was covert and
operated as groups, not individually. Thug Behram was one of the world’s
most prolific killers. It is said that he may have been present when as many as
931 victims were murdered by strangulation, with the ceremonial cloth or
rumal (meaning “handkerchief” in Hindi). He admitted that he may have
strangled about 125 men with his own hands. He was executed by hanging in
1840.

 
Tilley, Joe Vance (b. 1974) murdered Herman Deagon, age 75, and two

15-year-old girls in 1990 in Oklahoma. He was sentenced to life without
parole on one count of murder and sentenced to death on a second count of
murder in 1993.

 
Tingler Jr., Richard Lee (b. December 1940) was born out of wedlock to

a mother who beat him regularly and reminded him that he was “born in sin.”
He enlisted in the air force in an effort to escape his home life. In June

1959, while stationed in Alaska, he and another air force man were arrested
for a burglary in Anchorage. He confessed and was charged with three more
burglaries. He was sentenced to two years in prison. He was transferred from
one prison to another several times and in February 1961, he was released
from the prison in Chillicothe, Ohio. In August of that year, he was again
arrested on 13 counts of breaking and entering, along with the same buddy
with whom he was arrested in Alaska. This time he was sentenced to a term
of one to 15 years, but he was paroled in August 1964 after serving less than
three years. He was arrested several more times as a parole violator and
finally released in February 1968.



On the morning of September 16, joggers found four bodies lying side by
side in Cleveland’s Rockefeller Park. The victims had all been killed by
multiple gunshots from two different weapons. One of the victims was
Joseph Zoldman, a tavern owner. Two of the victims were part-time
bartenders for Zoldman, and the other was a female prostitute.

On October 20, near closing time, two people were killed and one injured
during the robbery of a dairy bar in Columbus, Ohio. Susan Pack and Jimmy
Stevens, teenage employees, and the manager, Phyllis Crowe, were ordered
into the back room. The robber bound their hands and started to leave, but
shopped in the doorway and snarled, “What the hell, I ain’t got nothing to
lose. I’m gonna kill you all.” He ripped the door from the safe and pounded
the skulls of Susan Pack and Jimmy Stevens. He twisted a coat hanger around
the neck of Phyllis Crowe and choked her into unconsciousness. She
awakened sometime later to find that both of the teenagers had been shot in
the back of their heads. Ballistic tests proved that the bullets matched one of
the guns used in the Cleveland murders. Phyllis identified a mug shot of
Richard Tingler as the killer. Tingler was indicted on six counts of murder
and added to the FBI’s “Ten Most Wanted” list.

Using the name “Don (or D.L.) Williams”, Tingler was working on a farm
near Dill City, Oklahoma. On March 30, 1969, his photo was shown on an
episode of the television series The FBI, which “Williams” saw. He did not
show up for work the following day.

On April 27, Brooks Hutchenson and his friend, “D. L. Williams” checked
into a motel in Gilman, Illinois. The maid found Hutchenson’s body in the
motel room the following morning when she went into the room to clean. He
had been shot four times at close range. His cash and Ford LTD were
missing.

“Williams” returned to the farm in Oklahoma on April 29 driving the Ford
LTD. The next day he left the farm in the car but returned on May 2 without
it. The sheriff’s office began receiving complaints about indiscriminate
gunfire coming from the farm. Deputies had been warned by locals that the
gunman looked a lot like a wanted fugitive, and they went to the farm to
investigate.

On May 19, federal agents joined sheriff’s deputies and went to the farm.
They found “Williams” working in the field, took his automatic pistol he
always carried with him, identified him, and Tingler and placed him under
arrest on six counts of murder in Ohio.



He was sentenced to death in 1969. The sentence was commuted to life in
1972.

 
Tinning, Marybeth (b. September 11, 1942) was born Marybeth Roe in

Duanesburg, New York. Her father, Alton, worked as a press operator at
General Electric. In school she was an average student. After graduating she
had a series of jobs, but none of them paid well. She then took classes to
become a nurse’s aide. She worked at Ellis Hospital in Schenectady.

She met her husband-to-be, Joe Tinning, on a blind date, and they were
married in the spring of 1965. By 1970 they had two children, Barbara and
Joseph. In December 1971, Jennifer was born. She never left the hospital.
She was sick when she was born and died a few weeks later of hemorrhagic
meningitis.

In January 1972, Tinning took Joseph to the emergency room at Ellis
Hospital, claiming he had had some kind of seizure. The doctors could not
find anything wrong and sent him home. Several hours later she took him
back to the emergency room, but now Joseph was dead. She said she had put
him into his bed and when she returned, he was blue.

In February, Tinning took her daughter, Barbara, age four, to the same
emergency room. She told the doctor that the child had been having
convulsions. The doctors wanted her to stay all night, but Tinning insisted
that she take her home. After several hours, she was back at the hospital with
Barbara, who was now unconscious. Barbara died later. Her death was
attributed to Reye’s Syndrome.

On Thanksgiving Day 1973, Tinning gave birth to a son she named
Timothy. She brought Timothy back to the hospital on December 10. He was
dead. She told the doctors she had found him dead in his crib. His death was
listed as SIDS (sudden infant death syndrome).

Two years later, she gave birth to another son, Nathan. On September 2,
Nathan was dead when Tinning arrived with him at St. Clare’s Hospital. She
said they were in the car when she noticed the baby had quit breathing. There
seemed to be no explanation for his death.

In 1978, the couple adopted a child and Tinning became pregnant again.
Their little boy was ready to go home with them from the adoption agency in
August 1978. They named him Michael. On October 29, Tinning gave birth
to a little girl and named her Mary Frances. In January 1979, Tinning was in
the emergency room saying that her baby was having a seizure. The little girl



was revived by doctors and nurses. Tinning lived directly across the street
from the hospital by this time. On February 20, she brought Mary Frances
back to the hospital. She was brain dead. Tinning claimed that she had found
the little girl unconscious in her bed.

Tinning became pregnant again, and on November 19, 1979, gave birth to
another son she named Jonathan. In March 1980, she was back at St. Clare’s
Hospital with Jonathan, who was unconscious. He was revived. Due to the
family’s history of losing their babies, Jonathan was sent to Boston Hospital.
He was thoroughly examined by the doctors there, but they could find no
medical reason why the baby had simply stopped breathing. They sent
Jonathan home. A few days later, Jonathan was brain dead when Tinning
took him back to the hospital.

In March 1981, Tinning took Michael, her adopted child who was two and
a half years old, to her pediatrician wrapped in a blanket and unconscious.
She told the doctor she could not wake Michael. The doctor examined
Michael and found he was dead. Since this was an adopted child, the theory
that the deaths in her family had a genetic origin was disregarded.

On August 22, 1985, Tinning gave birth to her ninth child, another little
girl, who they named Tami Lynne. On December 19, Tinning and her next-
door neighbor, Cynthia Walter, a practical nurse, went shopping together.
Later that night, Walter received a frantic telephone call from Tinning. She
rushed to the Tinning house and found Tami Lynne lying on the changing
table. She could find no pulse and the baby was not moving. They rushed her
to the emergency room, where she was pronounced dead.

After this death, suspicion mounted. Tinning was always alone with the
children when they died, but there was no evidence of any kind that she was
responsible. After police interrogated her, she confessed to smothering Tami
Lynn, Nathan, and Timothy. She denied having harmed the other children.
She later retracted her confession.

Marybeth Tinning was convicted of murdering Tami Lynne and sentenced
to 20 years to life in prison. At her first parole hearing in March 2007, she
told the parole board, “I have to be honest, and the only thing that I can tell
you is that I know that my daughter is dead. I live with it every day. I have no
recollection and I can’t believe that I harmed her. I can’t say any more than
that.” Parole was denied.

In January 2009, Tinning had her second parole hearing and this time she
told the parole board, “I was going through bad times.” She was denied



parole.
Marybeth Tinning was released from prison on August 28, 2018.
 
Tkach, Serhiy (September 12, 1952 – November 4, 2018) was born in

Kiselyovsk, RSFSR (Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic) and was a
former Ukrainian police investigator. He was also a serial killer who is
known to have murdered 36 people and claims to have murdered more than
100, during the years 1984 to 2005.

Tkach was a sexual monster; he suffocated girls age 8 to 18 and
performed sexual acts on their bodies after they were dead.

Even though he admitted his crimes and asked for the death penalty, he
was sentenced to life in prison.

During the years Tkach was killing women and girls, nine other men were
jailed for some of the murders he had committed. One of these men
committed suicide.

Serhiy Tkach died of heart failure at Prison No. 8 in Zhytomyr, Ukraine
on November 4, 2018.

Peter Tobin
Ian Rutherford

Tobin, Peter Britton (b. August 27, 1946) was born in Johnstone,
Renfrewshire, Scotland, the youngest of seven children. He was a
troublesome child who was sent to an approved school (similar to a reform
school in the USA) at age seven and later to a young offender institution.

Tobin married in August 1969 to Margaret Mountney, his 17-year-old
girlfriend. They divorced in 1971. In 1973, he married a nurse named Sylvia
Jefferies, age 30. They had a son and a daughter (who died shortly after being
born). In 1976, Sylvia left, taking their son with her.



Tobin had a relationship with Cathy Wilson, and they had a son in
December 1987. She and Tobin were married in 1989. Cathy was only 17.
She left Tobin in 1990. All three wives later told of falling for a charming,
well-dressed man who turned violent and sadistic after their marriage.

Tobin moved to Havant to be near his younger son. On August 4, 1993, he
attacked two girls, both age 14, at his apartment in Havant, Hampshire. They
had come to babysit his young son but instead were held at knifepoint and
forced to drink strong cider and vodka, after which they were raped by Tobin.
He turned on the gas taps and left them for dead, but they both survived.
Tobin fled to a religious sect in Coventry, West Midlands to avoid being
arrested. He was captured in Brighton after police had seen his blue Austin
Metro there. Tobin pled guilty and was sentenced to 14 years in prison. He
was released in 2004.

In September 2006, using the name Pat McLaughlin (he was still on the
Violent and Sex Offender Register), Tobin worked as a handyman at the St.
Patrick’s Roman Catholic Church in Anderston, Glasgow. He was not
discovered until the murder of Angelika Kluk. She was a student from
Skoczow near Krakow in Poland, who was staying at the Presbytery of St.
Patrick’s Church and worked as a cleaner to help finance her Scandinavian
Studies course at the University of Gdansk. She was last seen in the company
of McLaughlin (Tobin) on September 24, 2006. Police found her body on
September 29, concealed in an underground chamber beneath the floor near
the confessional. She had been beaten, raped, and stabbed. Tobin was
arrested in London shortly after Angelika’s body was found.

Tobin’s house in Bathgate, West Lothian was searched looking for the
body of Vicky Hamilton, age 15, last seen on February 10, 1991. She
disappeared while waiting for a bus in Bathgate to return home from visiting
with her sister in Livingston.

There was also a search of a house in Southsea, Hampshire, in early
October 2007, where Tobin lived shortly after leaving Bathgate.

Police found human remains in the back garden of a house at 50 Irvine
Drive in Margate, Kent, where Tobin had lived in 1991. On November 14,
2007, the remains were confirmed as being those of Vicky Hamilton.

Peter Tobin was tried and convicted of the murder of Vicky Hamilton on
December 2, 2008. He was sentenced to 30 years. The judge, Lord Emslie,
said, “Had it been open to me, I would have made that period run consecutive
to the 21-year custodial period that you are already serving.”



Dinah McNicol, age 18, was last seen alive on August 5, 1991,
hitchhiking home from a music festival at Liphook, Hampshire. She was with
a male companion who was dropped off at Junction 8 on the M25, and she
stayed in the car with the driver. She was never seen again. Even though she
had disappeared, regular withdrawals of £250 were made at ATMs in the UK
south coast counties of Hampshire and Sussex. McNicol had told her family
and friends that the funds were to be used for travel or to further her
education. Her case was reopened in late 2007.

On November 16, 2007, a second body was found at 50 Irvine Drive in
Margate. It was confirmed that this was the body of Dinah McNichol.

A summons was served on Tobin’s solicitors (lawyers), formally accusing
Peter Tobin with this murder. The trial began in June 2009, but it was
postponed in July 2009 when the judge ruled that Tobin was not fit to stand
trial pending surgery. On December 14, 2009, the trial resumed. The defense
offered no evidence. On December 16, 2009, Tobin was found guilty by the
jury after less than 15 minutes’ deliberation. He was sentenced to life in
prison with the recommendation by the judge that his life sentence should
mean life. He is incarcerated at Her Majesty’s Prison Edinburgh.

Police are still investigating 13 other unsolved murders for which Peter
Tobin may also be responsible. Tobin reportedly bragged in prison about
having 48 victims. As of December 2019, he was suffering from cancer and
said to be “on his death bed.”

 
Tofania (1653 – 1723) aka Giulia Tofana was an infamous woman from

Palermo, Italy. Between 1670 and 1719, in Naples, Italy, she was hired by
wives to poison their unwanted husbands. She is suspected of poisoning an
estimated 600 people using “Aqua tofana”, a mixture of arsenic, lead, and
possibly belladonna. She was executed by garrote in 1723.

 
Tolerton, Kenyon Battles (b. 1956) was a rapist and murderer who

stabbed three girls in 1980 and 1993 in Colorado. He pleaded guilty to the
murder of Donna Waugh in 1980, and was paroled in 1991. In 1994, he was
sentenced to life plus 48 years for the murder of Cissy Pamela Foster, age 14,
on September 1, 1993, in Arapahoe County, Colorado. Tolerton was
connected to Cissy’s murder by DNA.

Kenyon Tolerton is also a suspect in the murder of Holly Andrews, age
16, who disappeared on December 26, 1976. She disappeared after leaving



her mother’s home in Littleton, Colorado. Her body was found the following
day near Bakersfield in Clear Creek County, Colorado.

 
Toppan, Jane (March 31, 1854 – October 29, 1938) was born in Boston,

Massachusetts to Irish immigrants Peter and Bridget Kelley and given the
name Honora Kelley. Her mother died of tuberculosis when she was quite
young. Her father was an alcoholic and very abusive. In 1863, Kelley took
Delia, age 8, and Honora, age 6, to the Boston Female Asylum, an orphanage.
They never saw their father again. In November 1864, Honora was placed in
the home of Mrs. Ann C. Toppan of Lowell, Massachusetts, as an indentured
servant. Although they never legally adopted her, Honora took their surname
and became known as Jane Toppan.

Toppan began nurse’s training in 1885 at Cambridge Hospital where she
was well-liked and had a lot of friends who referred to her as “Jolly Jane”.
She began using her elderly patients to experiment with morphine and
atropine, and altering prescriptions to see what the increased dosages did to
their nervous systems. Several of them died. In 1889, Toppan was
recommended for a job at Massachusetts General Hospital, a very prestigious
hospital where she murdered several patients and was fired in 1890.

In 1895, Toppan began poisoning people she knew. She murdered her
landlord, Israel Dunham, and his wife; her foster sister, Elizabeth Toppan;
Alden Davis and his family in Cataumet (his sister Genevieve and his
daughters Minnie and Edna). A toxicology exam of Minnie Davis was
ordered by the surviving members of the Davis family. The report showed
that she had been poisoned. On October 29, 1901, Jane was arrested for
murder and she confessed to 31 murders. She was found not guilty by reason
of insanity and committed to the Taunton Insane Hospital for life, where she
died on October 29, 1938.

 
Torres, Leslie (b. 1971) shot and killed five people during robberies to

support a drug addiction in 1988 in New York City. He was arrested on
January 8, 1988, and found guilty of two counts of second-degree murder. He
was given a life sentence with 60 years minimum in 1989.

 
Townser, Anthony (b. July 7, 1975) is suspected of robbing and

murdering at least three elderly people in 1993 in Illinois and Missouri. He
was sentenced to 75 years on one count of murder in 1995 in Illinois. He is



currently serving his sentence at Pinckneyville Correctional Center at
Pinckneyville, Illinois.

 
Trailside Killer aka Carpenter, David Joseph (b. May 6, 1930) was born

in San Francisco, California to Elwood and Frances Carpenter. He was forced
to take ballet and violin lessons by his domineering mother who also dressed
him in fancy clothes. He was teased in school about his manner of dress and
his severe stutter. He was often severely beaten by his mother. When he was
14, he was committed to Napa State Hospital for sex offenses. At age 17, he
molested two of his cousins, ages 8 and 3, and was sentenced to California
Youth Authority. He married Ellen Heattle when she was 19 years old and he
was 25. They had three children over the next four years, the last born on
June 17, 1960. Carpenter’s wife complained that he had an enormous sexual
appetite and had to have intercourse three times nightly.

In July 1960, Carpenter committed his first serious violent offence, the
attack on Lois de Andrade. Carpenter brought with him clothesline, a knife,
and a claw hammer. de Andrade was stabbed in the hand and hit at least six
times on the head with the hammer. Police officer Wayne Hicks heard her
cries for help and when he arrived on the scene, Carpenter shot at Hicks but
missed him. Hicks returned fire and hit Carpenter in the abdomen and the leg.
Carpenter was charged with one count of assault with intent to commit
murder and two counts of assault with a deadly weapon. He was sentenced to
14 years. He was paroled on April 7, 1969.

On January 27, 1970, Carpenter stabbed Cheryl Lynn Smith and ripped
off her clothes, but she managed to escape and in the process, she got his
license plate number. Later, on the same day, Carpenter broke into a home,
raped a woman in the house, and stole her car. On February 3, he kidnapped
and raped another woman. He was arrested the same day. Carpenter was
convicted of armed robbery, kidnapping, auto theft, and escape (he had
escaped while awaiting trial). He was paroled on May 21, 1979.

On August 19, 1979, Carpenter murdered Edda Kane, age 44. She was
shot and left naked in Mt. Tamalpais State Park. He murdered Barbara
Swartz, age 23, on March 8, 1980. She had been stabbed repeatedly and was
also found in Mt. Tamalpais State Park. Rick Stowers, age 19, and Cindy
Moreland, age 18, disappeared on October 11, 1980. On October 15, the body
of Anne Alderson, age 26, was found near Mt. Tamalpais State Park. She had
been raped and shot three times. On November 28, he murdered Diane



O’Connell, age 22, and Shauna May, age 25, in Point Reyes Park. Diane had
been raped, strangled, and shot. Shauna had been shot and possibly raped.
The bodies of Rick Stowers and Cindy Moreland were also found in Point
Reyes Park. On December 28, Anna Kelly Menjivar disappeared. Her
remains were found in Castle Rock State Park on June 16, 1981.

On March 29, 1981, in Henry Cowell Redwood State Park, Ellen Marie
Hansen, age 20, was shot three times and killed. Her companion, Steven
Haertle, was also shot, but he survived and gave an accurate description of
the killer. Other hikers reported seeing a red foreign car around the area at the
time of the murders. On May 2, Heather Scaggs, age 20, disappeared. Her
body was found in Big Basin Redwood State Park. She was a co-worker of
Carpenter’s at Econo Quick Print.

On May 15, 1981, David Joseph Carpenter was arrested. He was charged
with five counts of murder, rape, and attempted rape in Santa Cruz County.
On July 6, 1984, Carpenter was found guilty on all charges and sentenced to
death.

On January 1, 1985, Carpenter was charged with five counts of murder,
two counts of rape, and one count of attempted rape in Marin County. On
May 10, 1988, he was found guilty on all charges and received a second
sentence of death. A mistrial was declared because one juror was aware that
Carpenter had been convicted of murder and sentenced to death in Santa Cruz
County. At his retrial, he was again found guilty and sentenced to death.

As of this writing, he is still sitting on death row at San Quentin Prison in
California.

 
Trapishkin, Nicholas (c. 1900 – 1926) was alleged to have murdered 100

people in Russia during the years 1920 – 1926. He was convicted and
sentenced to death by the Moscow Supreme Court, and executed in 1926.

 
Travis, Maury Troy (October 25, 1965 – June 10, 2002) was a serial

killer in Ferguson, St. Louis County, Missouri who murdered at least 12
prostitutes and claimed to have murdered 17 during the period of March 2001
to May 2002.

Travis is believed to have murdered all of the women in the basement of
his home and dumped the bodies along St. Louis area roads. When police
searched his home, they found a secret torture chamber in the basement, with
bondage equipment, a stun gun, and newspaper clippings of the murders.



He was arrested after he anonymously mailed a map of where the body of
one of his victims was found to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. The map was
later found to have come from Expedia.com and linked to his computer.

Travis was put on “suicide watch.” In spite of the fact that a guard was to
check on him in his cell every 15 minutes and another inmate was assigned to
monitor him, Maury Travis managed to hang himself in his cell out of sight
of the other inmate and before the guard checked on him 45 minutes later.

 
Trawick, Jack Harrison (1946 – June 11, 2009) murdered at least five

people and possibly as many as 14 in Alabama and Oregon between 1972 and
1992. Some of the victims were strangled, some were beaten with a hammer,
and some were stabbed with a knife. He was convicted of murdering
Stephanie Gach, age 21, on October 9, 1992, and sentenced to death. In 1995,
he was convicted of murdering Aileen Pruitt and sentenced to life in prison.

He was executed by lethal injection at Holman Correctional Facility in
Atmore, Alabama on June 11, 2009.

 
Trobec, Metod (June 6, 1948 – May 30, 2006) aka Monster of Gorejne

Vasi was born in Planina nad Horjulom, Yugoslavia, now Slovenia. After his
military service, he worked for the Yugoslav Railways before immigrating to
Germany.

In 1974, he returned to Slovenia he was arrested and sentenced to 13
months for several crimes. Between October 1977 and December 1979, he
raped and murdered at least five women: Vida Markovic, age 18; Marjana
Cankar, age 52; Urska Brecko, age 20; Ana Plevnik, age 42; and Zorka
Nikdic, age 35. After the murders, he cremated their remains in his home
oven.

Investigators were horrified to find bones and human skulls in the oven in
his kitchen. Forensic experts identified the bones as belonging to five bodies.
Trobec confessed to the murders and was sentenced to death, but this was
later commuted to 20 years. While in prison he attempted to kill a fellow
inmate and was sentenced to an additional 15 years.

On May 30, 2006, Trobec hanged himself with a blanket at Dob pri Mirni
Prison in Slovenia.

 
Truck Stop Killer aka Mendenhall, Bruce (b. April 14, 1951) was a long

distance truck driver. He is a convicted murderer and a suspected serial killer.



He was found guilty of the June 26, 2007, murder of Sara Nicole Hulbert, age
25, at a TA truck stop on I-24 near Nashville, Tennessee. At the time of his
arrest on July 12, 2007, investigators searched his truck and found a rifle,
knives, handcuffs, latex gloves, several gun cartridges, black tape, a
nightstick, and sex toys. Testing of some of these items revealed DNA from
five different women.

During interrogation, Mendenhall implicated himself in the murder of
Hulbert and the death of Symantha Winters, age 48. Her body had been found
in a trash can at a truck stop in Lebanon, Tennessee, on June 6, 2007.
Mendenhall is a suspect in other murders.

Tammy Zywicki was stabbed to death on or about August 24, 1992. She
disappeared from I-80 near LaSalle, Illinois after dropping her brother off at
Northwestern University in Evansville, Illinois. Her body was found on
September 2. She had been stabbed to death.

Belinda Cartwright was run over and killed at a truck stop in Georgia on
February 22, 2001. Witnesses told authorities they had seen Belinda on the
running board, hanging on and begging the driver to stop. A composite
drawing was made from witness descriptions and the composite bore a
striking resemblance to Mendenhall.

Deborah Ann Glover’s body was found near a Motel 6 in Suwanee,
Georgia, on January 29, 2007. She had been shot. Sherry Drinkard was found
naked in a snow embankment at the Travel Center of America at Route 51
and the Indiana Toll Road (I-80/90) on February 22, 2007. She had also been
shot. Latisha Milliken disappeared in February 2007. Her blood was found in
Bruce Mendenhall’s truck. Her body has not been found.

Robin Bishop was run over at a Flying J truck stop on I-40 in Fairview,
Tennessee on July 1, 2007.

Carma Purpura, age 31 and the mother of two, was last seen on July 11,
2007, at a Flying J truck stop on I-465 in Indianapolis, Indiana. Her body was
never found. Blood was found in Mendenhall’s truck and DNA from that
blood matched her parents, proving that Carma had been in his truck. He was
charged with this murder on April 10, 2008.

Lucille (Gretna) Carter’s body was found nude in a trash bin with a plastic
bag taped around her head in Birmingham, Alabama. She had been shot with
a .22 caliber weapon. Mendenhall was charged with her murder on July 28,
2007.



Bruce Mendenhall has been charged with three murders, one each in
Alabama, Indiana, and Tennessee. He is a suspect in at least nine other
murders.

 
Truck Stop Killer aka Rhoades, Robert Ben (b. November 22, 1945) was

born in Council Bluffs, Iowa. At the age of 45, he was convicted of three
murders, but authorities believe he possibly tortured, raped, and murdered
more than 50 women between 1975 and 1990, based on where he was when
women went missing. He admitted to murdering women for 15 years.

Rhoades was born in Council Bluffs, Iowa and raised in his early years by
his mother while his father was serving his country in the US Army and
stationed in West Germany. His father was discharged and returned when
Rhoades was still in elementary school. Rhoades participated in football,
wrestling, choir, and the French Club during his school years.

In 1961, he was arrested for tampering with a vehicle, and in 1962 he was
arrested for public fighting, neither of which were serious crimes. When he
graduated from Monticello High School, he joined the US Marine Corps. In
1967 or 1968, Rhoades was dishonorably discharged from the Marine Corps
for his involvement in a robbery. He then attended college but quit after a
short time. He tried to join law enforcement but was rejected, probably
because of his dishonorable discharge from the Marines.

He was married three times during the 1970s and 1980s and had a son
with his first wife. During this time, he worked in stores, supermarkets,
warehouses, and restaurants. He finally found work as a long haul truck
driver. Along with this, he became involved in BDSM (bondage, discipline,
sadism, and masochism) and began to abuse his third wife verbally,
physically, and sexually. He preyed on hitchhikers and female sex workers at
the truck stops.

Rhoades’ first known victims were Candace Walsh, age 24, and her
husband, Douglas Zyskowski, age 25, whom he found hitchhiking in January
1990. He killed Zyskowski almost immediately and left his body in Sutton
County, Texas, where it was found later. He kept Candace Walsh for more
than a week, during which time he tortured her, raped her, and finally killed
her. He dumped her body in Millard County, Utah.

In February 1990, he kidnapped an 18-year-old and kept her for two
weeks before she managed to escape and contacted the police. Rhoades was
detained, but the victim refused to press charges because she felt it would be



a “he says, she says” situation. She later told police that she was fearful of
Rhoades after spending two weeks in his truck, the sleeper cab of which he
had converted into a personal torture chamber. He sometimes kept women for
weeks.

Later in February, Regina Kay Walters, age 14, and her boyfriend, Ricky
Lee Jones, had both run away from home their homes in Pasadena, a suburb
of Houston, Texas, and had the unfortunate experience of accepting a ride
from Rhoades. Jones was murdered almost immediately, and Walters was
kept for a long time. Rhoades photographed her, like he had his other victims,
and her hair grew noticeably longer during her time with him.

Jones’ body was found in Lamar County, Mississippi on March 3, 1991.
He was not identified until July 2008. Rhoades had been charged in absentia
with Walters’ murder in Bond County, Illinois.

Robert Rhoades was finally arrested on April 1, 1990, when Arizona
Highway Patrol officer Mike Miller stopped by a truck with its hazard lights
blinking at the side of I-10. Inside the cab he found a nude woman,
handcuffed and screaming, and a male who identified himself as the driver of
the truck. Rhoades failed to talk his way out of that situation and was arrested
and charged with aggravated assault, sexual assault, and unlawful
imprisonment. Detective Rich Barnhart made a connection to the Houston
case and noticed a pattern stretching over a period of at least five months. In a
search of Rhoades’ home, police discovered photos of a nude teenager who
was identified as Regina Kay Walters. Her body was found in September
1990. They also found photos of Candace Walsh, whose body was found in
October.

In 1994, Rhoades was convicted of the first-degree murder of Regina Kay
Walters and sentenced to life without parole. He is incarcerated at Menard
Correctional Center in Chester, Illinois.

In 2005, Rhoades was extradited to Utah and tried for the murders of
Candace Walsh and Douglas Zyskowski, but the charges were dropped at the
request of the victims’ families.

Rhoades was later extradited to Texas to stand trial for the murder of
Ricky Lee Jones. In exchange for dropping the death penalty, Rhoades
pleaded guilty and received a second life sentence.

In spite of the other convictions, Rhoades is still in Chester, Illinois,
serving his life sentence for the murder of Regina Kay Walters.

 



Trudeau, Yves “Apache” (February 4, 1946 – July 2008) was the leader
of the Popeyes, an outlaw motorcycle gang in Laval, Quebec, Canada. In
1977, the Popeyes became the first Canadian club to be a chapter of the Hells
Angels, known as the North Chapter. They were the most violent motorcycle
club in Quebec.

Trudeau went to work at an explosives factory to learn how to handle
explosives and he became an expert at building bombs. He was considered to
be the Hells Angels’ most prolific killer. In contrast to the typical Hells
Angel, who was 6 feet tall, 300 – 400 lbs. with long hair and a beard,
Trudeau was 5 ft. 6 in. tall, weighed 135 pounds, had short, neatly trimmed
hair, and was clean shaven. However, like most of the other bikers, he was a
drug user and was a heavy drug user before a contract killing. He was
described as being very professional and very meticulous, which was the
reason he was called upon most often for a killing.

Quebec biker clubs were big into the drug trade at the time. During a war
between the Hells Angels and the Outlaws for control of Montreal’s drug
trade, Trudeau killed 18 out of the 23 Outlaws who were killed. He even
scalped one victim, which earned him the nickname “Apache”. He admitted
to killing 43 people between September 1973 and July 1985. He was the first
Hells Angel in Canada to earn the “Filthy Few” patch, which was awarded to
members who killed for the club.

The West End Gang’s chieftain, Frank “Dunie” Ryan, was murdered and
his successor, Allan “The Weasel” Ross, offered Trudeau $200,000 to
eliminate his killers. Later Ross told him to collect his fee from the Halifax
Chapter, but they only paid him $98,000, which he quickly spent on his drug
habit. There was a lot of resentment between other Quebec Hells Angels
clubs who felt that the North Chapter bikers were too wild and
uncontrollable, and often used the drugs they were supposed to sell. They
were also suspected of cheating other chapters out of drug profits. The
decision was made to liquidate the North Chapter and a meeting was set up at
the Sherbrooke Chapter’s clubhouse in Lennoxville for March 24, 1985.
Trudeau was supposed to be at that meeting, but he had enrolled in a
detoxification program. Five members of the North Chapter were shot to
death, wrapped in sleeping bags, and dumped into the St. Lawrence River.
The other members were allowed to live if they joined the Montreal Chapter.

Trudeau learned of the North Chapter slaughter and received a visit from a
member of the Montreal Chapter who told him that he was out of the club.



After his release from the detox program, he found that the Hells Angels had
taken his motorcycle and $46,000 in cash from the North Chapter clubhouse,
which was his. They told him he could have his bike if he killed two people
for the gang. In May 1985, Trudeau murdered Jean-Marc Deniger, one of his
targets, and the club returned his bike.

Trudeau knew he was living on borrowed time. The Hells Angels had
taken out a $50,000 contract on him. He decided to become a police
informant and government witness.

In 1985, Trudeau pleaded guilty to 43 counts of manslaughter. Twenty-
nine of his victims had died from being shot, 10 died from bombs, three had
been beaten to death, and one had been strangled. Manslaughter meant he did
not intentionally kill these people. He also testified on 40 other murders and
15 other attempted murders. As part of his contract with the government, he
was sentenced to life in prison, but would be eligible for parole in seven
years. The government also gave him $40,000 over the next four years, plus
about $35.00 per week for cigarettes. There was much controversy over this
agreement. Pierre-Hugues Boisvenu stated, “Apache Trudeau did not have to
fight for his money, he did not have to fight to be well treated. These
programs cost us millions of dollars and criminals take advantage of
protection that isn’t available to victims.”

Trudeau was granted parole in 1994 and given a new identity – Denis
Côté. He worked as an orderly in a nursing home. He was laid off in 2000
and began to use drugs again. He sexually assaulted a 13-year-old boy. He
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to four years.

Some of his victims:
His first murder victim was Jean-Marie Viel, who was shot to death in

1970 because he stole a motorcycle from the club.
At a bar popular with Hells Angels, two Outlaws chose to have a drink

there but were thrown out by the Angels. As they stood cursing outside the
door, a car stopped at the curb and the driver shot and killed Robert Cote and
wounded the other. The driver was Trudeau.

Trudeau knocked on the door at the home of the Outlaws’ leader, Brian
Powers, on November 10, 1978. When the door opened, he was shot in the
head nine times by Trudeau.

Trudeau had a contract to kill the Outlaws’ leader, Roland “Roxy”
Dutemple. On the night of December 8, 1978, Trudeau saw a man walking
down a street in Montreal and asked him, “Êtes-vous Roxy?” (“Are you



Roxy?”) and the man did not answer. Trudeau shot him in the head. What a
surprise Trudeau received the next morning when he read in the newspaper
that the man he had killed was William Weichold, who looked very much
like Dutemple. Trudeau tried to collect the money for the murder, but the
Angels would not pay him.

He finally assassinated Dutemple with a car bomb on March 29, 1979.
Trudeau killed Robert Labelle, the leader of a gang called the Huns, from

Laval, on April 3, 1979.
On May 9, 1979, Trudeau murdered Donald McLean, of the Outlaws

gang, and his girlfriend, Carmen Piche, with a bomb attached to McLean’s
motorcycle.

Hugh Patrick McGurnaghan, a West End gang member, was killed on
October 27, 1981, when his Mercedes-Benz blew up when the bomb Trudeau
had put on his vehicle detonated.

Trudeau killed Jeanne Desjardins, a grandmother, in February 1980, for
trying to help her son, Angel André Desjardins. He beat her to death. He then
killed Angel and his girlfriend, and dumped their bodies in the St. Lawrence
River.

In 1982, Trudeau murdered Charlie Hachez, a member of the North
Chapter, because he had a heavy drug problem and had conspired to kidnap
Frank Ryan’s kids and owed Ryan $150,000 drug money. Hachez was lured
to a meeting where he was killed, and his body was also dumped in the St.
Lawrence River. Denis “LeCure” Kennedy, the leader of the plot to kidnap
Ryan’s children, was gunned down by Trudeau. Kennedy had been a friend
of Trudeau’s.

In July 1983, Michel Desormiers, brother-in-law of mob boss Frank
Cotroni, was gunned down. The kill had been cleared with the Montreal Mob
first.

On November 13, 1984, Frank Ryan was murdered. Trudeau was hired by
Allan “the Weasel” Ross, new leader of the West End Gang, to exact
revenge. Michel Blass, a friend of Trudeau’s, delivered a television set, VCR,
and videotape, Hells Angels Forever, to the apartment where Paul April and
the rest of Ryan’s killers were holed up on November 25. The TV had been
stuffed with explosives. After Blass exited the building, Trudeau pressed a
button on a remote control to detonate the bomb. Four people were killed and
eight were injured. A huge hole was knocked out of the apartment building in
downtown Montreal.



Trudeau was diagnosed with bone marrow cancer in 2006. He was granted
parole and it was ordered he be released to an outside medical care facility in
July 2008. Also, he was not allowed any contact with minors or victims of his
crimes. One of his victims’ relatives told the Journal de Montreal: “Killing to
him was like buying a gallon of milk. A guy like that doesn’t have a soul.
That cancer is justice.” He died in July 2008.

 
Truman Veterans Hospital Murder aka Williams, Richard Allen (b.

1966) was a nurse at Harry S. Truman Memorial Veterans Hospital in
Columbia, Missouri.

Williams was charged with the deaths of 10 patients, nine men who were
58 years old or older, and one woman who was 69 years old. The patients
were killed with the drug succinylcholine, which is a powerful muscle
relaxant used by surgeons before inserting a breathing tube.

Williams worked as director of nursing at Ashland Healthcare from July
1993 to July 1994, a period of 12 months, during which about 30 patients
died at the nursing home. After he was fired, only six patients died in a 10-
month period.

Richard Williams was released after prosecutors admitted that the tests
leading to the charges against him were flawed. There is no record available
that he was tried for these murders.

 
Trupp, Nathan Nicholas (b. 1947) pleaded guilty to two counts of

murder of two guards at Universal Studios while stalking actor Michael
Landon, whom he thought was a Nazi. He was found not guilty by reason of
insanity and committed to a state hospital for the remainder of his life. He
also murdered three people in Albuquerque, New Mexico two days before he
killed the guards.

 
Truro Murders aka Worrell, Christopher Robin (1954 – February 19,

1977) and Miller, James William (February 2, 1940 – October 21, 2008)
were a series of seven murders northeast of Adelaide, Australia in the towns
of Truro, Wingfield, and Port Gawler in the years 1976 and 1977.

Christopher Worrell was young, charismatic, and psycho-sociopathic.
James Miller was a laborer, a drifter, and Worrell’s homosexual partner. They
met while they were in prison. Worrell was there for rape and breaching a
two-year sentence for armed robbery. Miller was there for breaking and



entering. After their releases they lived and worked together and formed a
dominant/submissive relationship. Worrell allowed Miller to perform sexual
acts on him while he read pornographic material and BDSM magazines.
Worrell preferred women and the relationship became more like that of
brothers who lived together.

Bill and Valda Thomas found what they thought was a bone from the leg
of a cow while they were mushroom hunting in bushland near the town of
Truro, South Australia on April 25, 1978. Valda had second thoughts about
their find and convinced her husband, Bill, to go with her to have another
look. They found that the bone had a shoe on it and inside was human skin
and painted toenails. More bones were found nearby, in addition to clothes
with blood stains. The remains proved to be those of Veronica Knight, age
18, who had disappeared from a street in Adelaide. There was nothing
suspicious about the find and it was thought that she had gotten lost and died
of thirst.

Police discovered skeletal remains on April 15, 1979, about 1 km (about
6/10 mile) from where Veronica’s remains had been found. She was
identified as Sylvia Pittman, age 16, who had disappeared the same night that
Veronica disappeared.

Police believed there was a connection between the remains found and
five other young women who had been reported missing in Adelaide around
the same time.

Two more skeletons were discovered in a paddock on the opposite side of
the road, on April 26, 1979. They were identified as Connie Iordanides and
Vicki Howell.

On February 19, 1977, Christopher Worrell and a female friend were
killed in a car accident. Miller was injured but survived.

James Miller stood trial for the murders and was found guilty of six of the
seven murders on March 12, 1980. He did not kill any of the girls/women. He
was sentenced to the maximum of six consecutive terms of life in prison. He
appealed his conviction but to no avail.

Finally, in 1999, Miller applied to have a non-parole period set under new
laws. Chief Justice John Doyle granted a non-parole period of 35 years on
February 8, 2000. This made Miller eligible for parole in 2014.

James Miller died of terminal cancer on October 21, 2008.
 



Ture, Joseph (b. February 7, 1951) was a serial killer in Stearns County
and Washington County, Minnesota, who murdered at least six people,
including a mother and three of her children.

On December 15, 1978, Ture broke into the home of Alice Huling and
murdered Alice and three of her four children—Susan, Patti, and Wayne—
near Clearwater in Stearns County. The fourth child, Billy, survived by
playing dead after shots were fired at him. It is believed that Ture was
planning to rape Susan. He was questioned by police after the murders, but
was released due to lack of evidence.

On May 8, 1979, the body of Marlys Wohlenhaus, age 18, was found
lying on the floor in a basement hallway by her mother in rural Afton in
Washington County. She had suffered numerous injuries to the head, from an
axe or hatchet. She was alive, but unconscious, when her mother found her
and died two days later without regaining consciousness.

In 1980, Ture kidnapped, raped, and murdered Diane Edwards, age 19. He
kidnapped her while she was walking home from her job as a waitress at
Perkins restaurant in West St. Paul. Her naked body was found nearly two
weeks later, face down in a ditch.

In 1981, Ture abducted and raped a girl, age 18, and a girl, age 13, in
separate incidents near Lake Street in Minneapolis. He attempted to kidnap
and rape a 20-year-old woman, but she escaped by burning his face with a
cigarette.

In 1998, Joseph Ture was convicted of bludgeoning to death Marlys
Wohlenhaus and sentenced to life in prison.

In February 2000, he was convicted on four counts for the first-degree
murders of Alice, Wayne, Susan, and Patti Huling, and sentenced to life in
prison for each victim.

He is currently serving his sentence at the Minnesota Correctional Facility
at Stillwater, Minnesota.

 
Turner, Chester DeWayne (b. November 5, 1966) was born in Warren,

Arkansas. His parents separated when he was five years old and his mother
took him with her when she moved to Los Angeles. He dropped out of high
school and worked for Domino’s Pizza as a cook and delivery person. His
mother moved to Utah, but he stayed in Los Angeles. He lived in homeless
shelters and missions. He was in jail seven times between 1995 and 2002,
mostly for non-violent offenses.



In 1987, a series of murders began that would claim the lives of at least 13
women. Most of the murders occurred within a four-block area of Figueroa
Street, between Gage Avenue and 108th Street. The two murders outside this
area were those of Paula Vance, age 24, found in an Olympia Tool business
in Azusa approximately 32 miles away; and Brenda Bries, age 39, found in a
portable toilet in Little Tokyo approximately 15 miles away, in April 1998.

All of Turner’s victims were found partially nude and had been strangled:

• Diane Johnson, age 21, was found in a roadway construction area
west of Harbor Freeway on March 9, 1987, by two passing
motorists.

• Annette Ernest, age 26, was found lying on the shoulder of a road
on October 29, 1987, by a passing motorist.

• Anita Fishman, age 31, was found in an alley off Figueroa Street
on January 20, 1989 by police officers answering a call regarding a
dead body.

• Regina Washington, age 27, was found inside a garage off
Figueroa Street on September 23, 1989. She was six months
pregnant and the fetus died as a result of her being strangled. The
death was ruled a homicide.

• Andrea Tripplett, age 29, was found behind a vacant building on
Figueroa Street on April 2, 1993, by a construction worker.

• Desarae Jones, age 29, was found next to a vacant home on May
16, 1993.

• Natalie Price, age 31, was found by a friend next to a residence on
February 12, 1995.

• Mildred Beasley, age 45, was found in the bushes along the 110
Freeway in November 1996.

David Allen Jones, age 28, was a barely literate, mentally disabled
part-time janitor. He was questioned without an attorney. Even
though these three murders had been “solved,” detectives working
on the serial murders got DNA from these murders and found that
Jones did not murder two of these women—Chester Turner did. His
DNA was a match for the DNA found on the bodies. These women



were also found partially nude and had been strangled. Jones was
convicted of the following three murders committed in the same
general area as the above murders.

• Tammie Christmas was found at the 97th Street Elementary
School in September 1992. Although detectives are sure that Jones
did not murder Tammie Christmas and that Chester Turner did,
DNA could not be used to reinvestigate this murder. Evidence was
destroyed after the conviction of David Jones. Jones was released
from prison in March 2004 after it was found that the blood
evidence found at the scenes of these murders did not match his. He
filed a suit against the city of Los Angeles and was awarded
$720,000.

• Debra Williams, age 32, was found lying at the bottom of a
stairwell leading to a campus boiler room in November 1992.

• Mary Edwards, age 42, was found inside a carport next to the 97th
Street Elementary School in December 1992.

 
Chester Turner had been convicted on March 16, 2002, of sexually

assaulting a woman in Los Angeles and sentenced to eight years in prison. He
was required to provide a DNA reference sample for inclusion in CODIS
(Combined DNA Index System). This sample led to the identification of
Chester Turner as the killer of at least 10 of the women.

On July 10, 2007, Chester Dewayne Turner was sentenced to death for the
murder of 10 women, plus the death of the unborn child.

 
Turner, Lisa Jane (b. 1956) murdered five young children for unknown

reasons, in 1980 – 1984 in Christchurch, New Zealand. She smothered her
two daughters, Megan and Cheney Louise, and then two babies she was
babysitting. One was five weeks old and the other was four months old. She
also murdered an 8-month-old neighbor’s boy she was babysitting. It was this
death that brought this killer to the attention of the police.

Lisa Jane Turner was sentenced to a life term plus 10 years at the Arohata
Women’s Prison. She was paroled in August 1997.

 
Tyurin, Philipp (1910 – 1947) was born in Sumrki, Ryazan Governorate,

Russian Empire. He was a veteran of the Great Patriotic War, where he



sustained a serious wound after enlisting and was hospitalized in one of the
military hospitals in Leningrad. After the war, he stayed in Leningrad. He got
a job as a teamster at the canteen of the Bolshevik plant and was given a
room in the hut. He was a serial killer who may have murdered as many as 29
people between 1945 and 1946. The murders were all committed in the
Baptist and Smolensk markets in Leningrad.

All of Tyurin’s victims were people with large sums of money or other
valuables to exchange with him for potatoes which he offered at a reduced
price. He would take them back to his hut and tell the victim to go to the
cellar to collect the potatoes they wanted. When they began to descend the
stairs, Tyurin hit them on the head with a heavy object. Investigators doubted
this version since there was no blood found in the hut.

Tyurin said he disposed of some of the bodies in the Utkina Zavod (a
reservoir in St. Petersburg). In December 1946, two bodies were discovered
near the hut where he lived. In the surrounding buildings traces of blood were
found. When Tyurin returned home to Leningrad, he was arrested. He at first
refused to speak. Finally, he began talking and admitted to 14 murders. The
Utkina Zavod was searched, but the bottom of the reservoir was thick with
silt and the bodies were not found.

On May 4, 1947, Philipp Tyurin was convicted of the murders and
sentenced to death. Later in 1947, he faced the firing squad and was shot.

 



Unabomber aka Kaczynski, Theodore “Ted” John (b. May 22, 1942)
was a child prodigy who was accepted into Harvard University at the age of
16 and earned an undergraduate degree. He later earned a PhD in
mathematics from the University of Michigan, and at age 25, he became an
assistant professor at the University of California, Berkeley.

Kaczynski resigned from his position of assistant professor after only two
years. He moved to a remote cabin near Lincoln, Montana, where he lived as
a recluse without electricity or running water. He learned survival skills such
as tracking, edible plant identification, and how to construct primitive
technologies such as bow drills, to become more self-sufficient, as his plan
was to live autonomously. Over the next few years, he saw the wilderness
being destroyed by development around his cabin. He hated this and decided
to start a bombing campaign,“To get back at the system. Revenge!” Initially,
his targets were the developments near his cabin. Finding this to be
ineffective, he decided to get the attention of the whole country. Kaczynski
sent 16 bombs to universities and airlines, killing killed three people and
injuring 23 between 1978 and 1995.

On April 24, 1995, Kaczynski mailed a letter to the New York Times and
said he would “desist from terrorism” if the Times or the Washington Post
published his manifesto. In this manifesto, he stated that the bombings were
necessary to attract the attention of the erosion of human freedom
necessitated by modern technologies requiring large-scale organization. His
activities came to the attention of the FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation)
after the first bomb was delivered to Northwestern University in Evanston,
Illinois, which injured a campus police officer, Terry Marker, on May 26,
1978. After almost a year, the next bomb was delivered. Below is a list of
Kaczynski’s bombings:

The first bomb was delivered on May 26, 1978, to Northwestern
University

May 9, 1979, Northwestern University. John Harris, graduate student, had
slight injuries. Up to this point, the case was being handled by the US Postal
inspectors.

November 15, 1979, a bomb was placed in the cargo hold of a Boeing
727, American Airlines Flight 444, flying from Chicago to Washington D. C.
When the bomb began smoking, the pilot was forced to make an emergency
landing and was diverted to Dulles Airport outside Washington. The
passengers suffered smoke inhalation and 12 were treated. A defective timing



mechanism prevented the bomb from exploding. The FBI became active in
the case as bombing an airliner is a federal crime. They derived the code
name UNABOM (UNiversity and Airline BOMber).

June 10, 1980, Percy Woods, President of United Airlines, in Chicago,
suffered cuts and burns, from the bomb mailed to him.

October 1981, a bomb received at the University of Utah, Salt Lake City,
was defused.

May 5, 1982, a bomb was received at Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tennessee. Janet Smith, a secretary at the university had severe injury to her
hands requiring extensive treatment.

July 2, 1982, a bomb received at the University of California, Berkeley,
injured the right hand and face of professor Diogenes Angelakos. He made
nearly a complete recovery.

May 15, 1985, the bomb caused serious injury to John Hauser, graduate
student at the University of California, Berkley, and a captain in the US Air
Force. Hauser suffered partial loss of vision in his left eye and lost four
fingers on his right hand.

June 13, 1985, a bomb received in Auburn, Washington, was defused.
November 15, 1985, at University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, a bomb

injured Psychology Professor James V. McConnell, who suffered hearing
loss and Nicklaus Suino, assistant, suffered shrapnel wounds.

December 11, 1985, Hugh Scrutton, a computer rental store owner, was
killed by a bomb in Sacramento, California.

February 20, 1987, another computer store owner, Gary Wright, in Salt
Lake City, Utah, suffered severe nerve damage to his left arm which required
reconstructive surgery.

June 22, 1993, at the University of California, Tiburon, California,
Charles Epstein, Geneticist, had both eardrums destroyed and lost parts of
three fingers.

June 24, 1993, David Gelernter, Computer Science Professor, Yale
University, New Haven, Connecticut, suffered extensive injuries to his
abdomen, chest, face, right eye, and hands.

December 10, 1994, in North Caldwell, New Jersey, Thomas J. Mosser,
advertising executive, was killed in his home when he opened a package
containing a bomb.

April 24, 1995, Gilbert P. Murray, President of California Forestry
Association, was killed when he opened a package addressed to William



Dennison past President of the Association, who had retired. This was
Kaczynski’s final victim.

Kaczynski left false clues in the bombs. A metal plate stamped with the
initials “FC” was hidden somewhere in every bomb. There was also a note in
one bomb that did not detonate. It read, “Wu—It works! I told you it would
—RV.” He made these “clues” hard to find to purposely mislead
investigators. The FBI believed that the bomber had a nature theme—often
bits of tree branches and bark were found in his bombs.

David Kaczynski, Ted’s brother, became suspicious of Ted. They had not
seen or spoken to each other in 10 years. After reading the manifesto
published in September 1995, David browsed through old family papers and
found letters dating back to the 1970s, written by Ted and sent to newspapers
protesting abuses of technology. David found that some of the phrasing in the
letters was similar to that found in the Unabomber’s manifesto. Hoping to
remain anonymous, David hired private investigator Susan Swanson to
discreetly investigate Ted’s activities. He then hired attorney Tony Bisceglie
in Washington DC to organize the evidence found by Swanson and to make
contact with the FBI.

In February 1996, when Bisceglie provided a copy of a 1971 essay written
by Ted Kaczynski to the FBI, Supervisory Special Agent Joel Moss of the
UNABOM Task Force in San Francisco, immediately recognized similarities
in the writings. Analysis by linguistic experts determined that the author of
the essay papers and the manifesto were one and the same.

David Kaczynski remained anonymous for only a few days and the FBI
went to Washington DC to interview David and his wife, with their attorney.
David provided letters written by his brother in their original envelopes, so
the postmark dates helped to make a timeline of the Unabomber’s activities.
A federal search warrant was issued for Ted Kaczynski’s remote cabin
outside Lincoln, Montana, and he was arrested on April 3, 1996. The search
of his cabin revealed a wealth of bomb components, 40,000 handwritten
journal pages that included bomb-making experiments and descriptions of the
crimes he had committed, and one live bomb, ready to be mailed.

Kaczynski’s lawyers attempted to enter an insanity defense to save his
life, but Kaczynski rejected this plea. Theodore Kaczynski was indicted by a
federal grand jury on 10 counts of illegally transporting, mailing, and using
bombs. He was also charged with three murders: Hugh Scrutton, Thomas J.
Mosser, and Gilbert P. Murray. Kaczynski attempted suicide by hanging



himself on January 7, 1998. The US government indicated that it would seek
the death penalty for Kaczynski. David Kaczynski’s attorney asked for
leniency. David was horrified that he might be responsible for his brother’s
death.

Theodore Kaczynski was able to avoid the death penalty by pleading
guilty to all of the government’s charges on January 22, 1998. He was
sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. He is serving his
sentence at the United States Penitentiary, ADX Florence, near Florence,
Colorado.

 
Undisclosed Name of Tanta, Egypt slaughtered about 20 women he lured

to his home to rob and murder in 1920. Officials found 20 severed heads
which he kept as trophies. Their bodies had been burned.

 
Undisclosed Name murdered four female lovers in 1920-21 in Mexico

City, Mexico. He was convicted in 1922, but his sentence is unknown.
 
Undisclosed Name in 1952 in Quezon City, Philippines. Police found at

least four skeletons in the home of an unidentified man. Details of his trial
and sentence are not known.

 
Undisclosed Name (b. 1950) was a rapist and murderer of at least three

young women who mocked his bi-racial origins in 1966-67 in Tokyo, Japan.
He was sentenced to life in 1967.

 
Undisclosed Name (b. 1944) was a restaurant owner who killed at least

three teens (two boys and one girl) in 1985-86 in Xidan, China, then served
their flesh in his restaurant. Details of his trial and sentence are not known.

 
Unnamed 17-year-old Female was taken into custody in Rio Preto,

Brazil after a street fight on July 6, 2011. She confessed to murdering 30 men
and gave detailed accounts of 11. She wanted to confess before age 18 so she
would be tried as a minor.

Investigators from the Rio Preto and Aparecida do Taboada police
departments believe she may have been a contract killer for gangsters. Rio
Preto policeman, Truzzi Mauro Otero, believes some of the murders were
committed with an accomplice.



The girl said that she started killing when she was just 15 years old in her
home city of Sao Paulo, “For money, revenge, and to bring justice.” She said
she always used “the same knife. I don’t have enough courage to hold a gun
—but I can hold a knife.”

Further details were not found.
 
Urdiales, Andrew (June 4, 1964 – November 2, 2018) was a serial killer

in Illinois and California in the years 1986 – 1996 who murdered at least
eight women.

Urdiales grew up in Chicago, Illinois. In June 1977, he beat the family dog
to death with a baseball bat and told his parents that the dog was killed in a
fall. He completed high school, enlisted in the United States Marine Corps,
and was stationed at Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton in California
between 1984 and 1991.

On January 18, 1986, Urdiales committed his first murder. He stalked and
murdered Robbin Brandley, a 23-year-old communication arts student at
Saddleback Community College campus in Mission Viego, California. He
stabbed her 41 times with a knife.

On July 17, 1988, he shot Julie McGhee, age 29, with a .45 caliber ACP
pistol and left her in a ditch near Cathedral City, California.

In September he murdered Mary Ann Wells, age 31, and left her body in
an abandoned warehouse.

On April 17, 1989, Tammy Erwin, age 18, was his fourth victim. He left
her on the streets of Palm Springs, California.

Urdiales received an honorable discharge from the Marine Corps in 1991
and moved back home to Chicago. On September 27, 1992, he attempted to
murder Jennifer Ashbenson, age 19, the day after he met her, while he was in
California for a holiday. He waited around where she worked and when her
shift was over, he persuaded her to get into his car. He drove out to the desert
where he raped her and then put her in the trunk and drove off. When he
stopped at an intersection, Jennifer managed to get the trunk opened and
escaped. She reported the incident to police. On September 28, Urdiales flew
back to Chicago.

For three years, Urdiales did not commit any murders for fear of being
caught. In March 1995, he returned to California and murdered Denise
Maney, age 32, of Cathedral City. He forced her into his car, drove into the
desert where he shot her, undressed her, and left her for the scavengers.



Back in Chicago, Urdiales felt he could now kill in Illinois. He had a job
as a security guard at a mall and enjoyed the trust the customers gave him. In
April 1966, he drove into Bloomington, Indiana and murdered Laura Ulyaki,
age 26, and left her body in Wolf Lake at the border between Chicago and
Hammond, Indiana. The body of Cassandra Corum, age 21, was found by
police on July 14, 1996, in the Vermillion River Mountains in Livingston
County, Illinois. On August 2, 1996, the body of Lynn Huber, age 22, was
found in Wolf Lake.

Andrew Urdiales was arrested in December 1996 for not having sufficient
weapon licensing. He paid a fine and was released.

He was arrested again on April 23, 1997, because the police wanted to
check his gun against the gun used in the recent series of murders. While the
tests were still being made, Urdiales confessed to all eight murders. Results
of the ballistics tests supported his confession. On April 29, 1997, Urdiales
was formally charged with the murders of Laura Ulyaki and Lynn Huber.
Legal and political issues delayed the trial for four years. In question was
whether Urdiales should be punished with the death penalty. There had been
discussions in the State of Illinois about if the death penalty should be
abolished.

Finally, on April 30, 2001, the prosecutor decided to apply the death
penalty to the Urdiales case. The trial started on April 8, 2002, and on May
23, the jury found him guilty. Seven days later, Urdiales was sentenced to
death.

On January 11, 2003, Governor George Ryan determined that all 167
people sentenced to death in Illinois at that time would have their sentences
commuted to life imprisonment. Andrew Urdiales was now sentenced to life
in prison.

Urdiales was indicted for the murder of Cassandra Corum. The trial
opened on April 24, 2004, and Urdiales pleaded guilty but mentally ill. He
was again sentenced to death. In March 2011, Governor Pat Quinn signed
into law legislation that abolished the death penalty in Illinois. Urdiales was
incarcerated at the Menard Correctional Center in Chester, Illinois.

Andrew Urdiales was extradited to California to stand trial for the murder
of the five women there. On May 23, 2018, he was convicted after the jury
had deliberated only one day. On June 13, 2018, the jury recommended the
death penalty, to which he was sentenced on October 5, 2018.



On November 2, 2018, about 11:15 p.m., Urdiales was found
unresponsive in his cell in the Adjustment Center of San Quentin State
Prison. He was alone in his cell and prison officials said that the apparent
cause of death was suicide.

 
Ursinus, Sophie Charlotte Elizabeth (May 5, 1760 – April 4, 1836) was

born in Glatz, Lower Silesia, Prussia (now Klodzko, Poland).
After her father lost his position as secretary of the Austrian legation, she

married, at the age of 19, the counselor of the Supreme Court, Theodor
Ursinus. They lived in Stendal until 1792, when they moved to Berlin.
Ursinus died suddenly on September 11, 1800, the day after celebrating his
birthday. Sophie came under suspicion for not summoning a doctor after the
medicine she gave him seemed to make his condition worse, but nothing
came of it.

While married to Ursinus, she had an affair with a man named Rogay,
who was a Dutch officer. He left Berlin, but returned later and died three
years before Ursinus. It was learned that Sophie had purchased arsenic
shortly before his death.

Christiane Witte, an aunt of Sophie’s, died on January 24, 1801, after a
short illness, leaving Sophie a large inheritance. It was learned that Sophie
had again purchased arsenic shortly before her aunt passed away.

Benjamin Klein, one of Sophie’s servants, became ill after quarreling with
her. She gave him an emetic and soup, and he began vomiting. He became
suspicious. She gave him some plums, which he had examined by a chemist.
The chemist confirmed that they contained arsenic and Sophie was arrested.

Authorities became suspicious of her husband’s death and had his body
exhumed. The chemists who examined the body could not confirm that he
had been poisoned, but there was suspicion based on the general condition of
the organs and the convulsive contraction of the limbs. The aunt’s body was
also exhumed, and the examiners were able to confirm that she had died of
arsenic poisoning.

Sophie Charlotte Elizabeth Ursinus was sentenced to life in prison on
September 12, 1803. She was pardoned in 1833 and lived in the upper-class
society of Glatz until her death on April 4, 1836.

 
Ust-Kamenogorsk Maniac aka Ivanov, Yuri Anufrievich (1956 – 1989)

was born in Kazakh SSR (Kazakhstan), worked as a driver, was married, and



had a daughter. He was also a rapist and serial killer. One day he returned
from work early and found his wife with another man. He developed a hatred
for certain types of women and made a vow to kill those who cheated on their
husbands. He got into long conversations with women, learning their
opinions toward men. If a woman spoke ill of her husband or men in general,
he killed her. He would rape the woman and then strangle her. After the
murder, he would take a small souvenir, some trinket, a handkerchief, etc.

Ivanov was arrested for attempted rape and sentenced to three years in
prison. He worked as a driver while in prison and was able to get outside the
prison. He committed several crimes while driving for the prison.

He got out of the prison and his life became well adjusted. He did not kill
between 1977 and 1986, but broke up with his partner in 1986. In 1987, he
murdered a 16-year-old girl. An aluminum button and hair that did not belong
to the victim were found at the crime scene. An ambush was set up by police,
and the following day the killer returned and was arrested. Two of his
roommates had given items he had given to them that were from his victims.
One was a purse belonging to a victim which had his fingerprint on it. The
jacket he was wearing was missing one of it aluminum buttons. The buttons
were an exact duplicate of the one found at the murder scene.

It is believed that Yuri Ivanov murdered as many as 16 girls and women.
He was convicted and sentenced to death. He was executed by firing squad
about 1989.

Joseph Vacher
wikipedia.org

Vacher, Joseph (November 16, 1869 – December 31, 1898) was a serial
killer in France who murdered between 11 and 27 people, mostly adolescent
farm workers, between 1894 and 1897. Vacher was the son of illiterate
peasant farmers and the 15th child. He was sent to a very strict Catholic



school, where he was taught obedience and the fear of God. He joined the
army in 1892, but he was disappointed in the slowness of promotions and the
lack of recognition. He attempted to commit suicide by slicing his own
throat.

He met Louise, a young maid, and fell in love, but she was not interested
in him. He was discharged after his suicide attempt and he tried, in vain, to
court Louise. Being spurned again threw him into a rage; he shot Louise four
times and again tried to commit suicide by shooting himself twice in the
head. Louise survived in spite of her serious injuries. Vacher had severely
maimed himself—one side of his face was paralyzed. One of the bullets
lodged in his ear and remained there for the rest of his life. He had also
suffered brain damage, adding to his existing mental illness. He was put in a
mental institution in Dole for a year, after which the doctors proclaimed him
to be completely cured. The murders began shortly after he was released in
1894.

During the next three years, he murdered and mutilated one woman, five
teenage girls, and five teenage boys. They were stabbed repeatedly, some
disemboweled, raped, and sodomized. Vacher traveled from town to town,
mostly in the southeast of France. He begged for food or worked as a day
laborer. By all descriptions, he was unkempt and frighteningly dressed in
filthy clothes.

In 1897, he attempted to assault a woman who was gathering wood in a
field, but she fought back and screamed for her husband and son, who both
came running to her aid. They overpowered Vacher and took him to the
police. They believed this was the man responsible for the murders, but there
was little, if any, evidence. Imagine their surprise when Vacher confessed to
committing all 11 murders.

Joseph Vacher claimed to be insane and tried to prove it. He claimed a
rabid dog had bit him, which poisoned his blood and caused his madness. He
also claimed he was sent by God. He was proclaimed sane by a team of
doctors. He was put on trial and convicted of two murders committed in the
Cour d’Assises of Ain and sentenced to death on October 28, 1898. He was
executed by guillotine on December 31, 1898. He refused to walk to the
scaffold and was dragged there by his executioners.

 
Vakrinos, Dimitris (1962 – May 12, 1997) was born in a small village

into the poor family of Panagiotis and Georgia Vakrinou, who were farmers.



He was an average student but not friendly. His drunken father often abused
him. At the age of 13, he was in Athens as a guest of a family and worked in
a tavern. He trained as a welder and was hired at Elefsis Shipyard, where he
worked until 1992. He then drove a taxi for a living.

Vakrinos was married and divorced within a 14-month period in the early
1990s. He set fire to his father-in-law’s cottage in revenge. He remarried in
August 1996, but they had no children.

On August 6, 1987, Panayiotis Gaglias, age 43, was struck with an iron
bar and killed as he slept, because Vakrinos had stolen a shotgun from
Gaglias and he threatened to go to the police. He took the body to the Argos-
Tripolis highway and left it at the 19 km marker.

Anatasia Simitzi, age 28, was picked up by Vakrinos in his taxi and he
suggested that she go to a nightclub. She returned to his taxi after leaving the
club and asked to be driven home. Vakrinos suggested instead that she have
sex with him. She refused and Vakrinos drove her to a deserted area, doused
her with gasoline, and burned her alive.

Theodoros Andreadis, age 35, a fellow taxi driver, had quarreled with
Vakrinos several months earlier about the priority in the taxi rank in Elefsis.
Intent on seeking revenge, on January 9, 1994, Vakrinos, posing as a client
(Andreadis did not recognize him) hired his taxi and asked to be taken to
Corinth. Vakrinos killed Andreadis with a pistol after asking him to stop. He
drove the taxi to Elefsina and set it on fire.

Kostas, age 21, and Antonis Spyropoulos, age 20, bought a car from
Vakrinos and then Vakrinos tried to steal it back. He was caught in the act
and the brothers chased after him. He did not realize that he was being
followed and he stopped at a gas station. As the brothers approached him, he
killed them both using two pistols.

Vakrinos shot at two boys who made fun of a couple out for an evening
walk on May 14, 1993. The two were seriously injured.

On December 10, 1965, George Caucas and Vassilis Doula were just
passers-by when they saw Vakrinos trying to steal several items from a car.
They tried to stop him and Vakrinos shot at them. Doula was injured slightly,
but Caucas was severely injured and was disabled for life.

Vakrinos visited Nikos Agiannidis’s home to take care of a personal
dispute with Agiannidis’s son. Agiannidis would not open the door and called
police. Vakrinos hid in the basement of a nearby apartment. When the



policemen, Grigoris Mammos and Christos Georgantopoulos, arrived,
Vakrinos began shooting. Two of the three men were slightly injured.

Vakrinos was arrested on April 6, 1997, and sent to Korydallos Prison in
Korydallos, Greece. On May 12, 1997, Dimitris Vakrinos was found hanging
by the neck from shoelaces tied to a shower head in the shower room of the
prison ward.

 
Vampire Killer aka Crutchley, John Brennan (October 1, 1946 – March

30, 2002) had a master’s degree in engineering administration, but his
penchants for rape and blood drinking were his undoing. According to Robert
K. Ressler of the FBI, Crutchley fit the profile of a serial killer although he
was convicted only of a single kidnapping and sexual assault. It is thought
that he may have murdered as many as 15 – 20 teenagers and women.

In 1977, Debbora Fitzjohn, age 25, disappeared. She was last seen at the
trailer park where Crutchley, who was her boyfriend at the time. He was
placed under close scrutiny and he was questioned several times, but there
was no evidence to prove his involvement. Debbora’s remains were found in
October 1978 by a hunter.

In Pennsylvania, there were several disappearances when Crutchley lived
there. In Maryland, two teenage girls disappeared and Kathy Lynn Beatty,
also a teenager, was raped and murdered while Crutchley was a resident of
that state. When he was employed by several high-tech firms in the
Washington DC area, several teenage girls disappeared. From there,
Crutchley moved to Florida.

In Malabar, Brevard County, Florida, in late November 1985, a nude
teenager who was handcuffed at her hands and feet, was found crawling
along the side of a road. Finally, a man stopped. She begged him not to take
her back “to the house.” She told him to remember a particular house. He
then took her home and notified the police and ambulance. The hospital
where she was taken determined that she was missing between 40 and 45
percent of her blood. She told authorities that she had been hitchhiking the
day before she was found and the man who picked her up said he would take
her to where she wanted to go, but he had to stop by his house on the way.
When he stopped, he invited her to go in with him, but she refused. He then
got into the back seat of the car and choked her unconscious. When she
awoke, she was tied to the kitchen countertop with her arms and leg
immobilized. A video camera and lights had been set up. The man raped her,



then inserted needles into her arm and wrist and extracted blood. He drank it
and told her he was a vampire. He handcuffed her and placed her in the
bathtub. He returned later for another sexual assault and more blood for
drinking. The next morning was a repeat of the day before and again he
placed her, handcuffed, in the bathtub and told her he would be back later. He
also told her not to try to escape because his brother would come over and
kill her. After the man left his house, she managed to push out the bathroom
window and escaped. She crawled to the road where the good Samaritan
stopped to help her.

Crutchley was arrested and held for trial. In June 1986, he pleaded guilty
to kidnapping and rape in exchange for dropping the charge of “grievous
bodily harm” for extracting the victim’s blood and the charge for drug
possession. Based on testimony by Robert Ressler, the judge chose to exceed
the state guidelines for sentencing and sentenced Crutchley to 25 years to life,
with 50 years of subsequent parole. After serving only 11 years of his
sentence, Crutchley was released on August 8, 1996. People in Fairfax
County, Virginia, where his mother lived, did not want him. Likewise, the
people in Malabar and Melbourne, Florida did not want him. He was
transferred to the Orlando Probation and Restitution Center, a half-way house
where he would get counseling and pay restitution while serving his 50 years
of parole. He was arrested after less than a day of freedom for violating
parole after testing positive for marijuana. This violation of his parole
resulted in a sentence of life imprisonment being imposed under the Three
Strikes law. This was his third conviction.

On March 30, 2002, John Brennan Crutchley was found dead in his cell at
Hardee Correctional Institute with a plastic bag tied over his head. The cause
of death was asphyxiation.

 
Vampire of Argentina aka Fernandez, Florencio Roque (1935 – c. 1965)

murdered 15 women in Monteros, Argentina during the 1950s.
Fernandez was born in Monteros and lived there all his life. He was

mentally ill and suffered from delusions and hallucinations making him
believe he was a vampire and had a sexual attraction to blood. He lived on
the streets after being abandoned by his family.

His modus operandi included stalking his victim for days, determining
when she was alone at home. Due to the hot temperatures during the spring



and summer nights, windows were left open, making it very easy for him to
gain entrance into the homes of his victims.

After he entered the victim’s home he would beat her while she slept, bite
her, sometimes directly into the trachea or the carotid artery, and drink her
blood. The victim was then left to bleed to death.

Florencio Fernandez was arrested on February 14, 1960, at the cave where
he lived. He was declared insane and confined to a psychiatric institution. He
died there a few years later.

 
Vampire of Bergamo aka Verzeni, Vincenzo (April 11, 1849 – July 23,

1874) was a killer in Bergamo, Italy who murdered so horribly he could have
been London’s Jack the Ripper except for the fact that he was in prison at
that time. He was convicted of murdering two females, one a girl of 14 and
the other a woman of 28 years, but is suspected of murdering 12.

Verzeni came from a problematic family with a violent father who in his
drunken rages beat his wife and son; he was obsessed with saving money and
spent next to nothing on his family. His mother suffered from epilepsy.
Verzeni was a quiet boy who kept to himself. He was incapable of cultivating
interpersonal relationships with girls. He lived in a world of his own due to
his enormous fear of his father.

In 1870, he broke free of his father’s domination and murdered Giovanna
Matta, age 14, who was on her way to meet up with her family in Suiso. Four
days later, her body was found hidden under some straw.

In 1872, he murdered Elisabetta Pagnoncelli, a 28-year-old woman.
Details are not available.

The victims were found naked and horribly mutilated. They were not
raped because Verzeni was completely ignorant on how to have intercourse.
He derived his pleasure from strangling and sucking his victims’ blood. Their
abdomens had been cut open, their intestines pulled out, their limbs smashed
to pieces and their entrails scattered on the road with the bloody clothing, or
hidden in the basement or beneath piles of straw in a field.

He was also suspected of several attempted murders. Verzeni was arrested
the night after his second known murder.

Doctor Cesare Lombroso was asked to interview Verzeni. He told Dr.
Lombroso, “I have really butchered some of the women, and I have tried to
strangle a few more, because I take immense pleasure in these acts. The
scratches found in the thighs were not from my nails, but from my teeth,



because after the strangulation I bit her and sucked the blood that dripped out,
which I enjoyed very much.” Verzeni was locked up in a mental hospital in
Milan on April 13, 1874.

On July 23, 1874, Vincenzo Verzeni was found hanging in his cell, naked
except for socks and slippers.

 
Vampire of Bucharest aka Rîmaru, Ion (October 12, 1946 – October 23,

1971) was born in Corabia, Romania, the oldest of three sons. His father,
Florea, beat his mother daily until they finally separated, and the father
moved to Bucharest. After his death, it was learned that Florea also had been
a serial killer. See separate article – Rîmaru, Florea.

Ion Rîmaru had a troubled childhood. He had to repeat the ninth grade,
and when it was learned that he was having a sexual relationship with the
underage daughter of his teacher, it created quite a scandal. At age 18, he was
convicted of aggravated theft.

In 1966, he entered the University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary
Medicine of Bucharest to study veterinary medicine with a grade of 5.33 (out
of 10). He repeated his second year and at the time of his arrest he was in the
process of repeating it for a third time. He was, in the opinion of one of his
professors, shy and semiliterate, with a very poor vocabulary and extremely
few interests. His roommates reported his strange behavior and avoided him.
When he became upset or enraged, he cut himself. His libido was
uncontrollable and on one occasion, he paced outside a room where a girl
was visiting and did not sleep all night.

Beginning in April 1970, Bucharest was besieged by a series of gruesome
crimes. Restaurant waitresses returning home from work were being attacked
with hammers, axes, iron bars, and knives. Women were terrified and would
not go outside alone after 9:00 p.m. The police did not release any details,
which led to rumors being spread through the city. Finally, the Communist
authorities came to the conclusion that they were dealing with a serial killer.
The clue that led to Rîmaru’s arrest was found under the body of Mihaela
Ursu, one of his victims. It was a medical diagnosis which had been made on
March 4, 1971, that Rîmaru had “suspected periodic epilepsy.” Mihaela also
had strands of hair between her fingers that were used to identify the killer.
The letter was finally traced to the office of Dr. Octavian Ienişte, who had
seen 83 students that month. Fifteen of the students had not deposited their



diagnoses with university officials. This list contained the name of Ion
Rîmaru. All of those 15 were closely monitored by the police.

On May 27, three police officers went to Rîmaru’s dormitory to search his
room. He was not there, but he did return at about 1:00 p.m. with a sack. In
the sack were an axe and a knife. Tests of his hair, bite marks he had left on
some of his victims, and witnesses left no doubt that he was the killer.

Ion Rîmaru was found guilty of the following serious crimes:
April 8/9, 1970, Elena Oprea was murdered. The killer was interrupted by

a neighbor, and Elena was not raped. June 1/2, 1970, Florica Marcu was
knocked unconscious in front of her house. The killer carried her to Sfãnta
Vineri Cemetery where she was raped, stabbed, and had her blood sucked. A
truck driver came to Florica’s rescue. July 19/20, 1970, theft of public
property at OCL Confecţia Store. July 24, 1970, aggravated theft from
Margareta Hanganu. November 22/23, 1970, aggravated attempted murder
and rape of Olga Bărăitaru plus aggravated theft.

February 15/16, 1971, aggravated attempted murder of Gheorghiţă Sfetcu,
plus aggravated theft. February 17/18, 1971, aggravated attempted murder of
Elisabeta Florea. March 4/5, 1971, aggravated premeditated murder and rape
of FănicăIlie, plus aggravated theft.

April 8/9, 1971, aggravated murder and rape of Gheorghiţă Popa, plus
aggravated theft. She had 48 stab wounds to the head, chest, groin, and legs,
plus five blows to the head, ribs crushed by stomping, and her genitalia were
bitten out. After this murder, authorities launched “Operation Vulture”, so-
named for the street where she had been murdered. Approximately 6,000 men
patrolled the streets of Bucharest each night, plus 100 cars and 40
motorcycles.

May 1/2, 1971, attempted rape of Stana Saracin. May 4/5, 1971,
aggravated murder and attempted rape of Mihaela Ursu. Rîmaru was
interrupted by a passerby and left unsatisfied. He sought and found a new
victim. May 4/5, 1971, aggravated attempted murder of Maria Iordache. She
was attacked two hours after Ursu. She escaped when he dropped the metal
bar he was using to beat her. May 6/7, 1971, aggravated attempted murder of
Viorica Tatu. May 6/7, 1971, aggravated attempted murder of Elena Buluci.
May 1971, aggravated theft of public property and aggravated theft of private
property from Iuliana Funzinschi.

During the investigation, it was found that Rîmaru showed signs of
vampirism and cannibalism. He also showed signs of necrophilia.



After his arrest, Rîmaru would not speak to investigators; he merely stared
and showed no expression whatsoever. The investigators put a police officer
posing as a thief in the cell with him. He somehow got Rîmaru to talk.
Rîmaru admitted to 23 serious crimes, which included only three murders.
Several victims were brought in to identify him in a police lineup.

Rîmaru claimed he was not responsible because he was insane and that he
did not know that the women would die. He was not successful in his plea of
insanity and was sentenced to die for his crimes. He was taken to Jilava
Prison to have his execution carried out. He refused to walk and was dragged
to the place of execution by the three officers charged with shooting him.
Rîmaru became very agitated, tried to bite off his clothes, and twisted around
the post he was tied to, which made aiming at him very difficult. The officers
did their duty and when Ion Rîmaru was taken down from the post, he had
quite a few bullets in his backside. He was buried in the local cemetery in an
unmarked grave.

 
Vampire of Bytow aka Pekalski, Leszek Jacek (b. February 12, 1966)

was born in Osieki, Poland. He confessed to murdering 70 people of both
sexes in Poland in the years 1984 – 1992. He was convicted on one count of
murder in 1996 and was sentenced to 25 years in a psychiatric institution. He
was scheduled to be released in December 2017 and transferred to the
National Center for the Prevention of Dyssocial Behavior in Gostynin for
evaluation. No information was found as to whether this release took place.

 
Vampire of Dusseldorf aka Kürten, Peter (May 26, 1883 – July 2, 1931)

was born in Mulheim am Rhein, Germany into an abusive, poverty-stricken
family, the third of 13 children. Two of his siblings died at an early age. His
parents were both alcoholics and the family lived in a one-bedroom
apartment. His father beat his mother and children frequently. It was not
uncommon for the father, when drunk, to order the family into one room,
order his wife to strip naked, and engage in intercourse as the children
watched. He was jailed in 1894 for committing incest with his oldest
daughter, who was only 13 at the time. The mother obtained a separation
order shortly afterward and relocated to Dusseldorf, where she remarried. It is
not stated, but evidently the children were left with the father, as they were
still abused by him.



Vampire of Dusseldorf
Peter Kurten

allthatsinteresting.com

Peter, being the eldest surviving son, was the target of most of the abuse.
He was a good student, but his academic performance began to suffer due to
the extensive physical violence committed on him by his father. He
frequently did not go home after school and often ran away for days or
sometimes weeks, committing petty crimes to feed and clothe himself, things
he had learned from petty criminals and social misfits during his time on the
streets.

He claimed to have committed his first murders when he was only nine
years old. He and several boys were swimming at their “swimming hole”
when he pushed a boy he knew could not swim off a log. A second boy
attempted to save the drowning boy and Kurten held this boy’s head
underwater so that he drowned also. Both deaths were ruled accidental.

In October 1900, Kürten was arrested twice for fraud and sentenced to
four years in prison. He was released in 1904 and drafted into the German
Army. He was assigned to the 98th Infantry Regiment and deployed to Metz
in northeast France, but he soon deserted. He began starting fires and would
watch from a distance as firefighters tried to extinguish them. He started
about 24 fires before he was arrested on New Year’s Eve. He admitted to
starting the fires for sexual excitement and hoped to see tramps being burned
alive.

He was tried by the military and convicted of desertion, plus multiple
charges of arson, robbery, and attempted robbery. He was imprisoned by the
military from 1905 to 1913 in Munster. He spent a lot of time in solitary
confinement due to insubordination. This gave him time to expand his erotic
fantasies, which included killing masses of people. He claimed that these



fantasies gave him the “sort of pleasure others got from thinking about a
naked woman,” and he spontaneously ejaculated.

His first known murder was committed on May 25, 1913, during the
course of a burglary in the town of Mulheim am Rhein. He found Christine
Klein, age 9, sleeping in her bed. He strangled her, then slashed her throat
twice. He ejaculated as he heard the blood dripping onto the floor. He often
went to her grave and while handling the soil covering it, he spontaneously
ejaculated.

In July, he broke into a home in Loscheckes to steal what he could find
and came upon Gertrud Franken, age 17. He strangled her and ejaculated at
the sight of blood spouting from her mouth.

On July 14, Kürten was arrested and charged with a series of arsons and
burglaries. He was sentenced to six years in prison. His sentence was
expanded by two years for his insubordination while serving his six-year
sentence.

Upon his release, Kürten moved to Altenburg, where he lived with his
sister for a while. He met Auguste Scharf, a former prostitute who now
owned a sweet shop. They were married two years later. He told that he could
only consummate his marriage by fantasizing of committing violence against
another person. In 1925, he and Auguste moved to Dusseldorf, where he had
sexual affairs with Tiede, a servant girl, and Mech, a housemaid. Tiede went
to the police and reported that Kurten had seduced her and Mech claimed he
had raped her. He was sentenced to eight months in prison for the seduction
of Tiede. The charge of rape was dropped.

Kürten murdered at least nine times and attempted to murder more than 30
people between May 25, 1913, and November 7, 1929. His other victims
included:

On February 3, 1929, Apollonia Kuhn was grabbed by Kurten, dragged
behind the bushes and stabbed 24 times with a pair of scissors. Despite her
wounds, Kuhn survived. On February 8, 1929, Kurten strangled Rosa
Ohliger, age 9, and then stabbed her in the stomach, temple, genitals and
heart with a pair of scissors, spontaneously ejaculating. He hid her body
under a hedge and returned later with a bottle of kerosene and set fire to her
body. He ejaculated at the sight of the fire. February 13, 1929, Kurten
murdered Rudolf Scheer, age 45, by stabbing him at least 20 times in the
head, back and eyes.



These murders were all committed in the Flingern district of Dusseldorf at
dusk. Investigators tied these murders to one killer, despite the differences in
age and sex of the victims.

Between March and July 1929, Kurten attempted to strangle four women.
He claimed to have thrown one into the Rhine River.

His murders began again.
On August 11, 1929, Kurten raped, strangled and repeatedly stabbed,

Marie Hahn, while on a date with her. He later buried her body in a cornfield
to delay the finding of her body for fear that his wife would tie the
bloodstains on his clothes to Hahn’s murder. He went back several weeks
later, dug up her remains with the intent of nailing her remains to a tree in a
mock crucifixion, but her remains were too heavy and Kurten reburied her.
Three months later, Kurten wrote an anonymous letter to the police, in which
he confessed to the murder and told them where her remains had been buried,
with a crude map showing the location. Investigators located her body on
November 15.

On August 21, Kurten stabbed an 18-year-old girl, a 30-year-old man, and
a 37-year-old woman in randomly separate attacks with a knife. All three
survived but were seriously wounded.

On August 24, at a fairground in Flehe, he saw two girls, Luise Lenzen,
age 14, and Gertrude Hamacher age 5, and asked Luise to run an errand and
purchase cigarettes for him promising to give her 20 pfennig upon her return.
After Luise left the area, he picked up Gertrude by her neck and strangled
her, before cutting her throat and putting her body in a patch of runner beans.
When Luise returned he strangled her and stabbed her in the torso. One stab
pierced her aorta. He also cut her throat and sucked blood from the wound.

On August 25, he accosted Gertrude Schulte, age 27, and asked her to
engage in sex with him. She told him emphatically “No!” and Kurten
shouted, “Well, die then,” and began stabbing her in the head, neck, shoulder,
and back. Gertrude survived her stabbing.

Kurten attempted to murder two people in September but failed.
He had switched weapons again. This time he used a hammer when he

saw Ida Reuter, age 31, at a Dusseldorf train station. He asked her to
accompany him to a cafe, and a walk through Hofgarten, close to the Rhine
River. During their walk, he suddenly hit her once with the hammer and then
raped her. He hit her several more times and raped her after she died.



On October 11, he saw Elizabeth Dorrier, age 22, standing outside a
theatre. He invited her for a drink at a cafe before they boarded the train to
Grafenberk. They walked along the Kleine Dussel River. He struck her with
the hammer on her right temple, then raped her. He beat her in the head with
the hammer and left her for dead. She was found the following morning still
alive, but died later that day.

On October 25, Kurten attacked two women, both of whom survived. The
hammer was broken during the second brutal attack.

On November 7, 1929, Kurten saw Gertrude Albermann, age 5, in the
Flingern district of Dusseldorf and asked the little girl to go with him for a
walk. He took her to a deserted area, strangled her and stabbed her once in
the temple with scissors. He continued to stab her 34 more times and left her
lying against a factory wall. Her body was found early on November 9. Also
on November 9, a local Communist newspaper received a map revealing the
grave of Maria Hahn and the location of Albermann’s body. Analysis of this
letter proved that this letter and the one of October 14 were written by the
same person.

By mid-1929, the Vampire of Dusseldorf, as he had been named by the
press, was known nationally and internationally. Investigators believed that
all of these murders were committed by more than one person. They had
received more than 13,000 letters, more than 9,000 people were questioned,
2,650 clues were investigated, and a potential suspect list of 900,000 was
created. The assaults continued, but there were no more murders after
November 7, 1929.

On May 14, 1930, a man approached Maria Budlick, age 20, at a
Dusseldorf train station. Maria explained that she had come to Dusseldorf
from Koln and was looking for a job and a place to live. The man offered to
direct her to a local hostel, and she followed him until he attempted to lead
her through an uninhabited area. He began to argue with her, and another
man came to her rescue. The man asked Maria if she was being pestered by
the first man and when she said she was, the latter simply walked away. The
man who had come to her rescue was none other than Peter Kürten, but he
had ulterior motives.

Kürten invited the young woman to his apartment on Mettmanner Strasse,
which she refused. He said that he would take her to a hotel. She accepted
and he led her to Grafenburg Woods, where he grabbed her by the throat and
raped her while he strangled her. When she began to scream he released her



and allowed her to leave. Maria did not report the incident to police but did
write of her ordeal in a letter to a friend. Fortunately, she had addressed the
envelope incorrectly and it was opened by the post office on May 19. After
reading the letter, the clerk forwarded it to the Dusseldorf police. After Chief
Inspector Gannat read the letter, he believed that there was a slim chance
Maria’s assailant might just be the man they were looking for. Chief
Inspector Gannat contacted Maria who told him that one of the reasons
Kürten had allow her to leave was because she falsely assured him that she
could not remember his address. She led police to Kürten’s home at 71
Mettmanner Strasse. He was not at home, but his landlady assured police that
Peter Kürten did live there. Kürten spotted Gannat and Marie Budlick in the
hallway and made a speedy exit.

Kürten told his wife that he had raped Budlick and that because of his
criminal record he would probably be sentenced to 15 years of hard labor if
he were caught. He found lodgings in the Adlerstrasse district of Dusseldorf,
with his wife’s blessings. He did not return home until May 23. He then
admitted to his wife that he was the Vampire of Dusseldorf, and encouraged
her to contact the police and collect the substantial reward offered. She
contacted police the following day and told them that he had confessed to her
and he was willing to confess to police. He was to meet her outside St.
Rochus church later that day. When he arrived at the church, he was arrested
at gunpoint.

On April 13, 1931, charged with nine counts of murder and seven counts
of attempted murder, Peter Kürten’s trial began. It lasted 10 days. On April
22, 1931, the jury retired to consider their verdict. Less than two hours later
they had reached their verdict. Kürten was found guilty of the nine counts of
murder and seven counts of attempted murder. He showed no emotion when
the verdict of guilty was pronounced.

Kürten did not appeal his conviction, but he did submit a petition for
pardon, which was rejected. He asked for permission to see his confessor, to
write letters of apology to the relatives of his victims and a final farewell
letter to his wife. These requests were all granted.

On the evening of July 1, 1931, Kürten ate his last meal and asked for
second helpings, which were given. On the morning of July 2, he walked
unaided to the guillotine with a priest and the prison psychiatrist. He turned
to the psychiatrist and asked, “Tell me . . . after my head is chopped off, will
I be able to hear, at least for a moment, the sound of my own blood gushing



from the stump of my neck? That would be the pleasure to end all pleasures.”
At precisely 6:00 a.m., Peter Kürten was beheaded by guillotine on the
grounds of Klingelputz Prison in Cologne, Germany.

 
Vampire of Galkowek aka Modzelewski, Stanislaw (March 15, 1929 –

November 13, 1959) was born in Szczepankowo, Poland. After finishing
school, he took a job as a driver in Warsaw. Between 1952 and 1967, he
murdered seven women and attempted to murder six others. He confessed to
murdering an eighth woman, although the body was never found, and the
murder could not be proven. All of his victims were either strangled with a
scarf or with his bare hands, and they were nude from the waist down. The
victims were all tortured, but it is not clear if that was before or after death.
He took whatever valuables and other objects they had, but he did not keep
them. He threw them away. His victims were:

• July 1952, Jozefa Pietrzykowska, age 67, murdered in a forest in
Zielona Gora near Galkowek, strangled with bare hands.

• December 1952, Maria Kunka, age 32, murdered in a forest near
Tuszyn, strangled with a scarf.

• March 1953, Teresa Piekarska, age 21, murdered in a field by the
forest in Nowy Josefow, strangled with scarf.

• January 1955, Irena Bernadette Dunajska, age 24, murdered in a
field near a road in Galkowek, strangled with a scarf.

• August 1956. Helena Walos, age 18, murdered in the vicinity of a
country road near the forest in Galkowek, strangled with a scarf.

• August 1956, Helena Klata, age 22, murdered in the vicinity of a
road between Andrzejow and Galkowek, strangled with a scarf or
bandana.

• September 1967, Maria Galecka, age 87, murdered in an
apartment on Sienna Street in Warsaw, either strangled or drowned.

 
The investigation into these murders was discontinued in 1957 due to the

false information that the killer was an employee of the Polish State
Railways. They had been told that the perpetrator wore a uniform, that the
murders were committed near the railway track, and that those who survived



said the offender was wearing a uniform. The case was reopened when Maria
Galecka was murdered 10 years later. The investigation of her murder led to
Stanislaw Modzelewski.

Modzelewski was convicted of the murders and sentenced to death. He
was hanged in Warsaw on November 13, 1969.

Vampire of Niterio
Marcelo de Andrade
oaprendizverde.com

Vampire of Niterio (Rio) aka de Andrade, Marcelo Costa (b. January 2,
1967) was Brazil’s most famous serial killer. He was a mama’s boy, a
religious psychopath, and a homosexual. He began to prostitute himself when
he was only 14. He began a long-term relationship with an older man at age
16. This relationship ended when he was 23 and he moved back to live with
his mother and brothers in Itaborai. He became a member of the Universal
Church of the Kingdom of God and attended church as many as four times a
week.

In April 1991, he began killing. Over the next nine months, he murdered
14 poor street urchins who were easy to lure to deserted areas where he raped
and strangled them. He sometimes practiced necrophilia. He decapitated one
boy, crushed the head of another, and sometimes drank the blood. Murder
and violence are so common in Rio that the authorities did not realize that
there was a serial killer in their midst.

In December 1991, Marcelo fell in love with a 10-year-old, Altair de
Abreu. He and his 6-year-old brother were going with Marcelo to help light
candles for a saint in Saint George’s church. As they were crossing a vacant
lot, Marcelo grabbed Ivan, the 6-year-old, and strangled him, then raped his
corpse. After the murder, Marcelo told Altair that he loved him and wanted



the boy to live with him. Altair was very frightened and agreed to spend the
night with Marcelo in the bushes. The next morning Altair was able to escape
and went home. He told his mother that he had lost his little brother. After a
few days, Altair admitted to his sister what had happened, and the family
went to the police. Altair told the police that when Marcelo was murdering
and raping his little brother, he was paralyzed with fear and could not run
away. Marcelo was arrested in the Rio shop where he worked. He told the
police that he killed young boys because they were better-looking and had
soft skin, and that a priest had told him that children automatically went to
heaven if they die before they were 13.

Marcelo confessed to 14 killings and led the police to the remains of the
victims. He is confined at the Henrique Roxo Psychiatric Hospital, where he
is reevaluated every year. Every year he is judged to be “insane.”

 
Vampire of Paris aka Claux, Nicolas (b. March 22, 1972) may or may not

have been a serial killer. What is known is that he was a grave robber who ate
the flesh of corpses and that he murdered Thierry Bissonnier, age 34, on
October 4, 1994. This was one of a string of homosexual murders, seven of
which occurred in October alone. In searching Claux’s apartment in Paris,
France, investigators found unidentified skeletal remains, blood stolen from a
hospital’s blood bank, funeral jars filled with human ashes, and hundreds of
hardcore S/M videotapes. A body search revealed that he was covered with
occult tattoos. Psychiatrists described Claux as being a “nearly psychotic
sadist.” He described how he enjoyed eating strips of muscle from a corpse
and how he would mix human blood and human ashes with protein powder
and drink it.

Nicolas Claux was arrested on November 15, 1994. At his trial, the jury
deliberated for just three hours before finding him guilty of premeditated
murder, armed robbery, fraudulent use of a bank check, falsification of his
driver’s license photo, and an attempt to defraud the retailer of a video
camera. He was sentenced to 12 years in prison. He was released on March
22, 2002, and now spends his time painting, doing tattoo work, and
displaying his artwork on the internet.

 
Vampire of Sacramento/The Dracula Killer aka Chase, Richard

Trenton (May 23, 1950 – December 26, 1980) was a serial killer in
Sacramento, California. Chase was abused by his mother and by the age of 10



still wet the bed, started fires, and killed animals. This is known as the
Macdonald Triad (or the triad of sociopathy), a set of three behavioral
characteristics that were originally claimed, if present together, to be
associated with later violent tendencies, particularly homicidal. Chase
developed hypochondria. He often said that his heart had stopped beating, or
that someone had stolen his pulmonary artery. He held oranges on his head,
believing his brain would absorb the vitamin C through diffusion. He also
believed that his skull had separated and the bones were moving around, and
he shaved his head so he could watch the activity.

When he left his mother’s house, he moved into an apartment with friends,
but his friends found him so bizarre that they asked him to move. He refused,
so the roommates moved out. He then started capturing, killing, and
disemboweling various animals, devouring the raw meat or mixing it and the
organs with Coca-Cola and drinking the concoction. At the age of 25, Chase
was involuntarily committed to a mental institution after being taken to a
hospital for blood poisoning, which was contracted from injecting rabbit’s
blood into his veins. While there, he captured birds and drank their blood. He
managed to obtain syringes and withdrew blood from the therapy dog and
drank it. He “painted” the walls of his room with feces. After a number of
treatments involving psychotropic drugs, Chase was deemed no longer a
danger to society and released to his mother’s care in 1976. His mother
decided he did not need all of the prescribed medication and weaned him off
them. She moved him into his own apartment.

Now on his own, Chase was arrested on an Indian reservation in the Lake
Tahoe area because he was wearing a blood-soaked shirt and driving a truck
containing guns and a bucket of blood. He convinced police that the blood
was from an animal he had killed. No charges were filed.

On December 29, 1977, Ambrose Griffin, age 51, was killed in a drive-by
shooting, the first known killing by Chase. On January 11, 1978, Chase asked
a neighbor for a cigarette and forcibly restrained her until she had given him
every cigarette in the house. He attempted to enter the home of another
woman a couple of weeks later, but upon finding her doors locked, he turned
and walked away. He later told police that he thought locked doors meant he
was not welcome, but that unlocked doors were an invitation to enter.

On January 21, Chase entered the home of Teresa Wallin, age 22 and
three months pregnant. He shot her three times, killing her, and then had sex
with her corpse, mutilated her, and bathed in the dead woman’s blood. Two



days later, he bought two puppies from a neighbor. He took them home,
killed them, and drank their blood.

On January 27, he entered the home of Evelyn Miroth, age 38, where he
encountered Danny Meredith, age 51, a friend of Evelyn’s, and shot him. He
stole Meredith’s wallet and car keys. He then found and shot to death Evelyn,
her son, Jason, age 6, and nephew, David, 22 months old. Chase had sex with
Evelyn’s corpse and cannibalized her. A girl, 6 years old, and a friend of
Jason’s, knocked on the door, at which time Chase fled the scene in
Meredith’s car, taking David’s body with him. The girl told a neighbor what
she had seen, and the neighbor called the police. The police found perfect
handprints and shoe imprints in Evelyn’s blood. The prints belonged to
Richard Chase.

Chase took David’s body back to his apartment, where he drank the blood
and ate several of the organs. He disposed of the body at a neighborhood
church.

Chase went on trial in 1979. His lawyers, using his history of mental
illness, tried to have him found guilty of second-degree murder, which would
mean a life sentence, instead of a death sentence if he were found guilty of
first-degree murder.

On May 8, 1979, Chase was found guilty on six counts of first-degree
murder and was sentenced to death in the gas chamber. Inmates at the prison
where Chase was sent, aware of the details of his murders, feared him, and
according to prison officials, often tried to convince him to commit suicide.

On December 26, 1980, Richard Chase was found dead in his bed. It was
determined that he had committed suicide with an overdose of prescribed
antidepressants he had saved over a period of weeks.

Vampire of Tehran Desert
Mohammed Bijeh
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Vampire of Tehran Desert aka Bijeh, Mohammad (February 7, 1975 –
March 16, 2005) was an Iranian serial killer. He confessed in court to raping
and killing 16 young boys (ages 8 – 15) between March and September 2004,
and killing two adults.

Mohammad and his accomplice, Ali Baghi, tricked children into going
with them into the desert south of Tehran, by saying they were going to hunt
animals. The children were then poisoned or knocked out, sexually abused,
and murdered. They were buried in shallow graves. Bijeh and Baghi were
found guilty of at least 22 murders. It is believed that the actual count is
much higher.

Mohammed Bijeh was sentenced to 100 lashes before being hanged. His
accomplice, Ali Baghi, was sentenced to a 15-year prison term.

On March 16, 2005, Bijeh was stripped of his shirt and stood against a
post. His hands were tied around the post and he was lashed by several
officials. He remained calm and silent through the punishment, even when he
was stabbed in the back by a furious relative of one of the victims. After the
lashing, a mother of one of the victims placed a blue nylon rope around his
neck. He was hauled into the air by a crane, killing him.

 
Vampire Rapist aka Boden, Wayne Clifford (c 1948 – March 27, 2006)

was a serial killer from Ontario, Canada. His reign of terror lasted from
October 3, 1969, to March 19, 1971. His alias was given to him because he
had a penchant for biting the breasts of his victims, leaving his teeth marks
which led to his conviction due to forensic odontological evidence. It was the
first conviction of its kind in North America.

The body of Shirley Audette, age 20, was found at the rear of an
apartment complex in downtown Montreal, Quebec, Canada, on October 3,
1969. Although fully clothed, she had been raped and strangled. She also had
savage bite marks on her breasts. There were no signs of a struggle, no
bloody skin under her fingernails. One of her former boyfriends told
authorities that she had gotten involved with a good-looking man who was
very dominant, and he thought the attraction was for rough sex.

On November 23, Marielle Archambault, age 20, left work with an
attractive man whom she had introduced as “Bill”. The following morning,
her employer went to check on her since she had not arrived at work that



morning. When the landlady opened the apartment, they discovered
Marielle’s body on the couch, fully clothed. The killer had ripped her
pantyhose and bra, raped her, and left bite marks on her breasts.

The killer did not strike again until January 16, 1970. In Montreal, a man
arrived to pick up his date, Jean Way, age 24, at the scheduled time but when
she did not answer the door, he thought maybe she had been in the shower
and had not heard his knock, and he would return some minutes later. When
he returned, the door was unlocked and he found her naked body on the bed.
Her breasts had not been bitten. The killer had been in the apartment when
the boyfriend arrived the first time and had hurriedly left the apartment. This
time, two small fibers were found under the victim’s fingernails—she had
struggled. Fear gripped the city of Montreal when news of the murders was
made public. Then nothing happened for months—“Bill” had left the city. He
turned up about a year later some 2,500 miles west in the city of Calgary,
Alberta.

On May 18, 1971, Elizabeth Porteous, a 33-year-old high school teacher,
did not show up for work. The manager of the apartment building where she
lived was called to check on her. The apartment manager found Elizabeth’s
body on the bedroom floor. She had been raped and strangled, and her breasts
had been savagely bitten. Her apartment showed definite signs of a fierce
struggle. Police found a broken cufflink under the victim’s body. She had
been seen by two witnesses (her colleagues) riding in a blue Mercedes on the
night she was murdered. They told police that the car had a distinctive bull-
shape decal in the rear window. Also, one witness told police that Elizabeth
had been dating a man called “Bill” who was a flashy dresser.

The following day, the blue Mercedes was spotted by a patrolman. Boden
was arrested about half an hour later. He told police that he had moved from
Montreal about a year ago and admitted to having dated Elizabeth the
previous night, but said that she was fine when he left; even after they
showed him the cufflink that he admitted was his. The authorities then
concentrated on the bite marks and turned to a local orthodontist to try to
verify that they had been left by Boden. Canada had nothing in their forensic
literature on bite-mark evidence. The orthodontist wrote to the FBI who, in
turn, referred him to a man in England who had dealt with some 20 to 30
cases. He was finally able to get the information he needed and established
that there were 29 points of similarity between the bite marks on Elizabeth
Porteous and a cast made of Boden’s teeth. This evidence was enough for the



jury to find him guilty of murder and he was sentenced to life imprisonment
in Alberta.

Boden was returned to Montreal to also face trial for the murders of
Shirley Audette, Marielle Archambault, and Jean Way, to which he
confessed. He was sentenced to three additional terms of life imprisonment.
He was sent to the Kingston Penitentiary on February 16, 1972. In 1977,
American Express approved a credit card for him. On a day pass from Laval
Prison, he used the credit card. He was arrested about 36 hours later while
eating lunch in a restaurant in the Mount Royal Hotel in downtown Montreal.
American Express conducted an internal investigation trying to determine
how a person serving a life sentence for murder could be approved for a
credit card. Results were not made public.

On March 27, 2006, Wayne Clifford Boden died at Kingston Regional
Hospital of skin cancer.

 
van Schoor, Louis (b. 1951) was a serial killer in the East London area in

Eastern Cape Province, South Africa. He was hired to protect white-owned
businesses and is believed by investigators in the London area to have
murdered 39 people and to have shot more than 100 during the apartheid-era
murders of the 1980s. In 1992, van Schoor was convicted of seven murders
and two attempted murders. He was sentenced to 20 years in prison, but only
served 12. Upon his release, he held a media briefing during which he
expressed his happiness at rejoining society and apologized to the families
and friends of his victims.

 
van Valkenburgh, Elizabeth (July 1799 – January 24, 1846) was born in

Bennington, Vermont. She became an orphan when she was about eight years
old. She was sent to Cambridge, New York but had very little education or
religious upbringing.

Elizabeth first married at the age of 20. They had four children while
living in Pennsylvania. They moved to Johnstown, New York. Her husband
died in 1833, which she said was due to dyspepsia and exposure. She later
admitted that she had added poison to his rum because she was upset with his
drinking in bars and had not intended to kill him.

She married John van Valkenburgh and had two more children. He was an
alcoholic, abused the children, and they quarreled frequently when he was
drunk. She purchased more arsenic and poisoned his tea. He recovered from



the first dose, but several weeks later she poisoned his brandy and succeeded
in killing him. She ran away and hid in a barn. She broke her leg in a fall
from the hayloft. She was captured, tried, and convicted. She was sentenced
to death.

Because of her broken leg and obesity, Elizabeth van Valkenburgh was
carried to the gallows in her rocking chair. She was still rocking when the
trap was sprung, and she was hanged.

 
van Zon, Johannes Marinus “Hans” (April 20, 1942 – May 11, 1998)

was born in Utrecht, Netherlands. Hans van Zon, as he was known, was a
neat young man, intelligent and a charmer, but his laziness often made him
short on money. He was also a serial killer who murdered at least three
people and is suspected of several more.

van Zon had a relationship with Caroline Gigli, age 47, and with Coby van
der Voort. He earned money by selling pornographic photos of both women.
After his relationship with van der Voort ended, he alleged that she continued
to pester him. On April 29, 1967, he killed her with a self-made lead pipe and
then mutilated her corpse, ransacked her home, and took things of value,
including her jewelry which he gave to Gigli.

van Zon confessed his crime to Arnoldus “Old Nol” Rietbergen, a
criminal in Utrecht with whom he had a close relationship. “Old Nol” talked
van Zon into committing three robberies, and but the third was only an
attempted robbery.

On May 31, van Zon robbed and murdered Jan “Uncle Cupid” Donse of
money and jewelry. Donse was 80 years old and had a shop selling party
supplies.

On August 12, he robbed and murdered a milkman, Reijer de Bruijin. van
Zon took whatever money and jewelry he could find at his home.

Several days later, he attempted to rob and murder Dora Woortmeijer, a
widow and former lover of “Old Nol”. van Zon hit her with a lead pipe and
left her for dead, but she survived and picked out a photo of him as the man
who had robbed and assaulted her.

Hans van Zon was arrested on December 13, 1970, charged with the
robberies and murders, and sentenced to life in prison.

He was suspected of several other murders, including the 1964 murder of
Elly Segov, and the 1965 murder of Claude Berkeley, the English
homosexual film director.



While at the observation clinic in Utrecht, van Zon had a relationship with
Riet van der Brink, a therapist and social worker. They were married in 1974.
He lived a very good life in prison compared to other prisoners. van Zon’s
life sentence was amended to 28.5 years because of good behavior and he
was released.

After his release, the press hounded him and his excessive drinking made
headlines. He and van der Brink were divorced in 1995 but retained their
love/hate relationship. van Zon died in 1998 as a result of his excessive
drinking over a long period of time.

 
Vann, Darren Deon (b. March 21, 1971) was born in Indiana. He married

a woman about 30 years older than him and stayed married to her for 16
years. He joined the US Marine Corps in 1991 and received an “other than
honorable discharge” in 1993. On September 28, 2009, Van was convicted of
sexual assault in Travis County, Texas and was sentenced to five years in
prison. He was released on July 5, 2013. His wife, Maria, had divorced him
in August 2009.

On October 14, 2014, the body of Afrikka Hardy was found in a room of
the Motel 6 in Hammond, Indiana. Using Afrikka’s phone records, the police
located Vann. During the interrogation they found that Vann had possession
of several pieces of potential evidence which included Afrikka Hardy’s cell
phone. He confessed to his involvement in her murder and told investigators
that he had killed other women. He was charged with the murders of Afrikka
Hardy and Anith Jones. His trial, originally scheduled for June 22, 2015, was
delayed several times.

On March 7, 2016, Vann was charged with five more murders. His known
victims are:

• Afrikka Hardy, age 19, met Vann at the Motel 6 in Hammond,
Indiana after he hired her through an escort agency. She was found
dead in the bathtub on October 17, 2014.

• Anith Jones, age 35, whose body was found in an abandoned
house at 415 East 43rd Ave. in Gary, Indiana. Vann led police to
the abandoned house where she was found on October 18, 2014.

• Teaira Batey, age 28, left to meet a friend in Gary, Indiana on
January 13, 2014, and never returned. Her body was found in an



abandoned house at 1800 East 19th Ave. in Gary on October 19,
2014.

• Tanya Gatlin, age 27, had been missing since January 2014. Her
body was found with Sonya Billingsley’s body at an abandoned
house at 413 East 43rd Ave. in Gary on October 19.

• Sonya Billings, age 53, was reported missing on February 7,
2014. Her body was found in an abandoned house at 413 East 43rd
St. in Gary, along with the body of Tanya Gatlin, on October 19.

• Kristine Williams, age 36, was a mother of four who was last
heard from in February 2014. Her body was found in Gary in an
abandoned house at 4330 Massachusetts St. on October 19.

• Tracy Martin, age 41, was reported missing on June 26, 2014. Her
body was found in an abandoned house at 200 Massachusetts St. in
Gary, on October 19.

 
On May 4, 2018, Vann pleaded guilty to these seven murders. As part of

the plea agreement, he led police to where he had left his victims, and
prosecutors dropped the death penalty. On May 25, 2018, Darren Deon Vann
was sentenced to seven concurrent life sentences without the possibility of
parole. He is incarcerated at Wabash Valley Correctional Facility near
Carlisle, Indiana.

 
Vargas Gomez, José Dorangel (b. May 14, 1956) was born to poor

farmers. He was a serial killer and cannibal in Venezuela who murdered 10 –
14 men. He was a homeless man who hunted passersby at a park in San
Cristobal.

Vargas Gomez’s first two arrests were for minor offenses such as stealing
chickens and cattle. He was arrested in 1995 for the murder and
cannibalization of Baltazar Cruz Moreno and was admitted to the Institute of
Psychiatric Rehabilitation Peribeca, but managed to escape and lead a
seemingly normal life.

He was actively murdering men in late 1998 and 1999. He hunted with a
tube-shaped spear, or occasionally with rocks. He kept parts of his victims’
bodies that he could cook and usually buried the feet, hands, and heads. The
flesh would spoil quickly since he had no place to store it and he had to kill



routinely. His targets were athletes and men working along the riverbank. He
said that he would not eat women or children because he believed them to be
too pure.

In February 1999, the remains of two young people were found by
members of civil defense who alerted the security forces. A search was made
of the same area and partial remains of six more bodies were found. All of
those found had been reported missing.

Vargas Gomez became a suspect and investigators inspected his shack.
They found several containers with human remains, along with three human
heads, several feet, and several hands.

José Vargas Gomez was sent to prison and in 2016 was involved in a
prison riot during which he killed three other inmates and served their
remains to other inmates.

 
Velten, Maria (1916 – June 9, 2008) poisoned five members of her

family over a 20-year period in Kempton, West Germany. She murdered her
father, an aunt, her husband, and lovers. She confessed and was given a life
sentence in 1983. She died on June 9, 2008, after being released from prison
to a nursing home due to health issues.

 
Vending Machine Murders aka Paraquat Murders were a series of

poisonings in Japan in 1985. Bottles of juice and soda were poisoned with the
herbicide Paraquat and left in the dispensing chute of vending machines. The
person buying a drink from the machine would think they got a bonus of an
extra drink. After just a few minutes of drinking the poisoned beverage, the
person would become nauseated and within two days, breathing would cease.
Ten people died of the poison drinks and another 35 were poisoned but
survived.

Warning stickers were placed on vending machines throughout the
country. The case remains unsolved.

In 1998 brought another series of poisonings. Curry, laced with arsenic,
killed four people—two adults and two children—at a community food
festival in Wakayame, Sonobe district. Another 60 became very ill from the
poisoned curry. Arsenic was the poison used.

Matsumi Hayashi (b. July 22, 1961) came under suspicion after
witnesses told police that they had seen her at the curry dish and that arsenic
was easy for her to obtain since her husband was an exterminator and used it



in his business. At her trial in 2002, she pleaded innocent. She was convicted
and sentenced to death. She appealed the conviction several times and was
still alive as of March 2020.

Also in 1998, vending machines were again used to poison people. This
time the person responsible poisoned tea, sending dozens of people to
hospitals. This case also remains unsolved.

 
Vermilyea, Louise (July 1868 – December 31, 1913) was born in Cook

County, Illinois, to Prussian immigrants John and Wilhemina (nee Munaroe)
Woolf, the oldest of five girls and third oldest of their 11 children. On April
2, 1885, Louise, at the age of 16, married Fred Brinkamp who was eight
years her senior. They moved to the village of Barrington in Cuba Township,
Lake County, in northern Illinois.

In 1893, Louise’s husband died at the age of 60 on their farm near
Barrington. His death was attributed to a heart attack and she inherited
$5,000 from his life insurance policy. There were no reasons for anyone to be
suspicious of his death.

Fred Brinkamp left behind six children. Shortly after his death, his
daughter, Cora, died at age eight, followed shortly by her sister, Florence,
who was only three and a half years old.

In 1906, Louise Brinkamp moved to Chicago with her other children and
step-children. Her step-daughter, Lillian Brinkamp, age 26, died shortly after
their arrival. The cause of death was ruled acute nephritis.

Louise married Charles Vermilyea, age 56. Three years later, he died from
a sudden illness. Louise was $1,000 richer and now had a home in Crystal
Lake, Illinois. Harry, Charles Vermilyea’s son, age 31, died shortly after
arguing with Louise over the sale of the Crystal Lake estate. There were still
no suspicions about the deaths of so many people close to Louise.

In 1910, Louise inherited $1,200 from the death of her son, Frank
Brinkamp, from her first marriage.

After Frank’s death, Louise began poisoning friends and acquaintances.
On January 15, 1910, Jason Rupert, a railroad fireman and a boarder at her
home, fell ill after dining with her and died two days later. Richard Smith, a
train conductor and boarder, married Louise. On March 11, 1910, he fell ill
after eating a meal prepared by his new wife and died. His death was
attributed to gastritis. He was still married to his estranged wife when he



supposedly married Louise and his estranged wife believed the circumstances
of her husband’s death were suspicious.

Arthur Bissonette, age 26, and his father came to dine with Vermilyea in
October 1911. While still dining, both Arthur and his father began to
experience abdominal pain. Arthur died shortly after. The police became
involved and Arthur’s father told them that he had seen Vermilyea sprinkling
“white pepper” on their meals before serving them. The police ordered an
autopsy on Arthur, which revealed he had been poisoned with arsenic. Louise
Vermilyea was arrested.

Louise was under house arrest when, on November 4, she was rushed to
the hospital after ingesting the “white powder.” She was reportedly near
death but improved and was discharged on November 24, 1911. On
December 9, she was stricken with paralysis, which her physicians said was
permanent. She attended her court proceedings in a wheelchair. She was
charged with the murder of Arthur Bissonette.

On March 7, 1912, nolle prosequi (a formal notice of abandonment by a
plaintiff or prosecutor of all or part of a suit or action) was filed with the
court because the prosecution had learned that Bissonette had been taking
medication containing arsenic. The prosecutor told the court that there were
“several cases as to which Mrs. Vermilyea may be tried and I don’t want to
try her more than once . . . For that reason, I want to pick out the strongest
one and I have concluded the Smith one is the strongest one.”

Louise Vermilyea was rearrested and charged with the murder of Richard
Smith. An autopsy conducted by Prof. Walter S. Haines, the Rush Medical
College expert chemist, found “arsenic in sufficient quantities in the viscera
of the liver to kill two men.” Vermilya attempted suicide again.

The trial began on March 21, 1912, and ended in a hung jury 16 days later.
The second trial ended again in a hung jury, as members believed that the
evidence against Vermilyea was circumstantial.

Jury selection became very difficult as men were unsure if they could
inflict the death penalty on a woman as freely as they would on a man.
Nearly all of the men called for jury duty said that they had established a bias
based on newspaper accounts. About 50% of those who said the newspaper
stories had no bias, but after reading the stories, said they had a prejudice
against circumstantial evidence, and they were excused.

On June 28, 1913, Vermilyea was released on $5,000 bail because of her
failing health and the fact that she would be subjected to extremely hot



temperatures in the jail, which was not air-conditioned.
On April 18, 1915, a conference was held between the Assistant State

Attorney, Michael Sullivan, and the State Attorney Hoyne concerning the
continuation of a trial. It was decided that it would be next to impossible to
get a conviction, and all charges were dropped. There is no further
documentation concerning Louise Vermilyea after this time.

 
Vick, Tony (b. April 3, 1962) murdered his wife, fiancée, and two others

for their insurance in 1993 – 1996 in Tennessee. He was sentenced to life in
prison on one murder charge in 1997 and another life term for a second
murder charge in 1998. He is serving his sentence at the South Central
Correctional Facility, Clifton, Tennessee. While in prison, Vick became
something of a writer, documenting what life is like behind bars in a book
entitled, Secrets From a Prison Cell.

 
Vienna Strangler aka Unterweger, Johann “Jack” (August 16, 1950 –

June 29, 1994) was born in Graz, Austria to Theresia Unterweger, who was a
waitress and barmaid, (or possibly a prostitute). His father was an unnamed
American soldier whom Theresia met in Trieste, Italy.

His mother was arrested for fraud while she was pregnant and again in
1953. The boy was sent to Carinthia to live with his grandfather, who used
Jack to help him steal farm animals. He was in and out of jail quite a lot was
while still in his youth. Between 1966 and 1974, he worked as a waiter and
was convicted 16 times for theft and burglary, pimping, and sexual assault on
a prostitute. He spent almost nine years in jail.

In 1974, Unterweger strangled Margaret Schafer, age 18, from Germany
with her own bra. He was arrested and sentenced to life for this murder.
While in prison he wrote short stories, poems, plays, and an autobiography
which resulted in a campaign to pardon and release him. The Austrian
president, Rudolf Kirchschlager, refused the petition and cited the court-
mandated minimum of 15 years in prison. The petitions and pleas for his
release continued. He was released on May 23, 1990, after serving the
required 15 years.

After his release, Unterweger’s autobiography was taught in schools and
his stories were performed on the radio. He hosted television programs
concerning criminal rehabilitation. He also reported on stories concerning the



ongoing murders of sex workers (which he committed) as a reporter for ORF
the public broadcaster.

Beginning in 1990, Blanka Bockova in Czechoslovakia was murdered,
plus seven sex workers in Austria: Brunhilde Masser, age 39; Heidi
Hammerer, age 31; Elfriede Schrempf, age 35; Silvia Zagler, age 23; Sabine
Moitzl, age 25; Karin Eroglu-Sladky, age 25; and Regina Prem, age 32. All
were strangled with their bras. Austrian police suspected Unterweger of the
murders, but they had no evidence.

In 1991, an Austrian magazine hired Unterweger to write about crime in
Los Angeles, California. While he was in Los Angeles, Shannon Exley, Irene
Rodriguez, and Peggy Booth, all three sex workers, were beaten, sexually
assaulted, and strangled with their bras.

Back in Graz, Austria, police had finally collected enough evidence to
arrest Unterweger, but he and his girlfriend, Bianca Mrak, had fled by the
time they got to his home. Law enforcement agencies chased him through
France, Switzerland, and the United States. On February 27, 1992, he was
finally arrested by the FBI in Miami, Florida. He was extradited to Austria on
May 27, 1992, and charged with 11 murders, including one in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, and three in Los Angeles, California. He was convicted of
nine of the murders and sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of
parole.

On June 29, 1994, Unterweger was found hanging in his cell at Graz-
Karlau Prison. He had made a rope from his shoelaces and cord from the
trousers of his track suit. He used the same knot that had been found on all of
the strangled victims.

 
Villegas, Manuel Delgado (January 25, 1943 – February 2, 1998) was

born in Seville, Spain to José Delgado Martin and the mother who died
giving birth to him. His father’s job as a salesman made it impossible for him
to care for Manuel and his sister, Joaquina, so they were sent to live with
their maternal grandmother in Matara. Manuel Delgado Villegas attended
school but never learned to read or write. While still an adolescent, he was
bisexual and prostituted himself. At age 18, he enlisted in the Spanish
Legion, where he learned hand-to-hand combat and the “deadly blow” with
the edge of the hand to the larynx, which he later used as a method of killing
some of his victims.



After Delgado left the Legion, he became a nomad wandering along the
Mediterranean coast, begging for food or money and stealing whatever he
could find. He picked fights with prostitutes and homosexuals and was
arrested several times, but never served any time in prison. He was instead
sent to mental institutions and released within a short period of time.

Beginning in 1964, when Delgado murdered his first victim, he had
murdered at least seven and maybe as many as 48 people by 1971 in the
countries of Spain, Italy, and France. His known victims include:

• Adolfo Folch Muntaner, age 49, was murdered on January 21,
1964, while sleeping on the beach near Barcelona. He was
murdered by being hit on the head with a large rock. Delgado took
his wallet and the watch on his arm.

• Margaret Helene Therese Boudrie, age 21, was a French student
who was staying in a small house with Jules Morton, a friend from
the USA. The house was about five kilometers (three miles) from
Ibiza Town. On the night of June 20, 1967, Delgado sneaked into
her room and suffocated her with a pillow. He then stabbed her in
the back, raped her, and stole the medal from around her neck.
Morton was arrested for Margaret’s murder and held in prison for
over a year before he was released.

• On July 20, 1968, Venancio Hernandez Carrasco, age 71, was
approached by Delgado while he was tending his vineyards in the
town of Chinchon asking for food. Hernandez told him that he was
young and if he wanted food, he should work to pay for it.
Carrasco’s body was found floating in the river near the San
Galindo dam.

• Ramon Estrada Saldrich was murdered on April 5, 1959. He was
a homosexual who lived and worked as a furniture dealer in
Barcelona. He was a regular client of Delgado’s who he normally
paid 300 pesetas for sex. This time Delgado asked for 1000, and
Estrada agreed, but only gave him the usual 300 pesetas after they
had sex. Delgado hit him in the neck but did not kill him. Estrada
began to fight with him. Delgado broke the leg off a chair and beat
Estrada with it and finally had to strangle him to death.



• Anastasia Borrella Morena, age 68, was murdered on November
23, 1969, in Matara. Delgado hit her on the head with a brick,
pushed her off a bridge, and strangled her.

• Francisco Marin Ramirez, age 28, was murdered on December 3,
1970, by Delgado by punching him twice in the head. Delgado told
authorities that Marin had made sexual advances toward him.

• Antonia Rodriguez Relinque, age 38, a girlfriend of Delgado’s,
was murdered on January 18, 1971, because she asked him to do
something to her during sex that he considered disgusting. When he
refused, she told him she had been with men who had done what
she asked. He strangled her with her leggings. He had sex with her
for three more nights.

 
Delgado was taken by police to the police station in Santa Maria and

questioned about the disappearance of Antonia since he had been seen in her
company on several occasions. He denied knowing anything about her
disappearance until her body was found on February 21, 1971. He then
confessed to her murder. Over the next few days, he admitted to four more
murders and was suspected of two others. He was put in a mental institution
without a trial or conviction.

Manuel Delgado Villegas died on February 2, 1998, at the Hospital Can
Ruti in Badalona from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

 
Voirbo, Pierre (c. 1835 – 1869) was a police officer suspected of killing

at least 10 creditors and robbery victims in the 1860s in Paris, France. He was
arrested on December 14, 1868. He subsequently confessed to one murder,
then committed suicide prior to his trial in 1869.

 
von Einem, Bevan Spencer (b. May 29, 1946) was convicted of the

murder of Richard Kelvin, age 15, son of local television and radio
personality Rob Kelvin in Adelaide, Australia, on or about July 10, 1983. He
kidnapped Kelvin, held him captive, sexually abused him, and drugged and
tortured him for about five weeks. von Eimen was arrested on November 3,
1982. He is currently serving life imprisonment at Yatala Prison, a high
security, labor prison in Adelaide, Australia. He is a suspect in at least five



more murders committed between 1979 and 1983. See separate article –
Family Murders – Unsolved.

 
Voroshilovgrad Maniac aka Almazyan, Zaven Sarkisovich (b. May 5,

1950 – 1973) was born in Rostov-on-Don to Armenian parents. During his
years in school he learned freestyle wrestling and the stifling techniques he
would later use to subdue his victims. After graduation he studied at a
technical school. He had psychological problems after the girl with whom he
had planned to lose his virginity preferred another man.

Almazyan began attacking women in early 1969. He threatened them with
a knife, took them to a secluded place, and raped them. He lost his student
identification card at the third attack. When questioned by authorities, he
somehow convinced them that he was not the attacker. He went to the
military commissariat and requested to serve in the Soviet Army. He was
stationed in Voroshilovgrad, looking after a pigsty, which allowed him
freedom from strict control and the ability to leave his post at will.

Almazyan resumed his attacks on women, the first on March 26, 1970,
and five more during the following two weeks. Authorities recognized the
serial aspects of the attacks and stationed police patrols and druzhinas
(Voluntary People’s Guards) on the streets of Voroshilovgrad. Just two
weeks later, Almazyan committed his first murder.

Svetlana Mazurina, age 17, was accosted by Almazyan who bound her
hands, stuffed a piece of towel in her mouth to silence her, and raped her. She
was then strangled to death. Almazyan took her gold jewelry as a trophy.

Several girls were put on the streets as bait for the killer. Vitaly Vlasov
was caught trying to rape one of the girls and was arrested on May 16, 1960.
He confessed to raping some of the girls between 1966 and 1970, but
vehemently denied all of the murders. He was tried for the rapes and was
sentenced to 15 years.

Within a few days, there was an attack on a 13-year-old girl by another
“maniac,” but the details of this attack were not the same as the earlier
attacks. Police received an anonymous letter. The author of the letter claimed
to know who the killer was, but after checking, the killer was never
identified.

On July 4, 1970, Almazyan raped and murdered Nina Zaikova, age 17.
His next two attacks, on August 6 and September 22, 1970, were interrupted
by people in the area and he fled into the darkness. At the attempted rape on



September 22, he left a scrap of paper bearing the stamp from the military
unit, but investigators failed to correctly identify the eroded figures, and
nothing was gained from it.

On October 27, 1970, after raping and murdering Larisa Rogova, age 20,
Almazyan took her earring and a red sweater. On November 7, 1970, he
attacked a woman in a city park, but the volunteer guards were nearby and
ran after him. Almazyan and five other men were detained. One of
Almazyan’s victims who had survived identified him.

Almazyan confessed to all of his crimes, including those in Rostov-on-
Don and Voroshilovgrad. The items stolen after the rapes and murders were
found in his shed. Almazyan had committed three murders and 12 rapes. He
was sentenced to death and executed by firing squad in 1973.

 



Wade, Joshua (c. 1980) was born and raised in Alaska. He was a troubled
child and by the age of 10, he was showing a violent side and extreme
aggressive behavior. By age 12, he was well-known by local police for petty
crimes and violence. He spent most of his time in and out of youth detention
centers for these crimes. At age 14, he murdered John Michael Martin. He
began carrying a gun when he was 16. He also murdered Henry
Ongtowasruk, age 30, in 1999.

The following year, Wade raped and murdered Della Brown, age 33, near
Anchorage, Alaska. He killed Della by smashing her head with a rock.
According to the coroner, Della’s skull resembled a bag of ice. She was
found days later in a shed in the Spenard neighborhood of Anchorage. Wade
stood trial for this murder in 2003, but was found guilty of tampering with
evidence after it was learned that the body had been discovered several days
previously by others who stood in the doorway lighting matches so they
could view the body. He received a sentence of 6-1/2 years.

Just weeks after being released from prison, Wade broke into the house of
his next door neighbor, Mindy Schloss, age 52, who was asleep in bed. He
used zip ties to bind her hands and feet, kidnapped her, and drove her car
around town stopping at ATM machines and withdrawing money from her
bank accounts. When he was done with that, he drove her out into the woods
in Wasilia and shot her, execution style. He abandoned her car near the
airport in Anchorage. Her body was not found for about a month.

Wade became “a person of interest” almost immediately. Investigators had
found zip ties in his house identical to those left on the floor at Mindy’s
house. A police canine detected Wade’s scent in the car abandoned near the
airport.

After his arrest, Wade confessed to killing Mindy. He was sentenced to
life in prison. He then confessed to the murder of Della Brown. In a plea
agreement, he confessed to murdering the three men for a transfer to a federal
prison in the lower 48 states.

He is currently incarcerated at the United States Prison in Lewisburg,
Pennsylvania.

 
Wainewright, Thomas Griffiths (October 1794 – August 17, 1847) was

an English artist, writer, and poisoner born in London. He poisoned four
relatives and a male acquaintance, probably with strychnine. He was found
guilty and sent to an Australian penal colony in Hobart, Tasmania on



November 21, 1837. While there, he became a hospital orderly and a
portraitist of the elite and was given a conditional pardon on November 14,
1846. He died of a stroke the following year in the Hobert Town hospital.

 
Waldon, Billy Ray aka Billy Joe Waldon (b. January 3, 1952) was a

thrill-killer on a rampage who killed four people in 1985 in Oklahoma and
California. On May 16, 1986, he was placed on the FBI’s “Ten Most
Wanted” list. He was arrested two months later, on June 16. He was found
guilty and sentenced to death in 1987. He is presently languishing on death
row in San Quentin State Prison in California.

Interestingly, Billy Ray Waldon is the creator of the constructed
international language known as Poliespo (Polisinteza Esperanto) or simply
Po.

 
Walker, Clarence (b. February 25, 1929) is suspected of murdering at

least 14 people in Tennessee, Ohio, and Michigan between 1945 and 1966.
Victims included girls and women ages 7 to 60 and a 14-year-old boy. He
was sentenced to seven years for manslaughter in Tennessee in 1945. He was
sentenced to 320 years in Illinois for attempted murder, rape, and robbery in
1968.

 
Wallace, Henry Louis aka The Taco Bell Strangler (b. November 4,

1965) was born in Barnwell, South Carolina to Lottie Mae Wallace and an
unnamed married schoolteacher who walked out on Lottie as soon as he
heard she was pregnant. Her mother was a textile worker who worked long
hours and was a harsh disciplinarian. Henry Wallace was a member of the
student council and a cheerleader at Barnwell High School. Graduating in
1983, he worked as a disc jockey at the local radio station. He also attended
several colleges before marrying his high school girfriend and joining the US
Navy in 1985.

Wallace began using drugs, including crack cocaine, and was served with
several warrants for burglaries in the Seattle area. In January 1988, he was
arrested for breaking into a hardware store. He pleaded guilty and was given
a sentence of two years of supervised probation, but he rarely showed up for
meetings with his probation officer. While still in the navy, he murdered
Tashonda Bethea and left her body in the lake in Barnwell. He was
questioned by police but released.



He broke into the high school and the radio station where he had once
worked, stole video and recording equipment, and tried to pawn it but was
caught in February 1991. In November 1991, he moved to Charlotte, North
Carolina, where he found work at several fast-food restaurants.

He was given an honorable discharge from the navy in 1992. His marriage
had fallen apart, and he was fired from his job at Sandoz Chemical Co.
Between May 1992 and March 1994, he murdered 10 women.

He picked up Sharon Nance, a sex worker, in May 1992, and they had sex.
When she demanded to be paid for her services, he beat her to death and
dumped her body alongside the railroad tracks.

He raped and strangled Caroline Love in her apartment in June 1992 and
left her body in a wooded area. Caroline was a friend of his girlfriend’s.
Wallace and Caroline’s sister went to the police station and filed a missing
person’s report.

On February 19, 1993, Wallace strangled Shawna Hawk after he had sex
with her. Shawna worked at Taco Bell and Wallace was her supervisor. He
went to her funeral. On June 22, he raped and strangled Audrey Spain. She
was another coworker. On August 10, Wallace raped and strangled Valencia
Jumper, age 21, and set her on fire in an effort to cover his crime. Valencia
was a friend of Wallace’s sister. In September, he raped Michelle Stinson in
her apartment. Michelle was a college student and the mother of two sons. He
strangled and stabbed her in front of her oldest son. Michelle was a friend of
Wallace’s.

On February 20, 1994, Wallace raped and strangled Vanessa Little Mack,
another Taco Bell employee. She had two daughters, ages 7 and 4 months.
On March 8, 1994, Wallace strangled Betty Jean Baucom, took whatever
valuables he could find, and stole her car. He pawned what he could and left
her car in a shopping center parking lot. Later that same night, he went back
to the apartment complex, where he raped and strangled his girlfriend, Brandi
June Henderson, while she held her baby. He also strangled the baby, but the
baby survived.

After finding two bodies of black women in the lake at the apartment
complex, police increased patrols in the area. In spite of this, Wallace
managed to sneak back into the complex to rob and strangle Debra Ann
Slaughter, his girlfriend’s coworker. He also stabbed her 38 times in the
stomach and chest. Her body was found on March 12, 1994.



Henry Louis Wallace was arrested on March 13, 1994, and confessed to
these 10 murders. He also confessed to the murder of the woman in Barnwell,
South Carolina.

Wallace’s trial was delayed several times, but finally began in September
1996. Marsha Goodnow, the prosecutor, argued for the death penalty and
Isabel Day, the defense attorney, argued that Wallace should be given a life
sentence since he suffered from mental illness. On January 7, 1997, Henry
Louis Wallace was found guilty of the nine murders in North Carolina. He
was sentenced to death for each of the nine murders on January 29, 1997. His
appeals have been denied and he is awaiting his execution at the Central
Prison in Raleigh, North Carolina.

 
Walls, Frank Athen (b. October 12, 1967) kidnapped and murdered at

least three burglary victims in 1987 in Okaloosa County, Florida.
Frank Walls was only 17 years old when he committed his first murder.

Tommie Lou Whitton, age 19, was sunbathing on Okaloosa Island on March
26, 1985, when she was murdered. The killer had cut her throat.

On September 16, 1986 Cynthia Sue Cindra, age 24, of the city of Wright,
was stabbed 21 times and dumped on the side of a clay road north of Lewis
Turner Boulevard.

In Ocean City on May 20, 1987, Audrey Gigi, age 47, was stabbed to
death in her trailer located at 343 Duval Street.

At this point in time, Frank Walls was just a suspect in these murders.
On July 22, 1987, in the early morning hours, Walls broke into the trailer

of Edward Alger, age 22, and Ann Peterson, age 20, to commit a burglary. He
purposely knocked over a fan to awaken them. They both jumped out of bed
to investigate the source of the noise and found Walls in their living area.
Walls told Alger to lie on the floor while Ann tied his hands behind his back,
tied his ankles together, and tied a gag around his head. Walls told Ann to lie
on the floor so he could bind her. Alger managed to get free and attacked
Walls. During the struggle, Walls cut Alger’s throat. Alger bit Wall’s leg,
which made him drop the knife. Walls grabbed his gun and shot Alger in the
head three times. Walls then approached Ann, who was crying and trying to
talk through her gag. He removed her gag and took off her bindings. A
struggle began; he tore off Ann’s clothes and shot her in the back of the head.
She survived, but then Walls forced her face into a pillow and shot her again,
killing her.



The bodies of Edward Alger and Ann Peterson were found later that day.
Based on information given to them by Walls’ former roommate, who now
lived near Edward and Ann, investigators obtained a search warrant for
Walls’ residence. They seized enough evidence from the search to arrest him.

Frank Walls was convicted on two counts of first-degree murder. He was
sentenced to life in prison for the murder of Edward Alger and sentenced to
death for the murder of Ann Peterson. He was convicted of two counts of
kidnapping, for which he was sentenced to 20 years on each count. He was
also sentenced to 20 years for one count of burglary/dwelling. He is currently
incarcerated at Union Correctional Facility in Raiford, Florida.

 
Walton, Edward (1870s – July 17, 1908) was born in Wilkes County,

Georgia. He was a confessed murderer of two men and three women during
the years 1896 to 1908 in Alabama, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West
Virginia.

Walton confessed to robbing and killing a man in 1896 in Blossburg,
Alabama, but police investigations could not confirm that such a crime ever
happened.

In 1902, he married Edith Hanna in Joliet, Illinois. They separated after a
very short time. After about two years, Walton asked her to come back to
him, but she refused. He went to her house in Chicago and shot her. Edith
never regained consciousness and died three days later. Walton escaped the
area and went back to his home in Joliet, Illinois. Police investigated Edith’s
murder, but they were not certain that Walton had murdered her.

In 1906, Walton robbed a man in Youngstown, Ohio. In July 1906 while
in Shippenville, Pennsylvania, he learned that a man called Marion Blue and
two other men planned to rob him. When Walton saw Marion Blue crossing
the street, he shot at him several times because he feared that Blue would
draw first. Marion Blue died several months later.

While in Steubenville, Ohio, Walton met Mamie Gill and they lived
together, pretending to be married, at a house on 7th Street in Steubenville.
Walton and Mamie quarreled continuously on November 16 and 17, and
Walton beat Mamie. Returning home that evening, they began to quarrel
again. Walton knocked her down and began beating and kicking her. He had
worn a heavy pair of shoes that day, and he claimed that he accidentally
kicked her in the heart and she died. Walton picked up her body and carried



her for about half a mile before hiding it in the bushes along the river. He
subsequently fled the area.

On March 3, 1908, in Gypsy, West Virginia he murdered Beulah Martin
when she refused to have sex with him. Walton was chased by a large posse
and barricaded himself in a barn. He managed to defend himself from the
posse for two days. He surrendered to Sheriff Flanagan after Flanagan
threatened to blow up the barn.

Edward Walton was sentenced to death for the murder of Beulah Martin.
He confessed to his other murders and was baptized in jail shortly before his
execution. In spite of his size and fearless attitude, he had to be supported by
two men when taken to the gallows on July 17, 1908.

 
Wang Fang (c. 1966) was a serial killer in Minquan County, Henan

Province, China who poisoned at least eight people, including seven
members of her family. Some 20 other members of her extended family were
also poisoned but survived.

Wang began poisoning her family as revenge for quarrels or trivial things
done against her. She used “dushuqiang,” a rat poison, which she put into the
victims’ drinks. She murdered a niece because her mother-in-law favored that
girl over Wang’s daughter. Another niece was poisoned because Wang
thought the girl’s mother looked down on Wang and her husband. When
Wang and a man quarreled, she poisoned the man’s son. Other poisonings
were also over such trivial things.

Wang Fang was sentenced to death.
 
Wang Qiang (January 15, 1975 – November 17, 2005) was a serial killer

from Budayuan Town, Kuandian Manchu Autonomous County, Liaoning,
China. He was one of the most notorious rapists and murderers in the history
of China.

He was born to an alcoholic and abusive father and grew up in the small
village of Kaiyuan, Liaoning City. His father would not allow Wang to enter
school.

On January 22, 1995, Wang committed his first murder. When he was
arrested on July 14, 2003, he had committed at least 45 murders and 10 rapes,
some of them post-mortem. He was sentenced to death. On November 17,
2005, Wang Qiang was executed.

 



Wang Shujin (b. 1967) was a serial killer in Hebei Province, China, who
raped and strangled or suffocated at least four women between 1994 and
1995. He was sentenced to death in 2007. His 2013 appeal was rejected. No
information was found as to whether his execution has since taken place.

 
Want-Ad Killer aka Carignan, Harvey Louis (b. May 18, 1927) was born

in Fargo, North Dakota to an unmarried 20-year-old. When he was a toddler,
his mother married a man named Carignan and had several more children.
Harvey was an undersized child, a chronic bed-wetter, and had a tic in his
face which was diagnosed as chorea. He had an imaginary friend named Paul.

About 1935, Carignan was sent to live with an aunt and uncle in Cavalier,
North Dakota, but he was only there for a short time before he was returned
to his mother. At age 10, he was sent to live with his grandmother in
Williams, North Dakota; from there he was sent to live with another aunt and
then back to live with his mother. He began stealing and at age 11, he was
sent to reform school in Mandan, North Dakota, where he stayed until he
reached the age of 18.

Released from the reform school, Carignan enlisted in the US Army. He
was stationed at Fort Richardson in Anchorage, Alaska when on July 31,
1949, he raped and murdered Laura Showatier, age 57. He attempted to rape
another woman, but she escaped. He was arrested Laura Showatier’s murder.
He confessed and was sentenced to death by hanging, but the sentence was
overturned because the sheriff had gotten Carignan’s confession after he was
given the assurance that he would not be executed. He was paroled in 1960.

Carignan was arrested over the next few years for burglary, assault, and
other crimes. In 1965, he was sentenced to 15 years in prison, but was
released in 1969. He married Sheila Moran in Seattle, but the marriage was
doomed. He was uncommunicative and would get up in the middle of the
night and drive around so he could “be alone and think.” The marriage ended
in divorce.

In 1972, Carignan married Alice Johnson and moved in with her, but this
marriage was no better than the first one except that he now had a teenaged
step-daughter who finally ran away from home because of his unwanted
attention.

Virginia Piper disappeared on July 27, 1972. It was speculated that
Harvey Carignan had kidnapped her. On October 15, 1972, Leslie Laura



Brock, age 19, of Bellingham, Washington was found dead. She had died
from several blows on the head with a hammer.

Carignan was leasing a service station in Seattle by May 1973 and he
advertised for employees. Kathy Miller, age 15, answered his ad and went
missing. She was found about a month later by two boys who were hiking on
an Indian reservation north of Everett, Washington. The body was nude and
bundled in a sheet of plastic. She had been bludgeoned to death with a
hammer.

Carignan left the state of Washington and headed south. On June 20, he
was stopped by the police in Solano County, California for speeding and got
a ticket. This was in the vicinity where several women had been murdered
during the past two years. There was no evidence to connect him with these
murders and he drove away, heading for his old haunts in the city of
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

On June 28, Marlys Townsend, age 47, was at a bus stop when she was
clubbed unconscious from behind. When she awoke in Carignan’s car, he
tried to make her masturbate him; she instead found the strength to open the
door and leap from his vehicle. Police made no connection to Carignan.

September 9, 1973, Jerri Billings, age 13, was hitchhiking for a ride to her
boyfriend’s house and was picked up by Carignan. He forced her to fellate
him while he raped her with the handle of his hammer. He released her.

Eileen Hunley was a woman of the church who looked for the good in
everyone she met. She began to date Harvey Carignan and tried to find the
goodness in him but was unable to. She informed her friends that she was
ending her relationship with him. She disappeared on August 10, 1974. Her
body was not found until five weeks later with her skull crushed by the blows
from a hammer.

On September 8, 1974, Carignan picked up June Lynch, age 17, and Lisa
King, age 16, who were hitchhiking in Minneapolis. As soon as they reached
the outskirts of the city, he stopped the car and started beating June in the
face and head with a hammer. Lisa escaped and ran for help. Carignan sped
away and left June, whom he thought was dead, on the side of the road.

Six days later, Carignan picked up Gwen Burton, who was on the side of
the road with a disabled car. He ripped her clothing, choked her, and raped
her with the handle of his hammer. He dumped her in a field after he hit her
with brutal force with the hammer and left her to die. She managed to crawl
to the highway where a motorist stopped and picked her up.



On September 14, he picked up Sally Versoi and Diane Flynn. They had
agreed to help him recover his car in a rural area. Of course, there was no
missing car. He made lewd propositions to them and assaulted both of them.
They managed to escape when he stopped for fuel.

On September 20, a missing person’s bulletin was issued for Kathy
Schultz, age 18. She was supposed to return home after her college classes.
Her body was found one day later by hunters in a cornfield some forty miles
from Minneapolis. Her skull had been destroyed by a hammer.

Minneapolis police had Carignan on their radar. Survivors were picking
him out of lineups. He was arrested. In searching Carignan’s possessions,
police found maps with over 180 red circles drawn in isolated areas of the
United States and Canada. Some were linked to known victims. One circle
was tied to the murder of Laura Brock; another pointed to the exact spot
where a woman had been assaulted from behind at a bus stop; and another
pointed to the murder of a girl in April 1973.

Harvey Louis Carignan was convicted and sentenced to 40 years for the
murder of Gwen Burton. Forty years is the maximum sentence for any crime
in Minnesota; all of the other trials were for naught. He was sentenced to 30
years for the assault on Jewry Billings; 40 years for Eileen Hunley’s murder,
and 40 years for killing Kathy Schultz. He is incarcerated at the Minnesota
Correctional Facility in Faribault.

 
Ward Jr., Ronald James (c. 1966 – April 9, 2014) murdered at least

three women and one man between August and December 2000. His victims
were:

• Kristin Laurite, age 25, of Scotch Plains, New Jersey, who was
making a cross-country trip to Eureka, California was murdered at
a rest stop in Arkansas in August 2000.

• Craig Sheldon Petrich, age 43, of Hamilton, Montana was shot to
death in the Sapphire Mountains in western Montana in October
2000. DNA testing connected Ward to this murder.

• Jackie Travis, age 49, formerly of Newport, Arkansas was found
dead in Merced, California in December 2000. She had been
brutally beaten and strangled. She was also mutilated with symbols
carved into her skin. Her murder was tied to Ward by DNA testing.



• Shela Polly, age 32, was murdered in Modesto, California in
December 2000. Her murder was tied to Ward by DNA testing.

 
Ronald James Ward Jr. was sentenced to life in the states of Arkansas,

Montana, and California. On April 9, 2014, he was found dead in his cell at
Montana State Prison in Deer Lodge, Montana.

 
Wardell, Gordon (b. May 8, 1953) was suspected of murdering at least

three people, including his 39-year-old wife, Carol, during 1991 – 1994 in
West Midlands, England. Carol’s body was discovered by a motorist on the
grass verge of Weddington Road on September 12, 1994. In 1995, Gordon
Wardell was arrested on October 20 and after a six-week trial, was sentenced
to life in prison for his wife’s murder.

 
Wardlaw, Virginia (1852 – August 11, 1910); Martin, Caroline

Wardlaw (1847 – 1913), and Snead, Mary Wardlaw (1848 – c. 1915) were
sisters, all living in Christiansburg, Virginia. They were master manipulators
who murdered certain family members for their insurance in the early 1900s.

Virginia persuaded Mary Snead’s son, John, age 28, of Lynville,
Tennessee to leave his wife and return with her to teach in the Montgomery
Female Academy in Christiansburg. John’s brother, Fletcher, also living in
Tennessee, was convinced to divorce his wife and move to Christiansburg to
teach at the college. He married his first cousin, Ocey Snead, shortly after
moving to Christiansburg.

The sisters were heavily in debt and lawyers were hounding them.
Suddenly, John was beset with troubles. While traveling with Mrs. Martin, he
fell from a train, was found half-drowned in the cistern, and was found with
his bedclothes on fire. The bed was found to have been saturated with
kerosene. John died a short time later. He had been insured heavily by his
aunts with the beneficiary named as Virginia Wardlaw. Townspeople
suspected foul play and the insurance company balked at paying her on the
policy. After some time, the insurance company and Virginia Wardlaw
arrived at a settlement.

The sisters often visited the cemetery at night. A taxi driver told
investigators that the women always asked to be let off at the gate and they
would walk farther into the cemetery. Being suspicious, he followed them



one night to find them making gestures to the sky and murmuring in a
language he did not understand.

The sisters left Christiansburg prior to 1908, as did Ocey and Fletcher
Snead. The police in East Orange, New Jersey were called to a rundown
house. A woman, dressed and veiled in black, answered the door and
introduced herself as Virginia Wardlaw. She led police upstairs to the
bathroom, where they found the body of Ocey Snead in the half-full tub with
her head tilted under the faucet. A suicide note was found in which Ocey said
that she was despondent over the loss of loved ones. Police were not satisfied
with the answers given by Miss Wardlaw and she was arrested, along with
her sisters.

Mary Snead pleaded guilty to manslaughter and was released. Ocey’s
husband was also suspected in the murders, but no incriminating evidence
was found and he was never charged. Caroline Martin was convicted of
murder and sent to the New Jersey State Prison, but she behaved as if she
were unstable and was sent to the State Hospital, where she died shortly after.
Virginia starved herself to death while awaiting trial.

 
Wardrip, Faryion Edward (b. March 6, 1959) was the first child born to

George and Diana Wardrip in Salem, Indiana. There is nothing in his history
concerning mental or physical abuse. He dropped out of high school in the
12th grade. He joined the US National Guard in 1978. Due to smoking
marijuana, disorderly conduct, and several instances of being AWOL
(absence without leave), he was given a less-than-honorable discharge.

In March 1983, Wardrip married Johnna D. Jackson and they had two
children. Due to his drug and alcohol abuse, plus being unable to keep a job,
the marriage was in trouble. Johnna’s parents helped them out by paying the
rent and buying groceries. Finally, Johnna could take no more and separated
from Wardrip, took the children with her, and filed for divorce. The divorce
was final in October 1986.

On the night of December 20, 1984, friends Leza Boone and Terry Sims,
age 20, had finished their shift at Bethania Hospital, Wichita Falls at 11:00
p.m. and drove to a mutual friend’s house to exchange Christmas gifts. Terry
was a student at Midwestern State University and a part-time EKG specialist
at the hospital. She was going to stay at Leza’s residence that night so that
Leza could help her study for her final exam. Leza Boone got a call and had



to return to the hospital for the midnight shift. She drove Terri to her
apartment and dropped her off about 12:30 a.m.

About 7:30 a.m., Leza returned to her apartment and repeatedly knocked
on the door (she had given her key to Terri), but no one answered. She went
to the landlord and got a key.

As she opened the door, she could see that the apartment had been
severely ransacked. She left immediately and ran back to the landlord’s
residence for help. The landlord found Sims lying dead on the bathroom floor
in a pool of her own blood. She had been stabbed and raped. Investigators
preserved a fingerprint and semen sample for possible future analysis.

On January 19, 1985, Toni Gibbs, age 23, was leaving work at Wichita
General Hospital, where she was employed as a nurse about 6:00 a.m. She
spotted Wardrip, whom she knew as an orderly at the hospital, and offered
him a ride. As soon as he got in her car, he began violently pushing and
shoving her, screaming at her, and forced her to drive down an isolated road.
Her naked body was found on February 15 by utility workers one mile south
of the Wichita County line. She had been raped and stabbed eight times. In an
abandoned bus at the same site, investigators found Toni’s clothing inside the
bus. She had managed to crawl about 100 ft. away from the bus before she
died. Wardrip quit his job at the hospital just four days after Toni’s body was
found.

On the morning of March 24, 1985, Wardrip was in Fort Worth to look for
a job when he met Debra Sue Taylor, age 25, at a bar. Her husband had left
and gone home. After spending some time together in the bar, Wardrip asked
Debra Sue if he could drive her home and she accepted. Once they were
outside, he made advances and she rejected them. He killed her and left her
body at a construction site in east Fort Worth. When she failed to return
home, her husband, Ken Taylor, reported her missing. Unfortunately, he was
the main suspect. Taylor passed three polygraph tests but was still considered
a suspect. Debra Sue’s body was found on March 29, 1985, by two
construction workers. Her murder was not connected to the other killings
until Wardrip confessed to her murder.

Ellen Blau, age 21, was a student at Midwestern State University and in
the evening worked as a waitress. As she left her evening job on September
20, 1985, and walked to her vehicle, she was abducted by Wardrip, who
forced her into her car and told her to drive them to a secluded place, where
he strangled her. Her body was not found until October 10, 1985, by a county



road worker in a field in Wichita County. It was too decomposed to
determine if she had been raped as there were no semen samples, but her
underwear had been pulled down.

On May 6, 1986, Wardrip murdered Tina Elizabeth Kimbrew, age 21,
who was a recent friend. She was suffocated by Wardrip because she
“reminded him of his ex-wife.” Witnesses told police that they had seen a
white man about 6 ft. 2 in. tall, with dark brown hair and wearing a ball cap,
leaving the apartment complex.

On May 9, Wardrip called the police in Galveston, threatening to commit
suicide. Once they arrived, he confessed to the murder of Tina Kimbrew. He
was sentenced to 35 years in prison. In December 1997, he was paroled and
moved to Olney, a rural community in north central Texas about 40 miles
south of Wichita Falls. There he remarried, was an active supporter of the
local church, and worked at a screen door factory.

In 1999, John Little, a police detective in Wichita Falls, began a renewed
investigation into the murders of Terry Sims, Toni Gibbs, and Ellen Blau.
DNA samples were sent to a lab for testing and the results tied Sims and
Gibbs to having been murdered by the same person. Detective Little and his
wife had known Toni Gibbs and had joined the search for her body. It was
also learned from one of Little’s fellow officers that Wardrip had admitted to
knowing Ellen Blau while he was on trial for Kimbrew’s murder. This lead
had never been investigated. Additional evidence was found that linked
Wardrip to the three unsolved murders. Ellen had lived one block away from
Terry, and Wardrip had been employed as an orderly at the same hospital
where Toni worked as a nurse.

Police had no DNA sample from Wardrip, so Little went to the factory
where Wardrip was currently working. During his work break, Little
approached Wardrip and asked if he could have his empty cup to spit out his
chewing tobacco. It worked. Wardrip’s DNA matched the suspect’s DNA in
the murders of Sims, Gibbs, and Blau, plus one more—the murder of Debra
Taylor in Fort Worth.

In 1999 Wardrip was found guilty of Terry Sims’ murder and sentenced to
death. For the other three murders, he was sentenced to three life sentences.
The death sentence was overturned because Wardrip had received ineffective
defense at his trial. On June 14, 2011, the 5th US Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed the lower court ruling that ordered the State of Texas to either give



Wardrip a new sentencing trial, or agree to give him a life sentence. The case
has been sent back to the US District Court for reconsideration.

Faryion Edward Wardrip remains on death row at Polunsky Unit,
Livingston, Texas.

 
Warren, Lesley Eugene (b. October 15, 1967) is suspected of at least six

rapes and murders of women during 1986 – 1990 in New York, North
Carolina, and South Carolina.

In 1990, the body of Katherine Noel Johnson of High Point, North
Carolina was found in the trunk of her car. She was murdered by Warren on
July 15. Also in 1990, Jayme Denise Hurley, age 39, of Ashville went
missing on May 25. She was found on May 28 in a shallow grave near
Ashville. Warren met Hurley when she was a teacher at the Juvenile
Evaluation Center in Swannanoa several years earlier.

His other victims include Velma Gaye Gray, age 42, of Travelers Rest,
South Carolina, who was murdered in 1989; and Patsy Diane Vineyard, age
20, of Sacketts Harbor, New York, who was murdered in 1987.

Lesley Eugene Warren was arrested on July 21, 1990, found guilty, and
sentenced to life in prison for one murder in South Carolina in 1993. He was
also sentenced to death in North Carolina in 1995. He is currently sitting on
death row at Central Prison, Raleigh, North Carolina.

 
Washington, Allen (b. 1948) is suspected of the bludgeoning deaths of

three of his own young children in separate incidents in 1969, for which he
was sentenced to 10 years for involuntary manslaughter (paroled in 1974) and
1978, for which he was sentenced to 40 years for murder in July 1980.

 
Waters, Margaret aka The Brixton Baby Farmer (1835 – October 11,

1870) was born in Brixton, England. She was known for taking in babies
whose mothers could not provide for them, or did not want them, etc. The
babies she took were drugged with opiates and starved. She is believed to
have murdered at least 19 children.

Margaret Waters was charged with five counts of willful murder, plus
neglect and conspiracy. She was convicted of murdering an infant named
John Walter Cowen and sentenced to death. She was executed by hanging on
October 11, 1870, at the Horsemonger Lane Gaol, London, England.

 



Watson, James B. (1870 – October 15, 1939) allegedly murdered at least
25 people between 1918 and 1920 in Idaho, Washington, and California. He
was arrested in April 1920 and sentenced to life after confessing to seven
murders. He died at San Quentin Prison in California on October 15, 1939.

 
Watson Jr., Alexander Wayne (b. 1970) was arrested and convicted of

the rape and murder of Boon Tem Anderson, age 34, on October 8, 1986. She
was the mother of two and had stayed home sick from her job at Fort Meade,
Maryland. Her 11-year-old son found her face down in the bathtub when he
returned from school. Alexander Watson Jr. was sentenced to life in prison in
1994.

In August 2007, DNA evidence found at the scene of three other murders
was linked to Watson. Elaine Sherelka, age 37, was raped, stabbed, and
strangled in 1988 when the killer came upon her jogging near her home in
Gambrills. A farmer found her partially clothed body in one of his fields. Lisa
Henel, age 14, was in the ninth grade and on her way to school when she was
stabbed and strangled in 1993. Her mother’s boyfriend found her nude body
the following morning in a ravine near the path that she walked on her way to
school. Debra Cobb, age 37, was also raped and strangled in Forestville in
1994.

After the victims’ families had a chance to talk to him one-on-one and
agreed to the plea agreement, Alexander Watson Jr. was sentenced to three
consecutive life sentences on August 16, 2007. He is serving his sentences at
the North Branch Correctional Institution, a hyper-max prison near
Cumberland, Maryland.

 
Watts, Carl Eugene “Coral” (November 7, 1953 – September 21, 2007)

was a serial killer in Michigan. He claimed that he started to fantasize about
torturing and killing young women at about the age of 12. He began to talk
with girls and is thought to have murdered a girl before the age of 15.

Watts was arrested for sexually assaulting Joan Gave, age 26, on June 29,
1969. He was sentenced to the Lafayette Clinic, the mental hospital in
Detroit. According to the psychiatrists, Watts had mild mental retardation,
delusional thought process, and an I.Q. of 75. According to the police officers
who questioned him, he appeared to be very, very intelligent and had an
excellent memory. He was also diagnosed with antisocial personality
disorder. He was released from the clinic on November 9, 1969.



Beginning in 1974, Watts murdered at least 14 people, and is thought by
investigators to have murdered somewhere in the neighborhood of 100,
before his arrest on May 23, 1982. Most of his victims were young, white,
and between the ages of 14 and 44. He killed in various ways: strangulation,
stabbing, bludgeoning, and drowning. He killed for eight years before he was
discovered, partly due to the fact that he committed his crimes in different
jurisdictions and different states, and is suspected of crossing the border into
Canada. Even with DNA testing available, it was not possible to connect him
to the murders because he rarely had any sexual contact with the victims.

Watts lived in Michigan until early 1981 and authorities suspected him of
killing at least 10 women and girls there, before he headed to Texas.

He was arrested in Houston, Texas on May 23, 1982, after he broke into
the apartment of Lori Lister and Melinda Augilar. He choked Lori
unconscious under the stairs leading up to the apartment. He then entered the
apartment and began choking Melinda. She feigned unconsciousness. Watts
went down the stairs and dragged Lori’s body back up the stairs and into the
bathroom. He began running the bathtub full of water to drown her. While
Watts was occupied with Lori, Melinda was able to slip free and jump out a
window to find help. Watts was arrested shortly after.

Texas officials felt they did not have enough evidence to convict Watts of
murder, so they worked out a plea bargain. Watts was to give full details and
confessions of his crimes and the State of Texas would give him immunity
from the murder charges, but he would face a charge of burglary with intent
to murder. He agreed to the deal and was sentenced to 60 years in prison. He
confessed, in detail, to 12 murders in Texas. He later mentioned that he had
killed 40 women and implied that there were probably more than 80 victims.
He would not directly confess to committing these murders. The appeals
court ruled that Watts had not been informed that the bathtub full of water
was a deadly weapon, which made him a violent felon who would not be
considered for early release. This ruling reclassified him as a non-violent
offender, and he was now eligible for early release.

Michigan would not agree to the plea deal. The governor, Mike Cox, went
on national television asking for anyone to come forward with concrete
evidence that would help to convict Watts of murder to make sure he was
never released. A man named Joseph Foy from Westland, Michigan came
forward and said that he had seen a man fitting Watt’s description murder
Helen Dutcher, age 36, who was stabbed 12 times. Before his trial in



Michigan, the trial judge was asked to allow Watt’s confessions to the Texas
murders. The judge agreed.

Watts was charged with Helen Dutcher’s murder and he was convicted on
November 17, 2004. On December 7, 2004, he was sentenced to life in
prison.

Watts was charged with the murder of Gloria Steele, age 20, who was
stabbed to death in 1974. This trial began on July 25, 2007. On July 26, the
jury returned a verdict of guilty. Watts was sentenced to life in prison without
the possibility of parole.

Carl Eugene Watts was incarcerated at the maximum security prison in
Ionia, Michigan. On September 21, 2007, he died of prostate cancer at a
hospital in Jackson, Michigan.

 
Wayward Wayne aka Ford, Wayne Adam (b. December 3, 1961) was

born in Petaluma, California. He was a truck driver who carried lumber in the
western states of Oregon, California, Nevada, and Arizona. He was also a
serial killer.

On November 3, 1998, Rod Ford, Wayne Adam Ford’s brother, received a
disturbing phone call. It was from Wayne, who told Rod that he had
something very important that he needed to tell him. Rod made the five-hour
trip to the Ocean Grove Lodge in Trinidad, California, where Wayne was
staying. Rod was very tired from the long drive but listened to his brother.
Wayne talked but said nothing of great importance. Rod finally went to bed
and slept. Later, he tried to get Wayne to tell him what was wrong. Wayne
would only say that he had hurt some people. Rod finally told Wayne that if
he had done things to hurt people, he should go to the authorities and tell
them. Wayne went to the Humboldt County Sheriff in Eureka, California that
evening.

Wayne Ford confessed to murdering Patricia Tamez, age 29, Tina Renee
Gibbs, age 26, Lanette Deyon White, age 25 and an unidentified woman
whose remains were found on the banks of the Ran Slough. He told the
authorities the details of each murder.

On August 11, 2006, Wayne Adam Ford was sentenced to death for the
first-degree murders of the four women. He is currently on death row at San
Quentin State Prison in California.

 



Weaver, Steven (b. 1955) was an outlaw biker and the enforcer for the
Indiana Outlaw Motorcycle gang. He confessed to murdering four fellow
gang members in Indianapolis, Indiana in 1987. He was sentenced to 135
years in prison for two murders and one attempted murder.

 
Webb, Dennis Duane (1952 – December 13, 2016) was an outlaw biker

who confessed to eight murders between 1973 and 1987 in Texas and
California. He also raped victims of both sexes. He was sentenced to death in
California in 1988 for the February 5, 1987, burglary and first-degree
murders of Lori Rainwater, age 22, and John Rainwater, age 25, of
Atascadero. He reportedly laughed when the verdict was read.

Dennis Webb died at a hospital near San Quentin State Prison on
December 13, 2016, of undisclosed causes.

 
Webb, Emanuel Lovell (b. 1966) was arrested in 1996 for the rapes and

murders of four women in Bridgeport, Connecticut between 1990 and 1994.
He was already serving a sentence in Georgia for violating his parole for the
death of a woman there in 1994.

Webb pleaded no contest for the murders of Sharon Cunningham, age 39;
Minnie Sutton, age 37; and Elizabeth Gandy, age 34. All three women were
mutilated or disfigured. Webb was tied to these murders through the use of
DNA tests. Charges for murdering Sheila Etheridge, age 29, were dropped.

Emanuel Webb was sentenced to 60 years in prison and is incarcerated at
MacDougall-Walker Correctional Institution at Suffield, Connecticut.

 
Weber, Jeanne (October 7, 1874 – July 5, 1918) was a serial killer in

France who murdered at least 10 children.
Her known victims are:

• 18-month-old Georgette, the daughter of her sister-in-law for
whom Weber was babysitting, fell ill and died on March 2, 1905.
She had strange bruises on her neck, but the medical examiner
evidently overlooked them.

• March 11, Suzanne, two years old, and a sister to Georgette, was
left with Weber and she died of “convulsions.”

• March 25, Germaine, age 7, daughter of Weber’s brother, suffered
a sudden attack of choking while in Weber’s care. She had red



marks on her neck. She survived.

• Germain was brought back to Weber the following day. She died
supposedly of diphtheria, but she had red marks on her neck.

• Four days later, Weber’s son, Marcel, died of diphtheria, and he
too had red blotches on his neck.

• On April 5, 1905, Weber’s two sisters-in-law came for dinner and
brought Maurice, age 10, with them. The sisters-in-law went
shopping, leaving Maurice with Weber. They returned early and
found Weber standing over Maurice, who was gasping for breath
and with his neck showing the tell-tale marks. Weber had a crazed
expression on her face.

 
Charges were filed against Weber and she was eventually charged with

eight murders, including all three of her own children, a girl named Lucie
Aleandre, and a boy named Marcel Poyatos, both of whom died in her care.
Her trial began on January 29, 1906. On February 6, 1906, she was acquitted.

On April 7, 1907, a doctor was called to the Bavouzets’ home. The
babysitter, “Madame Moulinet”, opened the door and led him to the cot
where August Bavouzet, age 9, lay dead. His throat was badly bruised. The
doctor listed the cause of death as convulsions. One month later, on May 4,
the doctor changed the death certificate to read “homicide,” after learning that
Madame Moulinet was none other than Jeanne Weber. She was arrested, but
was released in December when a second autopsy claimed that the boy had
died of typhoid.

Weber began working at a children’s hospital in Faucombault and then at
the Children’s Home in Orgeville. She was fired in less than a week when she
was caught strangling a child.

Weber finally wound up in prostitution. She had a common-law husband
and they lived at an inn in Commercy. Within a short time, she was found by
the innkeeper strangling his 10-year-old son. He had to punch her in the face
three times before she released the boy, who was already dead.

On October 25, 1908, Jeanne Weber was declared insane and sent to an
asylum. Ten murders and 10 years later, she committed suicide by manually
strangling herself.

 



Weepy-Voiced Killer aka Stephani, Paul Michael (September 8, 1944 –
June 12, 1998) murdered at least three women and attempted to murder two
more women in the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin. He was named the
Weepy-Voiced Killer after a series of telephone calls he made to police in a
remorseful, high-pitched voice to anonymously report his crimes.

His known victims were:

• Karen Potack, age 20, was beaten with a tire iron and suffered
severe injuries and brain injury on December 31, 1980. A man
(later given the name of the Weepy-Voiced Killer) called
emergency services in Prescott, Wisconsin at 3:00 a.m. on January
1, 1981, and told them there was a badly injured woman near the
train tracks. Karen Potack survived this attack.

• Kimberly Compton, age 18, was stabbed 61 times with an ice pick
by her assailant on June 3, 1981, and was found dead by police.
Again, a call was received from the Weepy-Voiced Killer who said,
“God Damn, will you find me? I just stabbed somebody with an ice
pick. I can’t stop myself. I keep killing somebody.” Two days later,
he called again saying he was sorry for stabbing Compton and
would turn himself in. On June 6, he called again to tell them that
the newspaper was wrong in their reporting. He called on June 11
and in his whimpering voice, he said, “I’m sorry for what I did to
Compton.”

• Kathleen Greening, age 33, was drowned in the bathtub of her
apartment in Roseville, Minnesota on August 6, 1981. There were
no phone calls to the police.

• The body of Barbara Simons, age 40, was found on a dead-end
road. She had been stabbed 15 times. She had been out the previous
evening and met a man at the Hexagon Bar. She said to the
waitress, “He’s cute. I hope he’s nice, since he’s giving me a ride
home.” The next day, police received a call from the Weepy-Voiced
Killer. He said, “Please don’t talk, just listen . . . I’m sorry I killed
that girl. I stabbed her 40 times. Kimberly Compton was the first
one over in St. Paul.”

• On August 21, 1982, Denise Williams, age 19, was picked up by
Stephani. She sensed something was wrong when he took a strange



route and not the route she told him. Suddenly, the stranger was
attacking her, stabbing her 15 times with a screwdriver. Denise was
able to grab a glass bottle and break it over his head. He was unable
to hold her and she escaped. Stephani was hurt so bad, he had to go
to a hospital. It soon became clear that he was the one who had
attacked Denise Williams, he was arrested. He was linked to
Barbara Simons’ murder.

 
Paul Stephani was tried and convicted of the attempted murder of Denise

Williams and for the murder of Barbara Simons. He was sentenced to 50
years. While in prison, he was diagnosed with skin cancer and had less than a
year to live. He confessed to the attack on Karen Potack, and to the murders
of Kimberly Compton and Kathleen Greening. He died on June 12, 1998.

 
Weidenbroeker, Helmut (b. 1965) was a chemist suspected of murdering

at least five women between 1982 and 1986 in Aachen, Germany. His known
victims were Beate Goertz, age 18; Marta Habermann, age 19; Doris
Schroeder, age 18; Karen Fink, age 16; and Elke Braun, age 17. In 1987, he
was sentenced to life for only one of the murders.

 
Weidmann, Eugene (February 5, 1908 – June 17, 1939) was born in

Frankfurt am Main, Germany. As an adult, he rented a villa in Saint Cloud,
France, with the intention of kidnapping rich tourists and stealing their
money. He confessed to six murders during robberies and ransom
kidnappings between 1935 and 1937 in France. He was found guilty and
guillotined on June 17, 1939, outside the Prison Saint-Pierre in Versailles. He
was the last person to be publicly executed in France.

 
Wemmer Pan Killer aka Maake, Maoupa Cedric (b. 1965) was a serial

killer in the Gauteng Province of South Africa in 1996-97. During that period
of time, Maake murdered at least 27 people. He was unique as a serial killer
—he killed people of any race, killed both men and women, young and old.
He killed with a gun, a knife, or a rock. Shop owners were mostly
bludgeoned to death with a rock; taxi drivers were killed with a gun. He also
used a gun when attacking male/female couples. He used a knife when he
could isolate a woman.



Authorities were convinced that there were at least two serial killers active
at the same time. They credited the murders of the shop owners and taxi
drivers to one killer, and the other was credited with the murders of the
couples and women. Some of the evidence seemed to overlap between the
two different sets of murders, and authorities eventually realized that all of
the victims had been killed by the same person. They connected the murders
to Cedric Maake, who was married, had four children, and earned his living
as a house painter. He was arrested in December 1997.

Maake was initially helpful to the investigators, but then denied having
anything to do with the murders. He pleaded not guilty to all of the charges,
which included 27 murders, 26 attempted murders, 14 rapes, 41 aggravated
robberies, and many minor charges. On September 6, 2000, Maoupa Maake
was found guilty of more than 100 charges and sentenced to prison for 1,159
years and three months.

 
Wenzinger, Gerd aka The Havel Ripper (1943 – June 16, 1997)

murdered at least 17 women by torture and dissected them in Germany and
Brazil during the 1990s. At least one of the murders was videotaped. He
committed suicide by hanging himself in his jail cell in Brazil on June 16,
1997.

 
Werewolf /Angarsk Maniac aka Popkov, Mikhail Viktorovich (b. March

7, 1964) was a rapist and serial killer in Russia during the years 1992 – 2010.
He was a police officer in the Irkutsk region and a security guard during this
period of time. He reportedly murdered between 22 and 81 young women in
the cities of Angarsk, Irkutsk, and Vladivostok—a distance of some 2,400
miles. Most of the women were either prostitutes or inebriated. He sometimes
wore his police uniform during his crimes. He claimed he killed the women
because they were immoral, just like his wife, whom he suspected of
committing adultery. He killed his victims with a myriad of weapons:
screwdrivers, knives, axes, baseball bats, etc. He was tried and convicted of
22 murders in 2015. Three years later, he confessed to 59 more homicides. In
July 2020, he confessed to two more murders, bringing the total to 83. If his
confessions are true, Mikhail Viktorovich Popkov is the most prolific serial
killer in modern times, with more victims than Alexander Pichushkin or
Andrei Chikatilo.

 



Werewolf Butcher aka Spillman III, Jack Owen (b. August 30, 1969)
was born in Spokane, Washington.

Spillman pleaded guilty to the murders of Rita Huffman, a 48-year-old
woman and her 15-year-old daughter, Mandy, in East Wenatchee,
Washington in April 1995. They had both been sexually mutilated and posed
in a provocative position. He also pleaded guilty to the murder of a 9-year-
old girl named Penny Davis in Okanogan County in 1994.

On April 30, 1996, Jack Owen Spillman III was sentenced to life in
prison. He is currently incarcerated at the Washington State Penitentiary in
Walla Walla, Washington.

 
Werewolf of Châlons / Demon Tailor aka Unknown Name (unknown –

1598) In the 1590s in Châlons, France, this tailor murdered and cannibalized
dozen of patrons and children in his shop and in the nearby forest. He
allegedly dismembered them, consumed them for his dinner, and disposed of
the bones by bleaching them and hiding them in barrels. He was arrested and
tortured, and confessed to between 10 and 48 murders. He was burned at the
stake in December 1598. All records were ordered burned and his name has
been lost over the centuries.

 
Werewolf of Dole/Hermit of St. Bonnot aka Garnier, Gilles (c. 1540 –

January 18, 1573) was a recluse who lived outside the town of Dole in the
Franche-Comte Province of France. He married and moved his new wife into
his isolated home. Up to this time in his life, he had only to provide for
himself and found it difficult to provide food for his wife. Soon children were
disappearing. He confessed to the court that one night a specter appeared to
him and gave him a magic ointment that would allow him to change into the
form of a wolf, making hunting for food much easier. He said that he had
stalked and murdered four children. His first killing was a 10-year-old girl,
whom he strangled, then ate some of her thighs and arms. When he had his
fill, he took some of the flesh home for his wife. The second victim was also
a girl who died from her injuries, but he was interrupted by passersby and ran
away. Some weeks later, he killed a 10-year-old boy, ate part of his thighs
and belly, then tore off a leg to save for later. He strangled another boy, but
he was again interrupted by passersby and had to abandon the boy before he
could feast.



Gilles Garnier was found guilty of the crimes of lycanthropy and
witchcraft and was burned at the stake on January 18, 1573.

 
Werewolf of Wysteria / Brooklyn Vampire / Boogey Man aka Fish,

“Albert” Hamilton Howard (May 19, 1870 – January 16, 1936) was a
heinous serial killer of children and a cannibal. Fish boasted that he had
molested over 400 children and murdered and ate several of them. His career
of molesting and murdering children began about 1910 and lasted until 1934
with his arrest for the murder of Grace Budd.

Fish was the youngest of four children born to a 75-year-old father and
32-year-old mother. Albert’s father, Randall, suffered a heart attack and died
in 1875. Albert’s mother was forced to go to work and not being able to care
for her son, put him in the Saint John’s orphanage. He spent most of his
childhood in an orphanage where he wished to be called “Albert” instead of
his “Ham & Eggs” nickname he was given at the orphanage. His family had a
history of mental illness. One of his brothers was confined to the state mental
hospital, his other brother died of hydrocephalus, his sister had a “mental
affliction,” his mother suffered frequent aural and/or visual hallucinations, an
uncle suffered from religious mania, and three other close relatives suffered
severe mental illnesses.

At the orphanage, Fish was frequently stripped naked along with several
other boys and beaten by the teachers. Albert soon began to enjoy the
physical pain and would often attain an erection. At age 10, he was returned
to the care of his mother. By age 12, he was in a relationship with another
boy, who introduced Albert to the drinking of urine and consuming of feces.
He visited the public baths frequently to watch other males undress. He wrote
obscene letters to women whose names he acquired by various means.

By 1890, at the age of 20, Fish was in New York City working as a male
prostitute. He was also raping young boys. He was married to a woman nine
years his junior, in 1898 and fathered six children: Albert Jr., Anna, Gertrude,
Eugene, John, and Henry. He continued to rape young boys, mostly under the
age of six, during this time. In 1917, his wife left him to be with John
Straube, a handyman who boarded with the Fish family. The children were
left with Albert Fish.

About this same time, Fish began to hear voices. He also began to indulge
in self-harm. He embedded needles into his groin and would later remove
them. He inserted needles so deeply into his pelvic region that they were



impossible to remove. After his arrest, X-rays showed at least 29 needles
lodged in his pelvic area. He also began hitting himself with a nail-studded
paddle. Later, he experienced delusions and hallucination. He said that God
commanded him to torture and castrate little boys. He also suffered from
religious psychosis.

In May 1928, Fish visited the Budd family in Manhattan, New York City,
under the pretense of answering the ad in the New York World for work
wanted by Edward Budd, age 18. Using the name Frank Howard, he claimed
to be a farmer from Farmingdale. It was there that he met Grace Budd, then
10 years old. Fish left, promising to hire Budd and that he would send for him
in a few days. Instead of returning to the Budd residence, he sent a telegram
apologizing and set a date to later return. He kept the second appointment
with the Budd family. He said that he would take Edward back with him, but
he first had to attend a birthday party at his sister’s house. He convinced Mr.
and Mrs. Budd to allow Grace to accompany him to the party and upon their
return, he and Edward would leave for his farm. Grace left with Albert, never
to be seen again. A man named Charles Edward Pope was arrested on
September 5, 1930, on the charge of kidnapping Grace Budd. He had been
accused by his estranged wife. At his trial, he was found not guilty. He had
spent 108 days in jail.

Albert Fish’s known victims include Thomas Bedden, who was raped and
then stabbed to death in 1910 in Delaware. Francis X. McDonnell, age 8, was
strangled with a pair of suspenders on July 15, 1924; Billy Gaffney, age 4,
was raped and tortured to death on February 12, 1927; and Grace Budd, age
10, was strangled to death on June 3, 1928.

He is also suspected of murdering Emma Richardson, age 5, on October 3,
1926; Yetta Abramowitz, age 12, murdered in 1927; Mary O’Connor, age 16,
murdered on February 15, 1932; and Benjamin Collings, age 17, murdered on
December 15, 1932.

Fish claimed to have raped at least 100 boys, mostly African Americans or
the mentally retarded because he figured that the police would not thoroughly
investigate attacks on them. He also made the claim to have killed at least one
child in each of the 23 states in which he had lived.

Fish targeted children of both sexes and ages between 4 and 10. He would
abduct them using a ruse and take them someplace secluded, where he would
mercilessly torture them, often using homemade tools. While Francis
McDonnell and Grace Budd both died of strangulation, Billy Gaffney, based



on Fish’s graphic description of the murder, apparently died of the torture
itself. Both of his male victims were also raped. Post-mortem, he would
dismember and mutilate the bodies and cannibalize the remains until there
was nothing edible left on them.

On November 11, 1933, Mrs. Delia Flanagan Budd received a letter from
her daughter’s killer. He basically told her how he had developed a taste for
human flesh from his friend telling about acquiring a taste for it while in
Hong Kong, China during the late 1890s. He also told her exactly what he
had done to Grace: “I took her to an empty house in Westchester I had
already picked out. When we got there, I told her to remain outside. She
picked wildflowers. I went upstairs and stripped all my clothes off. I knew if
I did not I would get her blood on them. When all was ready I went to the
window and called her. Then I hid in a closet until she was in the room.
When she saw me all naked she began to cry and tried to run down the stairs.
I grabbed her and she said she would tell her mamma. First I stripped her
naked. How she did kick – bite and scratch. I choked her to death, then cut
her in small pieces so I could take my meat to my rooms, cook, and eat it.
How sweet and tender her little ass was roasted in the oven. It took me nine
days to eat her entire body. I did not fuck her, tho’ I could have had I wished.
She died a virgin.”

The letter was traced back to Albert Fish through the envelope, which had
an emblem with the letters N.Y.P.C.B.A., which stood for “New York Private
Chauffeur’s Benevolent Association.” The police talked to the janitor at the
company, who told them that he had taken some of the stationery home and
left it there at the rooming house when he moved out. The landlady told
police that that room had been occupied by a Mr. Fish who had checked out
of that room just a few days earlier, but that she was expecting him to return.
The police were there waiting for him when he did. He agreed to go to the
police headquarters.

Albert Fish made no attempt to deny that he had indeed murdered Grace
Budd. He also said that it never entered his head to rape the girl. He did admit
that while killing the girl he did have two involuntary ejaculations. This
statement was used to make the claim that the kidnapping was sexually
motivated so he could avoid the mention of cannibalism.

Albert Fish went on trial for the premeditated murder of Grace Budd on
March 11, 1935, in White Plains, New York. He pleaded insanity and
claimed to have heard the voice of God telling him to murder children.



Several psychiatrists testified about Fish’s many sexual fetishes. In
summation, Fish’s defense attorney noted that Fish was a “psychiatric
phenomenon” and that nowhere in legal or medical records was there another
individual who possessed so many sexual abnormalities. The trial lasted for
10 days. The jury found him sane and guilty. He was sentenced to death.

Hamilton Howard “Albert” Fish arrived at Sing Sing Prison in March
1935. On January 16, 1936, he was executed in the electric chair. He is
buried in the Sing Sing Prison Cemetery.

 
Werner, Karl Francis (b. 1950) murdered three teenage girls between

1969 and 1971 in Santa Clara County, California.
The bodies of Debra Gaye Furlong, age 14, and Kathie Reyne Snoozy, age

15, were found in southern Alamaden Valley on August 3, 1969. They had
left their homes earlier in the day to have a picnic at that location, which was
a wooded knoll overlooking their homes. Neither of the girls had been
sexually assaulted. The girls had each been stabbed hundreds of times. Kathie
had more than 200 stab wounds and Debra had more than 100. All of the
wounds were above the waist and neither girl bore evidence of resisting the
attacks. Investigators were certain they were killed elsewhere due to lack of
blood at the scene.

Kathy Bilek, age 18, went to Villa Montalvo in Saratoga on April 11,
1971, to read and do some birdwatching in the remote, wooded area of the
park. Her body was found by her father the following day as deputies from
the Santa Clara Sheriff’s Department were searching close by. She had been
stabbed 17 times in the back and 32 times in the chest and stomach.

A park maintenance man gave police the name of a San Jose City College
student, whom he knew to be “a little odd,” Karl Werner. Werner had been a
suspect in an unsolved knife assault on another woman. A search warrant was
issued for Werner’s residence. The knife used in the Bilek murder was found
there. Investigators had already the connection between the 1969 murders of
Debra and Kathie and the 1971 murder of Kathy Bilek. Werner was
suspected of being the Zodiac Killer at one time, but this was discounted
when it was learned that Werner was living in Marlborough, Massachusetts at
the time of the earlier Zodiac murders.

Karl Werner was convicted of the murders and sentenced to life in prison.
He is currently at the California Medical Facility, Vacaville, California.



Fred and Rosemary West
motorward.com

West, Frederick Walter Stephen “Fred” (September 29, 1941 – January
1, 1995) was born to Walter and Daisy West in Much Marcle, County
Herefordshire, England, one of six children. It was rumored that Fred was
sexually abused by his mother and that his father had incestuous relations
with his daughters, but this has never been substantiated. Fred West was not a
good student and he dropped out of school to work as a farm laborer. He
suffered severe head injuries in a motorcycle accident in 1958, which left him
comatose for a week. He had a metal plate placed in his head. He had another
head injury when he fell from a fire escape at a local youth club.

His behavior afterward became erratic and he committed various petty
crimes. In 1961, he was accused of impregnating a 13-year-old girl who was
a family friend. He was banished from the family home. At his trial for
raping the girl, he claimed that he was suffering fits as a result of his head
injuries and he was convicted of child molestation.

He became a construction worker, but was caught stealing from his
employers and was again having sex with minors.

He began a relationship with Rena Costello, who had a police record for
burglary and prostitution. She was pregnant with another man’s child when
she and West were married in November 1962. Charmaine was born in
March 1963.

Trouble was brewing with West working as an ice cream van driver,
which gave him access to a steady supply of young teenagers. In 1964, Rena
gave birth to Anna Marie. Around this same time, West met Anna McFall
and she came to live with them when they moved to Gloucester. West found
a job in a slaughterhouse, which may have contributed to his obsession with
death, mutilation, and dismemberment. The West marriage was becoming
more and more unstable and Rena left, without the children, and went home
to Scotland. She returned a few months later to find them living together in a
caravan. Anna McFall became pregnant and insisted West divorce Rena and



marry her. His answer was to murder Anna, cut off her fingers and toes, and
bury her near the caravan park. Rena moved into the caravan with West and
the children.

About six months later, Fred West was linked to the disappearance of
Mary Bastholm, who disappeared from a bus stop in Gloucester in January
1968. But there was only circumstantial evidence. Around this time, he met
Rosemary Letts.

Rose became pregnant and gave birth to Heather in 1970. While West was
in prison for petty theft and fine evasion, Rose also cared for his other two
children by Rena Costello. Rose became violent and erratic and is believed to
have murdered West’s oldest daughter, Charmaine, age 8, in 1971. Whatever
the cause, Charmaine disappeared never to be seen again.

After West was released from jail, Rena came looking for her daughter.
She was strangled, dismembered, and had her fingers and toes removed. She
was buried in the same general area as Anna McFall. West and Rose were
married in January 1972. Mae, their second daughter, was born in June. They
moved to 25 Cromwell Street, Gloucester, into a house large enough they
could take in boarders to help with the rent.

Rose earned extra money as a prostitute, while West was committing
violent sex acts with under-aged girls. He built a torture chamber in the cellar
of the house. One of the first to experience this torture chamber was his own
daughter, Anna Marie. She was brutally raped by her father while her mother
held her down. This became a regular occurrence.

In 1972, they hired a nanny, Caroline Owens, age 17. She was almost
immediately introduced to the cellar. Despite threats of death, she made her
escape and reported the events taking place at 25 Cromwell Street. Charges
were brought against both and Rose and Fred West, but West was able to
convince the court magistrate that Owens had consented to all of the
activities. He and Rose were only fined. In August, Rose gave birth to their
son, Stephen.

During the following years, girls continued to disappear: Lynda Gough,
Lucy Partington, Juanita Mott, Therese Siegenthaler, Alison Chambers,
Shirley Robinson, Carol Ann Cooper, and Shirley Hubbard all met the same
fate. They were murdered, dismembered, and buried in the cellar.

While the killings were going on, Rose was also giving birth to children,
not all of them believed to have been fathered by West. There was Louise in
1978, Barry in 1980, Rose Junior in 1982, and Lucyanna in 1983.



Fred West’s interests in his own daughters never waned. When Anna
Marie moved out, it was Mae’s turn, then Heather’s.

Heather told a friend about the goings on in the house in 1987. Her parents
then murdered Heather and buried her in the back yard. Stephen, their son,
was forced to assist in digging the hole.

Not all of the girls who were raped and sexually abused by the Wests were
murdered, which was a mistake on their part. One or more of them alerted the
police and a search was made of the house at 25 Cromwell Street. They found
pornography and evidence of child abuse. West was arrested for rape and
sodomy of a minor. Rose was arrested for assisting in the rape of a minor.
The abuse of Anna Marie and the disappearances of Charmaine and Heather
were discovered. The children were removed from the home. The case went
nowhere after two witnesses decided not to testify against them.

In February 1994, another search was made of the house and garden
pursuant to a warrant. The remains of two dismembered and decapitated
young women were found. West claimed sole responsibility for the murders.
He confessed to the bodies buried in the cellar. Investigators found the
remains of nine more individuals buried there. West also told them the
location of the bodies of his wife Rena, his lover, Anna McFall, and his
daughter, Charmaine.

Fred West was charged with 12 counts of murder on December 13, 1994,
and taken into custody. On January 1, 1995, he was found hanging in his cell
at Winson Green Prison from a noose made with knotted bed sheets he had
stolen from prison laundry bags. Rose West went on trial on October 3, 1995.
Anna Marie testified to Rose’s participation in the sexual assaults of the
young women. She was found guilty on 10 separate counts of murder. She
was sentenced to life and must serve at least 25 years. She is currently
incarcerated at HM Prison New Hall, where she continues to proclaim her
innocence.

 
West Port Murders aka Burke, William/Brendan (c 1792 – January 28,

1829) and Hare, William (b. 1792 or 1804) were serial killers in Edinburgh,
Scotland from November 1827 to October 31, 1828. The bodies of their 17
victims were sold to Dr. Robert Knox, a lecturer on anatomy, who dissected
them during his teachings.

(In my searches, I find Burke’s name as Brendan in some records and
William in others, but whichever name is used, it is associated with William



Hare and the serial killings in Edinburgh, Scotland.)
Burke was born and raised in the Province of Ulster in the north of

Ireland. After a variety of jobs and serving in the Donegal Militia, he left his
wife and two children and went to Scotland, where he worked as a navigator
for the Union Canal. He met Helen McDougal in Edinburgh and she became
an accomplice in his murders.

Hare was also born and raised in the Province of Ulster in the north of
Ireland. He also went to Scotland and worked as a Union Canal laborer. In
Edinburgh he met a man named Logue Laird, who owned a boarding house.
Logue died in 1826 and Hare married Margaret Laird. Margaret continued to
run the boarding house and Hare worked at the canal. Margaret also became
an accomplice in the murders. Hare was remembered as having a ferocious
and malignant disposition as was displayed when he killed one of his
employer’s horses, which was his reason for going to Scotland.

Sometime in 1827, Burke and McDougal moved to the area of Margaret
Laird Hare’s boarding house. Burke knew McDougal from previous trips to
Edinburgh, but it is not known if he also knew William Hare.

The first body they sold was that of an old army pensioner who
supposedly died of natural causes and owed McDougal £4 rent. They filled
his coffin with bark and buried it. They sold the body to Dr. Robert Knox for
£7.10.

Their first murder was that of Joseph the Miller, a very sick tenant at
Margaret McDougal’s boarding house. They got him drunk and suffocated
him, and then sold his body to Dr. Knox. When they had no sickly tenants,
they would lure someone elderly in from the street. Abigail Simpson was one
of these victims. They first got her drunk, then smothered her, and were paid
£10 for her body. They used this same modus operandi many times during
their 12-month murder spree.

William Hare was offered immunity from prosecution if he confessed and
agreed to testify against Burke. Helen McDougal was not prosecuted, since
her complicity in the murders could not be proven. Hare testified against
Burke, and Burke was found guilty of murder and sentenced to death. He was
hanged on January 28, 1829. His body was then sent to the Edinburgh
Medical College, where it was dissected.



West End Serial Killer
Jack Mogale

murderpedia.org

West-End Serial Killer aka Mogale, Jack Madumetsa (b. 1968)
murdered at least 16 people during 2008-09 in Westonaria and Lenasia,
Gauteng Province, South Africa.

On March 16, 2011, Mogale was found guilty of nine kidnappings, 19
rapes, 16 murders, attempted murder, three robberies with aggravating
circumstances, fraud or theft, assault with intent to cause grievous bodily
harm, sexual assault, and escape from custody. On March 18, Jack Mogale
was sentenced to 16 life sentences to run concurrently, plus another 23 years
without the possibility of parole.

 
Westside Rapist aka Thomas Jr., John Floyd (b. July 26, 1936) was a

serial killer in the Los Angeles area between 1972 and 1986. He was born in
Los Angeles and after his mother died when he was 12 years old, he was
raised by his aunt and godmother. He joined the US Air Force in 1956, but
was given a dishonorable discharge. Arrested in 1957 for burglary and
attempted rape, he was sentenced to six years in prison. Due to parole
violations, he remained imprisoned until 1966.

Beginning in the early 1970s, there was a wave of killings by a person
dubbed the Westside Rapist, who entered the homes of elderly women who
lived alone, raped, and strangled them until they passed out or died. A total of
17 women were murdered between 1972 and 1978. Thomas was sent to
prison for the rape of a woman in Pasadena. He was released in 1983 and
went to Chino to live, the same year as a series of attacks on elderly white
women began in the nearby town of Claremont. Five of the women were
murdered. At this time, police did not connect the killings in Claremont to the
rapes and killings in Los Angeles. Descriptions given by survivors of the



attacks varied, there was a lack of communication between police agencies,
and DNA technology was in its infancy.

In an effort to create a database of sex offenders in the state of California,
Thomas was forced to give a DNA sample in October 2008. His DNA
matched DNA found at the murders of Ethel Sokoloff, age 68, in November
1972 and Elizabeth McKeown, age 67, in February 1976. Thomas, now 72
years old, was arrested on March 31, 2009, and charged with the murders of
those two women. He was also charged with the murders of Cora Perry, age
79, in September 1975; Maybelle Hudson in April 1976; Miriam McKinley
in June 1976; Evalyn Bunner in October 1976; and Adrian Askew, age 85, in
June 1986.

On April 1, 2011, John Floyd Thomas Jr. pleaded guilty to seven counts of
murder and was sentenced to life in prison, without the possibility of parole.

 
Whelan, John “Rocky” (c. 1800 – June 26, 1855) was born in England

and lived there until 1827, when he was found guilty of a crime and exiled to
Australia aboard the Marquis of Hastings.

After his arrival in Australia, he escaped from the custody of the Crown
and began to rob people traveling the highways. He was arrested, tried, found
guilty, and transported to the penal colony on Norfolk Island, some 880 miles
east of the Australian mainland. He spent a total of 18 years there.

In 1854, he was sent to the convict settlement at Hobart, Tasmania after
the penal colony on Norfolk Island was closed. Two days later, he escaped
into the bush and again became a highway robber, along with his friend,
Peter Connolly, from the penal colony.

Whelan and Connolly targeted isolated homesteads and roamed the forest
stealing from lone travelers. An argument in Hobart caused the men to
separate.

Whelan was arrested on May 19, 1855, after he left a pair of boots at the
door of a bootmaker shop. The boots had the word “Dunn” branded on them.
A local constable saw the boots outside and knew that they belonged to
Magistrate Dunn, who had gone missing. With the help of another man, they
arrested Whelan. The magistrate’s body was found three days later at Mount
Wellington.

Whelan was wearing the magistrate’s clothes when he was arrested. He
confessed to murdering four other men in addition to Dunn.



On June 26, 1855, John “Rocky” Whelan was hanged at the Hobart Gaol,
along with three other condemned men on the infamous six-man scaffold.
One of the other men was his ex-friend, Peter Connolly.

 
Whisenhant, Thomas Warren (January 29, 1947 – May 27, 2010) killed

three women in Mobile County, Alabama.
On October 16, 1976, Whisenhant abducted Cheryl Lynn Payton, age 23,

from the convenience store where she worked, drove her to a secluded area in
rural Mobile County, where he raped her and shot her in the head with a .32
caliber pistol. The next day, he returned to the scene, cut off a large section of
Cheryl’s breast, and slit open her abdomen. He was seen at the murder scene
and was arrested following a chase by police. He confessed to Cheryl’s
murder, plus two other murders in Mobile County: Venora Hyatt and Patricia
Hitt.

He pleaded guilty to the murders and was sentenced to death. Thomas
Whisenhant was executed by lethal injection on May 27, 2010, by the State
of Alabama.

 
White, Nathaniel (b. July 26, 1960) was a serial killer in the Hudson

Valley area of the state of New York in the early 1990s who murdered at
least six—five women and a girl of only 14.

Juliana R. Frank, age 29, was pregnant with her third child when she was
murdered in March 1991. Her naked body was found on a set of abandoned
railroad tracks in Middletown, New York.

Christine M. Klebbe was just 14, and the niece of Nathaniel White’s
girlfriend, Jill Garrison, when she disappeared on June 1, 1992. Her body was
found on August 4, just off Echo Lake Road in Goshen.

Laurette Huggins Reviere, age 34, was found murdered on July 10 in her
home in Middletown by local police. She was the mother of three children
and a friend of White’s girlfriend.

Angelina Hopkins, age 23, and Brenda L. Whiteside, age 20, were given a
ride by White after they met him at the Blue Note Tavern in Poughkeepsie on
July 20, 1992. Their bodies were found on August 4 at an abandoned
farmhouse in Goshen. Blunt force trauma to the face and head was
determined to be the cause of death in both women.

On July 30, 1992, Adriane M. Hunter, age 27, was stabbed to death and
left at the site of the Hillcrest Manor Restaurant, which had burned to the



ground in Goshen.
Angelina Hopkins’ sister, Cecilia, was a witness to Angelina and Brenda

leaving the Blue Note Tavern with four men. Local police did not act on the
missing person’s report because they had very little information about the
men. Cecilia and her mother did their own investigation. When White
returned to the Blue Note Tavern on August 2, Cecilia identified him, and he
was arrested. He confessed to Christine Klebbe’s murder. The other five
murders were added to the indictment on September 9.

Nathaniel White was convicted of six counts of second-degree murder on
April 14, 1993, and sentenced to 150 years to life. He is currently serving his
sentence at the Elmira Correctional Facility in Elmira, New York.

 
White, Shirley (b. 1932) is suspected of murdering her husbands and a

stepchild during the years 1971 – 1992 in Kinston, North Carolina. In 1992,
she was sentenced to life on one count of murder.

 
Whitney, Dennis Manaford (1943 – 2005) shot six robbery victims and

kidnapped and bludgeoned one woman in 1960 in California, Arizona, and
Florida. He was arrested on March 5, 1960. He was sentenced to death on
two counts of murder in Florida later that year. These sentences were
commuted to life in 1972.

Dennis Whitney was eligible for parole after serving 30 years, but he was
turned down. He died in prison in 2005.

 
Whitt, Jimmy Earl (1971 – June 28, 1994) murdered one holdup victim

and three policemen—Officer Gary Wayne Heath, Deputy Sheriff Len J.
Rowell, and Lieutenant Coy N. Smith—in a three-week rampage in 1994 in
Alabama and Mississippi. On June 28, 1994, he committed suicide by
shooting himself to avoid arrest.

 
Wilder, Christopher Bernard (March 13, 1945 – April 13, 1984) was

born in Sydney, Australia, the son of a US Naval officer and a native
Australian.

In the early 1960s, he was arrested and pleaded guilty to gang-rape. He
was sentenced to probation and received electroshock therapy as part of the
probation.



Wilder had been married for one week in 1968 when his wife left him. He
came to the United States in 1969 and settled in Boynton Beach, Florida. He
learned to sell real estate and was very successful. He also became interested
in photography. Between 1971 and 1975, he was charged several times with
sexual misconduct. He finally raped a young woman he had lured into his
truck after promising a modeling contract after photographing her.

On early 1980, Carla Hendry, age 17, was almost abducted by Wilder in
Beverly, Massachusetts, but she managed to escape.

In 1982, Wilder went back to Australia to visit with his parents. While
there, he was charged with sexual offenses against two girls whom he forced
to pose nude. His parents posted his bail and he returned to the USA.

Beginning in early 1984, he murdered at least eight women in his trek
across the country.

Rosario Gonzalez was last seen on February 26, 1984, at the Miami Grand
Prix. Wilder was there also and raced in the IMSA GTU class in a Porsche
911. Rosario’s body has never been found.

On March 5, Elizabeth Kenyon, age 23, a finalist in the Miss Florida
contest and a former girlfriend of Wilder’s, disappeared. Her body has never
been found.

On March 18, Theresa Wait Ferguson, age 21, was led away from the
Merritt Square Mall by Wilder. He murdered her and dumped her body at
Canaveral Groves. Her body was found on March 23.

On March 20, Linda Grover, age 19, was abducted from the Governor’s
Square Mall in Tallahassee and taken to Bainbridge, Georgia. After she
declined Wilder’s offer to photograph her for a modeling career, he assaulted
her, tied her hands, wrapped her in a blanket, and put her in the trunk of his
car. He took her to the Glen Oaks Motel, where he raped her. He then super-
glued her eyelids together so she could not see. He applied copper wires to
her feet and shocked her by passing an electric current through the wires. He
beat her when she tried to escape. She did manage to escape and locked
herself in the bathroom. Wilder fled in his car and took all of her belongings
with him.

On March 21, in Beaumont, Texas, Terry Walden, age 23, wife, mother,
and nursing student was approached by Wilder suggesting she pose for
photos. She declined but two days later she saw him again and this time, he
kidnapped her. He stabbed her to death and dumped her body in the canal
where it was found on March 26.



On March 25, he kidnapped Suzanne Logan, age 21, at the Penn Square
Mall in Oklahoma City, drove her 180 miles to Newton, Kansas, and checked
into the I-35 Inn. The following morning after breakfast, he drove 90 miles
northeast to Milford Reservoir, where he stabbed Suzanne to death and
dumped her body there under a cedar tree.

On March 29, Wilder abducted Sheryl Bonaventure, age 18, in Grand
Junction, Colorado. They were seen in Silverton and told the staff they were
heading for Las Vegas with a stop in Durango. They were seen in the Four
Corners Monument area on March 30, and then checked into the Page Boy
Motel in Page, Arizona. On March 31, Wilder shot and stabbed Sheryl to
death near the Kanab River in Utah. Her body was found there on May 3.

On April 1, Michelle Korfman, age 17, disappeared from a Seventeen
Magazine cover model competition in Las Vegas at the Meadows Mall. A
photo was taken of Wilder stalking Michelle at the competition. Her body
was found at a roadside rest stop on May 11, but was not identified until mid-
June.

Wilder next abducted Tina Marie Risico, age 16, near Torrance, California
and drove her to El Centro, where he raped her. He thought that he could use
her to help him get other victims. They traveled back east through Arizona
and finally to Chicago, Illinois. They then went to Merrillville, Indiana,
where Tina Marie helped him abduct Dawnette Wilt, age 16, at the Southlake
Mall. Wilder raped Dawnette several times while Tina Marie drove to New
York. Wilder took Dawnette into the woods, attempted to suffocate her, and
then stabbed her twice and left. She was found by a truck driver who took her
to Soldiers and Sailors Hospital in Penn Yan, where her life was saved by Dr.
John F. Flynn. She told police that Wilder was heading to Canada.

Wilder forced Beth Dodge, age 33, into his car and had Tina Marie Risico
follow him in Beth’s Pontiac Firebird. Not too much later, Wilder shot Beth
and left her body at a gravel pit. He and Tina Marie then headed to Logan
Airport in Boston, where Wilder bought a ticket to Los Angeles for her.

On April 13, Wilder was at a service station in Colebrook, New
Hampshire when he caught the eyes of Leo Jellison and Wayne Fortier, two
New Hampshire State Troopers. As they approached Wilder, he reached into
his car to get his Colt Python .357 Magnum. Trooper Jellison grabbed Wilder
from behind and two shots were fired in the scuffle. Wilder was hit by the
first bullet, which exited through his back and into Trooper Jellison. The
second bullet hit Wilder in the chest. His death was caused by both bullets.



Trooper Jellison was seriously wounded but recovered and has returned to
full duty as a New Hampshire State Trooper.

Christopher Wilder is a suspect in at least seven other murders which
occurred in areas he was known to frequent.

 
Wille, John Francis (b. February 14, 1964) is suspected of murdering six

people—four men and two females—during the years 1980 to 1985 in
Louisiana, Florida, Texas, and Alabama.

Nichole Lapatta, age 8, was reported missing in early June 1985, from
Laplace, Louisiana. Her body was found on June 6. She had been battered,
raped, and strangled, and left in the woods. During the search, another body
was discovered in stagnant water of a local canal. He was identified as Billy
Phillips, age 25, from Tickfaw. He had been stabbed at least 84 times, his
hands cut off, and his genitals mutilated.

On July 15, Frank Powe, age 26, was hitchhiking near Bagdad, Florida. A
state trooper had stopped and warned him against hitchhiking. Later that
afternoon, Powe was struck and killed by a hit-and-run driver.

Sheriff’s deputies were called to mediate a landlord-tenant disagreement
later that day. Wille and his girlfriend had missed several monthly rent
payments and the landlord wanted them evicted. Evidently the sight of the
deputies persuaded Wille and the girlfriend to leave. He later went back and
set fire to the landlord’s mobile home, killing several dogs in the fire. He was
arrested and charged with first-degree arson and murder, but he denied
setting the fire. However, his girlfriend was telling a different story, including
one of murders in four states.

She told the investigators that Wille had picked up Frank Powe in Bagdad
and driven him out of town. Wille flew into a rage when Powe began flirting
with the girlfriend. He beat Powe into unconsciousness, threw him into the
pickup’s bed, and drove for several more miles before he stopped the truck,
dumped Powe onto the pavement, and purposely ran over his body. She also
linked him to the arson case in 1980 when he burned down the home of Ida
Bodreaux, age 78, after she had called police with a complaint about Wille.
Police realized they were dealing with a serial killer.

Plotting Wille’s travels between Louisiana and Florida, he was connected
with the murders of Nichole Lapatta and Billy Phillips. He is also a suspect in
the murder of cab driver Michael Foulk, of Pensacola, who was abducted,
murdered, and dumped in a ditch near Fairhope, Alabama.



In 1985, he was sentenced to life with 25-year minimum in Florida. Later,
he was sentenced to death in Louisiana. His sentence in Louisiana was
commuted to life in prison on May 5, 2014.

 
Williams, John S. (1863 – January 26, 1932) and Manning, Clyde were

suspected of murdering 18 enslaved Blacks who tried to flee or caused
trouble during 1910 to 1921 in Jasper County, Georgia. Some were axed to
death and some were bound and pushed off bridges into the Yellow and
Alcoy Rivers.

John Williams was given a life sentence on one count of murder in 1921,
and a life sentence on a second count of murder in 1922. He was killed in
prison on January 26, 1932, trying to stop a jailbreak.

Clyde Manning died while on a chain gang in a Georgia prison.
Their story is the subject of a book by Gregory A. Freeman entitled, Lay

This Body Down, published in 2002.
 
Williams, Laron Ronald (1949 – July 7, 1985) murdered a prostitute, a

priest, and a policeman in the early 1980s. He was sentenced to 10 years for
the first murder, but he escaped in April 1981. He was arrested again on May
17, convicted, and sentenced to death for murdering Father John Jay Jackson,
age 35 and a Catholic priest, and Memphis Police Lieutenant Clarence P.
Cox. He was beaten to death by other inmates on July 7, 1985, in the exercise
yard of the Tennessee State Prison in Nashville.

 
Williams, Leslie Allen (b. July 4, 1953) raped and murdered four teenage

girls in southern Michigan during the early 1990s.
Williams was arrested on May 29, 1992, after he abducted a 35-year-old

woman and threatened to rape and kill her. He confessed to a series of rapes,
and the kidnapping, rape, and murder of four girls: Kami Villanueva, age 18;
sisters Melissa, age 14, and Michelle Urbin, age 16, who disappeared in the
fall of 1991; and Cynthia Marie Jones, age 15, who disappeared in January
1992.

Leslie Allen Williams was found guilty of the murders and sentenced to
life in prison without the possibility of parole. He is serving his sentence at
Carson City Correctional Facility in Carson City, Michigan.

 



Williams, Scott Wilson (b. December 3, 1965) was born and raised in
North Carolina. He has been convicted of the murders of three women
between 1997 and 2006. His victims were all shot in the head and similarly
mutilated:

• Sharon House Pressley, age 37, from Charlotte, North Carolina,
was murdered in 1997. Her remains were discovered by a man
picking up cans along the side of the road.

• Christina Outz Parker, age 34, from Monroe, North Carolina, was
murdered in 2004.

• Sharon Tucker Stone, age 46, also from Monroe, North Carolina,
was murdered in 2006.

 
Williams entered an Alford Plea (not admitting guilt but the prosecution

has enough evidence to convict) for first-degree kidnapping and rape, plus
sexual offenses against two other women. He was sentenced to life in prison.
He is currently serving his sentence at Alexander Correctional Institution in
Alexander County, North Carolina.

 
Williams, Sidney (1972 – October 3, 1989) shot to death three males in

personal confrontations in 1989 in New Orleans, Louisiana. He was fatally
shot by an acquaintance on October 3, 1989.

 
Williams Jr., John (b. 1961) was born into a dysfunctional family and

raised in poverty and abuse in the state of Georgia. He watched his sister
being repeatedly sexually abused by his stepfather while still a young boy.

Beginning in 1996, the bodies of black women were being found in the
city of Raleigh, North Carolina. The body of Patricia Ashe, a known crack
cocaine user, was found on a bench covered with snow. She was naked
except for her socks. Close by were crack pipes and a lighter. Footprints were
found near the body, but they proved to be the prints of the man who had
discovered her body. An autopsy determined that she had died of
strangulation.

By December 23, 1996, five more bodies had been found: Dewanna Burt,
Patricia Woods, Dawn Grandy, an unidentified woman, and Deborah Jean
Elliott, who was found on December 23.



Raleigh police enlisted the help of the FBI to develop a psychological
profile of the person responsible for these six murders. Fifty-four
investigators were assigned by Raleigh police to help solve these murders. In
the fall of 1996, North Carolina Governor Jim Hunt posted a $5,000 reward
for information leading to the arrest and conviction of those responsible for
the murders of Ashe and Burt, and Raleigh police posted a $1,999 reward
through the CrimeStoppers program. In January 1997, state and local officials
posted a $6,000 reward.

Aware that there was possibly a serial killer in their midst, Raleigh police
conducted approximately 6,000 interviews. Patrols were increased around the
areas where the bodies had been found.

On the night of February 4, 1997, Shelly Jackson, who had been drinking
and using drugs, was at a store near Moore Square when a man struck up a
conversation with her. The man said he had some cocaine and asked her to go
with him to a secret place, which she did. The place turned out to be an area
of abandoned cars. They went into an abandoned truck and the man grabbed
her around the neck, flashed what appeared to be a razor blade or something
similar, and said, “Shut up . . . I got you now. I’m going to kill you.” Shelly
saw a police car coming down the street, managed to get free, and ran down
the road toward the police car screaming. Raleigh Police Sergeant T. C.
Earnhart saw and heard the woman and got out of his police car. He said that
the woman was hysterical and said something about a man trying to cut her
with a razor. The man got out of the truck and ran away, but the police officer
saw him and radioed for backup. They caught him within 10 minutes and
arrested him. Shelly Jackson identified him as the man who attacked her. In
his pocket, the police found a box cutter. He was identified as John Williams
Jr., a drifter out of Augusta, Georgia. He was charged with assault with a
deadly weapon with intent to kill and attempted first-degree rape.

On May 19, 1997, Williams was charged with Patricia Ashe’s murder.
Shortly after, he was charged with the murder of Debra Elliott. Raleigh police
believed that Williams had also killed Dawn Grandy. Williams was also
charged with the sexual assaults of four other women.

At his trial in 1998, Williams’ defense attorneys brought in experts to
relate his rough life growing up and the sexual assault of his sister he
witnessed in an effort to avoid the death penalty. The jury, seven men and
five women, saw him as a “lethal predator” and convicted him of the first-
degree murders of Ashe and Elliott, the attack on Jackson, plus the rapes of



two other woman and an assault on another woman. John Williams Jr. was
sentenced to death. He is sitting on death row, awaiting his fate, at Central
Prison in Raleigh, North Carolina.

 
Wimberly, Anthony Rene (b. October 26, 1962) was born to Ray Lee

and Gwendolyn Williams, a jobless woman on welfare. A year later, his
mother married A. D. Wimberly from Oakland, California. They were
divorced while Anthony was still a young child. The boy retained the name
Wimberly.

Wimberly was arrested for assault in 1976 and sent to a group home in
Oroville, where he stayed for nine months. He was arrested for robbery
shortly after his release and sent to the California Youth Authority in
Stockton for another 11 months. Paroled in 1978, he returned six months later
for burglary and was paroled on January 23, 1980. He attended Castlemont
High School but only passed two classes. On November 4, he broke into a
home and tied up the 12-year-old boy who was home alone. He was surprised
when the mother returned and fled. He was captured soon after and bailed out
after his arrest.

He registered at an adult day school but never attended. He claimed to his
parole officer that he had worked a few months in San Francisco, but this was
never substantiated. He stole a new Lincoln Continental in 1981, and five
days later burglarized a home. He pleaded guilty to robbery and burglary and
was sentenced to three years in prison. He was paroled on May 28, 1983, and
sent to San Quentin State Prison in September for grand theft auto and
violation of his parole. He was released on September 3, 1984, and went to
live with his mother.

On November 8, he raped and shot a 12-year-old girl. On December 23,
he raped and shot to death Anne Arevalo, age 24, after breaking into her
home. He put her body in a closet, ransacked the house, and fled, leaving her
twin baby daughters crying in their crib.

On January 24, Wimberly went into a beauty parlor, demanded money,
and shot the two employees, Vicky J. Russo, age 35, and Marilyn A. Moore,
age 35, after they told him there was no money. He fled in Vicky’s van. The
shooting was reported by local residents. Police found Vicky barely alive and
rushed her to the hospital. Vicky’s van was spotted in West Oakland. The
driver pulled into a parking lot and fled.



On January 31, Wimberly broke into the home of Doris Wong Lee, age
62, in Oakland Hills. He killed her and burglarized the home.

Anthony Rene Wimberly was arrested on February 5, 1985, and charged
with the three murders and the rape of the 12-year-old girl, plus other
felonies. He was found guilty and sentenced to three terms of life in prison.

He is incarcerated at Mule Creek State Prison in Ione, California.
 
Wineville Chicken Coop Murders aka Northcott, Gordon Stewart

(November 9, 1906 – October 2, 1930) and Northcott, Sarah Louise (1869 –
November 21, 1944), Gordon’s mother, were the murderers of at least three
boys between 1926 and 1928 in Wineville, California.

Gordon Northcott was born in Bladworth, Saskatchewan, Canada and
raised in British Columbia. He moved to Los Angeles, California with his
parents in 1924. He asked his father to purchase a plot of land in Wineville to
build a chicken ranch and a house, with the help of his father who was in the
construction business, and Sanford Clark, Gordon’s nephew, who was 11
years old at the time. Gordon Northcott beat and sexually abused Clark.

Gordon kidnapped an unknown number of young boys wherever he could
find them, sexually abused them, and then drove them back to their homes
and turned them loose, except for four: Walter Collins, age 9, was abducted
from his home in Lincoln Heights, Los Angeles, on March 10, 1928; Lewis
Winslow, age 12, and his brother, Nelson, age 10, were abducted on May 16,
1928, from Pomona, California on their way home from a yacht club
meeting; and an unnamed boy who was kidnapped in 1930, but managed to
escape. The boys were sexually abused and kept in the chicken coop. After a
time, they were murdered by Northcott and buried.

A few days after kidnapping Walter Collins, Northcott’s mother, Sarah
Louise, telephoned him to say that she was coming for a visit for a few days
from her home in Los Angeles. Sarah Louise got suspicious about the
chicken coop and went to investigate. She found Walter and told her son that
Walter could identify him. She decided that she, Clark, and Northcott would
collectively kill the boy to keep him from telling, and none of them could
implicate either of the other two without implicating themselves. They
bludgeoned Walter with the blunt end of an axe to kill him while he slept on
a cot. Later, the Winslow boys were murdered in the same way.

In August 1928, Sanford Clark’s older sister, Jessie Clark, age 19, came to
visit Wineville. She was concerned about her brother’s welfare. Clark told



her he feared for his life. One night while Northcott was asleep, Jessie
learned from Clark that Northcott had killed four boys at his ranch. She
returned to her home in Bladworth and contacted the American consul there
about Northcott’s crimes. The American consul then wrote a letter to the
police in Los Angeles detailing Jessie Clark’s sworn complaint.

On August 31, 1928, two United States Immigration Service inspectors,
Judson F. Shaw and George W. Scallorn, went to the chicken ranch in
Wineville, found Sanford Clark, and took him into custody. Northcott had
seen the agents driving up the long road, grabbed his rifle, and told Clark to
stall the agents or he would shoot him from the tree line at the back of the
ranch. He fled into the trees and disappeared. Clark stalled as long as he
could and when he felt that Northcott was finally far enough away that he
could not shoot him, he told the agents that Northcott had fled into the trees.

Northcott and his mother, Sarah Louise, made their way back to Canada
but were arrested near Vernon, British Columbia on September 19, 1928.
Sanford Clark testified that his uncle, Gordon Northcott, had kidnapped,
molested, beaten, and killed three boys with the help of his mother and Clark
himself. He also testified that a Mexican boy had been murdered by
Northcott, who then forced Clark to help dispose of the boy’s head by
burning it in a fire pit and crushing it. Saying there was no other place to put
it, Northcott had left the headless body by the side of the road near La Puente,
California. Clark also testified that quicklime was used to dispose of the
remains and that the bodies of Lewis and Nelson Winslow, and Walter
Collins were buried on the Wineville chicken ranch. Authorities found three
shallow graves exactly where Clark had described them. However, the graves
did not contain bodies, only parts of bodies, blood, and a few bones.

During their testimonies, Sanford Clark and his sister, Jessie, told that the
bodies had been dug up by Gordon Northcott and his mother on the evening
of August 4, 1928, and been taken out into the desert. The complete bodies
were never recovered.

Sanford Clark was not tried for any of the murders because Assistant
District Attorney Loyal C. Kelley believed very strongly that he was
innocent, and that he had been a victim of Northcott’s death threats and
sexual abuse, and was not a willing participant. Kelley told Clark that he had
secured an entirely unique settlement of his legal situation by having him
taken to the nearby Whittier State School, which had an experimental
program for delinquent youths and a compassion for genuine rehabilitation.



Clark was sentenced to five years at Whittier, but the sentence was later
reduced to 23 months because the trustees were impressed with his
temperament, job skills, and personal desire to live a productive life.

Sarah Louise Northcott told officials that she had murdered Walter Collins
and pleaded guilty in court. Superior Court Judge Morton sentenced her to
life imprisonment on December 31, 1928. She served her sentence at
Tehachapi State Prison. She was paroled after serving less than 12 years and
died in November 1944 of chronic myocarditis.

Gordon Northcott was implicated in the murder of Walter Collins, but due
to the fact that his mother had confessed to murdering the boy and was
sentenced for it, the court chose not to prosecute Northcott for that murder.
He was found guilty of murdering the unidentified Mexican boy, as well as
Lewis and Nelson Winslow. On February 13, 1929, he was sentenced to
death.

On October 2, 1930, Gordon Stewart Northcott was hanged at San
Quentin Prison in California. He was 23 years old.

Five years after Gordon Northcott was executed, a boy and his parents
came forward and spoke to authorities. In 1928, the boy had gone missing
and the parents reported his disappearance to the police. At that time,
authorities speculated that the boy may have been a victim at the Wineville
chicken ranch. But he came home after a period of time.

Sanford Clark had never told authorities about the boy who had escaped
from the chicken coop. He told authorities that only three boys had ever been
held in the chicken coop, the Winslow brothers and Walter Collins.

Due to the negative publicity surrounding the murders which had
captivated and disgusted the whole nation, the town of Wineville, California
no longer exists. On November 1, 1930, the town became Mira Loma. There
are, however, still reminders of its former identity: Wineville Avenue,
Wineville Road, Wineville Park, and several other references to the former
name.

 
Wirth, Robert (b. 1960) murdered at least six elderly victims in their

homes in 1987-88 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He was sentenced to four
consecutive life terms plus 20 years in 1991.

 
Wittman, Manfred (b. 1943) was born in Kaltenbrunn, Bavaria, West

Germany, the fifth of seven children. After seeing a pig being slaughtered as



a child, he developed violent and murderous tendencies. He confessed to
murdering three young women in Germany in 1959-60. He was sentenced to
life in prison. After being castrated and treated medically, Manfred Wittman
was released from prison to a retirement home in 2013.

 
Wolf Man aka Lupo, Michael del Marco (January 19, 1953 – February

12, 1995) was born in Italy, served in the Italian Army, and was a serial killer
in the United Kingdom. Lupo ran a flower shop in Chelsea. He called himself
“Wolf Man” (in Italian, “lupo” means “wolf”). During the 1980s, he
murdered four men.

The body of Alex Kasson, age 37, was found in a derelict apartment in
Kensington, London on March 15, 1986.

The body of Anthony Connolly, age 24, was found on a railway
embankment on April 6, 1986. Connolly had been sharing an apartment with
a man who was HIV positive; there was a long delay between the discovery
of the body to the postmortem because the coroner wanted to make sure
Connolly was not infected with HIV.

On May 18, 1986, Lupo was arrested and charged with these two murders.
On May 21, he was charged with two more recent killings. A young hospital
worker named Damien McClusky had been strangled in West London, and an
unidentified man was murdered near Hungerford Bridge over the Thames.
Lupo was also charged with two attempted murders.

Lupo pleaded guilty to all the charges and in July 1987, he was sentenced
to four life sentences, plus 14 years. Michael del Marco Lupo died in
Frankland Prison in February 1995, of an AIDS-related illness.

 
Wolf of Agro Romano aka Giugliano, Maurizio (1962 – 1993) murdered

at least seven women in Rome, Italy in 1983-84. He was sentenced to closed
psychiatric confinement in 1984. He murdered his cellmate with a pillow,
making a total of eight murders. He died in 1993 at the Montelupo Fiorentino
psychiatric facility.

 
Wolf of Moscow aka Komaroff, Vasili (January 1, 1871 – June 18, 1923)

was a friendly, smiling family man who dealt in horses and maintained a
stable at his home. He was also the Wolf of Moscow who murdered at least 21
men from late 1921 through early 1923. Each victim was bound tightly, put
in a sack, and dumped on waste ground in the Shabolovki neighborhood of



Moscow. Police described them as being “trussed up like chickens ready for
roasting.” The bodies were found mostly on a Thursday or Saturday. The
timing coincided with the days when horses went to market—Wednesday and
Friday. It was thought that the victims were probably from the market
crowds.

In interviewing the traders, it was learned that Vasili Komaroff seldom
brought a horse to market, but he was frequently seen leaving with a
customer. The investigators further learned that Komaroff had a nasty, violent
streak behind that smiling face. They were told that he even tried to hang his
eldest son, who was only eight years old, but was prevented doing so by his
wife, who cut her son down from the rope. Authorities made a surprise visit
to Komaroff’s stable on the pretext of making a search for bootleg liquor.
They found his latest victim, trussed up and bagged beneath a pile of hay.

Once in custody, Komaroff confessed to murdering 33 prospective buyers.
He lured them to his stable by promises of bargain prices. He took their
money and then murdered them. He barely averaged eighty cents per man; a
total of $26.40 for 33 murders. He led police to his dumping grounds, where
five more corpses were found. He said he had disposed of about six in the
Moskva River. His wife was also charged with murder. On June 8, 1923,
Vasili Komaroff and his wife were sentenced to death. On June 18, both
Komaroffs were executed by firing squad.

 
Wolter, Michael (b. 1958) was suspected of as many as eight

rape/slayings of females between 1980 and 1983 in Germany. His victims
were: Gabriele Roesner, age 25; Simone Newin, age 22; Regina Barthel, age
14; Ilke Rutsch, age 21; Annedore Ligeika; Beatrix Scheible, age 16; Fatima
Sonnenberg, and Regina Spielman, age 17. They were stabbed with a knife
and/or strangled. He confessed to five murders and was sentenced to life in
prison.

 
Wongsin, Sila (1930s – June 26, 1959) was a cult leader in Thailand who

fancied himself as having supernatural and magical powers. He was also
supposedly involved in human sacrifices. He murdered at least five people in
1958-59 in Korat, Thailand. He was executed on June 26, 1959.

 
Wood, David Leonard (b. June 20, 1957) was a serial killer in El Paso,

Texas. He was suspected of stabbing to death Ivy Susanna Williams, age 23;



Desiree Wheatley, age 15; Karen Baker, age 20; Angelica Frausto, age 17;
Rosa Maria Casio, age 24; and Dawn Marie Smith, age 14. He was convicted
of murdering Ivy Susanna Williams, age 24, on August 28, 1987. Her
remains were found on March 14, 1988, along with the remains of five other
women in the desert outside the city of El Paso.

Wood was sentenced to death on January 14, 1993. He is incarcerated on
death row at the Polunsky Unit of the Texas Prison System at Livingston,
Texas.

 
Wood, Frederick G. (1912 – March 21, 1963) confessed to beating five

males to death in personal confrontations in New York in the early 1960s. He
was convicted and sentenced to death. On March 21, 1963, just before he was
executed, he proclaimed, “Gents, this is an educational project. You are about
to witness the damaging effect electricity has on Wood.” He was executed in
the electric chair, the next-to-last prisoner to be executed at Sing Sing Prison.

 
Wood, Isaac L. (1820s – July 9, 1858) was born in New Jersey, one of

three children. He poisoned seven members of his family, including his wife,
his child, his brother, and four other relatives for their inheritance in 1858 in
New York. He was hanged in July 1958.

 
Wood, James Edward (December 9, 1947 – February 1, 2004) was

suspected of raping and murdering at least seven girls and women between
1967 and 1992 in Louisiana, Arkansas, and Idaho. He was convicted of the
kidnapping, dismemberment, and murder of 11-year-old Jeralee Underwood
and sentenced to death in Idaho in 1994. He died of an apparent heart attack
on death row at the Idaho Maximum Security Institution on February 1, 2004.

 
Woodcock, Peter (March 5, 1939 – March 5, 2010) aka Krueger, David

Michael was born in Peterborough, Ontario, Canada to a single 17-year-old
girl, Waita Woodcock, who gave him up for adoption. At the adoption
agency, he cried constantly and had feeding problems. He was terrified if
anyone approached him and he had speech problems. In foster homes, he was
unable to bond with the foster parents and was abused by at least one foster
parent when he was two years old. His beating was so severe that he required
medical treatment for an injury to his neck. At age 3, he was placed with
Frank and Susan Maynard who were the parents of another son. Susan



became strongly attached to Peter. He was still a strange child at age 5, but he
no longer screamed when someone approached him. He became a target for
the neighborhood bullies and would be found hiding in bushes in an attempt
to hide from other children. The Maynards regularly took him to the Hospital
for Sick Children, where he received treatment. He was also sent to a private
school, but failed to make friends or to interact with the other children. He
sometimes played with younger children, but in a group of children his own
age, he became boastful and talked of ideas which were unacceptable or were
misunderstood.

He was finally sent to a school for emotionally disturbed children and
began to act on his strong sexual urges. He was discharged from the school at
age 15 and lived with his foster parents. They enrolled him in another private
school, but this one did not work out either. He was re-enrolled in the public
school, but the students quickly recognized him, and the bullying began
again. He was transferred to a private high school. The students shunned him,
but the teachers remembered him as a very bright student who scored 100
percent on his tests, particularly in science, history, and English.

Woodcock had a red and white Schwinn bicycle of which he was very
proud, and he wandered farther and farther away from home. His foster
parents were aware of this, but what they didn’t know was that he was using
the bicycle to wander to far-away places to molest younger children.

On September 15, 1956, he was riding his bike around the grounds of
Exhibition Place when he met Wayne Mallette, age 7. He lured the boy to a
place out of sight of others and strangled him to death. The boy’s body was
found early the next morning. It appeared that he had been undressed and
redressed. There was a bite mark on one of the boy’s calves and another one
on one of his buttocks. There was no evidence of rape. Pennies were found
scattered near the body and the killer had defecated next to the boy.

Ron Moffatt, age 14, was arrested for the murder, despite having
witnesses who placed him at a movie theatre before, during, and after
Mallette’s murder. He was sentenced to youth detention. Soon the police
realized they had a sexual predator in Toronto and compared notes, but
Moffatt was not released.

On October 6, 1956, Woodcock picked up Gary Morris, age 9, in
Cabbagetown and biked him to Cherry Beach, where he strangled and beat
the boy to death. The coroner said the boy had died of a ruptured liver. He



had a bite mark on his throat and paper clips were scattered around the body.
Again, it appeared that he had been undressed and redressed.

On January 19, 1957, Carole Voyce, age 4, was offered a ride by
Woodcock, who biked her under the Bloor Viaduct where he murdered her.
Her clothes had been pulled off, and she had been choked and sexually
molested. Her death was caused by a tree branch being forced into her
vagina. This time Woodcock was seen riding away from the scene and a
description of him was given to the police, who had a composite made.

Woodcock was arrested on January 21, 1957, and charged with the death
of Carole Voyce. On April 11, 1957, he was found not guilty by reason of
insanity and sent to the Oak Ridge Division of the maximum-security
Penetanguishene Mental Health Center in Penetanguishene, Ontario. None of
the treatments (LSD, popular in the 1960s; other personality- breaking drugs;
dyads, a personality-breaking therapy, etc.) worked on Woodcock. He
engaged in coercive sexual acts. He was eventually transferred to less
restrictive institutions. He finally arrived at the Brockville Psychiatric
Hospital. While there, he legally changed his name to David Michael
Krueger. He renewed his relationship with Bruce Hamill, a killer from
Ottawa, who had been released and now worked as a security guard at the
Ottawa courthouse. He convinced Hamill that an alien brotherhood would
help him solve all of his problems if he would kill Dennis Kerr, also an
inmate at Brockville.

Hamill bought a plumber’s wrench, a hatchet, several knives, and a
sleeping bag. He went to Brockville, signed Krueger (Woodcock) out for his
first publicly-escorted day pass. Krueger had made arrangements to meet
Dennis Kerr in the woods and Krueger would loan him $500. When Kerr
arrived, Krueger struck him on the head with the pipe wrench and continued
to beat him until he was unconscious. Krueger and Hamill got the hatchet and
knives and began hacking and stabbing Kerr. His body was horribly
mutilated. They cut the body open and almost severed the head. They both
then stripped naked and sodomized the corpse. Krueger left the scene, went
to a police station, and turned himself in.

Krueger was sent back to the Oak Ridge Division of the Penetanguishene
Mental Health Center, where he spent the rest of his life. On March 5, 2010,
his 71st birthday, David Michael Krueger (Peter Woodcock) died of natural
causes.

 



Woodward Corridor Killer/Detroit Serial Killer aka Atkins, Benjamin
“Tony” (August 26, 1968 – September 17, 1997) was a serial killer in
Detroit, Michigan. During the period between December 1991 and August
1992, he raped and strangled 11 women. All were left in abandoned
buildings. Many of the victims were prostitutes.

Atkins grew up in boys’ homes or with his mother, who was a prostitute,
plying her trade in the front seats of cars while Atkins watched from the back
seat. He claims he was raped by a caseworker when he was young.

Debbie Ann Friday, age 30, disappeared on December 8, 1991, and her
body was found on December 14. Bertha Jean Mason went missing after
leaving her home on December 11. Her body was found on December 30.

Workmen were demolishing an abandoned building on January 3, 1992,
when they found the body of Patricia Cannon George, age 36. She was a
known prostitute and had been put on a wanted list in early December. On
January 25, the body of Vickie Truelove, age 39, was found. She had been
sodomized, raped, and strangled like most of the other victims.

Adkins was arrested at the end of January and questioned about the
murders, but he denied knowing anything about them and without concrete
evidence, the police released him.

On February 17, the bodies of three women were found in separate rooms
in the former Monterey Hotel in Highland Park. They were identified as
Valerie Chalk, age 34; and Juanita Hardy, age 23. The third body has not
been identified. Valerie Chalk also went missing after being put on a wanted
list in November 1991.

Brenda Mitchell, age 28, went missing April 9. Her body was found on
April 9 in an abandoned house. She was almost completely naked except for
a scarf around her neck. On April 15, the badly decomposed corpse of Vicki
Beasley-Brown was found. She had last been seen on March 25. On June 15,
the body of Joanne O’Rourke was found.

On August 21, 1992, Benjamin Atkins was arrested on rape charges after
he was identified by Darlene Saunders, age 34, one of his victims. She had
been sodomized and raped by him in October 1991. He first denied the
killings, explaining that he was a homosexual and had no interest in women.
He finally confessed, saying that he hated prostitution. He was sentenced to
11 life sentences. Benjamin Atkins died from an HIV infection on September
17, 1997, at Duane Waters Hospital which is connected to the Egeler
Correctional Facility in Jackson, Michigan.



 
Wright, Douglas Franklin (March 25, 1940 – September 6, 1996)

murdered at least six homeless people in Wasco County, Oregon in 1991. He
was found guilty and sentenced to death. He was executed by lethal injection
on September 6, 1996.

 
Wright, Dwayne Allen (1972 – October 14, 1998) was a drug addict who

shot and killed three males in personal disputes in 1989 in Maryland,
Virginia, and Washington DC. He was convicted and sentenced to death on
one count of murder in Virginia in 1992. He was executed by lethal injection
at the Greensville Correctional Center in Jarrett, Virginia on October 14,
1998.

 
Wuornos, Aileen Carol Pittman (February 29, 1956 – October 9, 2002)

was born in Troy, Michigan to her 16-year-old mother, Diane, and 18-year-
old father, Leo Dale Pittman. Her parents were married on June 3, 1954.
Aileen had an older brother, Keith, who was born on March 14, 1955. Two
months before Aileen was born, her mother filed for divorce. She never met
her father because he was in prison when she was born, and he committed
suicide by hanging himself while still in prison in 1969. In 1960, Diane
abandoned her children, leaving them with their maternal grandparents, Lauri
and Britta Wuornos, who legally adopted both children on March 18, 1960.

By age 11, Aileen was engaging in sexual activities in exchange for
cigarettes, drugs, and food. She also engaged in sexual activities with her
brother. She claimed that her grandfather had beaten her and sexually
assaulted her while she was still a child. He forced her to strip out of her
clothes before the beating. She became pregnant at the age of 13 by a friend
of her grandfather’s. She gave birth at a home for unwed mothers on March
23, 1971, and the little boy was put up for adoption. She subsequently
dropped out of school. At age 15, her grandfather threw her out of the house,
so she lived in the woods and supported herself as a prostitute.

In 1976, Aileen hitchhiked to Florida, where she met and married Lewis
Gratz Fell, age 69, who was president of the local yacht club. She still
frequented the local bars and was arrested for assault. After she hit Lewis
with his own cane, he got a restraining order against her after just a few
weeks after their marriage. She went back to Michigan and was arrested in
Antrim County on July 14, 1976, for assault and disturbing the peace.



Her brother died of cancer in July and she received $10,000 from his life
insurance. Her marriage to Fell was annulled. She was arrested for drunk
driving and paid her $104 fine with money from her brother’s life insurance.
She bought a new car and some luxuries, and the money was gone in less
than two months. She wrecked the car shortly after buying it.

Wuornos went back to Florida where she was constantly in trouble with
the law—armed robbery of a convenience store, attempting to pass forged
checks, theft of a revolver and ammunition, car theft, obstruction of justice,
and other charges.

In 1986, she met Tyria Moore and they moved in together. Wuornos
supported them with her earnings from prostitution. On July 4, 1987, they
were both detained at a bar and questioned about an incident of assault and
battery using a beer bottle.

Beginning in 1989, men were being shot and killed:

• On November 30, 1989, Richard Mallory, age 51, was murdered.
Two days later, his car was found abandoned by a Volusia County
deputy sheriff. His body was found on December 13, several miles
from where his car had been found. He had been shot several times.
He was a convicted rapist and Wuornos claimed to have killed him
in self-defense.

• On June 1, 1990, the body of David Spears was found naked
along Florida Hwy. 19 in Citrus County. He had been shot six
times.

• On May 31, 1990, Charles Carskaddon, age 40, disappeared. On
June 6, his body was found in Pasco County. He had been shot nine
times.

• In June 1990, Peter Siems, age 65, was retired and spent his time
working for a Christian outreach ministry, left Jupiter, Florida, on a
trip to Arkansas. His car was found abandoned on July 4, 1990, in
Orange Springs, Florida. Witnesses had seen Wuornos and Moore
abandoning the car. His body has never been found.

• On July 31, 1990, Troy Burress, age 50, was reported missing.
His body was found along Florida Hwy. 19, in a wooded area in
Marion County on August 4, 1990. He had been shot twice.



• Charles Humphreys, age 56, disappeared on September 11, 1990.
His body was fully clothed when he was found in Marion County
on September 12. He had been shot six times in the head and torso.
His car was found in Suwannee.

• On November 19, 1990, the body of Walter Jeno Antonio, age 62,
was found near a remote logging road in Dixie County. He had
been shot four times. His car was found on November 23 in
Brevard County.

 
Aileen Wuornos was arrested on January 9, 1991, on an outstanding

warrant at the Last Resort biker bar in Volusia County. Moore was located
the following day in Scranton, Pennsylvania. She agreed to get a confession
from Wuornos in exchange for immunity from prosecution. She was brought
back to Florida and set up in a hotel. She made many phone calls to Wuornos,
pleading for help in clearing her name and getting her to confess, with police
prompting her on what to say and what to ask, etc. Wuornos confessed on
January 16, 1991. She claimed she shot the men in self-defense when they
tried to rape her.

On January 14, 1992, Aileen Wuornos went on trial for the murder of
Richard Mallory. In Florida under the Williams Rule, previous convictions
are allowable at trial. She was convicted of Mallory’s murder, with Moore
testifying for the prosecution. She was sentenced to death on January 18,
1992.

Wuornos pleaded no contest to the murders of Humphreys, Burress, and
Spears. In her statement to the court, she said, “I wanted to confess to you
that Richard Mallory did violently rape me as I’ve told you; but these others
did not.” On May 15, 1992, she was sentenced to death for each of the three
murders. She later received a fifth death sentence for Carskaddon’s murder in
November 1992, and another death sentence in February 1993 for Antonio’s
murder.

Wuornos was incarcerated on death row at the Broward Correctional
Institution and then transferred to the Florida State Prison in Raiford for
execution. On October 9, 2002, Aileen Wuornos was executed.

 
Yahweh Ben Yahweh was the adopted name of Mitchell, Hulon Jr.

(October 27, 1935 – May 7, 2007), the founder and leader of the Nation of
Yahweh, a Black racist cult headquartered in Liberty City, Florida. He was



responsible for the murders of at least 25 “white devils” and cult defectors
(one of whom was decapitated) and other opponents. Two children in the cult
died due to abuse and neglect. Yahweh and six others were convicted on
federal conspiracy charges in 1992. He was released from prison in 2001 on
the condition of not reconnecting with the cult. He died of prostate cancer in
May 2007.

 
Yang Shuming was a serial killer in Yangquan, Shanxi Province, China.

He was a former worker of the Shanxi Yangquan Coal Mining Group located
in Yangquan about 100 km (62 miles) east of the provincial capital of
Taiyuan.

The killings began in 1993 and by the time they ended in 2004, Yang had
murdered nine women and assaulted three others. The killings took place in
the Majiaping mine area at night, or on rainy and snowy days. He was
arrested on August 3, 2006.

 
Yang Xinhai (July 29, 1968 – February 14, 2004) was born in Zhengyang

County, Henan Province, China, the youngest of four children in a very poor
family. He quit school at the age of 17 and traveled around China, working as
a laborer.

In 1988 and 1991, Yang was arrested for theft and sentenced to labor
camps in Xian, Shaanxi Province and Shijiazhuang, Henan Province. In
1996, he was convicted of attempted rape and sentenced to five years, which
he served in Zhumadian, Henan Province. He was released in 1999.

In 2000, Yang began breaking into homes at night in the provinces of
Anhui, Hebei, Henan, and Shandong, killing all of the occupants (sometimes
entire families) with axes, hammers, and shovels.

Between September 19, 2000, and August 8, 2003, Yang Xinhai broke
into at least 26 different homes, committing 23 rapes, many injuries, and
murdering at least 67 people.

On November 3, 2003, police were doing routine inspections of
entertainment establishments in Cangzhou, Hebei Province. They thought
Yang was acting suspiciously and took him in for questioning. They
discovered that he was wanted for murder in four provinces. He confessed to
65 murders, 23 rapes, and five attacks causing serious injuries. He never
provided a motive.



In February 2004, Yang was found guilty of 67 murders and 23 rapes. He
was sentenced to death. Yang Xinhai was executed by firing squad on
February 14, 2004.

 
Yapicioglu, Yavuz (b. 1967) was born in Adana, Turkey, one of ten

children. He was raised by a father and stepmother. He was a good student, at
the top of his class in primary and middle school. He was well liked by
classmates, played football on his school team, and later played for an
amateur league club. He dropped out of school after a quarrel with his
parents. He was married for only a short period of time. He was a serial killer
and arsonist responsible for the deaths of at least 18 people and possibly as
many as 40.

His first known murders were of three people in 1994, after one of them
wished him a good morning. He then tried to escape by hijacking a car and
killing the driver. He was arrested in Avcilar and placed in Bakirkoy
Psychiatric Hospital. While there he assaulted several other patients and
nurses, and set his ward on fire.

After he was released, he interfered in a dispute between a girl and a
servant in Istanbul. He ran after the girl and stabbed the servant to death
when he tried to save her. He fled to Adana and killed three more people.
Afterward, he boarded a bus and murdered another man at a stopover in
Ankara. There was an eyewitness and Yapicioglu ran after him and cut his
throat. He went to Corlu, where his brother owned a shop, and set the shop on
fire because his brother would not give him any money. He then set fire to
two other relatives’ houses. He went to his father’s home in Silivri intent on
killing him, but his father defended himself with a pump-action shotgun.
Yapicioglu continued on to Edremit, staying there with his grandmother for
three days, and then hit her in the head with a crystal ashtray, killing her.
When his mother heard of this, she died of a heart attack.

Yapicioglu was again arrested and sent to Bakirkoy Psychiatric Hospital.
He stayed there for about one year. When he was released, he killed three
people and severely injured two others in Corlu. He went to the Corluspor
facility and murdered Huseyin Yumruk, the nightman. He killed Ozcan
Karagozoflu and Sakir Temurici, whom he met on the street. He went into
Tonguclar Mosque in the early morning and wounded Salih Bas, the imam,
and escaped.



He was finally arrested on December 24, 2002. The court ordered a mental
examination by the legal medicine institute. They certified in April 2003 that
Yapicioglu was fully criminally liable for the offences he had committed. He
was detained in Tekirdag Prison.

He admitted that normally he could speak well and do good, but he
sometimes had loss of time and place and this was when the killings took
place. His brother told a newspaper reporter that Yavuz was responsible for
the Avcilar murders. He also said that his brother assaulted and raped women
because he hated women due to his unsuccessful marriage. He said that he
knew of three murders in Istanbul, three in Adana, and two in Ankara, plus
the murder of a soldier. He stated that Yavuz Yapicioglu had killed more than
40 people.

 
Yellow Scorpion aka Mirshekari, Yaghoub Ali (1957 – June 12, 2005)

was a serial killer in 2004 in the Iranian town of Zahedan. His accomplices
were five family members, including his second wife and his son-in-law.
He/they murdered 10 truck drivers in the course of stealing their vehicles.
They would then drive the trucks across the border of Pakistan to be sold,
with the help of a Pakistani. Mirshekari was sentenced to death and hanged in
public in Zahedan on June 12, 2005. His second wife and son-in-law were
sentenced to prison terms.

Yoo Young-Chul
wikispaces

Yoo Young-Chul (b. April 18, 1970) was born in Mapo-gu, Seoul, South
Korea. He married in 1992 and had a son. Before he began murdering, he was
convicted of several crimes and spent seven years in prison.



In September 2003, Yoo began breaking into the houses of wealthy senior
citizens, beating them with a hammer and making it appear to be a robbery,
but nothing was taken.

In March 2004, Yoo began targeting female prostitutes who were
mutilated and dismembered in an effort to delay identification. The remains
were buried in the mountains surrounding the city.

Yoo was arrested on July 15, 2004, and confessed to murdering 19 people.
In July, he added the murder of a male street vendor, and then he confessed to
six more murders, making a total of 26. He also confessed to cannibalizing
some of the victims.

The trial of Yoo Young-Chul was postponed several times because Yoo
refused to defend himself, lunging at the three presiding judges, attempting
suicide, and trying to attack a spectator. Finally in December, prosecutors
requested the death penalty, Yoo thanked them, and on December 13, 2004,
he was sentenced to death for 20 counts of murder.

 
Yorkshire Ripper aka Sutcliffe, Peter William (b. June 2, 1946) was born

in Bingley, West Riding of Yorkshire, England to a working-class Catholic
family, father John William Sutcliffe and mother Kathleen Frances nee
Coonan. He left school at the age of 15 and had several jobs for the unskilled,
including two as a gravedigger. After the 1960s, he worked at Baird
Television on the packaging line and then for Britannia Works of Anderton
until February 1975, when he took redundancy and used half to train as a
heavy goods vehicle driver (truck driver).

Yorkshire Ripper
Peter Sutcliffe
standard.co.uk



Sutcliffe was married to Sonia Szurma on February 14, 1974. After
several miscarriages, she found she was unable to have children. She resumed
her teacher training and began teaching in 1977. They used her salary to buy
a house in Heaton, Bradford and moved in on September 26, 1977.

In 1969, Sutcliffe was tricked out of some money by a prostitute. He was
with his friend, Trevor Birdsall, in Birdsall’s minivan, and told Birdsall to
pull over and wait for him. He got out and walked up the road and out of
sight. He returned shortly, very out of breath as if he had been running, and
told Birdsall to drive off quickly. He had followed a prostitute into a garage
and hit her with a rock in a sock before coming back to the vehicle. Police
visited Sutcliffe the following day. They told him he was very lucky, the
woman he had assaulted told them that her husband was in prison and she
wanted nothing more to do with the assault.

On the night of July 5, 1975, Sutcliffe assaulted Anna Rogulskyj with a
ball-peen hammer and slashed her stomach as she was walking along in
Keighley. He was interrupted by a neighbor and he left hurriedly. Anna
required extensive medical help. In August of that year, he also assaulted
Olive Smelt in the same manner. He was again interrupted and left. Later in
August, Sutcliffe assaulted Tracy Browne, age 14, in Silsden. He struck from
behind, hitting her on the head at least five times as she walked alone. She
required brain surgery.

On October 30, 1975, Sutcliffe murdered for the first time. Wilma
McCann was struck twice by a hammer and stabbed 15 times in the neck,
chest, and abdomen. The mother of four was murdered by Peter Sutcliffe on
October 30, 1975.

Emily Jackson, age 42, was stabbed 52 times in January 1976. Jackson
was in financial trouble and was prostituting herself. Sutcliffe picked her up
outside a pub and drove from there to some abandoned buildings. He hit
Emily on the head with a hammer and dragged her into a yard, where he used
a sharpened screwdriver to stab her in the neck, chest, and abdomen. He
stomped on her thigh, leaving an impression of the boots he was wearing.

On the night of May 9, Sutcliffe picked up Marcella Claxton Leeds, who
was walking home from a party in Leeds. She told him that she had to
urinate, and he stopped the vehicle. As she exited the car, Sutcliffe hit her
from behind with the hammer. She was four months pregnant and had a
miscarriage, but she lived to testify against him.



On February 5, 1977, Sutcliffe murdered Irene Richardson, age 28, with a
hammer. He mutilated her with a knife in Roundhay Park. The tire tracks left
in the park led to many suspects. On April 23, Patricia Atkinson, age 32, was
murdered in her apartment. The killer left boot prints on the bedclothes. On
June 26, Jayne MacDonald, age 16, was murdered in Chapeltown. She was
the first victim who was not a prostitute.

In July, Sutcliffe assaulted Maureen Long in Bradford, but he was
interrupted and fled. A witness misidentified the car, which resulted in a long
delay in finding the real suspect. On October 1, Jean Jordan, age 20 and
another prostitute, was murdered in Manchester. Her body was discovered on
October 9 by a local dairy worker. On December 14, Marilyn Moore was
attacked. She survived and was able to give a description of her attacker to
police. The tire tracks left at the scene of the attack matched those found at
the scene of the February 5 attack.

In January 1978, Yvonne Pearson, age 21, was repeatedly bludgeoned on
the head with a ball-peen hammer. The attacker then jumped on her chest and
stuffed horsehair into her mouth. The horsehair came from a sofa that had
been discarded at the scene. The killer hid her body under the discarded sofa.
It lay hidden under the sofa until it was found on March 26.

Helen Rytka, age 18, was attacked a few days later. She was struck on the
head five times and stripped of most of her clothes. She was also stabbed
repeatedly in the chest. She was left beneath railway arches in a timber yard.
Vera Millward, age 40, was murdered at a car park at the Manchester Royal
Infirmary on May 16.

On April 4, 1979, Josephine Whitaker, age 19, was murdered on Savile
Park Moor in Halifax as she walked home. On the night of August 20,
Marguerite Walls, age 47, was murdered. On September 1, Barbara Leach,
age 20 and a student at Bradford University, was murdered and her body
dumped under a pile of bricks at the rear of a property on Ashgrove. This was
the second known murder of a woman who was not a sex worker. On the
night of November 17, Jacqueline Hill, age 20 and a student at Leeds
University, was murdered.

Peter Sutcliffe was arrested for drunk driving in April 1980. He murdered
the last two women (above) while awaiting trial on the drunk-driving charge.

Shortly after the murder of Josephine Whitaker on April 4, 1979, police
received a taped message supposedly from the killer, taunting Assistant Chief
Constable George Oldfield. On the tape, a man’s voice said, “I’m Jack. I see



you’re having no luck catching me. I have the greatest respect for you,
George, but Lord, you’re no nearer catching me now than four years ago
when I started.” Based on this message, the police began to search for a man
with a Wearside accent. The man had been dubbed “Wearside Jack”. He also
sent two letters to police and the Daily Mirror bragging about his murders.
The letters had been signed “Jack the Ripper” and he claimed he had
murdered Joan Harrison in Preston in November 1975. At that time, police
believed no one outside of the police department and the murderer knew
anything about this murder.

Sutcliffe was stopped by police in the driveway of Light Trades House in
Broomhill. His passenger in the vehicle was Olivia Reivers, a 24-year-old
prostitute. A police check found that his car had a false number license on it;
he was arrested and transferred to the Dewsbury Police Station. Due to
Sutcliffe matching many known physical characteristics of the Ripper, he was
questioned about the murders. Police found several items—knife, hammer,
and rope—that Sutcliffe had hidden at the scene of the arrest when he was
allowed to slip away briefly after telling them he was “bursting to have a
pee.” He had hidden a second knife in the toilet cistern at the police station
when he used the toilet. Sutcliffe was stripped at the police station. They
found that he was wearing a V-neck sweater on the bottom half of his body
under his trousers. The sleeves were on his legs, with the V-neck section
exposing his genitals.

After being grilled for two days about the Ripper murders, Sutcliffe
calmly began to describe his numerous attacks and murders. He showed no
emotion until he started confessing about the Jayne MacDonald case. She
was the youngest of his victims and the first who was not a sex worker. He
was also questioned about the Joan Harrison case, which had been tied to the
Ripper murders by the “hoaxer” letters. Sutcliffe vehemently denied killing
Joan Harrison. In 2011, DNA evidence cleared Sutcliffe of this murder. It had
been committed by Christopher Smith, a convicted sex offender, who died in
2008.

On January 5, 1981, Peter Sutcliffe was charged with 13 murders. He
pleaded not guilty to the murder charges but guilty to manslaughter on the
grounds of diminished responsibility, claiming that he was the tool of God’s
will and that he heard voices ordering him to kill prostitutes while working as
a gravedigger. He claimed that these voices came from the headstone of



Bronislaw Zapolski and that they were the voices of God. He pleaded guilty
to seven charges of attempted murder.

The prosecution was ready to accept his plea after four psychiatrists
diagnosed him with paranoid schizophrenia, but the trial judge demanded a
detailed explanation from the prosecutor. After two hours of explanation
from the attorney general, a lunch break of 90 minutes and 40 minutes’
discussion between the judge, prosecution, and defense attorneys, the judge
rejected the plea of diminished responsibility and stated that the jury should
deal with it.

The trial began on May 5, 1981, and lasted for two weeks. Sutcliffe was
found guilty of all 13 murders and given 20 concurrent life sentences. The
judge said that Sutcliffe was beyond redemption, hoped he would never leave
prison, and recommended a minimum term of 30 years to be served before
any consideration of parole. On July 16, 2010, the High Court issued a whole
life tariff for Sutcliffe, meaning he will never be paroled.

Peter Sutcliffe is incarcerated at Frankland Prison in the village of
Brasside, County Durham, England. He died on November 13, 2020, of
Covid19 at the hospital in Durham, England.

 
Yosemite Park Killer aka Stayner, Cary Anthony (b. August 13, 1961)

was born and raised in Merced, California. In 1971, his younger brother,
Steven, was kidnapped by Kenneth Parnell, a child molester, when Cary was
only 11. Steven was held captive for more than seven years before escaping
and returning to his family. Cary felt neglected while his parents grieved.
After Steven returned, he still got all of the attention not only from his
parents, but from the whole country. He had massive media attention, a book
was written of his ordeal, and a movie was made, both titled, I Know My
First Name is Steven. Steven was killed in a motorcycle accident in 1989.

In 1997, Cary Stayner was hired as a handyman at the Cedar Lodge Motel
in El Portal, just outside Yosemite National Park. Between February 1999
and July 1999 he committed four murders.

The bodies of Carole Sund, age 42, and Silvina Pelosso, age 16 and an
Argentine exchange student, were found in February 1999 in the trunk of
Carole’s Pontiac rental car. The bodies had been burned beyond recognition
and were identified using dental records. A note with a hand-drawn map was
sent to the police indicating the location of Carole Sund’s daughter, Juli. Juli
was found exactly where the map indicated. Her throat had been cut.



The decapitated body of Joie Ruth Armstrong, age 26, a naturalist and
employee of Yosemite Institute, was found in July 1999. Witnesses said they
saw a blue 1979 International Scout parked outside the cabin where
Armstrong was staying. The vehicle was traced to Cary Stayner.

After the first murders, detectives were interviewing employees of
Yosemite Park and the Cedar Lodge Motel. Stayner was interviewed, but he
was not considered a suspect because he had no criminal history and
remained quite calm during the police interview. After his International Scout
was reported seen outside Joie Ruth Armstrong’s cabin, he was the prime
suspect in that murder.

Stayner was found at a nudist resort in Wilton, Laguna del Sol. He was
arrested by FBI agents John Boles and Jeff Rinek and taken to Sacramento
for questioning. While being interrogated, agents were shocked when he
confessed to all four murders. He also confessed to sending the map showing
where Juli’s body could be found.

Stayner pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity. Dr. Jose Arturo Silva
testified that Stayner had mild autism, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and
paraphilia (unusual sexual desires often accompanied by violence) but was
found sane. Cary Stayner was found guilty in 2002 and sentenced to death.
He is housed on death row at San Quentin Penitentiary in California.

 
Zama Suicide Pact Killer/Twitter Killer aka Shiraishi, Takahiro (c.

1991) is a serial killer of nine people in Tokyo and Zama, Kanagawa
Prefecture, Japan during August to October 2017. He found his victims on a
Twitter site where people contemplating suicide could communicate with
others. Investigators believe he made contact with his victims on the Twitter
site and either lured them to his apartment thinking they were going to a
group session on suicide prevention, or told them he could help them commit
suicide.

Officials were unaware of these murders until police officers, looking for
a missing woman from Tokyo, went to Shiraishi’s apartment and discovered
several cooling boxes full of body parts. The woman they were looking for
was one of his victims.

Shiraishi strangled all his victims (eight women/girls and one man) with a
rope and stole their cash. The women had all been sexually assaulted. He told
investigators he committed the murders to steal their money so he could lead
an easy life.



Takahiro Shiraishi was arrested in October 2017. Prosecutors ordered a
psychiatric examination before indicting him to be sure he was not mentally
deficient, as this was expected to be a major focal point during his trial. In
September 2020, Shiraishi pleaded guilty to the nine murders, but his lawyers
argued that the charges should be reduced as the victims had apparently
consented to being killed.

 
Zamanov, Abdufatto Tashpulatovich (b. April 7, 1973) was born in

Tajikistan and moved to Krasnoyarsk, Russia in 1993. His first murder was in
a cemetery. His other victims were murdered in suburban areas, public
gardens, near cafes and roads. His weapons were improvised, whatever was
available: stones, knives, victim’s clothing, etc. In all cases, the killer took
any and all valuables, gold jewelry, and money when he fled the scene.

He committed six murders in one day. He attacked at random. His motive
was resentment, anger, and an irrational hatred for his victims. Rape was only
an additional motive and did not always take place. After his arrest on
December 9, 2004, it was found that he had been in a sexual relationship with
two sisters who were still minors.

He did not admit guilt, even at his trial. He claimed he was provoked in
each case. He was sentenced to 25 years in prison in 2006. Relatives of the
victims and the prosecutor’s office appealed the sentence. In 2008, he was
sentenced to life in prison and is serving his sentence in the Polar Owl colony
in the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug on the Korean Sea.

 
Zebra Killings/Death Angels In 1973-74, for a period of 179 days, racial

tensions were high in San Francisco, California, caused by a series of
random, racially-motivated killing of whites. During this time period, 15
people were killed and eight were wounded or raped. By early 1974,
authorities were fairly certain that the killers were members of the Death
Angels, a splinter group of the Black Muslims. Killing a “blue-eyed devil”
was a requirement for initiation. By their very nature, the so-called Zebra
Killings heightened racial tension by the bay and left a legacy of doubt that
time has failed to heal.

As they walked down a street on October 19, 1973, Richard and Quita
Hague were abducted by Blacks in a van. Richard Hague, age 39, was hacked
around his face and head with a machete and left for dead, but he survived.



His wife, Quita, age 28, was raped then attacked with the machete, nearly
decapitating her.

On October 22, a young white woman was abducted by Jessie Lee Cooks,
a psychopathic ex-convict. He held her captive for two hours while he raped
her repeatedly and forced her to have oral sex. When he was done with her,
he shot her to death. He was arrested and pleaded guilty to one count of
murder in return for dismissal of other charges. On October 29, Frances Rose,
age 28, was shot and killed by a black man who tried to get into her moving
car.

Saleem Erakat, age 43, was attacked in his grocery store on November 25.
He was tied up and shot “execution-style.” On December 11, Paul Dancik,
age 26, was murdered as he walked to a corner phone booth. He was shot
three times in the chest. Arthur Agnos, age 35, was wounded in a random
shooting incident on December 13. Also on December 13, Marietta Di
Girolamo was killed in another random shooting. Ilario Bertuccio, age 81,
was murdered on his way home from work on December 20. In a separate
incident on December 20, Angela Roselli, age 29, was shot three times when
she left a Christmas party. On December 22, Neal Moynihan, age 19, and
Mildred Hosler died six minutes apart in random attacks.

An unknown transient was tortured and dismembered by several members
of the Death Angels in their San Francisco loft and his remains dumped on a
beach. He has never been identified.

The Death Angels went on a rampage on January 28, 1974, and in the
space of two hours murdered five people. Tana Smith, age 32, was killed as
she made her way to a fabric store; Vincent Wollin was murdered on his 69th
birthday; John Bambic, age 84, was shot repeatedly at point-blank range;
Jane Holly, age 45, was murdered by a gunman who approached her on the
street; and Roxanne McMillan, age 23, was shot by a gunman who smiled
and said, “Hi,” before he shot her. She survived.

Thomas Rainwater, age 19, and Linda Story, age 21, were shot as they
walked to a neighborhood store on April 1. Rainwater died almost instantly.
Linda survived but suffered permanent nerve damage. On April 14, Easter
Sunday, Ward Anderson and Terry White, age 15, were shot and wounded by
black gunmen as they waited at a bus stop. The 15th and last known victim
was Nelson Shields, who died when he was shot three times in the back on
April 16.



It had been determined that all of the shootings were done with a similar
or identical weapon, which suggested that there was only one gunman or
several gunmen who shared the weapon. In late April 1974, Anthony
Cornelius Harris, one of the unknown number of gunmen, surrendered to
police and made a full confession. He named eight other Zebra Killers. Seven
were arrested on May 1. The eighth was Jessie Cooks, who was already
serving time in prison for the murder of an unidentified woman on October
22, 1973. Four of the suspects were freed due to lack of evidence. Jessie
Cooks, J. C. Simon, Larry Craig Green, and Manuel Leonard Moore
were tried and convicted of the murders. They were all sentenced to life in
prison.

Anthony Harris came forward to gain $30,000 in reward money, immunity
from prosecution, and new identities for himself, his girlfriend, and her baby.

 
Zeid, Aida Nourre din Mohammed Abu (b. 1973) was a nurse who

confessed to killing 18 hospital patients during 1996-97 in Alexandria, Egypt.
She was found guilty and sentenced to death in 1998. Her sentence was
overturned on appeal.

 
Zelenka, Petr (b. February 27, 1976) was born in Czechoslovakia. He

studied nursing and worked as a nurse in Havlickuv Brod, about 62 miles
(100 km) southeast of the capital city of Prague. Between May and December
2006, he murdered at least seven patients and attempted to kill at least 10
others by injecting them with high doses of heparin (a blood thinning drug
which can cause internal bleeding).

In February 2008, Petr Zelenka was convicted of seven murders and the
attempted murder of 10 others and sentenced to life in prison.

 
Zhang Jun (August 5, 1966 – May 20, 2001) was born in Hualin Village,

Hunan, China to a very poor family, the youngest of seven brothers and
sisters. He was forced to drop out of school.

In 1993, Zhang Jun and Liu Baogang, a friend, went to Anxiang Country
to commit a robbery, but they were unsuccessful, and Liu Baogang was
injured. Zhang killed Liu with a hammer and disposed of his body, because
he was not able to travel and Zhang did not want to get caught. He killed a
Hubei businessman before the Sprint Festival. He bought a pistol and lured



two escorts into the mountains, where he killed them as practice for killing
quickly.

On December 22, 1995, Zhang robbed the Chongqing Friendship and stole
455,000 yuan worth of gold jewelry. One person was killed during the
robbery. On Christmas Day 1996, he robbed the first department store in
Shanghai, stealing gold jewelry worth more than 630,000 yuan. Zhang
robbed the Changsha Friendship Mall on November 27, 1977, stealing gold
jewelry worth 1,372,000 yuan. Two people were killed during this robbery.
In Wuhan, at Wuhan Square, Zhang stole 30,000 yuan and 2,634,000 worth
of gold jewelry on January 4, 1999. His next robbery was on August 15,
2000, when he robbed the president of the Agricultural Bank of Anxiang of
16,000 yuan and killed two people. On September 1, 2000, Zhang robbed a
cash truck, killing seven people, and stealing two small submachine guns and
20 bullets.

Zhang Jun was arrested on September 19, 2000. On April 14, 2001, he
was sentenced to death by the First Intermediate People’s Court of
Chongqing for intentional homicide and robbery. On May 20, 2001, Zhang
Jun was executed in Chongqing.

 
Zhang Xianguang (1965 – 2006) murdered at least 10 people and robbed

3.1 million yuan from a bank over a period of 3-1/2 years. He also murdered
his ex-girlfriend’s husband. Zhang Xianguang was arrested in the province of
Heilongjiang, China, in 2006 and subsequently executed.

 
Zhao Zhihong (September 5, 1972 – July 30, 2019) was a farmer in Inner

Mongolia. He became a serial killer as he wandered between Hohhot and
Ulanqab, in China, killing at least 11 women and raping 23. Another
Mongolian man was executed for some of Zhao’s murders and rapes in 1996.
After he was arrested, Zhao Zhihong confessed to his crimes and was
executed in July 2019.

 
Zhou Kehua (February 6, 1970 – August 14, 2012) was a notorious serial

killer in China between 2005 and 2012, killing at least 10 people. He had
been a mercenary soldier in Burma and was discharged in 2004. He was shot
and killed by police in Chongqing on August 14, 2012 after a massive
manhunt.

 



Zwanziger, Anna Margaretha (August 6, 1760 – September 17, 1811)
was a serial killer in Germany in the early 1800s. She murdered at least four
men.

Zwanziger was employed as a housekeeper for several judges between
1801 and 1811. During this time, she poisoned her employers with arsenic
and then nursed them back to health to gain favor with them. Unfortunately,
three of them died.

Anna Zwanziger was found guilty of the murders and sentenced to death.
She was also found guilty of killing a baby. She was beheaded on September
17, 1811. Before she was executed she said that it was probably a good thing
she was to be executed because she did not think she would be able to stop.
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.22 Caliber Killer murdered three women whose bodies were found

dumped near the Spokane River in 1990 in the state of Washington. The
women were known prostitutes and had been shot with the same .22 caliber
gun. Investigators looked at Robert Lee Yates, who is currently on death row
at the Washington State Penitentiary. Yates was convicted of three murders
not associated with this case. See separate article – Spokane Serial Killer aka
Robert Lee Yates.

 
.25 Caliber Killer aka Penn Station Sniper was a cowardly murderer who

killed from a distance. Between 1983 and 1984, he murdered at least seven
people. The only common denominator is that ballistics show that all of the
victims were murdered by the same gun.

 
3X Murders were committed in New York City in 1930. The first was on

June 11, 1930. Joseph Mozynski was parked along a “lovers’ lane” with 19-



year-old Catherine May. A stranger approached the car, shot Mozynski dead,
and raped Catherine. He walked Catherine to a trolley stop, gave her a note,
and put her on a trolley that took her home. The note said simply “Joseph
Mozynski 3X3 – X – 097”.

On June 13, a letter was received at a local newspaper. It read, “Kindly
print this letter in your paper for Mozynski’s friends: ‘CC-NY ADCM-Y16a-
DQR-PA…241 PM6 Queens.’ By doing this you may save their lives. We do
not want any more shooting unless we have to.”

On June 14, another letter to the newspaper arrived saying, Mozynski is “a
dirty rat.” The letter provided a description of the murder weapon and
ammunition for verification. The letter also warned that, “14 more of
Mozynski’s friends will join him,” if the crucial documents are not
delivered.”

On June 16, Noel Sowley and Elizabeth Ring were parked near
Creedmore when the gunman sneaked up to the car and demanded Sowley’s
driver’s license. After confirming that the man was Sowley, the gunman
executed him and searched his pockets. Elizabeth displayed her religious
medal in an effort to avoid being raped and it worked. She was given a note
similar to the one given to Catherine May.

On June 17, a local newspaper received another letter, this one containing
two spent cartridges and a note describing, “V-5 Sowley as one more of
Mozynski’s friends.” The note also said that, “Thirteen more men and one
woman will go if they do not make peace with us and stop bleeding us to
death.”

On June 21, Joseph Mozynski’s brother received mailed threats from
someone trying to “secure those papers.” The New York Police also received
a letter, assumed to be from the gunman. He described himself as an agent of
an anti-communist group called “Red Diamond of Russia”. He proclaimed
that, “The last document, N.J. 4-3-44 was returned to us on the 19th at 9 p.m.
My mission is ended. There is no cause for further worry or concern.” The
killings stopped and nothing more was ever received concerning the 3X
murders. The case remains unsolved.

 
4Pi Movement During the 1960s, reports were circulating of a sinister

Satanic cult in California which supposedly had about 55 members. Fifteen
or so were middle-aged and the remainder were college-aged men and
women from various parts of the western United States. The group’s leader



was referred to as the “Grand Chingon” (Head Devil). Supposedly, he was a
wealthy California businessman who compelled the younger members to
commit murders upon his command. The main purpose of the cult was to
promote worship of evil.

By 1979, the 4 Pi Movement had spread across the country and the
membership had grown to more than a thousand. Some of the cult’s members
were rumored to be serial killers Stanley Baker, “Son of Sam” David
Berkowitz, and members of the Manson family.

Their secret meetings were held in the Santa Cruz Mountains, south of
San Francisco, based on a stellar timetable and including animal sacrifice of
dobermans and German shepherds, whose bodies were found skinned and
drained of blood. Supposedly, the blood was drunk by the members during
their meetings. It was also rumored that they practiced human sacrifice, but
no evidence has been found to substantiate this claim.

In addition to animal sacrifice, murder on command, and rape, the cult had
a fascination with the Nazi doctrines, and was deeply involved in white
slavery, child pornography, and the international narcotics trade.

 
Adelaide Child Murders was a serial killer or killers of children

responsible for the deaths of at least 14 children in the late 1960s to early
1970s in Australia.

• The earliest known case was the murders of Marianne Schmidt
and Christine Sharrock, both 15 years old, who were found at
Wanda Beach, near Sydney in 1965.

• On January 26, 1966, the Beaumont children—Jane, age 9; Anna,
age 7; and Grant, age 4—disappeared from Glenelg Beach, near
Adelaide. See separate article – Beaumont Children,
Disappearance of

• Alan Redston, age 6, was found strangled in the capital city of
Canberra in 1966.

• On May 19, 1968, Simon Brook, age 3, was found dead in the
bushes near his family’s home in Sydney. He died of suffocation.

• Linda Stillwell, age 7, was abducted from a St. Kilda pier, near
Melbourne, and assumed murdered in 1968.



• Yvonne Elizabeth Tuohy, age 12, was found murdered at Warneet
Beach, southeast of Melborne.*

• Judith MacKay, age 7, and her sister Susan, age 5, of Townsville,
on the northeast coast, disappeared on their way to school on
August 26, 1970. Their bodies were found several days later in a
dry creek bed. They had been strangled.**

• Joanne Ratcliffe, age 11, and Kirsty Gordon, age 4, disappeared
from a football game at the Adelaide Oval on August 25, 1973.
They did not return from a visit to the toilet. They were seen at
least four times over the next 90 minutes. The last sighting was
about 3 kilometers from the Oval. They were with a man and the
witnesses told officials that the older girl (Joanne) seemed to be
distressed.

There have been several suspects, but no convictions:

* Derek Ernest Percy (September 15, 1948 – July 23, 2013) was
found not guilty of the murder of Elizabeth Tuohy on the grounds
of insanity, but was jailed indefinitely at the governor’s discretion.
Percy is a suspect in several of the other murders including the
Beaumont Children.

** Arthur Stanley Brown (May 20, 1912 – July 6, 2002) was
charged with the murders in 1998 at age 86, but at his trial the jury
could not reach a verdict. He was never retried. He had deteriorated
mentally and died in 2002.

 
James Ryan O’Neill (b. 1947) was convicted of the 1970s murder of a

boy, age 9, in Tasmania and is a suspect in the Adelaide murders, especially
the disappearance of Joanne Ratcliffe and Kirsty Gordon.

 
Alabama Serial Killer was a murderer in Anniston, Alabama who

murdered at least three people. The first was Glenda Marie Pearson, age 37,
whose body was discovered in a field. She had been shot in the head by a
shotgun. On January 14, 1999, Suddy Gentry, age 29, was found dead in a
drainage ditch. On January 16, the body of Eric DeWayne Dimming, age 21,
was found in his home. He had been shot to death. Authorities are unsure if
these homicides are related.



 
Alameda County Teenage Killer was the case of four teenage girls

murdered during the 12-month period of December 1983 to late November
1984 in the San Francisco Bay area. The first was Kelly Jean Poppleton, age
14. On April 5, 1984, Tina Faelz, age 14, was stabbed to death while taking a
shortcut under a freeway near the Alameda County fairgrounds. Later in
April, Julie Connell, age 18, disappeared from a local park. Her body was
found six days later in a field. Lisa Monzo, age 18, was last seen alive on
November 27, walking in the rain near Nimitz Freeway. She was reported
missing on November 28. On December 2, her body was discovered. She had
been strangled.

The crimes were grim, inciting fear in the residents of the area. The case
remains unsolved and authorities in Alameda County have no suspects.

 
Alaska Serial Killer Between 1992 and 2001, five women vanished from

Anchorage, Alaska: Tracy Vincent, Jeri Brommels, Kelly Dunn, Robin Van
Sickel, and Samantha Kent. None of their bodies have been found.
Authorities believe that they may have been connected to Anchorage’s
underground world of sex and drugs.

On June 18, 2003, Kyle Loomis, age 11, and his teenage sister, Amanda,
were boulder-hopping during low tide at Beluga Point near Anchorage. They
spotted what they thought were the remains of a Dall sheep, indigenous to the
area. They turned a limb over with a stick and found a human hand, not the
hoof of a sheep. They were looking at a human torso minus its head and legs.
They ran home to call the police who, fortunately, arrived before the high tide
could pull the remains back into the water. An autopsy revealed that the
victim was female, and a search was begun through the missing persons’
reports. Tissue samples and a rib bone were sent to various labs to search for
a possible DNA match with their missing persons’ database.

On September 6, 2003, a father and son were duck hunting in the mud
flats along the Ocean View area near Anchorage when they came upon
another headless, legless female torso. This torso had numerous tattoos which
would be a help in the identification of the victim. A tattoo on her lower
abdomen had the name “Marty’s” in block-type lettering. The forensic
examiner removed the tattoo from the torso and rehydrated the skin for a
more detailed look. Copies of it were made for the investigators who decided
that the tattoo was the work of an amateur and went to the local women’s



prison, where amateur tattoo artists draw many tattoos in exchange for
money, cigarettes, stamped envelopes, and anything else that will make their
life a little easier. They interviewed 30 to 40 inmates before a woman gave
them the name of Michelle Rothe and told the authorities where the tattoo
was located. Michelle Rothe had never been reported missing, but she had
last been seen in the spring of 2003.

In 2004, the first torso was identified as Desiree Lekanoff, age 22, who
had been reported missing by a former boyfriend.

Since September 2003, no further bodies have washed up in the
Anchorage area. However, there could still be more victims that have not
been found. The killer could have left the area and be committing his terrible
killings and mutilations in the lower 48 or elsewhere, or he is dead, or he is
prison on another charge.

 
Alaska Unsolved Murders In the late 1920s and early 1930s there were a

rash of killings in the southeastern part of Alaska in the wilderness area
between Fairbanks and the Gulf of Alaska. There had been at least 15
murders and a string of unsolved disappearances. People lived in constant
fear of this killer who seemed to appear out of nowhere to do his killing and
then disappear back into the nothingness.

The last confirmed murder victim was John Marshall, a fish buyer, who
was found on his anchored boat a few miles from Ketchikan on October 20,
1930. He was laid out where he fell dead after his killer shattered his skull
with crushing blows from an unknown weapon. Clutched in one hand were a
few strands of hair. Other people disappeared, but no bodies were found.
John Wickstrom went out trolling in his small boat and was never seen again.
Albert Anderson was hunting from his skiff and never returned. Albert
Farrow and L. C. Davis disappeared from their small boat that was later
found anchored in a lonely cove and swamped with water.

In January 1931 the US Attorney General’s office committed federal
agents to search for this elusive killer. A federal marshal was reportedly
enroute to an isolated part of Prince of Wales Island tracking an unnamed
suspect, but a report was never made as to what, if anything, he found.

 
Alphabet Murders/Double Initial Killer – New York refers to the murders

of three young girls in Rochester, New York during the early 1970s. The girls
were brutally raped and strangled and their bodies dumped in neighboring



villages. This series of murders got its name from the fact that the three girls’
first and last names began with the same letter, as did the towns where they
were found.

Carmen Colon, age 11, disappeared on November 16, 1971. She was
found two days later in Riga whose town’s center of population is called
Churchville (triple “C” connection).

Wanda Walkowicz, age 11, disappeared on April 2, 1973. Her body was
found the next day in a rest area in Webster (triple “W” connection).

Michelle Maenza, age 11, disappeared November 26, 1973. She was
found two days later in Macedon (triple “M” connection).

Joseph Naso lived in Rochester at the time of these murders, but
authorities have been unable to connect him to the murders. See separate
article – Alphabet Murders/Double Initial Killer – California.

Kenneth Bianchi was an ice-cream vendor in Rochester at this time,
vending from sites close to the first two murders. Bianchi left Rochester and
the killing of young girls stopped. He has never been charged with these
murders and denies that he had anything to do with them. See separate article
– Hillside Stranglers.

 
Anchorage Serial Killer In Anchorage, Alaska, there are five unsolved

killings of women between the ages of 25 and 59, connected by the fact that
the women were all known to be heavy drinkers who would be out on the
streets late at night. Four of the victims were Native Americans; the other one
was African American. Vera Hapoff, age 26, was found on June 9, 1999, in
Ship Creek. Annie Mann, age 45, was found on August 8, 1999, behind a
Post Road building. Michelle Foster-Butler, age 38, was found on September
26, 1999, at East 10th Avenue and Juneau Street.

Genevieve Tetpon, age 28, was found March 22, 2000, along a frontage
road leading to Arctic Valley. Tina Shangin, age 59, was found on August 6,
2000, in a wooded area across from Northway Mall on Glenn Highway.

Della M. Brown’s body was found in a shed in the Spenard neighborhood
of Anchorage on September 2, 2000. She was originally included in the
unsolved murders but Joshua Wade, age 20, was charged with her first-
degree murder. He was acquitted of this murder after he withdrew his
confession but was charged with evidence tampering. In 2007, just a few
months after he was released from prison on the tampering conviction,
Joshua Wade tortured, abducted, raped, and murdered Mindy Schloss, age 52.



Joshua Wade is now back in custody and will plead guilty to the murder of
Mindy Schloss. He has also admitted to murdering Della M. Brown. His
guilty plea in state court to the murder of Mindy Schloss will result in a
sentence of 99 years in prison. While he cannot be formally charged with the
Brown murder because it would be double jeopardy, his admission of it in the
Schloss case ensures he will not be eligible for parole for 99 years.

Wade will then be taken to federal court to plead guilty to carjacking
resulting in the death of Schloss. For that, he will also get a life sentence,
according to the court filings. The two guilty pleas will give him life in prison
in both the state and federal systems, ensuring he is never allowed out,
according to the documents.

 
Ann Arbor Hospital Murders were the murders of 10 patients and the

attempted murder of 25 more patients at the VA Hospital in Ann Arbor,
Michigan in 1975. All of the victims suffered from respiratory failure.

The FBI entered the investigation because of the unexplainable jumps in
the monthly death rate. They used an estimated 200 agents and spent over $1
million in resources to crack the case. Two nurses, Filipina Narciso and
Leonora Perez, who had recently immigrated to the US from the Philippines,
were accused, arrested, and convicted in July 1977. The case against the two
women was highly circumstantial but resulted in a guilty verdict. The trial
was marred by racist accusations; i.e. a lead witness for the prosecution (who
was dropped by the prosecutor just prior to the trial) referred to the two
women as “slant-eyed bitches.” Racial tensions were running high at the time
due to the high rate of immigration to the United States by Asians.

Ferdinand Marcos’s brother, Pacifico Marcos, who was president of the
Philippine Medical Association, headed a defense fund and called the verdict
a “miscarriage of justice.” In February 1978, the verdict was overturned due
to several instances of misconduct by the prosecution. The prosecution was
given permission to file for a new trial, but the case was dropped. No one else
has ever been brought to trial for these murders, nor has anyone else ever
been accused.

 
Anthrax Killer case began on Tuesday, September 18, 2001, when a letter

containing anthrax spores was mailed to several news media offices and two
United States senators. Five people died and 17 others were affected by the
spores. Bruce Edwards Ivins, a scientist who worked at the US Biodefense



Labs in Fort Detrick in Frederick, Maryland became a suspect in July 2008.
On July 27, 2008, Ivins took an intentional overdose of acetaminophen and
died in a hospital two days later. The FBI closed its investigation on February
19, 2010.

 
Assassins, Order of (1092 – 1260) were a group of trained killers whose

origins are difficult to determine because most of the early writings
concerning them were based on legends, or written by their enemies. It is
known that their founder and its first Grandmaster was Hasan’i Sabbah, a
passionate devotee of the Isma’ili beliefs, and that he was well-liked
throughout most of the Middle East. His motives for founding the Assassins
are not known. It has often been speculated that it was for his own political or
personal gain, or to exact vengeance on his enemies. At that time in history,
there was great unrest in the Middle East caused by the Crusades. Sabbah
found himself fighting not only the Christians but also fellow Muslims.
During the Crusades, the Assassins fought for and against the Crusaders,
whichever seemed to fit their needs at the time.

The Order of Assassins made their home at a fortress at Alamut, in what is
now northwestern Iran. Sabbah spent most of his time on religious work and
was never to leave his fortress again. He established a group of deadly
assassins who were masters of disguise and extremely cunning, and had
knowledge of various Frankish languages. They were young in age, which
gave them the physical strength and stamina to carry out their tasks. They
were intelligent, well read, and were required to learn everything about their
enemy: their culture, native language, habits, routines, etc. They were capable
of sneaking into enemy territory without notice. It is not known exactly how
Sabbah was able to instill such unconditional loyalty in his group. It is
generally accepted that he would drug his young followers, take them to a
secret garden or “paradise,” then claim that he was the only one who could
allow their return.

There is no record of the number of deaths carried out by the Assassins,
but there were many. It could be thousands or hundreds of thousands,
possibly even millions.

 
Astrological Murders was a series of murders in Northern California

beginning in late December 1963 and ending in November 1970, or they may
have continued through December 1973. The common bonds that tie the



murders together are the disposal of the bodies which were thrown into
ravines, and the killer’s seeming to have an obsession with astrology.

Leona Roberts was the first acknowledged victim of this killer. She was
found on December 11, 1969, 10 days before the winter solstice.

Cosette Ellison was found on March 4, 1970, 17 days before the vernal
equinox.

On March 5, the body of Patricia King was found discarded in a rural
gully, 16 days before the vernal equinox. She had been strangled. Judith
Hikari disappeared on March 7, 13 days before the vernal equinox. Her nude
body was found in an overgrown ravine on April 26. She had been
bludgeoned to death. Marie Anstey was kidnapped in Vallejo on March 13,
eight days before the spring equinox. Her body was recovered in rural Lake
County on March 21. She had suffered a blow to the head and had been
drowned. Traces of mescaline were found in her bloodstream. On March 20,
Eva Blau was clubbed to death and her body was found in a roadside gully
one day before the equinox. She was also found to have traces of drugs in her
system.

Donna Lass was abducted from Lake Tahoe on September 26, 1970, three
days after the autumnal equinox. Her body has not been found. Nancy
Bennallack was murdered in her apartment in Sacramento on October 26. Her
throat had been cut. She is on the list of the Astrological Murders, but not
does fit the killer’s pattern. Carol Hilburn was found beaten to death in a
ravine on November 13. She was naked except for one boot and her panties
around her knees. Not close to either the autumn or winter equinox.

There are six more victims who may have been murdered by this killer,
but are not officially on the list.

Betty Cloer was shot and beaten in June 1971. Her body was discovered
on June 20, 1971, two days before the summer solstice.

Linda Ohlig was found beaten to death at Half Moon Bay on March 28,
1972, six days after the vernal equinox. On September 4, 1972, Alexandra
Clery was beaten to death in Oakland, 18 days before the autumnal equinox.
Susan McLaughlin was stabbed to death. She was found naked on March 2,
18 days before the vernal equinox.

On December 3, 1973, Michael Shane and Cathy Fechtel were shot and
thrown beside a road in Livermore, 19 days before the winter solstice.

There is some doubt that the last six belong on the Astrological Murders
list. Is the Zodiac Killer responsible?



 
Atlanta Black Woman Slasher was a series of murders of seven women

that began on June 18, 1980, during the period that the Atlanta Child Murders
were still being investigated.

All of the women were black and in their 20s, and all died of multiple stab
wounds. Two of the victims were nude when discovered. Others were
partially dressed, and all had “evidence of sexual activity.”

 
Atlanta Drag Queen Killer From 1987 to 1992, six Atlanta men dressed

in women’s clothing were shot to death by what authorities think might have
been a serial killer. No further information has been found.

 
Atlanta Lovers Lane Serial Killer was a series of three double murders in

1977 in Atlanta, Georgia.
On January 16, 1977, LaBrian Lovett, age 26, and his girlfriend, Veronica

Hill, age 20, were shot and killed in Adams Park. Lovett suffered wounds to
the head, stomach, right leg, and left arm. Veronica was shot in the left leg
and abdomen. They were alive when found and taken to a local hospital
where they both died. The police suspected a jealous lover, but that was ruled
out when on February 12, another couple was shot with the same .38 caliber
gun.

On February 12, a teenage couple was shot in West Manor Park, three
miles northwest of Adams Park. Both were injured but survived the shooting
and were able to tell police that their assailant was a large black man who
fled on foot.

On March 12, Diane Collins, age 20, was with her fiancé in Adams Park.
Neither saw the gunman as he approached. He shot six times through the
passenger’s side window. Diane died instantly, and her fiancé was wounded
in the head. Despite his head injury, he was able to put the car in gear and
drive home, where he telephoned for an ambulance.

Police believed that the killer had a pattern. Twenty-seven days elapsed
between the first and second shootings, and twenty-eight days between the
second and third. The shooter seemed to work on a four-week cycle. They
staked out the local parks during April 6 – 8, but the killer never showed.
Time went by and there were no new shooting incidents. The police have no
leads and no suspects.

 



Atlanta Lust Killer Authorities believe a serial killer was responsible for
at least 10 deaths during the period of 1982 – 1998. The killer targeted black
prostitutes and staged their bodies. The killings stopped, but no suspect was
ever found.

 
Atlanta Ripper was a serial killer who murdered at least 15 women, all

black or dark-skinned, in their early 20s. They were all murdered the same
way in Atlanta in 1911.

On May 28, 1911, the body of Belle Walker was found by her sister just
25 yards from her home. She had not made it home from work the previous
night. Her throat had been cut. On June 15, Addie Watts was found dead. Her
throat had been slashed. On June 27, Lizzie Watkins was found murdered,
with her throat slashed. By the end of the year 1911, 15 women had been
murdered.

The investigation turned up six suspects, but none were ever charged. The
killer may have been responsible for as many as 21 murders.

 
Austrian Tourist Murders During a six-week period in June – July 1921,

five young men disappeared: a Mr. Alexander, Julius Roskoschny, a Mr.
Fischer, Artur Stork, and Karl von Ribary, a student from Hungary. An
intense investigation was undertaken, but none of them or their bodies were
ever found.

 
Axeman of New Orleans was a killer of at least eight people in New

Orleans and the surrounding areas from May 1918 to October 1919. As the
name implies, the victims were murdered with an axe and in some instances
the doors to the homes were bashed open with the same weapon.

On the night of May 22, 1918, Joseph Maggio and his wife, Catherine,
were attacked in their bed. Joseph survived the attack but died within minutes
of being discovered by his brothers, who shared the duplex, when they came
in response to his calls. Catherine suffered numerous blows to her head and
was nearly decapitated.

In the early morning hours of June 6, 1918, Louis Besumer and his
mistress, Anna Lowe, were attacked by the Axeman. Louis was critically
wounded, but he did survive. Anna died a few hours later at Charity Hospital.

A Mrs. Schneider, who was eight months pregnant, awoke to find a dark
figure standing over her with an axe. The dark figure bashed her in the face



with the axe. Her husband discovered her when he returned from work. Mrs.
Schneider survived the attack and delivered a healthy baby girl three weeks
later.

Pauline Bruno awoke in the middle of the night of August 10, 1918, to
find a man standing over her with an axe. Her screams scared him away. She
went to the room of her uncle, Joseph Romano, who was elderly and lived
with Pauline and her sister, Mary, and found him near death from the attack.
He asked her to call the hospital. He then died.

On the night of March 10, 1919, screams were heard in the suburb of
Gretna. Neighbors rushed in to aid Charles Cortimiglia and his wife, Rosie.
Rosie was kneeling on the floor in a pool of blood next to Charles, who had
suffered a gaping hole in his side. She had been attacked as she lay in bed
holding her 2-year-old daughter, Mary, next to her husband. She was badly
wounded by the Axeman, but survived. Charles died from his wounds. Mary
had been murdered with a single blow to the back of the neck.

On the night of August 10, 1919, Steve Boca was attacked in his bedroom
by the Axeman. He survived the attack.

On the night of September 3, 1919, Sarah Laumann, age 19, was attacked
as she slept. She had numerous head wounds and died at the hospital.

Mike Pepitone was attacked on the night of October 27, 1919. His wife,
awakened by the noise, arrived at his bedroom just as a large man carrying an
axe came rushing out. Pepitone was transported to Charity Hospital. He died
the following morning.

The murders stopped as suddenly as they had started. There were suspects,
one in particular named Joseph Momfre or Mumfre, who had supposedly
attacked an Italian couple named Schiambra in their home with a gun on May
16, 1912. Both were shot and Mrs. Schiambra died from her wounds. If this
Joseph Momfre was the Axeman, his modus operandi changed considerably.

 
B1 Butcher is the name given to the serial killer who murdered at least

five women between the years 2005 and 2007 in the area of National Road
B1 which crosses the country of Namibia, Africa from north to south. The
bodies were all dismembered.

In 2005, the dismembered bodies of Juanita Mabula, age 21, and Melanie
Janse, age 22, were found. In 2007, three bodies were found: Sanna Helena
IIGaroes, age 36; and two unidentified women. They were all Namibians.
The three known victims were fluent in Afrikaans and Damara. All of the



body parts showed signs of having been in some kind of cold storage for a
period of time.

In 2010, a human head and arm were found on a farm in Rehoboth. This
body had been burned, not frozen.

There was one suspect, but he committed suicide after the DNA of victim
llGaroes was found in his apartment.

 
Baltimore Prostitute Killer was a serial killer of prostitutes in Baltimore,

Maryland. Authorities believe a single person was responsible for at least
three murders and a dozen assaults during 2003-04. There are few clues and
no suspects.

 
Bear Brook Murders left four bodies buried in barrels in Bear Brook State

Park in Allenstown, New Hampshire. None have been identified.
On November 10, 1985, a 55-gallon barrel was found by a hunter that

contained the remains of a woman and a child. In 2000, another barrel was
found that contained the remains of two young girls near the site where the
first barrel was found.

The woman found was between 5 ft. -2 in. and 5 ft. 7 in. with wavy brown
hair. She had had dental work, including multiple fillings and three
extractions. The girl found with the woman was between 5 and 11 years of
age and had wavy light brown hair. She had no fillings in her teeth. She did
have a crooked front tooth and diastema (a space between her two front
teeth). She also had symptoms of pneumonia.

The youngest girl was between one and three years old, had long blond or
light brown hair, and was approximately 2 ft. 1 in. to 2 ft. 6 in. in height. She
also had a gap between her two front teeth. The girl found with her was
between two and four years old, and had a gap between her two front teeth.
She had brown hair and was about 3 ft. 8 in. tall. DNA proved that this child
had been fathered by Terry Peder Rasmussen, who used the name Robert
“Bob” Evans. He was convicted of murdering and dismembering his wife,
Eunsoon Jun, in 2002. He died in prison in 2010.

DNA testing proved that the woman, the youngest girl, and the oldest girl
were maternally related. The woman could be their mother, aunt, or older
sister. DNA testing also proved that Terry Peder Rasmussen was Robert
“Bob” Evans. Rasmussen was born in 1943, and a native of Denver
Colorado. He was married in 1969, two years after being discharged from the



navy. The couple lived in Phoenix, Arizona, and Redwood City, California
and had four children. His wife left him in the mid-1970s.

 
Beer Man is a suspected serial killer who murdered seven people in south

Mumbai, India between October 2006 and January 2007. The nickname was
gained due to beer bottles left beside each body, which was the only link
between the deaths. A suspect was charged and convicted of one murder, but
the Bombay High Court acquitted him of any involvement due to lack of
evidence in the other cases which remain unsolved.

 
Belarus Taxi Driver Killer Taxi drivers in Brest, a southwestern town on

the Belarusian-Polish border, were terrified of a serial killer who killed three
fellow cabbies in 1996, and a gas station attendant in January 1997. On
September 28, 2004, the cabbies held a protest surrounding the courtyard
where the killer struck down his latest victim.

 
Belize Serial Killer A series of six rape-murders of girls throughout the

Central American country of Belize had residents concerned that a serial
killer was on the loose in their usually quiet nation. The bodies of four of the
girls were found in the area surrounding the capital city of Belize City. Two
other bodies were found in northern Belize. One girl, in the southern town of
Dangriga, had been raped, then beaten with a rock and left to die. She
survived and reported her assault and rape to the police. The latest victim,
Naomi Hernandez, age 15, disappeared on February 15, 2000. Her mutilated
remains were found in the water by a Maritime patrol boat. She had been
sexually assaulted, stabbed repeatedly, decapitated, and her left arm was
missing.

 
Bergen County Serial Killer murdered two, and possibly three, women in

Bergen County, New Jersey in 2010 – 2012.
In April 2010, the body of Dolores Alliotts, age 69, was found in her fire-

damaged home in Palisades Park. An autopsy revealed that she had been
stabbed several times before the blaze was set.

In September 2010, Joan Davis, age 72, a professor at Farleigh Dickinson
University in Madison, New Jersey was found in her burned house in
Teaneck. An autopsy revealed that her death was due to blunt force trauma
and she may have been stabbed multiple times.



On September 19, 2012, Barbara Vernieri, age 70, a real estate broker for
many years at Kurgan-Bergen Realty in Rutherford, was found in her East
Rutherford home after a fire was extinguished. She had been beaten to death.
Within 24 hours, investigators had homed in on Daniel L. Rochat, age 37,
who had known Barbara for decades as the son of one of the principles of
Kurgan-Bergen Realty and as an employee of the realty company. He had
visited her home not long before she was beaten to death. Rochat was
arrested and charged with her murder. He pleaded not guilty. In June 2017,
he was found guilty of Barbara Vernieri’s murder, as well as aggravated
arson, desecration of human remains, hindering apprehension, and burglary.
He was sentenced to life in prison.

 
Bergie Killings were in Cape Town, South Africa in the 1980s. “Bergie”

is a reference to the homeless people living in the shanty towns in Cape
Town. Officially, only three people were tied to this killer in the 1980s, but
the total could be much higher.

 
Bible John is thought to be responsible for the deaths of three women in

Glasgow, Scotland in the late 1960s. The suspect was described as a young
man who was polite, well-dressed, and well-spoken. He was so-named
because he frequently quoted the Bible.

Patricia Docker, age 25, went out for a night of dancing at the Majestic
Ballroom in Hope Street, Glasgow, Scotland on February 22, 1968. Her
lifeless body was found the next day in a Glasgow doorway. Jemima
McDonald, age 32, spent the evening of August 15, 1969, at the Barrowland
Ballroom. She was seen leaving the ballroom about midnight with a tall, slim,
young man with red hair. Her body was found the next day in an old building.
She had been strangled with her stockings.

Helen Puttock, age 29, spent the evening of October 30, 1969, at the
Barrowland Ballroom with her sister, Jean Langford. They had met two
young men named John. One was from Castlemilk, but the other John did not
mention where he was from. The four left the ballroom. John from
Castlemilk left the group and walked to George Square to get a bus home.
The other three hailed a taxi to take them home. Jean lived closest and was
the first to exit the taxi. The taxi delivered Helen to her home. Her body was
found early the following morning by a man walking his dog. She had been
strangled and her purse was missing. Helen’s sister gave authorities a



description of John who rode with them in the taxi. She said he gave his
name as John Templeton or Sempleton and described him as a well-dressed,
tall, slim man with reddish/fair hair who was polite and well-spoken. She also
said that he frequently quoted the Bible. This man was last seen getting off a
bus about 1:30 a.m. and walking toward the public ferry to cross the River
Clyde.

Several men were questioned, but no arrests were ever made, nor were
there any more murders.

On May 4, 2007, Peter Tobin (b, August 27, 1946) was convicted of the
murder of a student named Angelika Kluk. His “mug shot” bore a striking
resemblance to Bible John. It was also noted that Tobin had used the alias
John Semple. In 2008, Tobin was convicted of the murder of Vicky
Hamilton, age 15, who had disappeared in 1991. Her remains were found at a
house in Margate, Kent. Tobin had once lived there. On November 16, 2007,
the Essex Police discovered the body of Dinah McNicol under the patio of
the Margate home. Tobin was convicted of this murder on December 16,
2009. In one interview with a police psychiatrist, Tobin admitted to killing as
many as 48 women. See separate article – Peter Tobin.

 
Bigfoot was the serial killer of at least seven prostitutes in 1975 in Detroit,

Michigan, in or near the Cass Corridor. He was described as very tall, black,
with big hands and very large feet, hence the nickname “Bigfoot”.

 
Bogota Serial Killer is believed to have murdered five young girls who

were abducted from a three-block stretch in Bogota’s Miguelito
neighborhood (Colombia) from November 1995 to July 1997. In January
1998, a mass grave of 20 murdered, abused children was unearthed in
western Bogota.

 
Boston Strangler was a series of murders of 13 women in Boston,

Massachusetts between June 14, 1952, and August 30, 1962.
In the early 1960s, the Green Man/Measuring Man aka Albert DeSalvo,

was a serial rapist in Boston who gained entry into women’s apartments
posing as a building maintenance worker who was going to “make some
repair,” or posed as a representative of a modeling agency wanting to
measure them for possible modeling jobs. He tied his victims to their beds
and sexually assaulted them. Sometimes he said, “I’m sorry,” as he was



leaving. Many women identified him after his arrest. He was sentenced to life
in prison.

In February 1967, DeSalvo escaped from the Bridgewater State Hospital
with two other inmates. A note addressed to the superintendent, found on his
bunk, stated that he had escaped to focus attention on the conditions in the
hospital and his own situation. The next day, he surrendered to his attorney in
Lynn, Massachusetts.

He confessed to being The Boston Strangler to fellow inmate George
Nassar (himself a suspect of being The Boston Strangler). There is also the
case for more than one strangler/murderer. Between June 14, 1952, and
August 30, 1962, the women murdered were between the ages of 55 and 85.
Between December 5, 1962, and January 4, 1964, five of the women
murdered were between the ages of 19 and 23, one was 56, and one was 69.
FBI profiler Robert Ressler stated that, “There are so many different patterns
in the Boston Strangler murders, that it is inconceivable behaviorally that all
of these could have been committed by the same person.” John E. Douglas,
special agent of the FBI (retired), wrote that he doubted that DeSalvo was
The Boston Strangler. In his book, The Cases that Haunt Us, Douglas states
that DeSalvo is a power-assurance motivated rapist who is unlikely to kill in
the manner of The Boston Strangler, but would be prone to take credit for the
crimes. Known victims are:

Anna E. Slesers, age 55, sexually assaulted with unknown object,
strangled with the cord from her bathrobe and the ends tied in a bow. Found
on June 14, 1962, in her apartment in Boston. Paula Lepro, age 57, sexually
assaulted with a foreign object, strangled with her nylon stockings and the
ends were tied in a bow. Found on June 22, 1962, in her apartment in
Stoughton, Massachusetts.

Mary Mullen, age 85, died from a heart attack. According to the
confession, she collapsed as the Strangler grabbed her. Found on June 28,
1962. Nina Nichols, age 68, sexually assaulted, strangled with her nylon
stockings and the ends tied in a bow. Found on June 30, 1962, in her
apartment in the Brighton area. Helen Blake, age 65, sexually assaulted,
strangled with her nylon stockings and the ends tied in a bow. Found on June
30, 1962, in her apartment in Lynn, Massachusetts.

Ida Irga, age 75, sexually assaulted, and strangled. Found on August 21,
1962, at her home in Boston. Jane Sullivan, age 67, sexually assaulted,



strangled with her nylon stockings and then tied in a bow. Found on August
30, 1962, at her apartment in Dorchester, Massachusetts.

Sophie Clark, age 20, sexually assaulted, strangled with her nylon
stockings and then tied in a bow. Found on December 5, 1962, in the Back
Bay area of Boston. Patricia Bissette, age 23, sexually assaulted, strangled
with several nylon stockings entwined with a blouse and tied in a bow.
Bissette’s body was covered; all the others were vulgarly displayed. Found
on December 31, 1962, in the Back Bay area of Boston.Mary Brown, age 69,
stabbed, strangled, and beaten to death. Found on March 9, 1963, in
Lawrence, Mass. Beverly Samans, age 23, stabbed to death. She had a
stocking and handkerchief tied around her neck and the ends tied in a bow.
Found on May 8, 1963, in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Evelyn Corbin, age 58, sexually assaulted, strangled with her nylon
stockings and the ends tied in a bow. Found on September 6, 1963, in Salem,
Mass. Joann Graff, age 23, sexually assaulted, strangled. Found on November
23, 1963, in Lawrence, Massachusetts.

Mary Sullivan, age 19, sexually assaulted and strangled with dark
stockings and two scarves tied together and the ends tied in a bow. The killer
had left a Happy New Year’s card between her toes. Found on January 4,
1964, in the Beacon Hill area of Boston.

There have been several suspects for these murders, but no one has ever
been charged. Attempts have been made to prove that Albert DeSalvo was
not The Boston Strangler; however, in 2013, DNA tests proved that he was
responsible for at least one of the murders.

On November 25, 1973, Albert DeSalvo was found stabbed to death in the
prison infirmary.

 
Bowraville Murders is the case of three Aboriginal teenagers murdered in

the years 1990 and 1991 in New South Wales, Australia. All three victims
disappeared after parties, but only two bodies have been found. The victims
were Colleen Walker, age 16, who was reported missing on September 13,
1990; Evelyn Greenup (Colleen Walker’s cousin), reported missing on
October 4, 1990; and Clinton Speedy-Duroux, age 16, reported missing on
February 1, 1991. Colleen Walker’s body has never been found.

Thomas Jay Hart, age 25, was a laborer in Bowraville. He was arrested on
April 8, 1991, and charged with the murder of Clinton Speedy-Duroux. In
October 1991, he was charged with the murder of Evelyn Greenup. On



February 18, 1994, Hart was acquitted of the Speedy-Duroux murder.
Prosecutors then decided not to proceed with the trial for the Evelyn Greenup
murder. The murder cases remain open and unsolved.

 
Britain’s Unsolved 1986 have detectives stumped. On December 21,

1986, two women were murdered within hours of each other in Salisbury,
Wiltshire, England.

Linda Cooke, age 24, was found raped and murdered in the town of
Portsmouth on December 10. Her death seemed related to a string of rapes
targeting nurses and female doctors at area hospitals during the past year.
Nurse Ruth Perrett, age 25, was found naked and dead in her room at a half-
way hostel for recovering mental patients on December 21. She had been
raped and strangled. She had last been seen at a party on the previous
evening. The following day, December 22, police found Beryl Deacon, age
45, dead in her car near Southampton. She was another victim of sexual
assault.

Several men were arrested, but none have been prosecuted.
 
Britain’s Unsolved 1987 Is this the same killer as the 1986 unsolved

cases? In June 1987, Wendy Knell, age 25, was raped and murdered in her
London apartment.

On November 24, Caroline Pierce, age 20, was reported missing. Her
body was found on December 15 near St. Mary. Is there a connection
between the two 1987 murders?

A suspect was charged with the rape and murder of Wendy Knell, but the
rapes and murders continued. On December 18, the decomposing remains of
Fiona Gallant, age 18, were discovered on a highway embankment.

There are no suspects, and these murders remain unsolved, along with the
1986 murders.

 
Butcher of Mons A Belgian serial killer left garbage bags full of the

dismembered remains of his victims in remote areas. The first victim was
found in 1997.

Since March 22, 1997, as many as 30 garbage bags have been found in the
town of Mons, Belgium, containing severed female body parts of at least four
and possibly as many as eight women. The bags were left in areas with
emotive names: Rue du Depot (Dump), River Haine (Hate), on the Chemin



de l’Inquietude (the road of worry), and on the banks of the River Trouille
(Jitters).

The initial belief that the killer was a butcher or surgeon has been
disproved. The killer did not dismember the victims by hand; he rolled them
through a machine used for chopping logs with blades placed at 12-inch
intervals. Each body part measured exactly 12 inches. All of the bags were
bundled up and knotted in precisely the same manner—very neat, very
precise.

On May 21, 1998, police found five human heads and the skeletal remains
that could possibly be seven bodies. Five have been identified.

Carmelina Russo, age 42, disappeared on January 4, 1996. Her pelvis was
discovered in Scheldt, Nord, France. Martine Bohn, age 43, a former
prostitute, disappeared on July 21. Her bust was fished out of the Haine River
later that month in Mons.

Nathalie Godard, age 21, disappeared in March 1997. Her bust was also
found in the Haine River in the southern part of Belgium. Jacqueline
Leclercq, age 33, was the mother of four children. She went missing on
December 22. Her arms and legs were found on March 22, 1997, by a
policeman in one of the trash bags below rue de Emile Vandervelde in
Cuesmes. Begonia Valencia, age 37, disappeared from her home in
Frameries, Belgium, during the summer of 1997. Her skull was found in
Hyon, a village near the town of Mons.

There are no suspects.
 
Calgary Serial Killer During a 19-month period in the early 1990s five

women, four of whom were prostitutes, disappeared and their bodies were
later found dumped around the outskirts of Calgary. The victims were
Jennifer Janz, age 16, who disappeared in July 1991; Jennifer Joyes, age 17,
who disappeared in August 1991; Keely Pincott, who disappeared in
November or December 1991; Tracey Maunder, age 26, who disappeared in
October 1992; and Rebecca Boutilier, age 20, who disappeared in February
1993. The bodies of Jennifer Janz, Jennifer Joyes, and Keely Pincott were
found in separate shallow graves west of Calgary. The bodies of Tracey
Maunder and Rebecca Boutilier were found in fields east of Calgary.

It should be noted that during this same period, the city of Calgary had the
unsolved murders of six other women.

 



California Hospital Murders/Gilmore Lane Hospital Murders
Authorities in California have an ongoing investigation into 11 “suspicious”
deaths at the Gilmore Lane Convalescent Hospital in Oroville. Several more
patients died after being transferred to Oroville Hospital for emergency
treatment. All of the deaths occurred in January 1985 and were attributed to
an “unknown illness.”

The Justice Department was already investigating the deaths of 38 elderly
patients who died between January and April 1984. Health officials failed to
secure autopsy reports for all 49 cases, which left prosecutors starting from
scratch. Some of the victims had already been buried or cremated.

At this writing, no result of the investigation has been published and no
suspects have been named.

 
Note: The next three articles—Canada Highway Murders (1973 – 1981),

Canada Highway Murders (1990 – 1995,) and Canada Highway of Tears
Murders (1969 – 2006)—seem to be intertwined. Some victims are listed in
more than one article and most of the victims had been strangled. The dates
of the murders overlap from article to article.

 
Canada Highway Murders (1973 – 1981) Investigators estimate that there

have been between 18 and 33 sex murders committed between 1973 and
1981 along the Trans-Canada Highway in the Canadian provinces of Alberta
and British Columbia. The victims’ ages varied from 12 to 35 years old and
many were hitchhikers. They had all been sexually assaulted and beaten, then
either strangled or stabbed to death. Some were mutilated. Known victims
are:

• Gale Weys, age 19, was “thumbing” her way home to Kamloops
from her job in Clearwater, British Columbia, on October 19, 1973.
Her body was found naked and decomposing on April 6, 1974, a
few miles south of Clearwater.

• Pamela Darlington, age 19, was killed in or near Kamloops on
November 6. Her body was found in the Thompson River the
following day. A train crew reported seeing a man with “messy
blond hair” near where Pamela’s body was found.

• Colleen McMillan, age 16, was last seen thumbing a ride near Lac
La Hache, British Columbia, on August 9, 1974. Her nude,



decomposing remains were found about 35 miles away.

• Pauline Brazeau, age 16, was found stabbed to death just outside
Calgary, Alberta on January 9, 1976.

• Tera White, age 19, disappeared from Banff, Alberta on July 1.
Her skeletal remains were discovered in March 1981, near Calgary.

• Marie Goudreau, age 17, was murdered near Devon, Alberta
(about 16 miles southwest of Edmonton) on August 2, 1976.

• Melissa Rehorek, age 20, disappeared near Calgary on September
15 and her body was found about 12 miles away from where
Pauline Brazeau’s body was found.

• Barbara McLean, age 26, from Nova Scotia, was strangled to
death near Calgary on February 26, 1977.

• Monica Jack, age 14, disappeared near Merritt, British Columbia
while riding her bicycle on May 6, 1978. Her bike was recovered at
the bottom of a highway embankment, but she has never been
found.

• Susan Duff, age 12, was riding her bicycle near Penticton, British
Columbia when she disappeared. Her body was found on October
21 just outside of town.

• Mary Jamieson, age 17, was last seen hitchhiking near Davis Bay
on August 7, 1980. Her body was discovered in the nearby woods
nine days later. Her death was determined to be from asphyxiation.

• Oanh Ha, age 19, was a Vietnamese refugee who disappeared on
February 28, 1981. Her raped, mutilated, and strangled body was
found near Golden, British Columbia.

• Kelly Cook, age 15, was reported missing on April 22, 1981. Her
body was recovered near Taber, Alberta on June 29, 1981.

• Frederick Savoy, a transvestite, was parading around in drag
when the killer evidently mistakenly thought he was a woman and
stabbed him to death in a Vancouver parking lot.

• Maureen Mosie, age 33, was last seen on May 8 trying to
hitchhike to Kamloops. The next day, a woman walking her dog



found Maureen’s battered body at the end of a run-off lane on
Highway 97 near the Trans-Canada highway, about 10 miles east of
Kamloops.

 
Investigators agree that they are looking for more than one killer. There

are obviously several. Bobby Jack Fowler (June 12, 1939 – May 15, 2006)
has been linked to the “Highway of Tears” murders in British Columbia and
is suspected in the murders of Gale Weys and Pamela Darlington in 1973. He
may have been responsible for these two, plus others, but he will never be
charged or prosecuted. He died of lung cancer at Oregon State Penitentiary.
There are few other leads and no other suspects. All of the murders remain
officially unsolved. See separate article – Fowler, Bobby Jack.

 
Canada Highway Murders (1990 – 1995) was another series of unsolved

murders on the Trans-Canada Highway through the province of Alberta. The
killer or killers are responsible for the deaths of nine women.

 
Canada Highway of Tears Murders was a series of unsolved murders,

beginning in 1969, along several British Columbia highways. The official
number of missing or murdered women is 18, but some say it could be as
high as 43.

Gloria Moody, age 26, was last seen on October 25, 1969, leaving a bar in
Williams Lake. Her body was found in the woods at a cattle ranch about 6
miles away. Micheline Pare, age 18, was last seen on Highway 29 at the gates
of Tompkins Ranch situated between Fort St. John and Hudson’s Hope. Her
body was found on August 8, 1970, near Hudson’s Hope in the Peace River
Regional District. There were no known murders for the next three years.

Gale Weys, age 19, disappeared on October 19, 1973, while hitchhiking
from Clearwater to Kamloops. Her body was found on April 6, 1974, less
than two miles south of Clearwater. Pamela Darlington, age 19, vanished
from Kamloops on November 6, 1973, while hitchhiking. Her body was
found on November 7 in a ditch on Highway 5, less than two miles south of
Clearwater at the border of Pioneer Park. Monica Ignas, age 15, vanished
from Terrace on December 13, 1974. Her remains were found on August 6,
1975 in a gravel pit about three and a half miles from Terrace.

Colleen MacMillen, age 16, disappeared after leaving her home in 100
Mile House to hitchhike to a friend’s house on August 9, 1974. Her body was



found on a logging road about 28 miles south of her home. There were no
more known murders for four more years.

Monica Jack, age 12, disappeared near Merritt on May 6, 1978, while
riding her bicycle. Her remains were found near Swakum Mountain in June
1995. Another three years elapsed until the next known murder.

Maureen Mosie, age 33, disappeared on May 8, 1981, from Kamloops.
Her body was found the next day on the side of a road near Kamloops.

Two years later, Shelly-Ann Bascu, age 16, vanished near Hinton on May
3, 1983. Her body has never been found. There was a five-year respite until
the next known murder.

On August 26, 1989, Alberta Williams, age 24, was last seen in Prince
Rupert. Her body was found on September 16, 1989, along Highway 16.

Delphine Nikal, age 16, disappeared on June 14, 1990 walking alone on
Highway 16 in Smithers. Her body has not been found.

Almost four years later, on June 11, 1994, Ramona Wilson, age 16, also
disappeared from Smithers. Her body was found near the Smithers Airport on
April 9, 1995.

Roxanne Thiara, age 15, was last seen sometime between July 1 and 3,
1994, in Prince George. Her body was found three miles from Burns Lake on
August 17, 1994.

Alishia Germaine, age 15, was last seen on December 9, 1994, in Prince
George. Her body was found the same day near Highway 16.

On October 7, 1995, Lana Derrick, age 19, was last seen in Thornhill. Her
body has never been found.

Again there was a long respite. Nicole Hoar, age 25, disappeared on June
21, 2002, in Prince George. Her body has not been found.

Three years later, Tamara Chipman, age 22, was last seen on September
21, 2005, in Prince Rupert. Her body has not been found.

On February 2, 2006, Aielah Saric Auger, age 14, was last seen in Prince
George. Her body was found near Tabor Mountain, on February 11, 2006,
nine miles east of Prince George.

In 2012, DNA found on the blouse of victim Colleen MacMillen in 1974
was matched to the DNA of Bobby Jack Fowler, a transient construction
worker who travelled extensively across the United States and western
Canada. Fowler was also a strong suspect in the murders of both Gale Weys
and Pamela Darlington in 1973. It is believed by investigators that he may
have killed as many as 10 more of the victims.



Fowler had an extensive criminal record in the USA including attempted
murder, assault with a dangerous weapon, sexual assault, arson, and
kidnapping. He was convicted of kidnapping, attempted rape, sexual abuse,
coercion, assault, and menacing and sent to the Oregon State Penitentiary in
1996. Fowler is also a suspect in the murders of seven people in Oregon and
others across the USA. Unfortunately, he will never be held accountable for
any of the murders; he died of lung cancer on May 15, 2006, at Oregon State
Penitentiary. See separate article – Fowler, Bobby Jack.

 
Canada Prostitute Murders is the case of five supposed prostitutes who

were murdered during the period of April 1985 to June 1987 in the Canadian
provinces of Alberta and British Columbia.

Pauline Johnson was found murdered on April 1, 1985, in the city of
Coquitlam in British Columbia. In December 1986, two strippers and
suspected prostitutes were murdered in North Vancouver and their bodies
dumped near Indian River Road. On June 4, 1987, the decomposed remains
of Annette Leger were found in a highway culvert in Calgary, Alberta. On
June 27, Carol Davis, age 23, was found murdered and dumped in a brushy
area outside of Burnaby, British Columbia.

These murders have not been tied to either the Canada Highway Murders
or the Highway of Tears Murders.

 
Cape Town Strangler aka Prostitute Killer is believed responsible for the

murders of at least 20 women during the mid-1990s in the harbor city of
Cape Town. There are currently no suspects for these murders.

 
Capital City Murders Eight young women were abducted and murdered in

the years 1968 – 1984. The women were all associated with the University of
Wisconsin in Madison. They were all young women who wore their hair long
and parted it in the same way.

The killer left no clues.
 
Charlie Chop-Off was the case of the murders of four boys who were

sexually mutilated in New York City between 1972 and 1974. The killer
stalked, mutilated, and murdered small, dark-skinned boys. All of the victims,
except the boy murdered on March 7, 1973, were black. He was a dark-
skinned Puerto Rican.



On March 9, 1972, Douglas Owens, age 8, was found murdered on a roof
top. He had been stabbed 38 times in the neck, chest, and back. His penis was
slashed but still attached by a bloody flap of skin. On April 20, another boy,
age 10, was attacked. He had been stabbed in the neck and back, and his
penis had been severed and taken by the person who assaulted him. He was
left for dead, but the boy survived and described his attacker to authorities.

On October 23, Wendell Hubbard, age 9, was murdered just six blocks
from where Douglas Owens had been murdered. Hubbard had been stabbed
17 times in the neck, chest, and abdomen. His penis was removed and
missing from the scene.

On March 7, 1973, Luis Ortiz, age 9, vanished on an errand to the corner
store. His body was found in the basement of an apartment house on his route
to the store. He had been stabbed 38 times and his penis was severed and
missing.

On August 17, 1973, Steven Cropper, age 8, was found on a roof top. He
had not been stabbed. Instead, he was murdered by razor slashes and his
genitals were still intact.

On May 25, 1974, Erno Soto was surrounded by neighbors and police
were called after he was interrupted during his attempted abduction of a 9-
year-old Puerto Rican boy.

Soto had previously been in a mental institution and returned for sporadic
periods. He confessed to one of the murders but was declared incompetent to
stand trial. Authorities believe he is responsible for these murders, and the
murders stopped after Soto was confined to an institution for the criminally
insane.

 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Serial Killer On October 4, 1996, Charlotte,

North Carolina residents were told that police were investigating the
possibility of a serial killer operating in the area who had murdered four
African American women. In 1999, a fifth black woman was added to the
victims’ list. Jafar Abdul Talip (b. October 28, 1940) aka Willie James
Lynch, was arrested on May 14, 1999, and charged with one of the murders.
He was convicted of second-degree murder and sentenced to 15 years in
prison. He was released from prison on June 13, 2014. The other murders
remain unsolved.

 



Chicago Black Murders occurred in 1971 and 1972. There were six
victims. All were black males; all were shot in the back of the head,
execution style; and all were discarded in the muddy South Branch of the
Chicago River.

Lee Wilson, Jr., age 21, was murdered on September 2, 1971. He
disappeared after dropping off a co-worker. He never arrived home. His car
was found later that day. His body was found in the river on September 6.

William A. Thomas, age 31, disappeared on the night of November 4,
1971. He always had $200 –300 on him in case of an “emergency.” He was a
baggage handler at O’Hare International Airport and picked up an
employee’s airline pass to Florida. He was not seen after this. When his car
was found three days later, the airline pass was in the car. His body was
found in the Chicago River on December 12.

Albert Shorter, age 47, was the owner of a taxi. He vanished on November
17 after he was off duty. His car was found the next day, but his body was not
found until November 21.

Vernell Lollar, age 25, was flush with $900 in his pocket from an
insurance settlement. He vanished on November 26. His lifeless body was
pulled from the Chicago River on December 13.

Lieutenant (his name, not a rank) Scott, age 37, was co-owner of a snack
shop and withdrew $2,000 from a pension fund on December 13. He
vanished that evening. Scott’s body was found on New Year’s Eve.

Richard Stean, age 28, was a partner in a television sales and service
business. He left around midnight on January 2, 1972, carrying about $2,000
which was earmarked for a building contractor he was to meet on the
morning of January 3. Stean did not show up for the appointment. His car
was found on January 6 and his body was found in the river on February 5.

The FBI became involved when an anonymous caller demanded $11,000
ransom from Stean’s father for the return of his son. The money was dropped
on schedule, but no one picked up the cash. The case went cold and is still
unsolved.

 
Chillicothe Killer is responsible for the murders of at least five women in

the Chillicothe, Ross County, Ohio area. It is believed that this serial killer
had been stalking the women and when the circumstances were right he
killed them and made their deaths appear to be drug overdoses. Three of
women were found dead in local waterways and one was shot to death. Two



have not been found. It is believed that the victims knew each other. They
were all suspected drug users, and some engaged in prostitution to support
their habit. Some had spent time in jail on various charges.

Charlotte Trego, age 27, was last seen by family members on May 3,
2014. Charlotte was the mother of two children, ages 5 and 14. Her body has
not been found.

Tameka Lynch, age 30, also disappeared on May 3, 2014. Her body was
found three weeks later in a creek about 20 miles south of Chillicothe, near
the place where the body of Tiffany Sayre was found. Tameka was the
mother of three children, ages 6, 7, and 12.

Wanda Lemons, age 37, was last seen on November 3, 2014. She was the
mother of five children. Her body has not been found.

Shasta Himelrick, age 20 and pregnant, disappeared on December 25,
2014. Her car was found abandoned in southeastern Ross County near the
Higby Bridge the next day. Her body was found on January 2, 2015, in the
Scioto River only about a mile from where her car was found. She had
cocaine and oxycodone in her system. Her death was ruled a suicide, but
friends and family members said she would never commit suicide.

Tiffany Sayre was last seen on May 11, 2015, at her grandmother’s house
and headed to the Chillicothe Inn. It is not known if she made it there. A
month later, her body was found wrapped in a sheet near a culvert in
Highland County. Her autopsy showed she had cocaine, amphetamine,
morphine, Dilaudid, and alcohol in her system. The body of Timberly
Claytor, age 38, was found May 29, 2015, by a couple traveling US 23 who
pulled off the road to take a driving break. She had been shot three times in
the head.

A Missing Women’s Task Force was formed of officials from the Ross
County Sheriff’s Office, Chillicothe Police Department, Ohio Bureau of
Criminal Investigation, and the FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation).

Jason McCrary (b. June 23, 1978) was arrested and charged with
Timberly Claytor’s murder. He is not a suspect in the other murders. In
August 2015, McCrary was convicted of the murder of Timberly Claytor and
sentenced to 28 years to life. McCrary is serving his sentence at the
NorthEast Ohio Correctional Center, Youngstown, Ohio.

Megan Lancaster, age 25, disappeared on April 3, 2013. Some believe that
she is also a victim of the Chillicothe Killer. There are other murders in or



near Chillicothe that may be tied to the Chillicothe Killer: Jayme Bowen, age
23; Marina Boelter, age 18; and Jessica Lowry, age 32.

Anyone with information please contact the Missing Women’s Task Force
at 740-774-3463. If you wish to report anonymously, please contact Southern
Ohio Crime Stoppers at 800-222-TIPS (8477)

 
Cincinnati Tri-State Killer is the term used for the killer of 12 women

whose bodies have been found in the tri-state area of Ohio, Indiana, and
Kentucky. Police will not admit that they have a serial killer and are reluctant
to discuss the subject. Since 1996, about a dozen female bodies have been
found throughout an eight to 10 county area in Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana.
There are currently no known suspects.

 
Cincinnati Tri-State Murders occurred between 1904 and 1910. Back at

the turn of the 20th century, towns were relatively safe; people walked home
after dark, or rode street cars. But this six-year period earned the suburban
town of Cumminsville the reputation of “Murder Zone”. Women did not
want to be out after dark. Five women were murdered during this time within
a mile of the point where Spring Grove Avenue meets Winton Road.

Mary McDonald, age 31, met her killer in the predawn hours of May 4,
1904. She left a bar with her fiancé and he watched as she safely boarded the
streetcar for home. Early the next morning, the switchman on a train near
Ludlow Avenue saw Mary’s body by the tracks and called for help. Her death
was initially called accidental, but was later changed to murder.

Louise Mueller, age 21, left home for a stroll on October 1, 1904. Her
body was found the following morning, with her skull battered, in a gully
beside a set of disused railroad tracks.

Alma Steinigewig, age 18, left her job as a telephone operator at 9 p.m. on
November 2 and disappeared before she reached her home. A conductor on a
streetcar spotted her corpse the following morning in a vacant lot. Her skull
had been crushed by savage blows. The police found a streetcar transfer
punched at 9:40 p.m. in Alma’s hand.

Six years passed. Then Anna Lloyd, age 43, left her job as a secretary at
the local lumber yard at 5:30 p.m. on New Year’s Eve 1909. Her body was
found several hours later just a short distance from her office. She had been
gagged with a black muffler, her skull was crushed, and her throat had been



slashed. In her fist was a single strand of black hair. Forensics was still in its
infancy and the hair proved to be worthless.

On October 25, 1910, Mary Hackney, age 26, was found in her cottage
with her skull fractured and her throat slashed.

There were a few suspects, but none ever panned out.
 
Claremont Serial Murders/Perth Serial Killer is the case of the unsolved

murders of two young women who disappeared in 1996 and a third who
disappeared in 1997 in Claremont, a wealthy suburb of Perth, Australia. All
three women disappeared after visiting Claremont night spots.

On January 26, 1996, Sarah Spiers, age 18, disappeared after leaving a
local night spot and calling for a taxi from a nearby phone booth. She was not
there when the taxi arrived. She has never been found.

On June 9, 1996, Jane Rimmer, age 23, disappeared from the same area of
Claremont. Her body was found in bushland near Woolcoot Road, Wellard,
about six miles from where she disappeared.

In March 1997, Ciara Glennon, age 27, also disappeared from the same
general area of Claremont. Her body was found on April 3 near a track in
scrub off Pipidinny Road in Eglinton, some 35 miles north of Claremont.

Julie Cutler, age 22, is believed by investigators to be another victim of
this killer. She disappeared after leaving a staff function at the Parmelia
Hilton Hotel in Perth at 9:00 p.m. in 1988. Her car was found at Cottesloe
Beach two days later. She has never been found.

In September 2020, convicted sex offender Bradley Edwards (b. 1968)
was found guilty of the murders of Jane Rimmer and Ciara Glennon. He will
be sentenced in December 2020. Julie Cutler’s murder remains unsolved.

 
Cleveland Torso Murders/Mad Butcher of Kingsbury Run was an

unidentified serial killer responsible for at least 12 murders in the Cleveland,
Ohio area in the years 1935 –1938. Some authorities believe that there may
have been as many as 40 victims in Cleveland and Youngstown, Ohio, plus
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, between the 1920s and 1950s—the Headless
Murders.

The victims were usually drifters who were never identified. Of the
original 12, only three were identified. They were Edward Andrassy, victim
no. 2; Flo Polillo, victim no. 3; and Rose Wallace, victim no. 8. All of the



victims appeared to be from the lower class of society in these depression era
murders.

The victims were all beheaded and were often dismembered. Some of the
victims’ torsos were cut in half. Most of the male victims were castrated and
some of the victims showed signs of being treated with some chemical
compound.

Elliott Ness, at that time Cleveland’s Safety Director, headed up the
investigation. He believed the Torso Murderer was a medical student from a
prominent and politically active Cleveland family, and his name was never
released due to his family’s powerful connections. (Ed. Note: Criminal Minds
Wiki identifies the suspect as Dr. Francis E Sweeney, an alcoholic and first
cousin to US Congressman Martin L. Sweeney). It seems odd that the
murders stopped in August 1938, when this individual was forced into a
hospital. It should also be noted that the killings resumed briefly in 1950
when he was released and stopped again when he was again hospitalized.
Technically, the case has never been solved. See separate article – Headless
Murders.

 
Colombia Child Killer During the period 1994 – 1999, 55 boys’ bodies

were discovered in Columbia, South America, many of them in mass graves,
some showing signs of torture and mutilation. The bodies were all similarly
mutilated, hands were tied, and organs were missing.

Rumors circulated that these children were the victims of Satanic cults,
widely practiced in some areas of Colombia, or that they were victims of
human organ smugglers. Another theory is that they are part of a “social
cleansing”—the kidnapping and killing of homeless people, prostitutes, and
street children. Many of the bodies were of teenagers known to live on the
streets.

Whatever the theory, the case remains unsolved.
 
Colonial Parkway Killer This serial killer is believed to have murdered at

least eight people along the Colonial Parkway in Virginia between 1986 and
1989. Three couples were murdered, and one couple is missing and presumed
to be dead.

On October 12, 1986, the bodies of Cathleen Thomas, age 27, and
Rebecca Ann Dowski, age 21, were found in the Honda Civic owned by
Cathleen. The vehicle had been pushed down an embankment near an area of



the parkway that was popular with gay couples. They each had rope burns on
their necks and wrists, showed signs of strangulation, and had had their
throats slashed.

In September 1987, the bodies of David Knobling, age 20, and Robin
Edwards, age 14, were found where they washed ashore on the south shore of
the James River in Isle of Wight County about 1-1/2 miles from where
Knobling’s truck had been found several days earlier.

On April 9, 1988, Cassandra Lee Hailey and Richard Keith Call went on
their first date to attend a party in the University Square in Newport News.
Call’s red Toyota Celica was found on the Colonial Parkway the following
day. Neither Cassandra nor Richard have been found and are presumed
murdered by the Colonial Parkway Killer.

In October 1989, the skeletal remains of Anna Maria Phelps, age 18, and
Daniel Lauer, age 21, were found by a hunter in the woods near a rest area on
Interstate 64 between Williamsburg and Richmond. Their vehicle was found
in the rest area with the keys in the ignition and Anna Maria’s purse on the
seat.

Police have theorized that the killer may be a law enforcement officer or
someone posing as one. Another theory is that the killer is a rogue CIA
operative from the training center of the Central Intelligence Agency in
nearby Camp Perry. Still another theory is that there is more than one killer
and that they are working as a team.

It is possible that Cathleen Thomas and Rebecca Ann Dowski were not the
first victims. The first could have been Michael Margaret, age 21, and Donna
Hall, age 18, whose bodies were found on August 21, 1984, in a wooded area
near Kings Crossing Apartment Complex in Richmond.

There could also be other victims. Brian Craig Pettinger was last seen at a
dance club in Hampton. His body was found in February 1987 in a marshy
area of the James River in Suffolk. Laurie Ann Powell, age 18, was last seen
on March 8, 1988, walking down a road in Gloucester County. Her body was
found in the James River on April 2, 1988.

The killings have since stopped, but the case remains unsolved.
 
Columbus Mississippi Serial Killer targeted senior citizens in Columbus,

Mississippi. There have been five unsolved murders of senior citizens since
1996 in this peaceful community of 24,000 people. Police believe at least
three of the killings may be the work of the same person.



On November 21, 1996, the body of Louise Randall, age 80, was found in
her home. She had been strangled. In mid-December, Betty Everett, age 67,
was found strangled in her home. Both women had been bound and gagged.

These two deaths made the police look more closely at three more
killings. Robert Hannah, age 61, was found on October 13 in his home after a
fire. He had been strangled and beaten over the head. Police believe the fire
was started to cover up his murder. Mack Fowler, age 78, was found dead in
his kitchen on July 8, 1996, and George Wilbanks, age 75, was found dead in
his home on November 2, 1997.

In 2000, authorities announced that they believed that only two of the
murders were connected and said they were close to solving them. They
believed they had evidence linking a single suspect to the murders of Betty
Everett and Louise Randall.

In October 2016, David Solomon Murray II (b. 1965) was charged with
the capital murder of Mack Fowler. Authorities said that Murray was linked
to Fowler’s murder by DNA evidence.

 
Columbus Robbery Murders occurred in Ohio during the year 1966. Four

people were murdered in a string of robberies. This is a very old and very
cold unsolved series of murders.

 
Connecticut Prostitute Murders An unidentified killer stalked the streets

of New Haven, Connecticut between 1976 and 1978. This killer, who
murdered at least six people, preyed on black women. Some were prostitutes
who worked the neighborhood of Chapel Street, a very short walk from Yale
University.

 
Connecticut River Valley Killer Three young women disappeared from

the Claremont, New Hampshire area in the mid-1980s. In 1985 and 1986, the
skeletal remains of all three women were recovered. Two previous cases, in
1978 and 1981, reinforced the belief that a serial killer was operating in the
Connecticut River Valley. Authorities believe that this serial killer murdered
at least seven women.

On October 24, 1978, Cathy Millican, age 26, was photographing birds at
the Chandler Brook Wetland Preserve in New London, New Hampshire. Her
body was found the next day with at least 29 stab wounds.



On July 25, 1981, Mary Elizabeth Critchley, age 37, disappeared while
hitchhiking. She was last seen near Interstate 91 at the
Massachusetts/Vermont border walking toward her home in Waterbury,
Vermont. Her body was found on August 9, 1981, in a wooded area off Unity
Stage Road in Unity, New Hampshire. The autopsy was unable to provide a
clue to her death due to the condition of her body.

On May 30, 1984, Bernice Courtemanche, age 16, was last seen in
Claremont by her boyfriend’s mother. It is thought that she set out to
hitchhike along Route 12 to see her boyfriend in Newport. She never reached
her destination.

On July 20, 1984, Ellen Fried, age 27, was using a payphone outside
Leo’s Market in Claremont to talk to her sister. During the conversation, she
remarked about a strange car she had seen driving back and forth. She
stepped away from the phone briefly to make sure her car would start and
returned to the phone. The call was ended shortly thereafter. Ellen failed to
report for work at the Valley Regional Hospital where she was a supervising
nurse. Her car was found abandoned on Jarvis Road, a few miles away from
Leo’s Market. Her remains were found on September 19, 1985, in an area of
woods near the banks of the Sugar River in Kellyville New Hampshire. An
autopsy revealed evidence of multiple stab wounds and probable sexual
assault.

On July 10, 1985, Eva Morse, age 28, was seen hitchhiking near the
border of Claremont and Charlestown, New Hampshire on Route 12. She was
never seen alive again.

On the afternoon of April 15, 1986, Lynda Moore was doing yard work
outside her home in Saxtons River, Vermont, a short distance from Interstate
91. When her husband returned home that evening, he found his wife’s dead
body with multiple stab wounds. Witnesses reported seeing a slightly stocky,
dark-haired man with a blue knapsack lingering near the Moores’ home the
day Lynda was murdered. The man was described as being 20 – 25 years old,
clean shaven, with a round face and wearing dark-rimmed glasses.

On April 19, 1986, a fisherman found the remains of Bernice
Courtemanche about 1,000 yards from where the remains of Ellen Fried had
been found. Forensic examination found evidence of knife wounds to the
neck and an injury to the head.

On April 25, 1986, the remains of Eva Morse were found by loggers about
500 feet from where Mary Elizabeth Critchley’s body had been discovered in



1981. The autopsy revealed knife wounds to Eva’s neck.
On January 10, 1987, Barbara Agnew, age 38, was returning from a skiing

outing with friends in Stratton, Vermont. Her green BMW was found by a
snowplow driver that evening at a rest area on northbound Interstate 91 in
Hartford, Vermont. The door was cracked and there was blood on the
steering wheel. Barbara’s body was found on March 28, 1987, near an apple
tree in Hartland. She had been stabbed to death. She was only 10 miles from
home, heavy snow was falling, and investigators were puzzled as to why she
would pull into a rest stop so close to home.

The killings stopped for over a year, then on the evening of August 6,
1988, Jane Boroski, age 22 and six months pregnant, stopped at a vending
machine by a closed convenience store to purchase a cola. As she was
sipping from the cola, she noticed a Jeep Wagoneer had parked next to her
and looking in her rear-view mirror she could see the driver walking behind
her car. As he approached her open window, he asked if the payphone was
working. Before Jane could answer, he grabbed her and pulled her from the
vehicle. The man accused her of beating up his girlfriend and asked if she had
Massachusetts plates on her car. She responded that she had New Hampshire
plates. Her attacker stabbed her 27 times before he got in his vehicle and
drove away.

Jane managed to get into her car and drive toward a friend’s house for
help. She noticed a vehicle in front of her and realized that it was the man
who had attacked her. She managed to summon her friend for help. Her
attacker made a U-turn, slowly passed the house, and then sped away into the
night. Jane was treated at the hospital for cuts near her jugular vein, collapsed
lungs, a kidney laceration, and severed tendons to her knees and thumb. Her
baby survived, but was later diagnosed with mild cerebral palsy. Jane Boroski
was able to provide investigators with a composite sketch, the make of her
attacker’s vehicle, and the first three characters of his license plate.

There were several suspects:
Delbert Tallman (b. July 7, 1962) confessed to the murder of Heidi

Martin, age 16, who was killed on May 20, 1984. He later recanted his
confession and was acquitted. Barbara Agnew’s body was found
approximately a mile from where Heidi Martin’s body was found. In 1996,
Tallman was convicted on two counts of lewd and lascivious conduct with a
child. He served time in a Florida prison for failure to comply with
registration requirements for sex offenders and was released in October 2010.



Michael Nicholaou was a Vietnam veteran who was a helicopter pilot in
the army. He earned two Purple Hearts, two Silver Stars and two Bronze
Stars before being charged in 1970 with strafing civilians, along with seven
other soldiers, while on a reconnaissance mission in the Mekong Delta.
Murder and attempted murder charges were ultimately dropped, but
Nicholaou returned home disgraced and bitter. He filed suit against the US
Army. He was treated for post-traumatic stress disorder by the Veterans
Administration during this period and for the remainder of his life. He met
Michelle Ashley, they moved to Holyoke, Massachusetts, and had two
children together, Nick and Joy. The marriage was very troubled. Michelle
left with the children, but returned to Nicholaou. In December 1988,
Michelle’s mother went to check on her daughter because she hadn’t heard
from her for over two weeks. The house was empty, there was spoiled food in
the refrigerator and a baby book on the table, but there was no trace of
Michelle, the two children, or Nicholaou.

In 2001, Michelle’s mother contacted a private investigator, Lynn-Marie
Carty. Carty was able to obtain information on Michael Nicholaou through
the internet and found a phone number for him in Georgia. She telephoned
Nicholaou. He said that he knew nothing about the location of Michelle or
the children. He later called Michelle a “slut” and stated that she was doing
drugs and had run off, abandoning the children, and that the children were
fine. Carty verified this the next day when she contacted Michelle’s son,
Nick. Nick told her that his father had remarried.

By 2005, Aileen, the second wife, was trying to escape from Nicholaou
after he had attacked her. She went to her sister’s home in Tampa, Florida,
but Nicholaou found her there. He arrived wearing a black suit and tie and
carrying a guitar case filled with guns. He led Aileen and her daughter,
Taryn, into a bedroom. His sister-in-law ran and contacted the police. Before
the SWAT team arrived, Nicholaou shot Aileen, then Taryn, and then
himself. Aileen and Michael Nichalaou died at the scene. Taryn died at the
hospital shortly after arrival.

In the baby book found by Michelle’s mother at the abandoned house was
a note that placed Michelle at the same Hanover, New Hampshire hospital
where Barbara Agnew worked. Nicholaou owned a Jeep Wagoneer in August
1988 when Jane Boroski was attacked. Jane was shown photographs of
Nicholaou and she confirmed that there was some resemblance to the man
who attacked her. Carty believes that Michael Nicholaou was the person who



attacked Jane Boroski and was the Connecticut River Valley Killer. See
separate article – Michael Nicholaou

Gary Westover, age 46 and a paraplegic, contacted his uncle, Howard
Minnon, a retired Grafton, New Hampshire, sheriff’s deputy, in October 1997
and told him that in 1987, three buddies picked him up for a night of partying
and set out for Vermont where they abducted, murdered, and dumped the
body of Barbara Agnew, who was considered a victim of the Connecticut
River Valley Killer. Westover gave the names of his buddies to his uncle.
Minnon shared the information with law enforcement, but they didn’t seem to
be interested.

There may be other victims:

• On June 11, 1968, Joanne Dunham, age 14, was sexually
assaulted and strangled in Charlestown, New Hampshire.

• On October 5, 1982, Sylvia Gray, age 76, was found bludgeoned
and stabbed to death in Plainfield, New Hampshire.

• On June 20, 1986, Steven Hill was last seen getting his paycheck
in Lebanon, New Hampshire. His body was found on July 15. with
multiple stab wounds in Hartland, Vermont across the river from
where Sylvia Gray’s body had been found.

• On July 25, 1989, Carrie Moss, age 14, left her home in New
Boston, New Hampshire to visit with friends in Goffstown and
disappeared. Two years later, her skeletal remains were found in a
wooded area in New Boston.

 
These four cases have not been solved and neither has the Connecticut

River Valley Killer case.
 
Croydon Family Poisonings involve three poisonings in 1928-29 and two

families. There were no suspects, and no motive was ever found.
On April 26, 1928, Edmund Creighton Duff, age 59, son-in-law of Violet

Sydney, returned to his home in Croydon from a fishing holiday. After
dinner, Duff complained of nausea and leg cramps. His condition worsened
and he died the following day. His death was attributed to “natural causes.”

On February 14, 1929, Vera Sydney, age 40 and daughter of Violet, said
she felt a little “seedy” after lunch. The meal was shared by Violet, her cook,



and the family cat, but they were not ill. Vera’s condition worsened and she
died on February 16. The physician blamed her death on “gastric influenza.”

On March 5, Violet Sydney fell ill after lunch. She was already under a
doctor’s care, but her condition worsened and she died a few hours later. She
had blamed her illness on the “gritty” tonic prescribed for her by the doctor.

Surviving members of the family demanded an investigation. On March
22, 1929, the female victims were exhumed. The autopsy revealed traces of
arsenic in both. On May 15, the body of Edmund Duff was exhumed, and his
autopsy also showed traces of arsenic. Inquests attributed the deaths of Duff
and Vera Sydney to murder by persons unknown. In the case of Violet
Sydney, there was not enough evidence to establish whether she had been
murdered or committed suicide.

 
Danilovsky Maniac is an unidentified serial killer in the Vologda Oblast

(region or area) in the city of Cherepovets, Russia. Investigators believe that
he murdered at least seven people between 2004 and 2007.

His victims include:
Marina Ostrovskaya, age 17, went missing in February 2004. Irina

Popova, age 19, was raped and murdered in August in the Pitinsky wasteland.
She was a pupil at the metallurgical college. Tatyana Baeva, age 22, was
raped and strangled at the local art school on September 5. Tatyana
Maksimova, age 17, was raped and murdered on Milyutina Street on
December 8.

Lyudmila Miroschrichenko, age 31, failed to report to work on June 26,
2005, and has not been seen since. Svetlana Stepanova, age 19, was killed on
July 14. When investigators arrived, they found two other bodies, those of
Lyudmila Miroschrichenko and Marina Ostrovskaya. Their bodies were very
decomposed.

Natalya Zakalova was murdered on June 11, 2007.
Investigators believe that the killer may have been involved in the murder

of Elena (surname not found) who disappeared in 2010 in Vologda, and a
series of murders of other girls in the years 1999 and 2003.

 
Daytona Beach Killer is responsible for the murders of four women in the

Daytona Beach area between 2005 –2008. The killer has never been
apprehended. DNA samples proved the four deaths were connected.



On December 26, 2005, the body of Laquetta Gunther, age 45, was the
first known victim and was found in an alley. She had been shot in the head.

On January 14, 2006, the remains of Julie Green, age 34, were found. She
had also been shot to death.

On February 24, police found the body of Iwana Patton, age 35, on a dirt
road. They had received an anonymous telephone call telling of the location
of the body. The caller was identified and questioned, and is not a suspect in
the killings.

On January 3, 2008, the body of Stacy Charlene Gage, age 30, was found.
The cause of death has not been revealed; however, the police believe she
was killed on December 11, 2007. Police have stated that this case has
several similarities to the three previous murders.

 
Dead Women of Juarez refers to the violent deaths of hundreds of women

since January 1993 in the northern Mexican region of Ciudad Juarez,
Chihuahua, across the border from El Paso, Texas. Most of the victims were
slender, dark-haired, and between the ages of 16 and 24. Some were tortured
and raped before being murdered. Some were mutilated and horribly
disfigured. Some were strangled and then stabbed repeatedly. Some were
shot to death. Some were beaten to death. Some were found with their hands
tied behind their backs. Some were found nude and some were fully clothed
except for panties.

In the year 1993, there were at least 16 known murders. The total number
of victims grows year after year. Body counts are a touchy subject in Ciudad
Juarez. No two sources agree on the death toll of young women. The
estimates range from 30 to as many as 400.

Many of the murdered women and girls were from remote villages or rural
areas who came to the big city to work in the maquiladora industry (factories
that import material and equipment on a duty-free and tariff-free basis for
assembly, processing, or manufacturing and then export the assembled,
processed and/or manufactured products). The women are usually put into the
lower paying jobs and are in the category of temporary workers, justifying
the lower wages. The women walk or ride buses to and from work through
the relatively poor, undeveloped part of the cities where they are forced to
live due to their very low wages, making themselves vulnerable to attacks.

There have been suspects and arrests. Abdul Latif Sharif (September 19,
1947 – June 1, 2006) was arrested and convicted of the 1995 murder of



Elizabeth Castro Garcia in the area of Lote Bravo. In 1996, several members
of Los Rebeldes, a Juarez street gang, were arrested and convicted. In 1999,
several bus drivers were arrested. In 2001, bus drivers Victor Garcia Uribe
(b. 1977) and Gustavo Gonzalez Meza (1974 – February 8, 2003) were
arrested for the murder of eight women whose bodies were found in a cotton
field in East Juarez. Meza died while in police custody. The cause of death is
unknown.

The killings continue and virtually all of the murders remain unsolved.
 
Delaware Unsolved is the case of the unsolved murders of four women

and the disappearance of another woman in 1987-88. The women were
murdered in New Castle County in northern Delaware. Another woman
disappeared along US Highway 13 near St. Georges. She is still missing and
presumed dead. Police currently have no leads.

 
Denver Unsolved Murders aka the Body Dump Serial Killer is a series of

38 murders of young women between 1975 and 1995 who were killed in or
near Denver or the surrounding areas in Colorado and dumped along rural
roads. Authorities believe these murders are the work of more than one serial
killer.

During this 21-year period, the bodies of young women would be
discovered, about two a year, along a rural road or in a field in the Denver
area. Some were teenagers; some were believed to be prostitutes. All of them
were in the wrong place at the wrong time. A few of these murders have been
solved, but there are many that have not been solved. A “cold case squad”
was recently formed of detectives from three different law enforcement
agencies. Other agencies are involved in the investigations, but only to the
extent of a murder committed within their jurisdiction, as is done by most
police agencies throughout the USA.

It is very possible that there may have been as many as six or more serial
killers murdering and/or dumping the bodies of women in and around Denver
for over two decades. Two serial killers have been caught and convicted of
four of the murders and linked to several more.

Vincent Darrell Groves (April 19, 1954 – October 31, 1996) was
arrested on September 1, 1988, and convicted of the murders of Diann
Mancera, found July 25, 1988; and Juanita Lovato, found April 29, 1988.
Groves was sentenced to life in prison. He is believed to be responsible for



several more of the murders. Groves was in prison during the period of 1982
– 1987 and again in 1988 – 1996 and cannot be responsible for the murders
during those two periods. He died in prison on October 31, 1996.

Billy Edwin Reid (b. 1959) was arrested and charged with two of the
murders: Lisa Kay Kelly, found March 24, 1989; and Lanell Williams, found
on October 14, 1989. He was convicted and sentenced to life. Reid has been
linked to the murder of Queena Sanders found February 14, 1988, but has not
been charged in this case.

Seventeen of the cases in Arapahoe and Jefferson Counties have similar
patterns or circumstances. Most of the girls/women were pretty, petite, in
their teens or early 20s when they were murdered and were either last seen
hitchhiking or in a bar. None of these have been linked either by DNA or
fingerprint to each other or to a single killer. The known or suspected victims
of the Denver area unsolved murders in which charges have not been filed
are:

Melanie Suzanne Cooley, age 18, found May 2, 1975, in Coal Creek
Canyon, Jefferson County.

Rebecca Kellison, age 21, disappeared June 19, 1976. Her body was never
found. Gaye Noelle Page, age 15, found September 5, 1976, near Hwy 2 and
100th Ave.

Jeanette Baca, age 17, found June 11, 1978, in Jefferson County.
Joyce Ramey, age 23, found July 4, 1979, east of Stapleton International

Airport. Norma Jean Halford, age 21. Her body was never found, but her car
was found abandoned in August 1979. Linda Hutchings, age 17, found
September 1, 1979, at Indiana and W 82nd Ave. Sheila Birl, age 19, found
October 25, 1979, near I-76 and Weld Co. Rd. 15.

Cynthia Boyd, age 19. Her body was found February 21, 1980, near
Stapleton International Airport.

Juanita Mitchell, age 25, found in April 1981 at Aurora motel. Pamela
Morgan, age 17, found July 2, 1981, at Aurora motel. Jeannie Moore, age 18,
found August 30, 1981, in Genesse Park. Yvonne Rapp, age 29, found
November 15, 1981, near Weld Co. Rds. 8 and 11.

Sabrina Judish, age 12, found May 18, 1984, near E 64th and Powhatton
Rd.

Tracy Lynn Wooden, age 16, found August 12, 1985, in an alley behind
Fox Supply. Lillian Olquin, age 27, found on December 28, 1985, near Clear
Creek in Adams Co.



Donna Sue Wayne, age 18, found June 16, 1986, one mile north of Smith
Rd.

Rhonda Fisher, age 30, found April 1, 1987, in Perry Park in Douglas Co.
Zabra Mason, age 19, found September 1987, in Lakewood.

Faye Johnson, age 22, found January 29, 1988, in Arapahoe Co. Sharon
Rose MacLean, age 19, found July 17, 1988, at Hwy 285 and Surrey Rd.
Carolyn Buchanan, age 35, found August 12, 1988, in rural Denver. Pamela
Montgomery age 35, found August 14, 1988, in Denver alley.

Sharon Kay Stone, age 46, found on July 28, 1989, near Golden Gate
Canyon Rd.

Jessica Lynn Caudill, age 15, found April 14, 1990, Hwy. 58 near Boyd
St.

Tammy Lynn Cheeks, found July 1991, in a field with plastic bag over her
head. Valerie Meeks, age 46, found July 17, 1991, near Aurora with plastic
bag over her head.

Lea Lobmeyer, age 30, found July 22, 1992, at W 42nd Ave. and Julian.
Jennifer Sue Larson, age 21, found October 4, 1995, in a field nine miles

southwest of Strasburg.
Investigators have connected several of these victims to Vincent Groves,

but they will never be prosecuted since Groves died in 1996. They continue
to investigate in the hopes of solving the other cold cases.

 
Detroit Prostitute Killer is a case involving the murder of at least 16

women between January and December 1980. Twelve of the women were
strangled. All were found outdoors, except one. There seemed to be no effort
made to hide the bodies. The known victims are:

• Lois Johnson, age 31, was a barmaid and an alcoholic. Her frozen
body was discovered on January 12, 1980, by a truck driver. She
had been stabbed 26 times in the neck, chest, and abdomen. The
autopsy showed that she was very drunk when she died.

• Patricia Real, age 26, a known prostitute and heroin addict, was
found on February 16. She had been shot to death.

• Helen Conniff, age 23, was a student at Oakland University and a
devout Christian. Her body was found on March 10, hanging by a
dog leash from a nearby fence. Cecilia Jacobs, age 20, was found a



few days later in a Detroit alley. She was fully clothed. She had
been strangled.

• Denise Dunmore, age 26, was found in the parking lot of her
apartment on March 31. She had been strangled. There was no sign
of rape or robbery.

• Arlette McQueen, age 21, left work at a supermarket on the night
of April 9 and for the first time she boarded a bus to go home. She
was found between houses one block from her home. She had been
strangled. Jeanette Woods had been hospitalized twice from
beatings she received on the streets. She was supposed to meet her
boyfriend at 9 p.m. on April 9. A pedestrian found her body in the
early hours of April 10. She had been battered, raped, and
strangled, plus her throat had been slashed.

• Etta Frazier, age 20, was found two weeks later in an old garage
behind a burned-out house. She was nude, and both her hands and
feet were bound. She had been beaten, tortured with lit cigarettes,
and sexually assaulted before being strangled.

• Rosemary Frazier (no relationship to Etta above), age 28, was
found near the Rosedale Park Community House. Rosemary was a
mental patient and an epileptic. She was found nude, battered, and
strangled.

• Linda Monteiro was found on May 31 in her own driveway, just
four blocks from the place where Helen Conniff was found. She
had been strangled.

• Diane Burks, age 22, was found two weeks later with her hands
tied behind her back, and her slacks and panties around her knees.
She had been strangled.

• Cassandra Johnson, age 17, was discovered on July 2. She had
been bludgeoned to death.

• Delores Willis, age 23, was found strangled to death on August
26. Her scalp was laid open to the bone.

• Paulette Woodward, age 19, a student at a local business school,
was found on the morning of September 30. She had been beaten



and strangled to death, but had not been sexually assaulted.

• Betty Rembert, age 26, was found under a hedge with her legs
protruding onto the sidewalk on October 8. Her cause of death
could not be determined. She had stab wounds in her neck and
crushing injuries to her skull.

• Diane Carter, age 30, was found on December 17 lying in bushes
on a vacant lot with a single bullet wound in the base of her skull.

 
There were two suspects. David Payton (b. 1957) was arrested on

November 17. He confessed to murdering Jeanette Woods, Rosemary
Frazier, Diane Burks and Betty Rembert. But there were problems. Donald
Murphy (b. 1944) was arrested on December 15. He was charged with two
murders. However, he also confessed to murdering Jeanette Woods, Diane
Burks, and Betty Rembert. He provided enough details of the murders that
investigators were absolutely convinced of his guilt.

Both men were tried only for the original charges, regardless of the
confessions, Payton with four murders and Murphy with two murders. A
judge found that Payton’s confession should not have been admitted as
evidence and the murder charges were dropped. He was still charged with
rape and armed robbery in other cases. Donald Murphy was convicted of two
murders.

There are still 14 unsolved cases remaining.
 
Dismemberment Murders were a series of murders occurring between

1987 and 1991 in Snohomish County, Washington. The bodies were
dismembered and dumped in remote areas of the county. The body of a
Bulgarian organized crime figure was found in 1987, but not identified for 10
years. The second and third bodies were found in 1991. One was a Korean
immigrant with a record of prostitution. Her body was found with the body of
a man who has never been identified.

 
Doodler aka the Black Doodler was the name given to the psychotic killer

in 17 attacks, including 14 murders, during the period of January 1974 to
September 1975 in the San Francisco, California area. The victims included
five transvestites who were mutilated by the slasher; six who were into
sadism and masochism and who suffered hacking knife wounds; and six



middle-class businessmen who were picked up in Castro Village bars and
who were entertained with the killer’s comic art before he had sex with them
and then stabbed them to death. A prime suspect was identified by two of the
survivors, but they were afraid that “coming out” would ruin their public
careers and refused to testify at trial. Without their identification and
cooperation, the suspect could not be charged.

 
Dublin Serial Killer Finding little evidence or facts at the crime scenes, in

1998 the Irish police asked for help from the FBI to help track down this
suspected serial killer after the disappearance of six young women.

Four of the six women disappeared within a 30 mile area of the Dublin
and Wicklow Mountains, south of the capital city of Dublin. The women
were between 17 and 26 years old.

On March 26, 1993, Annie McCarrick, age 26, disappeared during a trip
to the mountains. She was an Irish American who was studying in Dublin.
US Ambassador Jean Kennedy Smith and US Vice President Al Gore lobbied
the Irish government on behalf of the McCarrick family, and John
McCarrick, Annie’s father and a retired New York City policeman, offered a
$150,000 reward, prompting one of the largest investigations in Irish history.

On November 9, 1995, Jojo Dullard, age 21, disappeared from a telephone
booth in Moone, County Kildare. After missing the last bus, she was
hitchhiking from Dublin to her home. She was talking with a friend on the
phone when she said that a vehicle had stopped for her and hung up the
phone. She was never seen again.

On August 23, 1996, Fiona Pender, age 25, disappeared from roughly the
same area as Jojo Dullard and Annie McCarrick. Fiona was a part-time model
and was 7-1/2 months pregnant when she disappeared from Tullamore,
County Offaly.

Ciara Breen, age 17, who disappeared on February 17, 1996, from
Dundalk on the northern border of Ireland, and Fiona Sinnott, age 19, who
vanished from County Wexford in the south of Ireland in February 1998, are
included in this police investigation.

After Deirdre Jacob, age 18, disappeared in the daylight hours in July
1998, the police finally started treating these cases as the work of a serial
killer. Until this time they had dismissed suggestions that the disappearances
were related.



Police are also looking at three cases of other women who have
disappeared and whose bodies were found in the mountains in the past 20
years. Phyllis Murphy, age 23, was found in the Wicklow Mountains in 1980.
She had been raped, strangled, and partially hidden in bushes. Antoinette
Smith, age 27, was found in a boggy, shallow grave in the Dublin Mountains
in 1988. In 1992, the body of Patricia Doherty, age 30, was found.

 
Eastbound Strangler is a series of four murders of prostitutes whose

bodies were found in a watery ditch near a strip of cheap motels along Route
40 in Egg Harbor Township, just a few miles from Atlantic City, New Jersey.
All four of the women were found in mid-November 2006, face down in
several inches of water, within a few hundred feet of each other, heads turned
east, and wearing clothes but no socks or shoes. Authorities believe the
women died at different times, anywhere from two days to a month before
their bodies were found. All four victims died of asphyxia; one was strangled,
the others by unspecified means.

It is believed by some officials that the Eastbound Strangler and the Long
Island Serial Killer/Gilgo Beach Serial Killer murders were committed by
the same person.

 
El Loco de la Ruta At least five women have been murdered by

Argentina’s highway killer since 1997. The women were known prostitutes
who had been strangled or whose throats had been slashed. Their nude bodies
were found along highways around the city of Mar de Plata. Some of the
victims had their genitals mutilated. One had the word “Puta” (“whore”)
carved in her chest. Five more prostitutes are missing and presumed dead.

There have been suspects but no one has ever charged.
 
El Psicopata (The Psychopath) Costa Rican police claim that this

mysterious serial killer has murdered as many as 31 people between 1986 and
1996. Some of the victims were young couples in secluded parks in the
capital city of San Jose. The killer often caught them making love and shot
them, then mutilated the breasts and genitals of the females. He (assuming it
is a man) has also murdered women out on their own and practiced
necrophilia with some of them. Having no luck at solving these random
murders, Costa Rican police have even asked the FBI for help in tracking
down this mysterious killer.



To date, the killer has not been caught.
 
Family Murders was the name given by the press to a group who were

involved in the kidnapping, torture, mutilation, and murder of young men and
teenaged boys in Adelaide, Australia and surrounding areas from the 1970s to
1983. The possible existence of a group committing serial murder was
realized after the murder of five teenagers between 1979 and 1983. Some of
the suspects were found to have high profile occupations, which led to claims
of an alleged “high society” conspiracy. The name “The Family” arose after a
police detective interviewed on the American television show, 60 Minutes,
saying the police were taking action “to break up the happy family.”

Alan Barnes, age 17, was murdered in June 1979. He was last seen getting
into a white Holden sedan with three or four people in it, who stopped to pick
him up while he was hitchhiking. His body was found at the South Para
Reservoir, northeast of Adelaide. He had been hideously mutilated and died
of massive blood loss due to an anal injury. It was determined that he died
several days after he was picked up by the people in the Holden sedan. A
drug, Noctec, was found in his blood.

Neil Muir, age 25, was murdered about two months after Alan Barnes. His
remains were found in a garbage bag in the Port River at Port Adelaide. He
had been dissected and neatly cut into many pieces. The skin with tattoos on
it had been removed and his body parts were placed in another garbage bag
and put into his abdominal cavity. His head was tied to his torso by running a
rope through the mouth and out through the neck, then tied to the torso. It
was determined that he too died of massive blood loss from an anal injury
and Noctec was also found in his blood. A doctor in Adelaide was tried for
this murder, but he was found not guilty.

Peter Stogneff, age 14, disappeared in August 1981. His remains were
found in June 1982 by a local farmer at Middle Beach, some 30 miles north
of Adelaide. His body had been cut into three pieces, similar to Muir’s body.
The farmer had accidentally burned the body while clearing the property of
scrub and nothing could be determined from the remains.

Mark Langley, age 18, disappeared on February 27, 1982. His mutilated
body was found in scrub in the foothills of Adelaide on March 8. One cut,
probably made with a surgical instrument, went from his navel to the pubic
region. His bowels were missing. The area around his pubic region had been
shaved, much as it would have been in a hospital before surgery. Langley



also died of massive blood loss due to the gross injuries to his anus. The drug
Mandrax was found in his blood.

Richard Kelvin, age 15, was abducted on June 5, 1983, a short distance
from his home in North Adelaide. His body was found by an amateur
geologist just off a path near One Tree Hill during the second week of July. It
was determined that Richard had died within a few days of being found,
which means he was held captive for about five weeks. He also died of
massive blood loss from an anal injury, and traces of four hypnotic drugs,
including Mandrax and Noctec, were found in his blood.

In March 2008, the cold case was reopened and a reward of $1,000,000
was offered to anyone who could provide information leading to a
conviction. This carries an offer of immunity to accomplices, dependent on
their level of involvement.

Bevan Spencer von Einem (b. May 29, 1946) was charged with the
murder of Richard Kelvin and convicted in 1984. He is currently serving a
life sentence. Police have evidence that von Einem was with Alan Barnes
after he was abducted, and he was also seen with Neil Muir after his
abduction. There have been no charges filed against von Einem for these
murders. von Einem is also a suspect in the disappearance of the Beaumont
children near Adelaide, South Australia on January 26, 1966.

There were several other suspects: an eastern suburb businessman who is
believed to have been with von Eimen when Richard Kelvin was abducted
and the man who lives with the businessman are both “persons of interest.”
Other suspects are an Adelaide doctor and the man who lived with him; plus
a close friend of von Einem, and a former male prostitute. The murders of
Alan Barnes, Neil Muir, Peter Stogneff, and Mark Langley remain unsolved.

 
February 9 Killer is a serial killer in the Salt Lake City area. On February

9, 2006, Sonia Mejia and her five to six month unborn baby were murdered
in her apartment in Taylorsville, a suburb of Salt Lake City, Utah. Sonia had
been raped and strangled. On February 9, 2008, Damiana Castillo was
strangled in her apartment in West Valley City, also a suburb of Salt Lake
City.

In 2009, the unsolved murders of Mejia and Castillo were linked through
DNA which told authorities that the killer was a Hispanic male in his late
teens or early 20s. No suspect has been found. As of 2011, the case went to
the cold case files.



 
Flat-Tire Murders are five unsolved murders in Dade County, Florida,

which took place between February and July 1975. It is believed that the
killer deflated the tires on the vehicle, then offered assistance when the driver
returned.

The victims were Ronnie Gorlin, age 27; Elyse Napp, age 21; Barbara
Stephens, age 23, Barbara Schreiber, age 14; and Belinda Zeterower, age 14.

Barbara Stephens was murdered in her home in Palmetto in February
1975. Classmates Barbara Schreiber and Belinda Zeterower were killed at
Cutler Bay in June 1956. Identification of the victims was difficult due to
disfiguring of the victims.

There have been few suspects and no arrests made in this case.
 
Flint Serial Killer Seven black women were murdered in Flint, Michigan

during the 1990s. A task force was created in an attempt to determine if this
was the work of a serial killer.

The seven known victims had been involved in prostitution and drugs, and
their bodies were found in or near abandoned houses. A man from Grand
Blanc Township, who had been convicted of kidnap and rape, is a suspect in
three of the killings, but no charges have been filed.

 
Flint Slasher is a serial killer in Flint, Michigan, who has stabbed to death

five African-American men since mid-May 2010. There were also eight other
slayings and/or attacks in Burton, Flint Township and Genesee Township
during that same period. Michigan State Police are leading the investigation.
Other local and county police agencies are also involved in the manhunt, as
well as police agencies in Ohio and Virginia, where similar attacks and
killings have occurred.

The total number of attacks by this killer as of August 2010 was 20. The
Flint Slasher has been described by those who survived his attacks as a white
or possibly Middle Eastern male, 30 – 35 years of age, 5 ft. 11 in. to 6 ft. 2 in.
in height, with a muscular build and light colored hair who drove a dark
green, possibly late 1990s Chevy Blazer or similar vehicle.

 
Florida Prostitute Murders occurred in Miami and Dade Counties in

Florida from early 1983 through August 1986. There were at least 15 young,
black women murdered during this time. Several of the victims were



prostitutes and/or addicts. The combined efforts of city and county agencies
have produced no evidence sufficient to bring charges, nor has the effort
produced any suspects.

 
Fort Lauderdale Serial Killer Florida police are investigating the death of

a woman whose body was found in a dumpster along Federal Highway in
Hollywood, and are now looking for connections to four Fort Lauderdale
prostitutes who worked the highway at one time or another, who have also
turned up dead in the 1970s – 1980s. Three of the women were slender and
had strawberry-blond hair. All five women were strangled and were known
prostitutes who frequented US Route 1 in Fort Lauderdale.

 
Fort Myers Unsolved Murders The police department in Fort Myers,

Florida is looking for new leads in solving their unsolved murder cases. Six
of the unsolved murders were featured on flyers distributed throughout the
city in July 2011. The police have not stated that these murders are the work
of one person; however, they were all committed during the month of July in
2002, 2006, and 2008.

Shannon Duval Brown was found beaten and shot to death in the back
yard of 1634 Pawnee Street on July 18, 2002. Marshell Lee Moreland was
found shot to death inside her home on Washington Avenue on July 19, 2002.
Police believe that these two murders are related.

Melvin Lewis was shot to death in a parking lot located on Martin Luther
King Jr. Boulevard on July 9, 2006, and Vernon Smith was murdered on New
York Drive on July 12, 2006.

Joseph Handy was shot to death on South Street on July 2, 2008.
The police are working hard to develop new leads on these and other

unsolved cases, but to date no suspects have been identified.
 
Fort Worth Killer as he is known, committed a string of brutal homicides

of young women in the Wedgewood area of Fort Worth, Texas, and is
believed responsible for the disappearances of several more between
September 1984 and January 1985.

Firefighters were called to the apartment of Catherine Davis, age 23, on
September 28, 1984. They extinguished a small fire, but Catherine Davis was
not home. It was reported by neighbors that they had heard loud, angry
voices, and Catherine’s car was seen leaving her apartment. She was reported



missing on September 30 by a friend. Her car was found on October 6, 1984,
at an apartment complex on Dryden Drive. Her body was found on January
23, 1985, by construction workers beside railroad tracks in a field in the
southern part of Tarrant County, 10 miles south of Wedgewood.

Cindy Heller, age 23, stopped to help a woman, Kazumi Gillespie, who
was stranded in her broken down car on the southwest side of Fort Worth.
The women went to a tavern in hopes of Kazumi contacting a friend to help
her. After two hours, unable to make phone contact, the women split up.
Kazumi remained at the tavern and Cindy agreed to drive by the friend’s
apartment and leave a note on his door. The friend found the note when he
returned home. Next morning, Cindy’s car was found nearby. The interior
had been gutted by fire and there was dried blood on one door handle, but no
sign of Cindy Heller. Cindy’s body was found on January 5, 1985, in a ravine
behind Texas Christian University Physical Maintenance Plant. She had been
tortured, strangled, and beheaded.

On December 10, Angela Ewert left her fiancé’s home shortly before
midnight in southwest Fort Worth to go to her parents’ home. She was seen
purchasing gasoline at a convenience store a short distance from her fiancé’s
house. Her car was discovered the next morning on Southwest Loop 820. The
doors were locked and the police officers responding to the call found a
broken knife near the car. Witnesses had reported that the car had a flat, but
by the time officers arrived the tire had been replaced with the spare.
Angela’s remains were found in a rural area south of Fort Worth on August
11, 1993.

Sarah Kashka left her home in Denton on December 30 for a party in Fort
Worth. She arrived to find the party had been canceled. Her date dropped her
off at an apartment to visit with friends only to find, after her date was gone,
that her friends were not at home. When her friends arrived home, Sarah was
not there. The apartment was not far from the gas station where Angela Ewert
was last seen alive. On January 1, 1985, Sarah’s body was found in a swampy
area near Mountain Creek. She had been stabbed to death.

On January 9, 1985, the body of Lisa Griffin, age 20, was found in
southwest Fort Worth shot to death, execution style. A former mental patient
was charged with the murder, but he was released after authorities found out
that his fingerprints did not match those lifted from Lisa’s car.

Also on January 9, 1985, the skull of Cindy Heller was found in a lake
nearby Texas Christian University.



Others murders and disappearances that may be associated are:
June Ward, age 25, found on February 18, 1977, lying next to the curb on

W. Fuller Street. Her car was found on S. Freeway. She had been strangled.
Ore Lee Prescott, age 31, was found lying in a field in Cobb Park on June

4, 1977. Her car was found at another location in the park. She had been
strangled.

On July 9, 1980, the body of Denise Hough was found at the bottom of a
ravine on Freshfield Road. She had been strangled.

Margaret Maxwell was found dead in a ravine that runs parallel to Spur
280 near downtown on December 11, 1980. An autopsy showed that she had
been strangled.

Sandra Bush left the residence she shared with her parents on November
17, 1983, in her 1979 Chevrolet Monte Carlo. Her car was found the
following day at a bar located at 25th Street and Refugio Avenue. Her body
was found in the 4800 block of Decatur Road on January 2, 1984. She had
been strangled.

On February 24, 1986, the body of a female was found lying near a curb
on Kuroki Street near Hillside Park. She had been strangled. She has not been
identified.

 
Fosaville Serial Killer is the serial killer responsible for the murders of 13

women whose bodies were found in a field in Fosaville, South Africa. It is a
pristine area, barely touched, privately owned land that links to the nearby
shopping center. Had not the community set fire to the land to make it a safer
place to walk, the killings may have continued for years. When the fires
burned out, the bodies were found. The women were murdered between 1999
and 2003. Most of the bodies were only skeletal remains and had to be pieced
together. The women’s hands had been bound, they were not fully dressed,
and all of them had been strangled. There are few, if any, clues to the person
responsible.

 
Foxglove Killers was a series of murders between 1984 and 1994 in New

York and California linked to a ring of young gypsy women who seduced and
married older rich men, bilked them out of their riches, then murdered them
with the drug Digitalis derived from the foxglove plants. There were at least
eight suspects believed to be part of the Tene-Bimbo gypsy clan.
Investigators and prosecutors debated for years whether they could convince



a jury that these men had been murdered since their original autopsies
determined that they died of natural causes. No one has ever been charged
with these murders.

 
Freeway Phantom was the name given to the murderer who raped and

strangled six young women and girls in the Washington DC area in the early
1970s, and dumped their bodies along the freeways.

Carol Spinks, age 13, was the first known victim. On April 25, 1974, her
older sister sent her to buy groceries about a half-mile from their home. She
was abducted on her way home. Her body was found on May 1 on the grassy
embankment on the northbound lanes of I-295, just south of the Suitland
Parkway.

Darlenia Johnson, age 16, was kidnapped on July 8, 1971, as she was on
her way to her summer job. Her body was found on July 19, only 15 feet
from where Carol Spinks had been found.

Brenda Crockett, age 10, was sent by her mother to the store on July 27,
1971. Brenda did not return home. About three hours later, she called home
and her younger sister answered. The rest of the family was out looking for
Brenda. When they returned, the girl told her parents that Brenda had said,
“A white man picked me up and I’m heading home in a cab.” She also told
her sister that she thought she was in Virginia. She then said, “Bye,” and
hung up. She called again a short time later and it was answered by her
mother’s boyfriend. She told him the same thing as she told her sister and
added that she was alone in a house with a white male. The boyfriend told
Brenda to put the man on the phone. He heard some heavy footsteps, then
Brenda said, “I’ll see you,” and hung up. Several hours later, Brenda’s body
was discovered on Route 50, near I-295 in Prince George’s County,
Maryland. She had been raped and strangled and had a scarf knotted around
her neck.

Nenomoshia Yates, age 12, was walking home from the grocery store on
October 1, 1971, in northeast Washington DC, but she never reached home.
She was abducted. Her body was found just a few hours later on
Pennsylvania Avenue along the side of the road in Prince George’s County,
Maryland. She had been raped and strangled. The name Freeway Phantom
was given to this string of murders at this time.

Brenda Woodward, age 18, had dinner with a high school classmate on
November 15, 1971, then boarded a city bus to go home. A police officer



discovered her body about six hours later in a grassy area near the access
ramp from Baltimore-Washington Parkway to Route 202. The killer had
placed a coat over her, and a note from the killer, in Brenda’s handwriting,
was found in one of the pockets. The note was written on paper from
Brenda’s school notebook. It read:

“This is tantamount to my insensititivity (sic) to people especially
women.

I will admit the others when you catch me if you can!

Free-way Phantom”
 
Authorities believe the killer dictated the note to her as she wrote it.
Diane Williams, age 17, cooked dinner for her family on September 5,

1972, then visited her boyfriend at his house. She boarded a bus for home.
That was the last time she was seen alive. Her body was found dumped
alongside I-295, just south of the District line. She had been raped and
strangled.

One suspect was Robert Elwood Askins, age 58, who was a computer
technician. He had been charged with abducting and raping a woman inside
his home in Washington DC in March 1977. During further investigation, it
was learned that on December 28, 1938, he had been charged with murder.
He had served cyanide-laced whiskey to five prostitutes at a brothel which
killed one, Ruth McDonald. Two days later he stabbed Elizabeth Johnson,
age 26, at the same brothel. He was arrested and sent to the Gallinger
Hospital for mental observation. He was found criminally insane and
committed to St. Elizabeth Hospital. After he was released in April 1952, he
strangled to death Laura Cook, age 42.

In 1954, he was charged with this murder and retried for the 1938 murder.
He was convicted of second-degree murder and sentenced to 20 years to life.
His conviction was overturned in 1958. After being indicted for a rape in
1978, police searched his home in connection with the Freeway Phantom
murders. Court documents found in a desk drawer in his home showed that
the judge used the word “tantamount,” an uncommon word, several times.
His colleagues, where he worked at National Science Foundation, told police
that Askins used the word “tantamount” frequently in his conversations.
Authorities found no evidence to tie him to the Freeway Phantom killings
and he was not charged.



Robert Askins died in federal prison at the age of 91. There are no other
suspects.



 
German Wire Murders In 1935, Berlin was plagued by a sudden rash of

unexplained violent crimes, keeping the firefighters and police very busy.
The killers were stretching taut wires across rural highways by night,
wrecking cars and injuring or killing their occupants. Robbery was the
suspected motive in a couple of the cases, but in the other cases, the
occupants of the cars were not molested after the crash of their vehicle.
Authorities believe that the persons responsible are “malignant maniacs.”

 
Ghana Serial Killer Starting in the late 1990s, the murders of 21 women

have been attributed to a serial killer. Most of the deaths have been in Accra’s
western district, where the bodies have generally been left in unfinished or
abandoned buildings. Thousands of women marched in Accra, the capital city
of Ghana, to press for action against these unexplained and unsolved killings.
Police inaction has led to a public outcry for the resignation of the Inspector-
General of Police and the Interior Minister. Police have refused to make any
comments as they say they do not want to jeopardize their investigation.

 
Glasgow Prostitute Killer is responsible for the murders of seven

prostitutes in Glasgow, Scotland since 1991. Many of the prostitutes took
self-defense lessons offered by specially-trained police officers. Girls
working the streets have been given personal attack alarms and leaflets
providing advice such as what clothing to wear, where to sit in a client’s car,
how to deal with a violent client, and how to protect their money.

Since the launching of Operation Enigma in April 1996, the murders of
dozens of prostitutes all over England, Scotland, and Wales, have gained
much-needed attention. As of this writing, the cases remain unsolved. See
separate article – Operation Enigma.

 
Göhrde Murders were two double murders in the Gohrde State Forest in

Lower Saxony region Germany. The murders were committed within a few
weeks of each other, with the second taking place while the Kriminalpolizei
(German Police) were only a few hundred meters away gathering evidence of
the first double murder.

On May 21, 1989, Ursula and Peter Reinold drove to the Gohrde from
Bergedorf to go for a walk there. It is believed that they went to a glade to
sunbathe or have a picnic, and were killed there. The killer took the two



bodies to a nearby depression and hid them. The bodies were undressed, and
it is not known whether the killer undressed them, or they undressed
themselves before they were murdered. The killer took their picnic basket and
their car keys. He drove their Honda Civic from the Gohrde and left their car
300 meters away from the train station in Winsen an der Luhe, a small town
on the outskirts of Hamburg. The bodies were found on July 12, 1989, by
three people who were out picking blueberries. On their way to find the
forester to report their find, they passed a man of about 40 years old, brown-
haired, and well-built. The police believe this was the killer who was there to
kill again that day.

Ingrid Warmbier, age 46, from Uelzen and Bernd-Michael Kopping, age
43, from Hanover were lovers who drove to Gohrde after lunch. They were
married, but not to each other, and their spouses were not aware of the
relationship. They parked on a side street and walked more than two
kilometers into the forest. They encountered the killer who apparently
threatened them with a gun, made them lie face down, and tied their hands
and feet together. The killer strangled Kopping and then killed him with a
shot to the head with a 5.6 mm (.22 caliber) weapon. He smashed Ingrid’s
skull and then killed her with a shot to the head. He stole Kopping’s Polaroid
camera and his car keys and drove the Toyota Tercel out of the forest.

Two weeks later, during a search for clues of the first murders, the victims
of the second murder were discovered 800 meters (roughly ½ mile) away
from the scene of the first murders. The murders had made the state forest,
which was now called the “dead woods,” a place to stay away from. This
forest was avoided for years afterward.

In 1989, Birgit Meier disappeared. Police originally suspected she had
committed suicide or that her husband had murdered her. Her remains were
not found until 2017 after her brother, policeman Wolfgang Sielaff, started a
private investigation. Her body was found under a concrete floor of the
garage at a house on the outskirts of Luneburg, where Kurt-Werner
Wichmann (May 29, 1946 – April 25, 1993) had lived when she
disappeared. It was learned that Birgit had met Wichmann at a party.
Wichmann had previously done gardening work at Meier’s neighbors.
Wichmann had been questioned and gave the flimsy alibi that he was with his
wife. In early 1993, murder charges were brought against Wichmann and
police searched his house. Investigators found two small-caliber rifles, a
converted sharp gas pistol, stun guns, mufflers, handcuffs, sedatives and



sleeping pills, and a secret torture room with a soundproof door. Only he and
his brother were allowed to enter. In the back yard, they found a bright red
Ford sports coupe that had been buried and had blood covering the back seat.
No bodies were found, even when using tracking dogs. Wichmann fled the
area and was arrested in Heilbronn after being involved in a traffic accident.

On April 25, 1993, 10 days after his arrest, Wichmann hanged himself in
the Heimsheim Prison.

In December 2017, the Lower Saxony Police announced that the former
cemetery gardener was the prime suspect in the Gohrde murders. DNA had
been traced from one of Wichmann’s stolen vehicles to the murders in the
Gohrde Forest. He is also suspected of murdering 21 others in Luneberg and
the surrounding area.

 
Grand Rapids Serial Killer Authorities are puzzled by the slayings of 11

women in and around the Grand Rapids area in Michigan. Nine of the victims
were prostitutes. The first murder occurred in March 1994, in Muskegon.
Another was murdered in November and is still unidentified. The others have
been found in the Grand Rapids area, including five since August 1996. Five
of the victims had contact with the Rose Haven Ministry, a sanctuary for
prostitutes. There are currently no suspects in this case.

 
Guatemala City Serial Killer aka Blanco strangled at least five, and

possibly as many as eight, prostitutes using plastic sheeting since the year
2000. On the backs of his victims the killer wrote angry, moralistic messages
with a blood-red marker. Dubbed Jack the Ripper, police believe he may
have previously killed prostitutes in the country of El Salvador and even in
Los Angeles, California.

The killings began on January 27, 2000, when the body of an unidentified
prostitute was discovered by police in a dingy, pay-by-the-hour hotel in
downtown Guatemala City. She had been strangled, and her killer wrote on
her back that he, “Didn’t like it, but couldn’t help killing.” He also wrote that
he had killed two prostitutes in Los Angeles, California. Authorities in
California could not confirm the killings there.

Two weeks later, the body of Roxana Jamileth Molina was found
strangled to death in another hotel room. On March 6, the owner of a nearby
hotel led police to the remains of another strangled prostitute.



On March 10, another body was discovered near downtown. The killer
had written on her back in flowery handwriting, “Death to all the dogs. Seven
down, three to go.”

On March 29, the body of a fifth strangled prostitute was found some 180
miles northwest in the town of Huehuetenango.

Authorities are unsure exactly how many women have been murdered by
this serial killer. Police in the neighboring country of El Salvador believe the
same killer murdered a prostitute there in the month of February.

The killer marked all of his victims with the letters MS, which are the
initials of the Salvadoran gang “Mara Salvatrucha” which has members all
over Central America.

 
Hamburg Rumble Murderer was a series of murders in Hamburg shortly

after the end of World War II, during the winter of 1946-47. There were only
four victims found, but there may have been more. The victims were never
identified:

On January 20, 1947, the body of a young woman, approximately 18 – 20
years old, was found in a deserted factory lot on the Baustrasse (now
Hinrichsenstrasse) by children playing in the area. She had been strangled
with a string or cord.

On January 25, 1947, the nude body of a man between the age of 65 and
70 was found at the Lappenbergsallee in Eimsbuttel at the top of House No.
2. His death was estimated to have been between January 23 and 25.

On February 1, 1947, the naked body of a little girl, estimated age of 6,
was found in the elevator shaft of a bombed-out building of a former mattress
factory on Billstrasse, near Billekanal.

On February 12, 1947, the naked body of a woman about 30 to 35 years
old was found in Anckelmannstrasse, Hammerbrook.

All of the victims were unclothed and had been strangled. None of the
victims had been reported as missing, including the little girl. Rewards were
posted as high as 10,000 Reichsmark. There was some conjecture that this
was a family who had been murdered; however, with no identifications, this
cannot be proven.

No one has ever been captured, arrested, or charged with these murders.
 
Hammer Man Since 2007, a serial killer has been on the prowl in an area

of West Delhi, India and has attacked five women. So far, his attacks have



only been on women. The last incident is unusual since the Hammer Man
was known for killing on Fridays; this time he killed a woman on Wednesday
night.

 
Hammersmith Nude Murders/Jack the Stripper was a series of murders

committed by an unknown person in London, England in 1964-65. All of the
victims were known prostitutes. All were found nude in or near the River
Thames. A murder committed in 1959 and one in 1963 may also have been
committed by the same killer. The investigation was one of the longest in
Scotland Yard history.

Elizabeth Figg, age 21, was found on July 17, 1959, at Duke’s Meadows,
Chiswick, on the north bank of the River Thames, by police officers on
routine patrol. This park was known as a lovers’ lane. When found, she was
partially nude, her dress had been torn open at the waist and showed her
breasts. Her underwear, shoes, and purse were missing. An extensive search
of the area failed to locate these items. The pathologist determined that she
had died of asphyxiation due to manual strangulation.

Gwynneth Rees, age 22, disappeared on September 29, 1963. Her body
was not found until November 8, 1963, at the disposal site of the Barnes
Borough Council household refuse on Townmead Road about 40 yards from
the Thames towpath. She was naked except for the stocking on her right leg.
Her cause of death could not be determined.

Hannah Tailford, age 30, was found on February 2, 1964, below Linden
House (the clubhouse of the London Corinthian Sailing Club) west of the
Hammersmith Bridge. Her underwear had been forced down her throat and
cause of death was strangulation.

Irene Charlotte Lockwood, age 25, was found on April 8, 1964, on the
foreshore of the Thames at Corney Reach, Chiswick. Irene Lockwood was
pregnant at the time of her murder. Police began to believe they had a serial
killer in London.

Helen Catherine Barthelemy, age 22, was found on April 24, 1964, in an
alleyway behind 199 Boston Manor Road in Brentford. Flecks of paint were
found at the site, the first piece of evidence found at any of the sites. The
paint was the kind used in automobile and other industrial manufacturing and
the paint flecks probably came from where the killer worked. Police focused
on the origin of the paint flecks.



Mary Fleming, age 30, was found on July 11, 1964, at 48 Berrymede
Road, Chiswick. Paint spots were found on her body. Several neighbors
heard a car running backwards down the street just minutes before the body
was found. Mary Fleming had died of asphyxiation by strangulation.

Frances Brown, age 21, was found on November 25, 1964, in a car park
on Hornton Street, Kensington. She had last been seen alive on October 23 by
a colleague getting into a client’s car who was able to provide police with a
description of the client and a description of the car.

Bridget O’Hara, age 27, was found on February 16, 1965, behind Heron
Trading Estate, Acton, near a storage shed. Her body also had flecks of
industrial paint which were traced to an electrical transformer near her body.
It was determined that she had been stored in a warm environment. The
transformer could have provided the warmth as well as the paint.

The detective in charge of the case, Chief Superintendent John Du Rose of
Scotland Yard, conducted nearly 7,000 interviews of suspects. The major
breakthrough of tracing the paint to the transformer on the rear of a building
on the Heron Factory Estate tied several of the murders together. Du Rose
held a news conference and announced that the number of suspects had been
narrowed down to 20, and they were being eliminated one by one. A few
days later, he announced that the suspects were now down to 10, and then
narrowed down to three. None of this was true, but the murders stopped.

It was discovered that Hannah Tailford and Frances were connected to the
1963 Profumo Affair (a British political scandal that originated with a brief
sexual relationship in 1961 between John Profumo, the Secretary of State for
War in Harold Macmillan’s Conservative government, and Christine Keeler,
a 19-year-old would-be model, which forced his resignation) and their
murders may have been tied to that. This was speculation and there was no
concrete evidence to prove it.

There were, however, suspects:
Kenneth Archibald (b. 1907) was a caretaker at the Holland Park Lawn

Tennis Club. He walked into the Notting Hill police station and confessed to
killing Irene Lockwood. He was charged with the murder and went to trial in
June 1964. When asked to plead, he pleaded not guilty and withdrew his
confession. Since there was no evidence against him he was found not guilty
by the jury and acquitted by the judge.

Mungo Ireland was the most likely suspect. He was a security guard at
the Heron Trading Estate to where the paint flecks had been traced and



became a suspect after the Bridget O’Hara’s murder. Shortly after, Ireland
committed suicide by carbon monoxide poisoning and left a note for his wife
saying, “I can’t stick it out any longer.” He ended the note with, “To save you
and the police looking for me, I’ll be in the garage.” It has since been
discovered that Ireland was in Scotland when Bridget O’Hara was murdered.

Freddie Mills, (June 6, 1919 – July 25, 1965) British light heavyweight
boxing champion, was another suspect. In 2001, Jimmy Tippett Jr., a
reformed gangster and now a writer, was doing research for his book on
London’s gangsters. He said he had spoken to famous figures of the gangster
underground and police officers in Scotland Yard, and what he found out
made him positive that Freddie Mills was the killer. Mills had a good public
image, but was a sexually warped sadist who enjoyed hurting people. He also
said that gangsters Charlie Richardson and Frankie Fraser had suspected that
Freddie Mills was the killer.

Peter Neale, a freelance journalist, told police in 1975 that he had received
information from a “chief inspector” that Mills “killed the nude prostitutes,”
and that it was common knowledge in the West End. In July 1965, Freddie
Mills was found shot to death in his car.

A positive identification has never been made by police of the murderer,
and the case remains unsolved.

 
Happy Loving Couples Killer was a killer in New York City who may be

responsible for as many as 11 ritual double murders since 1988. The latest
couple was Yvette and Hector Reynoso, whose bodies were found in Crotona
Park on July 3, 2000. The victims have been newly married couples who
have known each other less than a year. The bodies were arranged in a back-
to-back seated position and tied together very tight. The victims’ clothing
was removed and put on the other person backward. The throats and wrists
were slashed, and the eyeballs carved out and placed in their mouths. A
valentine heart was drawn on each victim’s chest with blood from the other
victim. African violets were stuffed in their mouths. Another couple was
found on July 31, 2000, also in Crotona Park, with similarities but authorities
believe that this is a copycat crime and lacks details of the other murders.
There are no suspects and no arrests have been made.

 
Hartford Killer was responsible for the murders of at least five women

between 1987 and 1991 in Hartford, Connecticut. Alfred Swinton (b. 1949)



was convicted of the murder of Carla Terry, who was murdered in 1991.
Swinton was convicted by testimony of an “expert” witness who claimed that
the bite marks on the victim’s breasts matched Swinton. He was convicted
and sentenced to 60 years in prison.

At the time, Swinton was believed to have also murdered Tameika Mayo,
Mary Shirley, Patricia Thompson, and Diedre Dancy. These four victims all
hung out at bars in the north of Hartford, all were choked to death, and all
were dumped in remote areas.

The Innocence Project (a non-profit legal organization committed to
exonerating wrongly convicted people by using DNA testing) took up
Swinton’s case in 2017. He was exonerated and freed in June 2017 after
spending 19 years in prison. There are currently no other suspects.

 
Hausjärvi Gravel Pit Murders/Jävenpää Serial Killer is the series of

murders and/or abductions in the Hausjarvi area north of Helsinki and in the
town of Jarvenpaa, Finland, in the 1990s.

In November 1990, Helena “Hellu” Merilainen, age 39, had spent the
evening in Jarvenpaa and walked to the train station to return to her home in
Riihimaki. A dark-haired man wearing a leather jacket approached her and
asked about her travel plans. She told him she was waiting for the train to
Riihimaki, where she lived. He offered her a ride, and being intoxicated, she
accepted. During the ride, the man offered her alcohol and some capsules,
and she accepted both. She fell asleep and when she awoke she saw that they
were not on the road to Riihimaki but on a remote path into the forest. The
man assured her that they were on the right road, but he needed to stop to
urinate. He got out of the vehicle and then she realized she also needed to
urinate. She exited the car and almost immediately the man struck her in the
head with a knife. Helena managed to flee into the forest despite her injury.
As she ran, she heard the man say, “I did not succeed this time.” Helena
finally found a house and an ambulance was called. She was very fortunate;
she escaped with minor injuries, thanks to the heavy woolen knit cap she was
wearing.

In April 1991, Tuula Lukkarinen left Kellokoski Psychiatric Hospital to
travel to Hyryla for a custody case involving her son. She was last seen
outside a liquor store in Jarvenpaa. The following day, her badly mutilated
body was found by a landowner in the woods near a gravel pit. The body was
about 300 yards from where Helena Merilainen had been attacked.



Lukkarinen had been murdered at about midnight. The body had been
dragged to the woods from a small road that led to the gravel pit. A blizzard
on the night she was murdered erased the crime scene. It was determined that
she had not been raped.

In August 1993, Maarit Haantie, age 40, disappeared. She was last seen at
the door of the Zapata restaurant in Jarvenpaa. She was in the company of
several others, but she was not allowed to enter because of her drunkenness.
Her disappearance was filed with the Riihimaki Police, who treated it as a
normal disappearance. It was soon discovered that a bag belonging to Maarit
had been found at the Martina restaurant in the town of Hyvinkaa. The staff
was interviewed, and they remembered that a drunken woman had been
removed from the restaurant. It quickly became apparent that this case was
much like the Lukkarinen and Merilainen cases. A large search was made of
the immediate area and in the woods around the Hausjarvi area and the gravel
pits. The NBI (National Bureau of Investigation) believed that the three
attacks had been committed by the same person. They have searched the
forest areas in Hausjarvi as recently as 2017, claiming they have information
that connects Maarit Haantie to the area.

In 2007, the television series Kadonneet (Disappeared) telecast an episode
of the Haantie case and it attracted a lot of attention. The telecast garnered
some 30 new tips and helped to make a profile of the offender. At the time of
the incidents, and based mainly on Helena Merilainen’s description, the man
was 30 to 40 years old with dark, curly hair, somewhere around 5 ft. 6 in.
(1,70 meters). He possibly had a child because there was a child restraint in
the back seat of the vehicle. The car was either a Mazda or Datsun sedan. He
was familiar with the towns of Jarvenpaa, Hyvinkaa, and Riihimaki, and with
the forested area around the Hikia village. It is believed that he was divorced
and was not able to form a normal relationship with women.

In 2017, the media published a case, which may be the fourth in the series.
In 1989, a drunken woman exited a restaurant in Jarvenpaa, and a man
offered her a ride, alcohol, and pills. He drove her to a nearby forest, but she
managed to escape from him. The story was not told until she had died of
natural causes some years later.

The NBI is still actively investigating these cases and believe it can be
solved.

 



Hawaii Unsolved Murders (1970s – 1980s) The first set of murders
happened within Honolulu County, some within the city limits of Honolulu,
between 1975 and 1988.

On November 17, 1975, the body of Margie Hauanio, age 16, was found
in a Waipahu pineapple field near Crestview, Honolulu County. She had been
beaten to death.

On May 27, 1980, Roiti Dias, age 8, was kidnapped on her way to school
in Halawa, Honolulu County. Her body was found in a culvert near Waimea
Beach Park. Her throat had been slashed.

On January 22, 1982, Lisa Au was last seen driving away from an
apartment in Makiki (a neighborhood in the city of Honolulu) at 12:30 a.m.
Her car was found near the old Kailua Drive-In. Her body was found nine
days later on Tantalus (an extinct cinder cone which overlooks the city of
Honolulu).

On October 8, 1984, Helen Correa, age 22, of Ewa (an area within the city
of Honolulu), was last seen at a Trinity United Methodist Church service on
October 7, 1984. Her body was found in a Kunia, Honolulu County, cane
field ditch. She had been strangled with a long key chain she wore around her
neck.

On July 6, 1985, Diane Suzuki, age 19 and a part-time dance instructor,
disappeared. Authorities believe she was murdered at the Rosalie Woodson’s
Dance Academy in ‘Aiea (an area in the city of Honolulu) but her body has
never been found.

On February 11, 1988, Jiezhao Li, age 12, was last seen selling benefit
chili tickets near the 7-Eleven Store on Nu’uanu Avenue and North Kuakini
in the city of Honolulu.

Any two or all of these murders may have been committed by the same
person; however, authorities have not made the connection.

The following murders have been attributed to a single serial killer or
killers:

On May 30, 1985, the body of Vicky Gail Purdy, age 25, of Mililani,
Honolulu County, was found with her hands bound behind her back in Ke’ehi
Lagoon (in the city of Honolulu). She had been raped and strangled.

On January 15, 1986, the body of Regina Sakamoto, age 17, of Waipahu,
Honolulu County, was found in Ke’ehi Lagoon with her hands bound. She
had been raped and strangled.



On February 1, 1986, the body of Denise Hughes, age 21, wife of a Pearl
Harbor sailor, was found with her hands bound, and was wrapped in a blue
plastic sheeting in a Mapunapuna (area within the city of Honolulu) drainage
canal. She had been sexually assaulted and strangled.

On April 2, 1986, the body of Louise Medeiros, age 25, of Wai’anae,
Honolulu County, was found beneath a freeway overpass, with her hands
tied. She was three months pregnant.

On May 3, 1986, the body of Linda Pesce, age 36, of Moanalua, (an area
within the city of Honolulu), was found with her arms tied behind her back at
Sand Island (within the city of Honolulu). She disappeared on her way home
from work on April 29, 1986.

There are currently no suspects.
 
Headless Murders was a series of unsolved murders committed between

1921 and 1940 in the New Castle/Pittsburgh area of Pennsylvania. No official
link has been made to the Cleveland Torso Killer, but the period of those
murders overlap the Headless Murders. There are six known victims of this
killer. None have been identified.

The first headless corpse was found on October 6, 1925, in a rural swamp
area between New Castle and West Pittsburgh. He was nude and had been
dead for several weeks. The head was found on October 8 at an undisclosed
location. On October 17, 1925, another headless male corpse was found in
the swamp. It was determined that this man had been dead a year or more. On
October 19, 1925, the skull of the second victim was found. The skull of a
female was also found, and it was determined that she had been dead for a
year or more. The remainder of her bones were never found.

Eleven years later, on July 1, 1936, a man’s decapitated body turned up on
a slag dump of Pittsburgh & Erie Railroad at New Castle Junction. The
victim’s head was never found. Newspapers were found under the body from
Pittsburgh and Cleveland with dates of July 1933.

Three years later, on October 13, 1939, another headless corpse was found
in the swamp. Also found in the immediate area were newspapers from
Youngstown, Ohio. On October 18, 1939, the head of this victim was found
in an abandoned railroad car.

None of the cases have ever been solved.
 



Highway Serial Killings Across USA According to an FBI report issued
in April 2009, our Interstate Highway System has been used as a killing field
and dump site for more than 500 murder victims over the past 30 years. The
victims are primarily women who are living high-risk, transient lifestyles,
often combined with prostitution and substance abuse. They are picked up at
truck stops or service stations. These women are easy to pick up with the
promise of money or drugs traded for sex and most times are not missed or
reported missing for a long time, if at all.

The suspects are primarily long-haul truck drivers, but they are hard to
find. The distances they travel involve multiple jurisdictions.

ViCAP, part of the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime, is a
national repository for violent crimes. ViCAP is available to law enforcement
throughout the country. The database contains information on homicides,
sexual assaults, missing persons, and unidentified human remains. All law
enforcement agencies throughout the country have been asked to make sure
they submit all of their cases involving murders and other violent crimes.

This new initiative seems to be working. At least 10 suspects, believed to
be responsible for 30 homicides, have been placed in custody, including a
trucker arrested in Tennessee charged with four murders and a trucker
charged with one murder each in Massachusetts and New Jersey. Two
people, working together, have been charged with some of the murders along
the Interstate 40 corridor in Oklahoma and three other states. This report
includes the serial killers on I-4, I-10, I-30, I-40, I-45 and I-70.

 
Hobo Train Riders Murders are responsible for hundreds of random

murders during the 1970s through the 1990s in the western USA.
In the 1980s, it was determined that a serial killer or killers were

murdering hobos who rode the freight trains and slept in their outdoor hobo
jungle camps alongside the railroad tracks throughout the western USA, from
Washington, Idaho, and Montana to California, Arizona, and New Mexico,
and even into Mexico. More recently, they are found in Texas, Kansas,
Oklahoma, and other areas of the South and Midwest. The victims are usually
shot in the head at close range with a small caliber pistol while they slept in
the homeless encampments at night. Whoever was committing the killings
had to be one of them as he knew the location of their hobo encampments and
was able to move in close enough for a point blank shot.



The authorities of city, county, and state worked together to try to
determine who was responsible for the murders. A group was formed to stake
out the turf of a gang known as the FTRA (Freight Train Riders of America).
Authorities believe that their turf was the trains and train right-of-ways. Some
say they do not exist. Authorities believe that the gang started in a Montana
bar. They were a group of homeless and disgruntled Vietnam veterans,
mostly white men. They swore to watch their brother members’ backs and to
share food, booze, and women. They were described as bikers without bikes.
They wear a black bandana around their neck with a silver ring band as a
means of identification to each other. In the South, it is a red bandana with a
silver ring, and in the Midwest a blue bandana with a silver ring.

Each year some 100 deaths occur alongside the rails, including those who
die of natural causes. It also includes those who “fall” from the train or are
run over by a train for whatever reason, and those who are victims of the
Hobo Train Riders Murders.

The train riders are not just hobos and tramps; more recently there are
illegal immigrants and entire families. It is also a recent fad for college
students to hop a freight car just for “fun.”

The most notorious of the Hobo Train Riders is Robert Joseph Silveria
Jr. (b. March 3, 1959), the Boxcar Killer/Sidetrack, followed closely by
Angel Maturin Resindez (August 1, 1959 – June 27, 2006) aka the Railroad
Killer.

Several have been convicted for individual murders.
 
Honolulu Strangler This serial killer raped and strangled five young

women in Hawaii between May 29, 1985, and April 29, 1986. During this
time, the killer took the lives of Vicki Gail Purdy, age 25, wife of an army
helicopter pilot, in Waikiki; Regina Sakamoto, age 17, of Waipahu and a
student at Leilehua High School; Denise Hughes, age 21, a secretary for a
telephone company; Louise Medeiros, age 25, of Waipahu, disappeared after
leaving the Honolulu airport; and Linda Pesce, age 36, disappeared after
leaving her home in Honolulu. The bodies of Vicki Purdy, Regina Sakamoto,
and Linda Pesce were found at Ke’ehi Lagoon; the body of Denise Hughes
was found by three young fishermen in Moanalua Stream; and Louise
Medeiros’ body was found near Waikele Stream by road workers.

The police had a suspect, but not enough evidence to file charges. He
moved back to the mainland and died in 2005. The case officially remains



unsolved. These five women are included in the article “Hawaii Unsolved
Murders (1970s –1980s).”

 
Houston Serial Killers Houston homicide investigators believe there are a

dozen or more serial killers living in or around the city, or passing through it
on a regular basis. Authorities believe there have been about 200 unsolved
murders of women and girls in Houston and the surrounding areas since
1971.

Investigators believe that one killer is responsible for the deaths of at least
two young girls, ages 9 and 12. Their bodies were found dumped in
waterways.

Another series of murders involved at least four women, all either teens or
early 20s, who disappeared from the southern Houston or Galveston areas.

In the early 1970s, several young girls were abducted and murdered in the
Houston area.

In the 1980s, at least six known prostitutes who worked the Montrose area
of Houston were murdered.

Three killings occurred between April 1992 and July 1995 and are linked
to a killer who likes young Hispanic females.

In another series, four women were found within a mile of each other in a
field off Calder Road in Galveston County. These murders occurred over a
six-year period. See separate articles – I-10 Killer and I-45 Killer.

 
Hwaseong Serial Murders was a series of murders between 1986 and

1991 in Hwaseong, South Korea. Ten women were found raped, bound, and
murdered. The movie, Memories of Murder, is based on this series of
murders and directed by Bong Joon-ho.

In October 2004, a female college student was murdered and in 2009 two
more women disappeared within 20 days of each other in the town of
Hwaseong in Gyeonggi Province. Their cell phones were turned off shortly
after the women disappeared. The women were gagged with their underwear.
More than 3,000 suspects were questioned. DNA evidence was sent to Japan
for testing, but the results did not match any of the suspects.

The murders of the 10 women remain unsolved. Even if the killer were
found, they could not be prosecuted because, according to South Korea Law,
the statute of limitations has run out.

 



I-4 Highway Serial Killer is believed by the FBI to be a long-haul truck
driver responsible for the murders of at least 19 women along the I-4 corridor
between Tampa and Dayton Beach. At least four have occurred in the city
known for its love of auto racing, sunbathing, and motorcycles—Daytona
Beach, Florida.

On December 25, 2005, the body of LaQuetta Mae Gunther was found
partially naked, lying in a fetal position in a dark alley in Daytona Beach with
a bullet hole in the back of her head. More bodies began to appear
periodically, all shot execution style. When the fourth victim was found, the
Daytona Beach police realized they had a serial killer on their hands.

There are murder cases in Orlando, Kissimmee, Orange County, Osceola
County, Seminole County, Volusia County, and Polk County, but those
police and sheriff departments deny they have a serial killer case. The FBI
does not agree with them.

 
I-10 Serial Killer Somewhere driving the nation’s highways is a truck

driver who is responsible for at least 20 murders along I-10, which begins in
Jacksonville, Florida and ends some 2,500 miles later in Los Angeles,
California.

An unidentified woman contacted the San Diego Police about a murder in
1981 at Balboa Park. She gave information about the murder and showed
authorities the location of the crime, which was known only by the police,
someone who had witnessed the murder, or the murderer. The woman also
stated that the truck driver was responsible for a string of murders across the
USA and may have killed as many as 20 people. Texas was the scene of
many murders where bodies were dumped or buried in shallow graves,
sometimes hundreds of miles from the scene of the murder.

San Diego officials obtained DNA samples from the suspect in hopes that
somewhere they or officials in other cities and states would be able to “make
a match” with unsolved murders in their jurisdictions. Officials even
developed a time-line of the suspect from 1980 to 1990 to help in solving
these murders. The I-10 Serial Killer is still at large.

 
I-35 Murders were committed in Texas, south of the town of Hillsboro

where I-35 splits to accommodate Dallas and Fort Worth, and then rejoins
and travels south through Waco, Temple, Austin, and San Antonio.
Beginning in 1976 and ending in 1981, there was a series of at least 22



murders on this stretch of highway. The killer preyed on hitchhikers and
motorists with car trouble. Some officials believe that this murderer has
moved, is in prison on another charge, or has died.

Some of the victims were stabbed to death, some were shot with a .22,
some with a .25, and one was shot with a .410 shotgun.

Henry Lee Lucas (August 23, 1936 – March 12, 2001) and Ottis Elwood
Toole (March 5, 1947 – September 15, 1996) confessed to most of these
murders in 1983. Lucas was tried, convicted, and sentenced to death for the
strangulation murder in 1989 of a “Jane Doe” found wearing only orange
socks in a highway culvert near Georgetown. In 1985, Lucas and Toole
withdrew their confessions and some of the cases were returned to
“unsolved” status. Officials remain divided on the question of Lucas’
confession and to the possibility of multiple killers.

 
I-40 Serial Killer/s I-40 begins in Wilmington, North Carolina and travels

2,555 miles to its terminus in Barstow, California. It is the third longest east-
west road in the USA. It runs through the states of North Carolina,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and
California. The FBI believes that there are several active serial killers along I-
40 and that they may be long-haul truck drivers. The actual number of
victims is unknown, but there are many. Victims have been found in
Arkansas, Arizona, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas.

Most of the victims had a history of prostitution or were known
prostitutes; most were last seen at truck stops along I-40; most were found
naked with no other belongings in the area where they were found; most were
dumped along highways; and some had been sexually assaulted.

The first known victim of the I-40 Serial Killer/s was found in a rice field
on July 11, 2003, by a postal worker in Crittenden County, Arkansas. She
was a white female, nude except for a shirt. She had been beaten to death.
She was identified as Margaret Holmes Gardner, age 47, who worked as a
truck-stop prostitute along I-40. The following month, the body of Jennifer
Suzanne Hyman, age 24, was found dumped from the Tallahatchie River
Bridge in Mississippi. Four more bodies were found over the next five
months. The killings continued.

In 2004, the television show America’s Most Wanted aired a segment on
the I-40 serial killings. They received a telephone call from an unidentified
person stating that two people, John Williams (b. 1976) and his girlfriend,



Rachel Cumberland, being held at the Lafayette County Detention in
Mississippi, were responsible for some of the murders. Williams and
Cumberland had already been charged with two murders. On July 8, 2005,
they were charged with the murder of Jennifer Hyman. Williams pleaded
guilty to Hyman’s murder and was sentenced to life. Cumberland pleaded
guilty to the charge of manslaughter and was sentenced to 20 years in prison.
Investigation into the I-40 serial killings continues.

 
I-45 Killer aka Texas Killing Fields Over the last three decades, the FBI

has chronicled at least 32 dead women in an area a few miles on either side of
Interstate 45 along the 50-mile stretch between Houston and Galveston,
Texas. Most of these homicides remain unsolved. The earliest known killing
was in 1971.

On June 17, 1971, Colette Wilson, age 13, disappeared from a bus stop
where she was dropped off after her school band practice. Her nude body was
discovered in November some 40 miles away. She had been shot in the head.
Her flute was never found. Brenda Jones, age 14, was walking to visit a sick
relative at Galveston General Hospital, just off I-45. Her body was found in
Galveston Bay the following day. She had died of a head wound. On October
28, 1971, Gloria Gonzales, disappeared near her home in Houston. Her body
was found less than 35 yards from where Collette Wilson was found. Alison
Craven, age 12, disappeared on November 9, 1971. Her body was found four
months later. Debbie Ackerman, age 15, and Maria Johnson, age 15,
disappeared from a mall on November 11, 1971. They were found two days
later, both dead from a shot to the back of the head. Their feet and hands
were bound.

Over the years many more have died: Sandra Rambler, age 14, and Heidi
Villareal Fye, age 23, in 1983; Laura Lynn Miller, age 16, in 1984; the
killings continued. Some victims are known only as “Jane Doe” as they have
not been identified and their remains lie in a chilly morgue.

Lynette Bibbs, age 14, and Tamara Fishers, age 15, were last seen at a
Houston under 21 nightclub on February 1, 1996. The bodies were found on a
dirt road at the intersection of Interstate 10E and Interstate 45S. They had
been shot in the head. Two of the last known murders were of Krystal Jean
Baker, age 13, who disappeared on March 15, 1996, from a Texas City
convenience store where she was seen using the telephone. She was a very
pretty young girl and looked remarkably like her great-aunt, Norma Jean



Baker aka Marilyn Monroe. Her body was found several hours later. She had
been beaten and strangled to death. Laura Kate Smither, age 12, was jogging
near her home on April 3, 1997, when she vanished. She was an aspiring
ballerina, but she will never reach this goal. Her headless body was found on
the edge of a pond near I-45. She was nude except for one sock and a ring.

In the late 1990s, the killings slowed down, then stopped. Notorious serial
killer, Henry Lee Lucas, confessed to these crimes, but since Lucas was
arrested in 1983, spent the last 18 years of his life in prison, and died in 2001,
he could not have murdered any of those after 1983.

A few more bodies have been found, but none have been tied to the I-45
serial killer. See separate article – Houston Serial Killer.

 
I-65 Killer murdered at least three women who worked at motels along

Interstate 65 in Kentucky and Indiana, and is suspected of murders in Illinois
and Minnesota.

On the morning of February 21, 1987, Elizabethtown, Kentucky police
were called to the Super 8 Motel on a call of a missing desk clerk, Vicki
Heath, age 41. They found her body behind the motel in the dumpster. She
had been raped and shot twice with a .38 caliber pistol. Investigators found a
.38 bullet which had passed through Vicki and buried in the ground. Vicki
had put up a tremendous fight. The lobby was in complete disarray and a
telephone had been torn from the wall. DNA was collected at the scene, but
the testing of DNA was in its infancy. The case went quickly cold.

On the night of March 2, 1989, Mary Margret “Peggy” Gill sat at home
with her father, planning his birthday party for the next day. Peggy Gill was a
college student who worked the night shift at the Merrillville, Indiana Days
Inn to help pay for college. As the clock moved closer to 11:00, Peggy left to
go to work. Around 2:00 a.m., a college student entered the motel and saw no
one at the front desk, waited for about five minutes, then left. Peggy failed to
call Betty Pierce, the general manager, as was their custom. Betty called the
police. They found Peggy’s body where the killer had dumped her in a
secluded area near the motel’s parking lot. She had been raped and shot twice
in the head. Investigators estimated her time of death was between 12:30 and
2:30 a.m. $179 was missing from the cash register.

On the same night, about 52 miles down I-65, was another Days Inn.
Jeanne Marie Gilbert was a mother of two who worked part-time as the night
desk. Her day job was as bookkeeper for the Unocal 76 Truck Stop in



Remington, Indiana, the halfway point between Chicago and Indianapolis.
Jeanne made a courtesy wake-up call to a guest at 4:30 a.m. Police found
Jeanne’s body lying on the side of a country road just as the sun came up on
March 3, 1989. She had been sexually assaulted and shot to death. There was
$247 missing from the cash register.

In 1990, there was another attack at the Days Inn in Columbus, Indiana.
The night clerk was at work when a man attacked her. She was sexually
assaulted, but unlike the others she was stabbed. More importantly, she did
not die. She was able to give a description. Her attacker was about six feet
tall, had a greasy beard and mustache touched with gray, and his hair was
greasy and touched with gray. His eyes were lime green and he had a lazy
right eye that drifted toward the outer edge of his eye toward his forehead. A
composite drawing was made from this description. There has been no
connection made between the sketch and a suspect.

Twenty years later, in April 2010, there was a hit on CODIS (Combined
DNA Index System). A match was made with the DNA of the I-65 killer and
the person who sexually assaulted and murdered Peggy Gill and Jeanne
Gilbert with the DNA of the woman in Columbus, Indiana in 1990.

There was another hit in 2013, when the DNA identified as the I-65 Killer
was matched to a survivor on an attack in Rochester, Minnesota.

It is believed by police and investigators that there are many more victims
of this killer.

 
I-70 Serial Killer is responsible for at least six murders in 1992 in the

states of Indiana, Missouri, and Kansas. After more than 20 years, the killer
remains free. All six victims were murdered with the same .22 caliber
weapon.

On April 8, 1992, Robin Fuldauer, age 26, was murdered at a Payless
Shoe Source store in Indianapolis, Indiana. Three days later, April 11,
Patricia Magers, age 32, and Patricia Smith, age 23, were murdered in a
bridal shop in Wichita, Kansas. In April 27, Michael “Mick” McCown was
murdered in a ceramics store in Terre Haute, Indiana.

On May 3, Nancy Kitzmiller, age 24, was murdered at a western boot
shop in St. Charles, a St. Louis, Missouri suburb. On May 7, Sara Blessing,
age 37, was murdered in a gift shop at the local mall in Raytown, a Kansas
City, Missouri suburb.



The common factors in all six killings are that the victims all worked at
small shops in strip malls near the interstate; the businesses were small,
having only one or two employees; all six were shot in the head with the
same .22 caliber weapon; and five of the victims were women, and one man
who police believe the killer mistook him for a woman because he had long
hair.

The best description of the killer came from Raytown, Missouri. The
owner of a neighboring video store saw a man enter the gift shop, then heard
a pop. He found Sara Blessing’s body. A grocery clerk saw the man climb a
hill to I-70, then vanish. They gave the description of a white male in his
mid-20s/mid-30s, closer to mid-30s. There is a connection to two murders in
Texas in 1993, where the women were murdered in a bridal shop. Another
woman was shot in the neck and survived. The killer in those murders is
described as a thin white man 5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 9 in., mid-20s to early 30s,
with sandy blond hair with a reddish tint. He is still out there.

 
Idaho Serial Killer On September 24, 2000, Lynn Henneman, an airline

flight attendant from Long Island, New York was murdered in Boise, Idaho.
About a week later, her nude body was discovered floating in the Boise
River. Authorities will not release her cause of death or whether she had been
sexually assaulted. They believe it might have been the work of a serial killer.
Kay Lynn Jackson, age 22, was abducted while walking to church on Palm
Sunday, April 5, 1998. Her body was found several hundred yards from
where police believe Lynn Henneman was murdered. Ada County Sheriff’s
detectives also probed the unsolved homicide of another young woman,
Cassandra Ann Yeager, who was found murdered at a local reservoir. She
had been murdered by a single shot to the head.

Erick Virgin Hall was linked to the murder of Lynn Henneman by DNA.
He was convicted of her murder and in October 2004 was sentenced to death.

Fourteen years after the murder of Kay Lynn Jackson, Patrick Jon
Zacharias was linked by DNA. He was charged with first-degree murder,
rape, and lewd and lascivious conduct with a minor under 16 years of age. He
was convicted of all counts and sentenced to three terms of life.

Cassandra Ann Yeager’s killer has not been found.
 
Illinois Child Murders was the murders of six teenagers in Chicago.

Investigators have found no commonality in these murders to connect them to



a series.
On October 16, 1955, John Schuessler, age 13; his brother Anton, age 11;

and neighbor Robert Peterson, age 14, failed to show up for supper. The three
had gone bowling at a North Side bowling alley. A search party was formed
but nothing was found. The bodies of the three were found by hikers two
days later in a ditch near the Des Plaines River in the Robinson Woods Forest
Preserve. The coroner determined that the three boys had been strangled.

On December 28, 1956, Barbara Grimes, age 15, and her sister Patricia,
age 13, did not return home from a neighborhood theatre. On January 22,
1957, their naked and frozen bodies were found in a ditch by a motorist. They
had been raped and beaten. However, the coroner determined that their deaths
resulted from exposure to the frigid January temperatures. There were rumors
circulating that the girls had been mutilated and the lips of one of the girls
had been cut off.

On August 15, 1957, Judith Anderson, age 15, was abducted while
walking back to her home from visiting a friend who lived only about a mile
away. Her dismembered remains were found in two 55-gallon barrels,
floating in Montrose Harbor. One of the barrels contained the head of the
victim with four .32 caliber shots to the brain.

There were no clues and no suspects.
 
Index Killer may be responsible for as many as five murders in the Index

area of Seattle, Washington. Two of the victims were known prostitutes and
drug users who were stabbed to death in 1988. Two other women and a 14-
year-old girl found later may also be victims of the same killer.

 
Indian Creek Trail Killer is stalking the hiking trails of Kansas City,

Missouri. Four men have been killed while walking the trails since August
2016. The murders all share “obvious similarities,” but the police have not
put the term “serial killer” on these murders. A fifth body was found in 2017
on Memorial Day by a search party looking for a woman. The victim was a
31-year-old man who was found on the Trolley Track Trail, a few miles north
of where the other victims were found. Authorities have stated that this
murder is not connected to the four other murders.

 
Ireland’s Missing Women is the story of six women who vanished in the

Irish Republic between March 26, 1993, and July 28, 1998. What is ironic is



that none of the bodies have ever been found. There were no crime scenes.
There was no evidence. These six women simply vanished.

On March 26, 1993, Annie McCarrick, age 26, was an American lured to
the country of her forefathers. She was last seen at Johnnie Fox’s pub on the
edge of the Wicklow Mountains. She was never seen again.

Jo Jo Dullard, age 21, was travelling from Dublin to her home on the
evening of November 9, 1995. She phoned a friend from Moone, County
Kildare to report that she was “hitching” and had just managed to flag down a
ride. She never arrived home.

On August 23, 1996, Fiona Pender, age 25 and seven months pregnant,
was last seen alive on the morning of August 23, 1996, by her boyfriend. A
search was made for miles of bog and mountains, but Fiona was not found.

Ciara Breen, age 17, disappeared on February 13, 1997, from her
hometown of Dundalk. She was never seen again.

Fiona Sinnot, age 19 and the mother of 11-month-old Emma, disappeared
on February 9, 1998, after a night out at a local pub close to her home. Her
ex-partner (and Emma’s father) walked her home because she was not feeling
well. The next morning he gave her a few pounds when she told him she was
“hitching” to Bridgetown to see the doctor. She never made it to Bridgetown.
She simply disappeared.

On July 28, 1998, Deirdre Jacob, age 18, was a trainee teacher who was
home from college. She disappeared in broad daylight just a few hundred
yards from her family home, never to be seen again.

Others who disappeared, and whose bodies have been found include:

• Phyllis Murphy, age 28, was last seen walking on a road near
Roseberry. Her body was found several weeks later in the Willow
Gap. She had been strangled.

• Antoinette Smith was seen leaving a David Bowie concert in July
1987 at Slane Castle in Dublin. Her decomposed body was found
on April 3, 1988, in a bog at Glendoo. She had been raped and
strangled.

• Deirdre Mulcahy, age 19, disappeared (date not available). Her
body was found outside of Cork. She had been raped and strangled.

• Patricia Doherty disappeared on December 23, 1991, after
Christmas shopping. Her body was found in July 1992, in Kilakee



about two miles from where Antoinette Smith was found.

• Eva Brennan, age 40, left her parents’ apartment to return to her
home in South Dublin. She was never heard from again and is
believed to be deceased.

• Marie Kilmartin, age 36, disappeared from Portlaoise on
December 16, 1993. Her body was discovered in a bog with a
concrete slab placed on her chest.

• Since 2000, six more women have disappeared from the same
area as Annie McCarrick. None of the bodies have been found.

 
New evidence has linked two men, Larry Murphy and John Crerar, to

the murders of Annie McCarrick, Jo Jo Dullard, and Deirdre Jacob. The
evidence places Murphy and Crerar at a disused quarry close to where Jo Jo
Dullard went missing. It is believed by some that Murphy and Crerar joined
together to commit at least some of these murders. Crerar has been arrested
and convicted of the murder of Phyllis Murphy and Larry Murphy was
arrested and convicted on February 11, 2000, of kidnapping, repeatedly
raping and attempting to commit murder of a young Carlow woman.

 
Ironman was a South African serial killer in the 1970s, known simply as

“Ironman,” who beat seven people to death with an iron bar and robbed them
as they walked home late at night. Although the killings have stopped,
“Ironman” was never apprehended.

 
Itabuna Serial Killer In 1999, Brazilian police announced that they were

hunting a serial killer who had tied up, raped, and repeatedly stabbed four
women to death before dumping their bodies in a field close to a motorway.
All of the women showed signs of battery and sexual assault. Only three of
the women have been identified. They range in age from 19 to 36. A person
of interest is a local farm owner who lured women to his farm with promises
of work harvesting beans. There has been no resolution to the case.

 
Ivan the Ripper In a society (USSR – Russia) that declares they do not

have a crime problem, it is difficult to obtain any information on something
“so western” as a serial killer. In the 1970s they had Andrei Chikatilo, who



was one of the most prolific serial killers in the world. They also had Ivan the
Ripper.

In the 1970s, Moscow residents were circulating rumors of a serial killer
who was a fair-haired, handsome young man who armed himself with a
cobbler’s bodkin (a tool for making holes in material, leather, etc.) or a
similar instrument which he used to stab his victims to death.

The police stated that they had caught the killer, but the word on the
streets of Moscow was they may have caught a killer, but it was not the right
one. The main killer was still at large and remains so today.

 
Jack the Ripper (Atlanta) terrorized the black communities of Atlanta,

Georgia between May 1911 and May 1912. He murdered only women of
color—at least 20. Like his namesake from London, he mutilated his victims
and was never caught.

When the murders started, they were done with regularity. The killer
murdered seven women between May 20 and July 1, 1911, all on Saturday
nights. The newspaper described the women as attractive, well-dressed
mulattoes. The women were all strangled, their throats were slit from ear to
ear, and then they were mutilated. None of the women were raped.

On July 1, Lena Sharp’s daughter was concerned that her mother had not
arrived home. She began searching the streets and was accosted by a well-
dressed black man. He frightened her by his actions and as she turned to flee,
he stabbed her in the back. The girl managed to escape and was able to give
police a description of the man, but there were no arrests nor any suspects.
The frequency of the murders slowed.

Between July 1911 and May 1912, 13 more women were murdered. The
black community collected money to offer as a reward leading to the capture
and conviction of this serial killer. But it produced no results. The case
remains unsolved.

Coincidentally, the years of the Jack the Ripper in Atlanta coincided with
the time of the axe murders of more than 40 mulatto victims in Texas and
Louisiana. See separate article – Louisiana/Texas Axe Murders.

 
Jack the Ripper (London) is probably the most recognized serial killer of

all time. It is generally accepted that he murdered five prostitutes in the East
End of London in 1888. The number of victims could be as high as 11. Five
of the victims had their throats cut prior to abdominal mutilations. The



removal of internal organs from at least three of the victims led to
suggestions that their killer had knowledge of anatomy and/or surgical
procedures.

The first two killings in the Whitechapel area are not officially included in
the murders attributed to Jack the Ripper. On April 3, 1888, Emma Elizabeth
Smith was robbed and sexually assaulted. A blunt object was inserted into her
vagina, rupturing her peritoneum. She died the following day at London
Hospital from peritonitis. She told police that she had been attacked by two
or three men, and that one was a teenager. It is thought that this was gang
violence and not related to the Jack the Ripper case.

On August 7, 1888, Martha Tabram was stabbed 39 times. There seemed
to be no motive. This case is generally not connected to the Ripper murders
due to the fact that she was stabbed rather than slashed, and there was no
abdominal mutilation.

Mary Ann Nichols is considered to be Jack the Ripper’s first victim. Her
body was discovered in Buck’s Row, Whitechapel on August 31, 1888. Her
throat had suffered two deep cuts and the lower part of her abdomen had been
ripped open by a deep, jagged wound. She had several other cuts on her
abdomen made by the same knife.

Annie Chapman, the Ripper’s second victim, was found near a doorway in
Spitalfields on September 8, 1888, at about 6:00 a.m. She had also suffered
two deep cuts to her throat and her entire abdomen was slashed open. Her
uterus had been removed. A witness statement said that Chapman had been
seen in the company of a dark-haired man of “shabby-genteel” appearance at
approximately 5:30 a.m.

Elizabeth Stride and Catherine Eddowes were both murdered in the early
morning of September 30, 1888. Elizabeth’s body was found at about 1:00
a.m. in Dutfield’s Yard in Whitechapel. She had one incision to her neck,
which severed the carotid artery on the left side. There was no mutilation to
the abdomen. Was the Ripper interrupted, or was this not his work? Catherine
Eddowes’ body was found in Mitre Square in the city of London at about
1:45 a.m. Her face had been mutilated, her throat was cut open, and her
abdomen was ripped open by a long, deep, jagged wound. The left kidney
and most of the uterus had been removed. Catherine’s’ bloodied apron was
found at a tenement entrance in Goulston in Whitechapel. There was some
writing on the wall above where the apron was found, which made reference



to a Jew or Jews. It was unclear if the graffiti was written by the murderer or
had been put there previously.

Mary Kelly’s body was discovered lying in the bed of the single room
where she lived off Dorset Street, Spitalfields on November 9, 1888, at about
10:45 a.m. Her face was so badly mutilated it was unrecognizable, her throat
had been severed to the spine, and her body had been gruesomely mutilated.
Her abdomen had been virtually emptied of all its organs and her heart was
missing.

These five murders were all perpetrated at night and the mutilations
became increasingly severe as the murders proceeded, except for Elizabeth
Stride. It was believed by many after Mary Kelly’s murder that the killings
stopped. However, there were four more murders that may be connected.
They are included in the Whitechapel Murders file.

Rose Mylett was found on December 20, 1888, in Clarke’s Yard in
Poplar. She had been strangled. Police believed that she accidentally choked
herself in a drunken stupor, or committed suicide. The inquest jury, however,
returned a verdict of murder.

Alice McKenzie was found murdered in Castle Alley, Whitechapel, on
July 17, 1889. Her left carotid artery had been severed. She had minor bruises
and cuts on her body. One of the examining pathologists believed this was
one of the Ripper’s victims.

On September 10, 1889, a headless and legless torso was found under a
railway arch in Pinchin Street, Whitechapel. The woman was never identified
and is referred to as “The Pinchin Street Torso”. It is believed that the murder
was committed elsewhere, and the dismembered body was disposed of at the
railway arch.

Francis Coles’ body was found under a railway arch at Swallow Gardens,
Whitechapel on February 13, 1891. Her throat had been cut, but her body was
not mutilated. A man was arrested and charged with her murder, but was
released due to lack of evidence.

There are others thought to be the Ripper’s victims. A woman named
Annie Millwood was admitted to an infirmary in Whitechapel with stab
wounds to her legs and lower abdomen on February 25, 1888, and discharged
shortly thereafter. She died on March 31, 1888, of apparently natural causes.
She is thought by some to be the Ripper’s first victim. Another woman, Ada
Wilson, was stabbed in the neck on March 28, 1888, and survived. Annie
Farmer reported an attack on November 21, 1888. She had a superficial cut



on her throat, but it was probably self-inflicted. She lived at the same
boarding house as victim Martha Tabram.

During the investigation of the Jack the Ripper murders, more than 2000
people were interviewed, over 300 people were investigated, and 80 were
detained. In the ensuing years, there have been suspects: the writer Lewis
Carroll; Queen Victoria’s grandson, Prince Albert Victor; Polish born
Seweryn Antonowicz Klosowski aka George Chapman, who worked as
butcher; Polish immigrant Aaron Kominski, who worked as a barber;
according to writer Patricia Cornwell, the killer is artist Walter Sickert; and to
crime writer, Tom Slemen, and criminologist, Keith Andrews, the killer is a
39-year-old British intelligence officer named Claude Reignier Conder who
was an archaeologist, writer, map-maker and trained killer and who has been
buried in Cheltenham Cemetery for over 90 years.

No suspect was ever charged, and no one was convicted. The case remains
unsolved.

 
Addendum to Jack the Ripper murders: During the investigation of the

Ripper murders, an investigator, Amos Simpson, claimed to have found a
shawl next to the body of Catherine Eddowes that was stained with blood and
semen, and took it home with him. According to Simpson’s descendants, it
was kept in an old sea chest until it came into the possession of the Bill
Waddell, curator of the Black Museum, in 1993 from David Melville Hayes,
an antiques dealer and a great-great-nephew of Amos Simpson. Hayes told
the story of the shawl to Waddell.

The shawl was recently sent to the School of Medicine at the University of
Leeds for DNA testing. It was not listed in the report on the Eddowes murder;
there is no proof that it was at the crime scene; and it could have been
contaminated by other things stored in the chest.

On March 19, 2019, the following report was published in the Journal of
Forensic Sciences:

Dr. David Miller of the School of Medicine at the University of Leeds
reported in a press release: “I was able to identify body cells that were
consistent with the presence of seminal fluid on the shawl (belonging to
Catherine Eddowes, the 4th victim of Jack the Ripper) and which enabled us
to match DNA with the descendants of one of the suspected killers, Polish
immigrant Aaron Kominski.”



Some researchers have taken issue with the theory, claiming that there is
no evidence that the shawl was ever present at a Jack the Ripper crime scene
and that mitochondrial DNA provides inconclusive evidence linking to Jack
the Ripper’s murders. (Note: This only proves that Kominski had sex with
Eddowes at some point in time, it does not prove he killed her and the
others.)

An analysis of Catherine Eddowes’ shawl indicated that the material was
too fine to have been worn by a sex worker during that time period. Further
analysis concluded that the fabric was likely made near St. Petersburg,
Russia, and that it would not have been out of the realm of possibility for
Kominski, who was born in an area of Poland that was under Russian control
at the time, to have bought and worn the shawl himself. Kominski died of
gangrene in an institution in 1919.

In their book, Jack the Ripper: First American Serial Killer, Stewart
Evans and Paul Gainey, professional police officers and amateur historical
researchers, present detailed evidence that Francis Tumblety was a temporary
resident in a boarding house in the Whitechapel district during the period of
the Jack the Ripper rampage and may be the killer. Tumblety was born in
Ireland and moved to the United States with his parents and siblings when he
was just a few years old. He is best known for posing as an Indian herb
doctor using “mineral poisons” (mercury) throughout the USA and Canada.
He also engaged in questionable surgical techniques which made him a rich
man. He was arrested for the alleged complicity in the assassination of
Abraham Lincoln but was released with being charged. He had an intense
hatred for prostitutes, which he blamed on a failed marriage to a prostitute.
He visited Europe several times, including England. He was in England in
1874, during which time he made a special “medicine” for Edward Hanratty,
and Hanratty died the same evening. Tumblety fled to London. He was
arrested on November 7, 1888, for gross indecency, having been caught
engaging in homosexual activities, which were illegal at the time. He posted
bail and fled from England to France, knowing that Scotland Yard was very
interested in talking to him about the recent Jack the Ripper murders in
Whitechapel.

 
Jack the Ripper of New York City was the killer of children in the mid-

1910s. His first known victim was the murder of little Lenora Cohn, age 5, at
about 7:45 p.m. on March 19, 1915. Lenora was sent for a pail of milk at



about 7:30 p.m. She was used to running errands for her mother, but this
night was different. Neighbors saw her heading home with a pail of milk and
start climbing the stairs to the apartment where she lived, but she didn’t make
it. At approximately 7:45 p.m. a neighbor, Augusta Johnson, heard a child cry
and went to investigate. She saw a little girl lying on her face and cradled her
in her arms. It was then she saw the blood dripping. Police found very little
evidence, only a few drops of blood on another staircase and gray hairs in
Lenora’s hand. The pail of milk was at the bottom of the stairs and not a drop
had been spilled. Lenora’s mother received letters afterward, signed “Jack the
Ripper”, which were turned over to police.

On May 3, Charles Murray, age 4, failed to answer when his family called
him in from play about 7:30 p.m. A quick search was made, and his mutilated
body was found tucked under a staircase in the apartment building where the
family lived. Charles’s sister, Mamie, gave investigators a description of the
killer which was pretty much ignored by them. Five doors up the street,
Louisa Niedig, age 6, had apparently just escaped the killer who had grabbed
her arm when she refused to talk to him. He dragged Louisa through a
doorway, and her screams brought neighbors running and the man fled.
Louisa described him as neatly-dressed, wearing a black derby hat and with a
dark mustache. Just a few blocks away, several girls, ages 8 to 12,
approached a policeman and told him that two men were chasing them with
knives. At that moment, the two men came around a corner. Seeing a
policeman, they rushed at him and cut him across the hand, but the policeman
knocked one of them to the ground. The other one fled. The assailant was
identified as James Daly, but no connection was made to the Jack the Ripper
crimes.

Crude notes were found on the doorways at two different apartments
threatening death to children of the family on Monday afternoon, or they
would be kidnapped that night if they weren’t killed during the day and
signed by Jack the Ripper. Monday came and went, and nothing happened.
Two girls were found to have written the letters.

On May 15, Anna Lombardi, age 6, was lured into the basement by a man
who raped her. Police said there was no connection between the rape and the
Ripper killings.

There were suspects, but all were discounted and the trail grew cold.
 



Jack the Strangler/Strangler of Denver was a series of murders by an
unknown serial killer in Denver, Colorado between 1894 and 1903. He
murdered three prostitutes within a span of 10 weeks in 1894. There were
several suspects, but no one was charged with these murders. The same
person may also be responsible for the murder of Julia Voght, a clairvoyant,
and the 1903 murder of Mabel Brown.

His known victims were:
On September 3, 1894, Lena Tapper was found dead in her bed. She had

been choked to death. She was known to be “unchaste” and a French
prostitute who was from Minnesota. She was the mistress of Richard Demady
and both were part of a secret French order called the Macquereaux (a
procurer of prostitutes) in which Tapper played the role of sex servant.

Marie Contassoit was also found in her bed and choked to death. The cord
around her neck was so tightly drawn, it was embedded in her flesh. She was
also a French prostitute with ties to the Macquereaux. She was Tony Sanders’
lover and the couple lived together. She was considered a wealthy woman,
but when found murdered, she had only 75 cents, so investigators thought
that the motive for the murder was robbery. Five men were arrested,
including Richard Demady, who was Lena Tapper’s lover. Antonio
Santopietro and Emil Taymens were also arrested, but later released due to
lack of evidence. They had both been in the house when Contassoit was
murdered, but both said that they had not heard any kind of disturbance.

On November 13, Kiku Oyama was found murdered on her bed with a
towel wrapped around her neck. She was an immigrant from Japan who had
come to Chicago during the World’s Fair Columbian Exposition. There she
met Imi Oyama, a cook, and together they traveled to Denver in November
1893. Denver police had raided the local prostitution businesses and several
of her associates were arrested. Kikuand a French saloon keeper secured their
release. The saloon keeper later demanded she give him a reward for helping
to get the women released, which angered her, and they had an argument.
Kiku Oyama was last seen alive in the evening after talking with friends. She
returned home and drew the curtains. Imi had also gone for a walk and found
her when he returned. She was still alive. Imi pulled off the towel and ran
across the street to get Hana, another Japanese woman, for help. This caught
the attention of Officer Carberry and he ran into the house with them, but
Kiku had died. There were signs of a struggle, blood on the bed sheets, and



the killer had rifled through all of the drawers in the room, probably looking
for money.

He is also suspected of the murders of Julia Voght, who was a clairvoyant
and medium who claimed to have been given a description of the killer who
murdered Tapper, Contassoit, and Oyama. On October 7, 1898, she was
found dead on the floor in her apartment. She had a towel tied around her
neck. It was thought that the Strangler believed that she really knew
something and murdered her to keep from being exposed. In 1903, Mabel
Brown was found lying dead on her bed. Her hands were tied behind her back
with a pair of suspenders, a handkerchief had been shoved into her mouth.
and she had been strangled, leaving marks on her neck.

Other suspects include:
Richard Demady was the Frenchman who lived with the first victim, Lena

Tapper. He was arrested and charged with Lena’s death, but the only
evidence the court had was circumstantial. The jury acquitted Demady and he
left the USA and moved to Brazil.

Frank Roch was a French Canadian general laborer who lived in the area
of the murders. He matched the description of a man seen running away from
the crime scene of the Oyama murder and was arrested. He was released a
few days later.

An Italian man known only as H. Meller (or Moeller) had a quarrel with
Marie Vendres at her home and began strangling her. She managed to free
herself and screamed for help. When a police officer arrived, he saw that
Meller was about to slash her throat with a razor. The man was arrested, but
police were skeptical that he was the strangler.

Victor Monchereaux was a French carpenter who had abnormally large
hands. A friend, Alphonse Lemaire, who was drunk at the time, told a story
of how Monchereaux had committed the murders. The longer Lemaire talked,
the crowd of men listening grew larger and larger. They also kept giving
Lemaire more alcohol. He finally named the killer: Victor Monchereaux. He
also said that Monchereaux was a vicious person.

Alphonse Lemaire’s story was not entirely believed by authorities.
Monchereaux later told similar tales about Lamaire being the Strangler. For a
short period of time, the police believed that the Strangler was Lemaire, but
finally settled on the thought that they were merely pawns of the
Macquereaux.

The Strangler was never caught.



 
Jack the Strangler of Dayton, Ohio murdered five girls between 1901 and

1910, in the city of Dayton, Ohio.
Ada Lantz, age 11, was playing with her friend at her parents’ house on

her birthday in 1901. She went outside to use the outhouse, where she was
beaten, raped, and thrown into the outhouse vault in the rear of her home. Her
body was found later that night by her family.

Anna Markowitz, her sister, and her boyfriend were walking to McCabe
Park on the evening of August 5, 1907, when they were attacked. The sister
managed to escape and ran home to get help. The boyfriend, Abe Cohan, was
shot and killed. Anna was raped and strangled to death. A black man named
Layton Hines was arrested and convicted on circumstantial evidence. He
supposedly confessed and was sentenced to life. Authorities now doubt that
Hines was guilty.

Dona Gilman, age 20, was on her way home from work. After she was
dropped off from the trolley, she was raped and strangled to death on the
night of November 20, 1908. Her body was found by her mother the next day
when she looked out the window of her home at the field across the street and
saw her daughter lying there.

Mary Forschner, age 15, was on her way to the bank when she was beaten,
raped, and strangled to death on January 23, 1909. Her body was found by
her stepfather.

Just a few days later, Elizabeth Fulhart, age 18, came from Vandalia, Ohio
to Dayton to look for work and disappeared. She was discovered wrapped in
a gunny sack and dropped into a cistern behind a synagogue, now known as
Temple Israel.

Now, more than 100 years later, the case remains unsolved.
 
Jane Doe Murders were a series of murders between 1984 and 1985 in

five states: Arkansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee.
The first victim was found near Shereville, Arkansas, on September 16,

1984. Victim number two was found on December 23, in Comru Township,
Pennsylvania. The third victim was found on New Year’s Day, 1985, near
Jellico, Tennessee; the fourth victim was found on January 24 near Hernando,
Mississippi; and the last “official” victim was found along I-75 near Corbin,
Kentucky.



In April 1985, local officials from five states met with FBI agents at a
conference in Nashville, Tennessee to coordinate the murder investigation.
They narrowed this list of victims from 12 down to five.

To date, neither the victims nor the killer have been identified.
 
Jeff Davis 8/Jennings Serial Killer began in 2005 and continued until

2009. Eight women have been murdered in and around Jennings, Louisiana, a
small town with a population of 10,500. All of the victims were drug abusers,
and some traded sex for drugs. Two of the victims had their throats slashed;
the other six were either strangled or suffocated. All were found dumped
along rural roads, except the last, Necole Guillory, age 26 and a mother of
four, who was found just off Interstate 10 in 2009.

Loretta Chaisson Lewis, age 28, was last seen on May 17, 2005. Her body
was found floating in the east fork of the Grand Marais Canal about three
miles west of Hwy. 1126 by a fisherman. Her body was too decomposed to
determine the exact cause of death. Toxicology tests did find high levels of
drugs and alcohol in her system.

Ernestine Patterson, age 30, was found in a drainage canal on June 18,
2005, approximately six miles from where Loretta Lewis’s body was found.
The medical examiner determined that her throat had been slashed. She was
also found to have high levels of drugs and alcohol in her system.

Kristen Lopez, age 21, disappeared, although due to her lifestyle and
involvement in prostitution, the exact date is not known. A missing person
report was filed with the police on March 15, 2007. A fisherman found her
nude body in the Petitjean Canal, approximately 10 miles south of Welsh.
Her cause of death could not be determined but tests did reveal high levels of
drugs and alcohol.

Whitnei Dubois, age 26, was last seen about the first week of May 2007.
Her decomposing body was found lying on a rural road just south of Jennings
on May 12, 2007. She had been dead for several days. High levels of drugs
and alcohol were found in her system. Her cause of death was not
determined.

Laconia “Muggy” Brown, age 23, was last seen on May 28, 2008, just a
few hours before police found her body lying in the middle of East Racca
Road, on the edge of the city/parish border. Her throat had been cut and her
body had been doused with bleach.



The badly decomposed body of Crystal Shay Benoit Zeno, age 23, was
found by hunters on a levee of a dry canal on LaCour Road just off Hwy.
1126, southeast of Jennings on September 11, 2008. She had last been seen
on August 29, 2008. She was not identified for two months.

Brittney Gary, age 17, was last seen about 5:30 p.m. on November 2,
2008, when she left her home in Jennings to go to a nearby convenience
store. She was recorded by surveillance cameras inside the store, where she
made a purchase. On November 15, a searcher found her remains in the grass
near Keystone Road about ½ mile south of Hwy. 1126, roughly three miles
from where Loretta Lewis was found in 2005.

Necole Guillory, age 26, was last seen on November 2, 2009. Her mother
filed a missing person’s report on August 19 at 1:30 p.m. with the Jennings
Police Department. Investigators began interviewing the family at 2:00 p.m.
At 2:30 p.m., a call came into the police department that a female body had
been found in nearby Acadia Paris. A highway maintenance crew had
discovered the body on a westbound I-10 overpass embankment, between
mile markers 73 and 74 near Plant Road in the small town of Egan. The body
was identified as Necole Guillory.

There are connections in the victims: Ernestine Patterson worked with
Brittney Gary’s mother at a local fast food restaurant; Kristen Lopez was
Brittney’s cousin; and Laconia Brown was Brittney’s best friend. All of them
shared common traits such as poverty, mental illness, and a history of drug
abuse and/or prostitution. It is also believed that all of the women were police
informants.

A task force was formed in December 2008 consisting of federal, state,
and local law enforcement agencies. The case was plagued by missteps by the
sheriff’s office. Locals have named members of local law enforcement as
suspects in the case and evidence has disappeared.

There were arrests and charges filed, but those arrested were released due
to lack of evidence to warrant a conviction.

 
Johannesburg Mutilator Killer was a serial killer who stalked little girls

in the poverty-racked areas south of the city in the mid-1990s. The
investigators believe the disappearance of children in Orange Farm and
Ennerdale in southern Johannesburg and the five girls murdered in the area
since October 1996 are all victims of the same man. Some of the bodies were
mutilated. Authorities believe the children could have been dismembered so



their body parts could be used for muti, a form of traditional medicine used in
a ritualized religious practice of some of South African blacks.

 
Johannesburg Serial Killer 2000 has murdered eight men since April

2010 in Johannesburg, Orange Farm Township in Gauteng Province, South
Africa. He has targeted homosexual men in their late 20s and 30s, there is no
sign of forced entry, and all were murdered by strangulation. His known
victims in 2010 were: Manolis Veloudos, murdered in April, and Jim Cathels,
murdered in December; in 2011; Oscar O’Hara in May; an unidentified male
in August; Siphiwe Selby Nhlapo and Barney van Heerden in September; and
Jason Wessenaar in December; and in 2012, Rulov Seneval in February.
There are rumors that the Johannesburg police have not followed up on
important leads. The case is still open and unsolved.

 
Kauai Serial Killer Police on the island of Kauai, Hawaii are searching

for a serial killer who is responsible for at least three murders. All three
women had been severely beaten, raped, and murdered.

The first victim was found on August 30, 2000, at a remote campsite at
Pakala Point Beach on the north shore of Oahu, Hawaii, near Waimea. She
was identified as Daren Singer, age 42. She had been raped, severely beaten
in the face, and stabbed. On May 22, 2001, a 52-year-old woman was
stabbed, badly beaten, and left for dead in a remote area of Kekaha. The
battered body of Lisa Bissell, age 38, was found in a ditch near Polihale State
Park. She had also been raped, stabbed, and beaten. There were a total of five
killings, but two have been solved.

The attacker is described as approximately 6 feet tall, dark-haired, and
weighing 180 – 200 pounds.

 
Kenner Serial Killer/Louisiana Cluster Killings Police searched for a

possible serial killer responsible for the murders of three young men who
were found dumped in or near garbage yards or alongside isolated roads in
Kenner, Louisiana between October 1998 and June 1999.

The three victims sold and/or used drugs. Two of them knew each other
and were neighbors. All were asphyxiated and were missing their shoes when
they were found.

 



Kenosha Murders was a string of murders in “murder alley,” an unpaved
strip of land running south from 64th Street, between 20th and 21st Avenues,
just two blocks from the downtown business district of Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Kenosha is relatively free of violent crime, but not in this area. These
murders are not the work of a serial killer, but the location has seen seven
grisly homicides committed between 1967 and 1981. Is it a serial location? Is
there something abnormal about this area?

The first occurred on February 9, 1967. A 17-year-old girl, Mary
Kaldenburg, left home to go to the corner drug store for a soft drink. She
never returned home. Her body was found four days later in the back of a
1948 hearse in the city vehicle pound about a mile from her home. She was
fully clothed. Her shoes were placed near her body. She had been stabbed
repeatedly in the neck, chest, and back. This murder remains unsolved.

The next was on January 30, 1978, when Jerald Burnett, age 52, was
found beaten to death with a tire iron. He was found on a snowbank near his
home. This murder was solved with the arrest and conviction of Steven
Gross.

On May 27, 1979, Herman Bosman, age 80, was found dead in his
burning home. He too had been beaten to death. This murder remains
unsolved.

Alice Alzner, age 18, was found buried in a rose garden adjoining the
alley on June 23, 1979. Thomas Holt, owner of the property was convicted
of raping and strangling Alice and sentenced to death.

On January 26, 1981, a triple murder was the talk of the town. Alice
Eaton, John Amann, and Raphael Petrucci were found dead in Alice Eaton’s
home. Alice Eaton’s grandson, Robert McRoberts, was arrested and
convicted of the murders. He is currently housed at the Redgranite
Correctional Institution, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

 
Korea Frog Boy Murders March 26, 1991, was a national holiday in

South Korea and a group of five boys decided to go to nearby Mount
Waryong to catch frogs. They never returned. U Cheol-won, age 13; Jo Ho-
yeon, age 12; Kim Yeong-gyu, age 11; Park Chan-in, age 10; and Kim Jong-
sik were reported missing. Their disappearance became a national affair.
President Roh Tae-woo sent some 300,000 police officers to help with the
search, which was shown on live TV. Mount Waryong was searched over
500 times before the bodies were found.



In 2002, while searching for acorns, a man found the bodies in an area that
had been searched many times. He reported his finding anonymously. Police
officials said that they thought the boys had died of hypothermia. The boys’
families questioned this finding due to the fact that the bodies had been found
in an area which the boys knew very well. Forensic experts found that the
boys had been murdered by repeated blows to the head. One boy had been
shot in the head with a shotgun. Korea has a statute of limitations on murders
which ran out in 2006. If the perpetrator of these murders is found, they
cannot be prosecuted.

 
Las Vegas Serial Killer appears to be stalking the homeless in Las Vegas,

Nevada since 2005. Officers are looking at reports over the last eight years
trying to determine if the killings are the work of one person, or several.

The earliest known incident involved a street person being shot while
sleeping at a bus stop near Cheyenne Avenue and Nellis Boulevard. He
survived. In December 2005, a panhandler begging for spare change was shot
and killed near a convenience store near Nellis Boulevard. In October 2007,
another homeless man was shot and killed at Ali Baba and Westwind Road.
In August 2008, a vagrant was gunned down just after he left a Circle K
Convenience Store at the corner of Sahara Avenue and Nellis. In November
2010, another homeless man was shot and killed as he sat on a bus bench on
Fort Apache Road. On April 13, 2011, a street person was shot while
sleeping at a bus stop at Nellis and Giest. He survived. The homeless man
who was shot on September 27, 2011, in the same general area, also survived.

Different guns were used but all were small caliber, all of the attacks were
unprovoked, all of the victims were homeless, all were either on or near a
bus-stop bench, and all were African American except the first who was
white, but had dark skin.

 
Lewiston Serial Killer Authorities have a series of five murders

committed between 1979 – 1982 in Clarkson, Washington, and Lewiston,
Idaho that they believe were perpetrated by the same individual. Two of the
bodies have not been found. They have a suspect, but not enough to issue an
arrest warrant. A task force investigating killings in Spokane has visited this
unnamed suspect after receiving a tip that he might be involved. No arrests
have been made and the case remains unsolved.

 



Lisbon Ripper was responsible for the murders of three women in Lisbon,
Portugal between 1992 and 1993. All of the victims were young brunettes
named Maria, allegedly prostitutes and drug addicts, and all were ripped with
a sharp object that was not a knife. Most of their internal organs were
removed.

 
Lodz Gay Murderer is the series of seven homosexuals who were

murdered between 1988 and 1993 in Łódź, Poland. All of the victims but one
had died in their own home, during or right after sexual intercourse. The
victims were murdered by strangling, stabbing, or beating to death. After the
murder, the killer took things of value: TVs, videos, jewelry, cash, and other
items he could carry when he left the scene. The killer used whatever he
could find in the home of the victim as a weapon to kill.

The victims of this serial killer are:
Stefan W, age 37, was murdered on June 19, 1988. His body was found on

June 27 in his apartment, tied up with wire and stabbed.
July 30, 1989, Jacek C., age 40, was murdered on July 30, but his corpse

was not found until August 4, tied up with string and a belt. He had
suffocated from the cloth pushed into his mouth. Bogdan J., age 50, was
murdered on November 21, 1989, and found in his apartment two days later.
He had been stabbed during sexual intercourse.

Andrzej S., age 41, was murdered on February 25, 1990. He was found on
March 5 in his apartment. He was also stabbed to death. Jakub M., age 41,
was murdered on July 31, 1990. His corpse was found later that same day in a
forest near Głowno. He had been strangled.

Jan D., age 48, was murdered on February 20, 1992 and his body was
found on the same day in his home. He had been beaten to death.

Kazimierz K., age 62, was murdered on July 11, 1993. His corpse was
found the next day in his apartment. He had been trampled and strangled.

These murders were hard to solve because of the hermetic environment of
homosexuals in Łódź in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Investigators
believed the killer either hated himself for being a homosexual or had been
hurt by one. He had been seen several times when leaving the victims’
apartments. Facial composites were made. A witness came forward who was
homosexual, and he told investigators that he had had sex with a young man
named Roman. They had gone to Kazimierz K.’s home, where there was a
group of people. When the guests left, only Roman and Kazimierz remained.



Kazimierz’s body was found the following day. The witness described
Roman as 27 years old, about 5 ft. 8 in. tall, with hazel eyes and dark blond
hair. He also had tattoos: a dot near his left eye, a laryngeal dot, and letters on
his left hand.

With composites and his description including the tattoos, the killer
should have been found. Investigators believe he is dead.

 
Long Island Serial Killer/Gilgo Beach Murders In mid-December 2010,

the body of a woman was found by a police officer and his dog on a routine
training exercise on a desolate beach on Long Island, Suffolk County, New
York. Returning to the beach to gather more information, officers found three
more bodies over the next two days in the same area on the north side of the
Ocean Parkway. All four women were prostitutes in their 20s, who found
their clients through their postings on the internet. According to the medical
examiner, the deaths “appear to be substantially similar.”

The women were identified as Maureen Brainard-Barnes, age 25, of
Norwich, Connecticut, last seen in Manhattan on July 9, 2007; Melissa
Barthelemy, age 24, of Erie County, New York, who was living in the Bronx
and disappeared on July 12, 2009; Amber Lynn Costello, age 27, of North
Babylon, Long Island; and Megan Waterman, age 22, from Scarborough,
Maine, was last seen in June 2010 at a Holiday Inn Express in Hauppauge.
These four deaths have some similarities to a case in New Jersey in 2006
where four prostitutes were murdered, their bodies found dumped in a
drainage ditch just outside Atlantic City.

In late March and early April, four more bodies were found in another
area off the parkway. The search covered the area to the Suffolk/Nassau
County line. One was the body of a female toddler aged between 16 and 23
months, found on April 4, and one was the body of her mother, found on
April 11 in Nassau County. Another was the body of an Asian male between
17 and 23 years old and 5 ft. 6 in. in height. He died of blunt force trauma
and had been dead for between five and 10 years. It is thought that he was
probably working as a prostitute. He was wearing women’s clothes at the
time of his death.

On April 6, 2011, the search began in Nassau County by the Nassau
Police who said they would be coordinating information on their
investigation with the Suffolk County authorities and the New York State
Police. On April 11, partial remains were found, plus a separate skull,



bringing the total to 10 victims. On April 22, two human teeth were found
within a foot of where the skull had been found.

On May 22, 2011, a decomposed body, minus the head, washed up on
Amagansett Beach, about 100 miles east of where the 10 bodies had been
found. An autopsy revealed that the victim was male, 20 – 30 years of age,
and of slight build. In December 2011, police found the body of Shannan
Maria Gilbert, age 24, in a marsh a half mile from where she was last seen by
her driver as he waited outside a client’s house in Oak Beach. She had been
reported missing in May 2010. Her cause of death was ruled “death by
misadventure” or “inconclusive.” These two cases have not been linked to the
other 10 homicides.

There are other cases being investigated to establish whether they are tied
to the Long Island Serial Killer. The unsolved murder of two prostitutes is
being investigated by the Long Island police. On February 18, 2012, skeletal
remains were found in Manorville, New York near a county park and on
January 23, 2013, human remains were found along the shore at the end of
Sheep Lane in Lattingtown near Oyster Bay, New York. Both of these cases
are being investigated to determine if they tie in with any of the murders.

It has not been determined if these murders are the work of a single killer.
It is believed there is more than one person responsible. See separate article
– Bittrolff, John.

 
Los Angeles Southside Slayer murdered at least 15 (and possibly as many

as 27) women between September 1983 and May 1987 in Los Angeles and
the surrounding area. Authorities suspect the killer of at least three other
murders and three attacks where the victims survived. The victims were all
women, most were black, and most were prostitutes. The slayer tortured them
with superficial cuts before they were finally strangled or stabbed to death.
The stabbings were so numerous it was considered “overkill.” The bodies
were dumped on residential streets, or in alleys and schoolyards.

The body of Loletha Prevot was discovered in Los Angeles on September
4, 1983.

On New Year’s Day 1984, the body of Patricia Coleman was found in
Inglewood.¹ On November 18, the third victim, Sheila Burton/Burris, was
found.²

Frankie Bell was found murdered on January 1, 1985. On February 11, the
mutilated body of Patricia Dennis was found. Sheily Wilson was murdered



on March 20 in Inglewood.
On March 23, Lillian Stove was the next victim in Los Angeles. Patsy

Webb was found murdered on April 15.
On July 28, Cathy Gustavson was the next victim. On August 6, the

intended victim managed to escape by jumping out of his moving vehicle.
Gail Ficklin’s body was dumped in Los Angeles on August 15.² On
November 6, Gayle Rouselle was murdered in Gardena. On November 7,
Myrtle Collier was murdered in Los Angeles. Nesia McElrath was the next to
be murdered on December 19. On December 22, the mutilated corpse of
Elizabeth Landcraft was found. Gidget Castro’s body was found in the City
of Commerce on December 26.

On January 5, 1986, Tammy Scretchings met up with the killer in Los
Angeles. On January 10, the killer attempted to murder a prostitute by
beating her, and her male companion was stabbed when he attempted to help
his friend. They both survived. On February 11, Lorna Reed’s murdered body
was found at San Dimas, 25 miles from Los Angeles. May 26 was the day
Verna Williams’s body was found in the stairwell of an elementary school in
Los Angeles.¹ Trina Chaney was murdered on November 3, 1986 and her
body was found in Watts.

Carolyn Barney was murdered on May 29, 1987.
The following women may also have been murdered by the Los Angeles

Southside Serial Killers:
Loretta Jones was found dumped in an alley in Los Angeles on April 15,

1986. She was a 22-year-old college student. A woman’s body was
discovered in a garbage dumpster the first week of May 1986. She was about
25 –30 years old and has not been identified. Canosha Griffin was stabbed to
death on the grounds of a high school. Her body was discovered on July 24,
1986.³ Also on July 24, the body of Austerberta Alvarez was found on the
grounds of 66th Street Elementary School.

The body of Loretta Perry was found in Watts on January 25, 1987.²
Vivian Louise Collins was murdered and found on March 18, 1987.²

¹ Michael Hughes was convicted of the murders of these women and
sentenced to death. See separate article – Hughes, Michael Hubert.

² Louis Craine was convicted of the murders of these women and
sentenced to death. See separate article – Craine, Louis.

³ Charles Edward Mosley was charged and convicted of the murder of
Canosha Griffin.



Daniel Lee Siebert (June 17, 1954 – April 22, 2008) was charged with
two of the murders but died of cancer and was never tried for the crimes.

 
Los Angeles Unsolved Murders On June 12, 1980, the nude bodies of two

young men were found by members of a highway construction crew near the
Ventura Freeway exit for Forest Lawn Drive. They were believed to be in
their early 20s. The bodies had no marks other than a few superficial
scratches and cause of death was not determined. Two more bodies were
found in close proximity.

 
Louisiana/Texas Axe Murders is the case of 49 people who were

slaughtered between January 1911 and April 1912. The victims were
mulattoes or blacks with mulatto children. The killers were identified as dark-
skinned African Americans who may have selected their victims based on
their “mixed” or “tainted” blood.

In early January 1911, a mother and her three children were hacked to
death in their beds in Rayne, Louisiana. In February, 10 miles from Rayne,
three members of the Byers family were hacked to death. A family of four
was massacred in identical manner in the very early morning in Lafayette.
The killings then shifted to Texas where in April 1911, five members of the
Cassaway family were axed to death in San Antonio. So far, there was no
sign of robbery or any other reason for the murders, other than the fact that
all of the victims were mulatto, or a Black married to a Caucasian.

The next massacre was back in Lafayette, Louisiana. On November 26,
six members of the Randall family were murdered in their beds. Each died
from a single blow of the axe behind their right ear. On January 19, 1912, the
massacre was in Crowley, Louisiana, where a woman and her three children
were murdered. At Lake Charles on January 21, Felix Broussard, his wife,
and three children were murdered by a single blow near the right ear. A note
was left by the killer: “When He maketh the Inquisition for Blood, He
forgetteth not the cry of the humble—human five.”

Based on the seemingly Biblical quotes, the police made several arrests,
including two members of the Sacrifice Church, where the leader of the sect,
Reverend King Harris, had given a sermon at a meeting in Lafayette on the
night of the Lake Charles massacre. There was no evidence against those
arrested and they were soon released.



The murders again shifted back to Texas, this time in Beaumont, where on
February 19, 1912, a mulatto woman and her three children were axed to
death. On March 27, in the town of Glidden, Texas a mulatto woman and her
four children, plus a male overnight guest were murdered. Police began to
notice that the new string of murders was moving west, seemingly striking at
stops of the Southern Pacific Railroad line.

In early November 29, 1911, Clementine Bernabet (c. 1894) confessed
to the earlier crimes. She admitted being at a meeting of the “Sacrifice
Church” and said that the killings were related to a “candja” (a voodoo
charm) from a local witch doctor who told Bernabet and her friends that they
could do as they pleased and would never be caught. They chose to commit a
series of axe murders as a way to test the magic of the charm. On October 25,
1912 Clementine Barnabet was sentenced to life in prison.

On the night of April 11-12, 1912, William Burton, his wife, and three
children were murdered in their beds in San Antonio. Two nights later, three
more people were murdered with an axe in Hempstead. All eight of these
victims were mulatto. There were no more attacks for four months.

About 4:00 a.m. on the night of August 16, 1912, the lull was broken. The
wife of James Dashiell awoke screaming from the pain in her arm. She saw
the source of the pain—a prowler who was wielding an axe. He apparently
had missed his target. Mrs. Dashiell’s screams caused the prowler to run. She
was unable to give a description of the invader.

The police had no evidence and no suspects in any of these later murders.
 
Mâcon Hospital Murders were a baffling string of murders committed at

the Town Hospital in Mâcon, France between 1944 and 1947. Seventeen
patients died after surgery in the gynecology ward. Autopsies revealed that
all of the patients had been killed by an injection of poison. The killer was
seemingly more cautious when he/she allowed six months between his last
two victims. The murders stopped abruptly, and the case remains unsolved.

 
Mad Killers of Brabant named for the province of Brabant in Belgium

where most of the murders occurred, were also called the Nijvel Gang for the
city of Nivelles (Nijvel in Dutch) where the gang’s violent robberies resulted
in the deaths of 28 people between 1982 and 1985. More than 20 were
injured during these violent attacks. During the robbery of an arms dealer in
Nijvel, the gang’s violence resulted in the death of two civilians and one



police officer. This gang robbed restaurants, stores of all kinds, supermarkets,
plus the arms dealer mentioned above. Some of the weapons used in the
murders had been stolen from a Belgian Gendarmerie arsenal in 1979.

On March 13, 1982, the gang robbed a retail store in Dinant of a hunting
rifle. There was no violence. The rifle was never used during the robbery
killings and was found with other weapons belonging to the gang in 1987; on
August 14, there was an armed robbery of a grocery store in Maubeuge,
France. Only tea and wine were stolen. No one was were killed, but two
police officers were wounded; on September 30, the gang robbed the arms
dealer where the police officer and two civilians were murdered; and on
December 23, the gang robbed a restaurant only of coffee and wine in
Beersel, Belgium, but one person was tortured to death by the killers.

January 12, 1983, the gang car-jacked a cab in the capital city of Brussels,
killed the driver, and stole his purse; the car was found in the town of Mons,
Belgium; on February 11, there was an armed robbery of a supermarket in
Rixensart, Belgium. No one was killed but several were wounded, and the
gang took less than $18,000; on February 25, they robbed another
supermarket in Uccle, Belgium, took less than $16,000, and no one was
killed. On March 3, another supermarket was robbed, this time in Halle,
Belgium, where they murdered one staff member and took less than $18,000;
on May 7, they robbed a supermarket in Houdeng-Gougnies, Belgium, where
they took less than $22,000 and no one was murdered; on September 10, they
robbed a textile factory in Temse, Belgium, where seven bullet-proof jackets
were taken; one worker was killed and his wife was wounded. On September
17, an assault on another supermarket netted the killers nothing, but three
people were murdered; on October 7, there was an invasion of a restaurant in
Ohain, Belgium; nothing was stolen but the owner was killed; and on
December 1, the gang robbed a jeweler in Anderlues, Belgium, where some
low-value jewels were stolen and two people were murdered.

After more than a year of inactivity, in 1985 the robberies and killings
began again. On September 27 at an assault at a supermarket in Braine-l-
Alleud, Belgium, less than $6,000 was stolen but three people were killed and
two wounded; another supermarket in Overijse, Belgium, was invaded within
approximately 30 minutes of the previous incident and the murderers got
away with less than $25,000, murdered five people and wounded one; on
November 9, a supermarket in Aalst was robbed of less than $25,000; eight
people were killed and several were wounded.



The robberies and killings stopped. With little evidence and no suspects,
the case remains unsolved.

 
Maryland Serial Killer (1990s) is believed to be responsible for the

murders of five gay black men murdered in three separate incidents in the
Washington DC area in the mid-1990s. The victims had all frequented three
gay bars: Bachelor’s Mill, 360, and Full House, but it was not known if the
victims knew each other.

The murders began on October 6, 1996, when the body of Anthony
Barnes, age 42, was found stabbed to death in his home in Bladensburg,
Maryland. On December 21, Jimmy McGuire, age 33, and James Williams,
age 27, were found shot to death in the home they shared in Clinton,
Maryland. On January 5, 1997, John R. Whittington, age 41, of Hyattsville,
Maryland and Derrick Hilliard, age 22, of Washington DC were found shot to
death at a Motel 6 in Camp Springs, Maryland. The killings stopped.

There were no signs of forced entry at any of the sites. With little or no
evidence and no suspects, the case remains unsolved.

 
Massachusetts Woodsman Killer/s aka Highway Killings is believed to

be responsible for many murders in the I-195/1-40 corridor in southeastern
Massachusetts in 1988-89, and murders in the cities of Worcester,
Marlborough, Hudson, Rutland, Westminster, and Manchester in
Massachusetts, as well as the murders of females whose bodies were found in
Auburn, New Hampshire and York, Maine.

Alex F. Scesny, age 43, was arrested and convicted of the murder of
Theresa Stone, age 39, whose body was found in Fitchburg in October 1996.
He is a suspect in other Woodsman murders, but has not been charged. He fits
some of the profile of the killer released in 2007, who is described as a male,
no younger than 28, works in the construction field or is/was a truck driver or
maintenance worker; enjoys fishing, hunting and viewing pornography, has a
history of assaulting women; may have an alcohol or drug problem; may
have a learning disability; frequent user of prostitutes; and drives a pickup
truck or large sport utility vehicle.

Twenty-five women have been murdered over the past 25 years in the
areas mentioned above that may be tied to a single killer or several killers.
The women were mostly between the ages of 20 and 35, some had ties to
drugs or prostitution, and some were homeless. They were found in out of the



way places such as dingy overpasses, on dirt roads, in parks, and in wooded
areas. Some were young, some were in high school, some were in their 20s or
30s, but all had been murdered.

Other known victims of the Woodsman serial killer/s are:

• Nine to 11 women murdered near New Bedford between 1988-89.

See separate article – New Bedford Highway Killer.

• Rosalie Miller, age 36, was found dead in Auburn, New
Hampshire on January 20, 1997.

• The remains of Mindy West, age 30, were found on October 4,
1998, in Manchester.

• Elizabeth Fardy’s remains were found in the woods in
Westminster in December 2002.

• Betzaida Montalvo and Carmen Rudy, both age 29, were found in
shallow graves in a wooded area of a private school near
Marlborough in September 2003.

• Dinelia Torres was found murdered in March 2004 in a wooded
area off a gated road in Hudson.

• Wendy Morello, age 40, last seen on September 5, 2004, and her
body found on September 13 in a trash barrel in York, Maine.

• The remains of Linieda Olivera, age 35, were found on September
4, 2007, in a wooded area in Rutland.

 
The women were similar in appearance and may have worked as

prostitutes to support drug habits. Other than these similarities, authorities
have little to work on due to the fact that because the victims were missing
for a considerable length of time before the bodies were found, there is little
or no evidence to be found. Also, the fact that the bodies were found at
“dump sites” rather than the scene of the murder also contributes to the lack
of evidence.

 
Mexico City Serial Killer has murdered at least seven elderly women by

strangling them with stockings or telephone cables between 2003 and
October 2005. The police are investigating the possibility of 22 other murders



being tied to this killer. The killer is thought to be a cross-dressing man, since
a masculine figure in women’s clothing has been seen near the scene of some
of the murders. Authorities believe that the killer gains entrance into the
victims homes by posing as a nurse or government worker. He then kills the
women and ransacks their homes. Only small objects, such as crucifixes and
rings, have been stolen. The case remains open. See separate article –
Mataviejitas (Old Lady Killer).

 
Midwest Serial Killer The first known murder was on April 5, 1990, in an

apartment in Greenville, South Carolina. The killer forced his way in through
a patio door. The woman was sleeping when the attack began. He bludgeoned
her with a hammer he brought with him. After raping her, he put her body in
the bathtub. He then opened all of the drawers in the bedroom and threw
clothes all over the floor. Before leaving, he wrote on the mirror, “Don’t fuck
with my family.” A photo and latex gloves were found by a jogger two weeks
later. The photo is of a woman clad in only a T-shirt and panties. The photo
was aired on Unsolved Mysteries television program in the hopes of
identifying the woman. She was identified as Genevieve Zitricki by her
husband who lived in the same apartment building as his ex-wife. He was
cleared of any involvement.

On March 28, 1998, Sherri Scherer and her 12-year-old daughter, Megan,
were found murdered in their farmhouse near Portageville, Missouri by her
husband, Tony, and son, Steven. Both Sherri and Megan had been gagged
and bound and shot several times with a .22 caliber firearm. Megan had been
sexually assaulted and posed after the assault.

In Dyersville, Tennessee, 40 miles away and two hours later, a man
driving a dark van (possibly maroon) pulled into the driveway of a mobile
home with an open door. He asked for directions. Then the man and woman
struggled for an unknown reason. He shot through the door and struck her in
the shoulder.

Ballistics have confirmed that the same gun was used in the Scherer
murders that took place just prior to this event.

In May 2007, in Memphis, Tennessee, investigators were working on old
rape kits and sending specimens to the lab for DNA testing. They not only
got a hit on the DNA, but they also determined that the way victims were
bound and gagged were the same, plus the killer took items away from the
scene.



The FBI and other investigators believe there are more victims of this
killer out there.

If you have any information relating to these cases, please contact the
New Madrid County Sheriff’s Office at 573-748-2516, the Missouri State
Highway Patrol at 573-840-9500, or the nearest FBI office.

 
Mineral Washington Murders is a series of murders in Lewis and Pierce

Counties in the state of Washington in 1985. These murders were featured on
the television show, Unsolved Mysteries, in 1989.

On August 10, 1985, Steven Harkins and his girlfriend, Ruth Cooper, left
home to go camping over the weekend at Tule Lake in Yelm, Pierce County.
They both had jobs at a Tacoma vocational school. When they did not show
up on Monday, school officials contacted their families, and the families
reported them missing. Harkin’s body and the pet dog’s body were found by
hikers where they were camped. Both of them had been shot to death.
Harkins was still in his sleeping bag. Ruth’s body was not found.

On October 26, about 1-1/2 miles from where they had been camped, a
skull was found at the dead end of a street near Harts Lake. Dental records
confirmed that the skull belonged to Ruth Cooper. Her body and purse were
found two days later in the same general area as the skull. A tube sock had
been tied around her neck.

On December 12, Mike Riemer, his girlfriend, Diana Robertson, and their
2-year-old daughter, Crystal Louise Robertson, left home to find a Christmas
tree near the Nisqually River. Mike also wanted to check on some animal
traps he had set in the area. At a Kmart store, some 30 miles north in
Spanaway, as some customers exited the store, there stood Crystal. She was
placed in temporary foster care. Her grandmother asked where her Mommy
was and Crystal replied, “Mommy was in the trees.” Being only two, she
could not offer any more information. Police searched on foot and in the air
looking for Riemer’s red 1982 Plymouth pickup truck, but never found
anything useful. On February 18, 1986, Diana Robertson’s body was
discovered half-buried in the snow near a logging road near the town of
Mineral. Searchers and bloodhounds scoured the area but found nothing due
mostly to the six inches of snow that had fallen. Finally, Riemer’s pickup
truck was found. Inside was a note reading, “I love you, Diana.” Bloodstains
were found on the seats. Diana Robertson’s autopsy revealed that she had
been stabbed 17 times and had a tube sock tied around her neck.



Investigators believed that Mike Riemer might be guilty of killing Diana,
taking his daughter to the Kmart store, and then disappearing. But on March
26, 2011, a skull was found, later determined to be Riemer’s, within a mile
radius of where Diana’s body was found. His cause of death could not be
determined.

 
Missouri River Killer has dumped at least 10 bodies of Kansas City

women into the Missouri River. On October 10, 1996, a body was pulled
from the rushing waters of the Missouri River near Dover in Lafayette
County, Missouri. Since then, nine more bodies have been found
downstream. All of the victims were alleged prostitutes working in the
Independence Avenue area of Kansas City. Three other women have
disappeared, but their bodies have not been found.

The known victims are: Christy Fugate, the first body found in the river
near Dover; Sherri Livingston, found five months later near where Christy
Fugate’s body was found; Connie Wallace-Byas, who was found three weeks
later; Linda Custer, who was found the following day near Dover. Two
weeks later, Chandra Helsel was found near Boonsville; and in April 1998,
the mutilated body of Tammy Smith was found in the river near Sibly. Four
other bodies of Kansas City women were found along the water’s edge. They
are all thought to be the victims of the same killer. Since the bodies were
found in or near the river and not at the murder site, any evidence that may
have lingered has been washed away.

 
Monster of Florence committed at least 14 and possibly as many as 16

murders in the years 1968 – 1985 in the province of Florence, Italy. Pietro
Pacciani, Mario Vanni and Giancarlo Lotti were arrested. Vanni and Lotti
were convicted of the murders. But were they the Monster of Florence?
Regardless, the Monster of Florence case is still considered a cold case.

 
Monster of Rome was a serial killer who raped, beat, and strangled at

least four little girls to death between 1924 and 1927 in the Italian capital of
Rome. His first intended victim was raped, but she got away.

On March 31, 1924, little Emma Jacobins, age 4, was in the gardens of
Piazza Cavour playing with her little brother when a man who had been
watching them for several minutes approached them and told them he would
take them to buy them some sweets. The man left the little brother near



Piazza Cola di Rienzo. He and the little girl went into a cafe and the man
bought some candy. He then took Emma to the Monte Mario area, where he
took her behind a hedge where he raped and beat her. He tried to strangle her,
but he heard approaching footsteps and fled. The little girl came to the front
of a store holding her panties stained with blood. Witnesses described the
man as being middle-aged, wearing a dark suit and black hat. He was gaunt
and had a stately appearance. He was not found.

In May 1924, little Armanda Leopardi, age 2, was dragged away by a
stranger. He was trying to take her to a secluded place, but her screams and
kicks forced the attacker to flee. There were other attempted attacks on little
girls. The man always approached them with offers of candy or sums of
money. On June 4, 1924, a man was trying to take little Angelina away when
two women intervened. The man was described as being about 40 years of
age, elegant, medium height, slender, with a blond mustache, and wearing a
dark hat.

Unfortunately, little White Carliera, age 3, was playing alone on the
sidewalk in the Ponte district when a man took her by the hand and led her
near the Basilica of St. Paul, where he ripped off her clothing, then raped and
murdered her. Several people stated that they had seen a tall man in his 40s,
with sunken cheeks and a mustache, well-dressed and wearing a black hat.

On November 24, 1924, Rosina Leather, age 4, was playing with her
sister, Olga, near St. Peter’s Square when a man appeared and took Rosina by
the hand, leaving Olga in the square. He took her to an isolated place, where
he choked her and raped her. He left the little girl’s body on the lawn lying
next to a white towel bearing the initials “R L”.

On May 29, 1925, Elsa Berni, age 6, and a girlfriend were fetching water
from the fountain in front of her house when the man dragged her away. The
girlfriend ran to Elsa’s house to tell her parents what was happening, but Elsa
was not found. The following morning, Elsa’s body was found by a street
sweeper on the banks of the Tiber River. She had been raped and strangled,
and she had several wounds to her legs and face. She also had a handkerchief
tied around her neck.

On August 26, 1925, Celeste Tagliaferro, 18 months old, was sleeping in
her crib by an open window when the man kidnapped her and went into
Tuscolana, where he undressed and raped the tiny girl. He tried to strangle
her, but he was interrupted by a man passing by. The little girl was taken to
the hospital and survived.



On February 12, 1926, Elvira Coletti, age 6, was playing outside when she
was abducted by a man and taken to the Tiber River. She was beaten and
raped. She managed to escape and call for help.

On March 12, 1927, Armanda Leonardi, age 5, the same little girl who
had escaped the killer in May 1924, was not so lucky this second time. The
man managed to abduct her and take her to a meadow, where he raped her
repeatedly and killed her by strangling her with his handkerchief. She also
had wounds on her face and chest. Her body was found the next day.

Gino Girolimoni was arrested and charged with the murders, but after
hearing evidence from witnesses which proved to be false, the court acquitted
him, and he was released.

Ralph Lyonel Brydges, (1856 – April 18, 1946) an Anglican priest, had a
criminal record of abuse of little girls and is believed to have been the
Monster of Rome. It was also learned that he dyed his hair and mustache at
different times, which would account for the difference in the witnesses’
descriptions. Police Commissioner Joseph Doses met with Brydges in the
Port of Genoa on April 13, 1928, where he was on a ship scheduled to leave
the port the following day. Doses accused Brydges of murdering the little
girls and searched his cabin. Doses found notes with reference to the places
of the crimes, plus handkerchiefs identical to those used to strangle the little
girls. Brydges was brought back to Rome by the police and locked up in a
mental institution for three months. The doctors determined that he was
“capable of the crimes charged to him.” The Italian government did not want
to clash with the Anglican Church or the British Consulate as Brydges was a
British consul (diplomat)—in other words, “untouchable.” Brydges was
released and left Rome, Italy the following day for Toronto, Canada.

It is known that wherever Brydges was, little girls were murdered—at
least one in Geneva, Switzerland; one in Germany; and one each in Cape
Town and Johannesburg, South Africa.

At some point in time, Brydges came to the USA. He died in April 1946 at
Daytona Beach, Volusia County, Florida and is buried at Saint James
Cemetery in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, alongside his wife, Florence Jarvis
Brydges.



 
Monster of SS-10 is a serial killer in the Piedmont region of Italy who

murdered seven women by stabbing them to death or by strangulation in the
1990s. The murders were all committed along the SS-10 highway. This case
is shown as unsolved.

 
Monster of Udine is an unknown serial killer or killers who murdered at

least 11 women between 1972 and 1991 in the historic city of Udine, Italy.
Five of the women had a carefully cut and clean incision in the abdomen. The
cut ran from the pubis to the chest, with a neatly carved semi-circle cut
around the navel. The precision of the cut and the resemblance to a Caesarean
incision have led to the speculation that the killer is a doctor.

 
Montreal Boys Slasher is believed responsible for at least five murders of

young boys between November 1984 and June 1985 in Montreal, Quebec,
Canada. The killer or killers selected victims at random, brutalizing and
sexually abusing them, before killing and discarding them as one would a bag
of garbage.

On November 1, 1984, Wilton Lubin, age 12, and his playmate, Sebastien
Metivier, age 8, were reported missing. Wilton’s body was found with his
throat cut in the St. Lawrence River a month later. Sebastien Metivier has
never been found. On December 2, Maurice Viens, age 8, was reported
missing from home. His body was found five days later in a vacant house. He
had been sexually abused and killed by heavy blows to the back of his head.
Michel Ethier, age 12, disappeared on Christmas Day. He was later found in
the St. Lawrence River and cause of death was drowning. Denis Roux-
Bergevin, age 5, went missing in June 1985. His beaten, sexually abused
body was found on the shoulder of a highway three days later.

Authorities only acknowledge a connection between the murders of
Maurice Viens and Denis Roux-Bergevin. In 1993, Jean-Baptiste
Duchesneau, age 44, was the prime suspect. He had a long criminal record,
but before he could be given a polygraph test, he committed suicide on
November 2, 1993.

 
Moonlight Murders of Texarkana/Phantom Killer occurred in 1946 and

was the inspiration for the movie The Town that Dreaded Sundown, filmed in
1976.



Jimmy Hollis and Mary Jeanne Larey were attacked just before midnight
on February 22. They were parked on a secluded road, known as “Lovers’
Lane”, just off Richmond Road, in Texarkana on the border of Texas and
Arkansas. According to statements by Hollis and Larey, who survived the
attack (believed to be the first attack by the killer), the attacker was wearing a
hood over his face with holes cut out for his eyes and mouth. The attacker
struck Hollis twice in the head with a blunt object, cracking his skull. The
attacker told Mary to “run,” as he continued to beat Hollis. The attacker ran
after Mary, caught and hit her, then sexually assaulted her with the barrel of
his gun. He again told Mary to run. Jimmy Hollis told the authorities that the
man was white with a dark tan. Mary believed that he was a light-skinned
African American. They did agree that their attacker was about six feet tall.
Hollis was treated for several months for his three skull fractures and Larey
required several stitches for head wounds.

On March 24, Richard Griffin, age 29, and Polly Ann Moore, age 17, were
found dead in Griffin’s 1941 Oldsmobile by a passing motorist who thought
they were asleep, but discovered that they had both been shot in the back of
the head. Richard was found in the front on his knees with his head resting on
his hands. Polly was found face-down in the back seat.

Betty Jo Booker, age 15, and Paul Martin, age 16, were found about 6:30
a.m. by G. H. Martin, his wife, and his son, who were on their way to
Prescott. Martin’s body was found on the northern side of North Park Road
lying on his left side. He had been shot four times. At 11:30 a.m., Betty Jo’s
body was found almost two miles away by Ted Schoeppy, James Boyd, and
George Boyd, who were part of a search party and friends of the Bookers’.
She had been shot twice. The gun used was a .32 Colt automatic pistol, the
same gun used in the murders of Richard Griffin and Polly Ann Moore.
Paul’s car was later found about three miles away from Betty Jo’s body and
about one and a half miles from his body. Betty Jo had played saxophone
with her band earlier in the evening and was picked up by her friend, Paul.
They were supposed to attend a party, but never showed up. The saxophone
in its black leather case was not found until six months later by two men
repairing a fence in the general area where Betty Jo’s body was found.

There were quite a few suspects, but all were questioned and released,
except Youell Swinney (February 9, 1917 – September 15, 1994). Swinney
wouldn’t talk, but his wife, Peggy, told police that he was the Moonlight
Murderer and gave great detail in the killings of Betty Jo Booker and Paul



Martin, things that only the police knew. In 1946, by law, Peggy could not be
made to testify against her husband and the authorities had only
circumstantial evidence; however, Swinney was convicted and sent to prison
for being a habitual car thief. He died in a Dallas nursing home in 1994.

 
Mpumalanga Serial Killer is a serial killer in the South African province

of Mpumalanga who was active in the late 1990s. He is known to have
murdered two people, but authorities believe the number to be higher. The
first victim was found about 50 km (31 miles) from Bethal. She had been
raped and strangled with her underwear. The second victim was found by a
cyclist on Groorvlei farm near Delmas. She also had been raped and strangled
with her underwear.

 
Mutilator of Perpignan Police in France have linked a Salvador Dali

painting of a dismembered woman to the murder of two young women and
the disappearance of a third. The three victims were last seen near the
Perpignan Railway Station. The victims were sexually mutilated.

In 1995, Tatiana Andujar, age 17, was last seen getting off a train at
Perpignan, then she disappeared. She has not been found. Moktaria Chaib,
age 19, was found stabbed to death near the railway station just before
Christmas 1997. Her sexual organs had been amputated with surgical
precision, such as only a person with extensive medical training would be
capable of doing. On June 26, 1998, Marie-Helene Gonzalez was discovered
minus her head and hands. The autopsy revealed that her sexual organs had
been excised with a scalpel.

In early 1998, a Peruvian-born surgeon named Andres Palomino
Barrios, who lived near the station, was arrested. He was soon linked to the
1995 disappearance of Tatiana Andujar. He was released due to lack of
evidence. He went to Spain, where he lived until his death on June 24, 2012.

 
Negev Desert Psychopath is believed responsible for murdering at least

nine tourists in Israel during a 12-year period beginning in 1985. They
believe his last known victims were an English hitchhiker, Max Hunter, and
his travelling companion in the summer of 1997.

Daniel Okevn, a former Israeli army officer, was arrested for the murders
of Hunter and his companion. He was also a suspect in the serial killings of
the other seven tourists, including the rapes and murders of four women in



southern Israel in 1986, the 1994 rape and murder of a school girl, the 1996
murder of a couple in the Ben-Shemen Forest in central Israel, and the
disappearance of a 15-year-old from Tel Aviv. He is a suspect in the
Kranskop murders.

See separate article – Kranskop Killer.
 
New Bedford Highway Killer is believed to be responsible for the

disappearance of two women and the murders of nine women in New
Bedford, Massachusetts between July 1988 and June 1989. The victims were
known prostitutes or substance abusers, or both. The Route 140/I-195
corridors were the favorite dumping areas for this killer.

Debra Madeiros, age 30, was last seen on May 27, 1988. Her partially
clothed skeleton was found by a motorist on July 2 near Route 140 exit ramp.
Identification was not made until February 1989.

Nancy Pavia, age 36, vanished on July 11, 1988. Her body was found on
July 30 near an exit ramp from I-195. She was not positively identified until
December. Deborah DeMello, age 36, also disappeared on July 11, 1988. Her
remains were not discovered until November 8, close to the place where
Nancy Pavia’s remains were found. A road crew found the remains of Dawn
Mendes, age 26, while they were working along I-195 on November 11. She
had been missing for a week.

Deborah McConnell, age 25, disappeared in May, was found dumped of
Route 140 on December 1.

Hunters found the body of Rochelle Clifford Dopierla on December 10,
not far from where DeMello and Pavia’s bodies had been found.

On March 28, 1989, the body of Robin Rhodes, age 28, was found off
southbound Route 140, directly across the highway from where Debra
Madeiros’ remains were found the previous July. Robin was last seen in April
1988. Mary Rose Santos, age 26, was last seen on July 16, 1988. Her remains
were found off Route 88 on March 20, 1989. Missing since August 1988, the
remains of Sandy Botelho, age 24 and the mother of two little boys, was
found on April 24, 1989 along the I-195 corridor.

There were two women who disappeared and whose bodies or
whereabouts are unknown. They are Christine Monteiro, age 19, who
disappeared in May 1988; and Marilyn Roberts, age 34, who disappeared in
June 1988. Their lifestyles and their disappearances from the same areas of



those whose remains have been found lead authorities to believe that their
disappearances are linked to the same killer.

There have been suspects:
Anthony DeGrazia (1979 – July 17, 1990), a stone mason who was

known as “flat nose” by the area prostitutes, was arrested for the violent rapes
of several prostitutes. He posted bond and was arrested for another rape. He
again posted bond and then committed suicide.

Kenneth C. Ponte (December 6, 1949 – January 26, 2010) a local
attorney, was indicted in August 1990 for the murder of Rochelle Clifford
Dopierla, who had been beaten to death. His life began a downward spiral
after the indictment for murder. Ponte had previously been arrested for a prior
incident involving Dopierla and for drug use. He posted a $50,000 bond and
moved to Florida. In March 1991, the murder charges were dropped due to
lack of evidence. The other charges were dropped in 1992. Ponte continued
to have run-ins with the law. He was arrested at least twice for possession of
crack cocaine, charged with animal cruelty for neglecting his cat, and was
charged with shoplifting. In 1997, he was disbarred for using $12,000 of a
client’s insurance settlement for personal use. On January 28, 2010, Ponte
was found dead in his home. There was no evidence of foul play and
investigators do not believe the death was suspicious.

 
New Orleans Serial Killer Beginning in 1991, the city of New Orleans

had a serial killer or killers roaming their streets. The police believe this killer
or killers have murdered at least 24 women. The victims were mostly
prostitutes who were strangled, stripped, and dumped in New Orleans,
Jefferson Parish, and swamps further west of the city. The victims were
abducted in Algiers and Treme, two of the poorest neighborhoods in New
Orleans.

Russell Ellwood (b. 1951) was arrested, charged, and convicted of the
murders of Cheryl Lewis and Delores Mack in February 1993. He is a
suspect in at least 15 other murders in New Orleans in the 1990s. On August
17, 1999, Russell Ellwood was sentenced to life with no possibility of parole.

There is still at least one more serial killer in New Orleans, and he has not
been identified.

 
New South Wales Serial Murders have people believing that there is

another Ivan Milat stalking the Queensland/New South Wales border region



in Australia.
In November 1996, the body of Ineka Hinkley, age 20, was found in

bushland at Bongil State Forest south of Coffs Harbor. Hinkley was a
musician from Victoria.

In October 1997, the body of Lee Stace, age 16, was found in a shallow
grave near the coastal resort town of Yamba. The remains of two other
women were also found buried in state forests between Nimbin and Coffs
Harbor.

The last known victim was Lois Roberts, twin sister of Aboriginal actress
Rhoda Roberts. Her body was found in a shallow grave in Whian Whian
State Forest on January 8, 1998.

A task force was formed to investigate similarities in the slayings, as well
as to investigate similar unsolved murders throughout the country.

 
Newark Serial Killer murdered at least 14 black women between 1993

and 1998, in or near the city of Newark, New Jersey. The victims were
stabbed, strangled, or suffocated. They ranged in age from 19 to 37. Their
bodies were dumped in out-of-the-way places–vacant lots or abandoned
buildings. At least nine women were murdered in Newark, three in Irvington,
and two in East Orange.

 
Newport Serial Killer was active during the years 1984 to 1995 in

Newport, Oregon. Five girls between the ages of 15 and 19 disappeared while
walking along coastal highways at night.

On the night of March 9, 1984, Kelly Disney, age 17, was walking east on
Highway 20 when she disappeared. For 10 years, investigators found nothing
to indicate that Kelly had been abducted or murdered. She had just vanished.
In 1994, Kelly’s skull was found near a reservoir north of Newport. No other
remains have been found. Cause of death cannot be determined.

On May 3, 1992, Melissa Sanders, age 17, and Sheila Swanson, age 19,
both disappeared while walking along Highway 101, north of Newport. They
had walked to a pay phone from where they were camped, along with the
Sanders family, at Beverly Beach State Park. They never returned to the
camp site. Their bodies were found by hunters five months later in a wooded
area off Highway 20. The bodies were too decomposed to determine cause of
death.



The last known victims were Jennifer Esson and Kara Leas, who
disappeared after leaving a friend’s house about 1:00 a.m. Even though it was
raining, they decided to walk home. They were last seen walking on
Northwest 56th Street toward Highway 101. Their bodies were found by
loggers 2-1/2 weeks later in the woods near a logging road. They were
covered with brush. Both had been strangled.

The murders of Esson and Leas have been tied to serial killer Bobby Jack
Fowler, who died of lung cancer on May 15, 2006, in Oregon State
Penitentiary, where he was serving a sentence of 16 years for rape,
kidnapping, and attempted rape in Newport in 1995. See separate article –
Fowler, Bobby Jack.

 
Nome Alaska Serial Killer murders are a string of 24 disappearances and

deaths of indigenous villagers visiting the city of Nome in the early to mid-
2000s. The FBI says they do not believe that this is the work of a serial killer,
but that the deaths are due to excessive alcohol consumption in addition to
the harsh winter weather, which were common ties in many of the cases.
Three cases are not being investigated at the family’s request. Two cases
have been prosecuted. One was the result of a snow machine accident.
Questions have been raised as to the possibility of muggers preying on the
drunks. There are still nine open cases in which the person or their body has
never been found.

 
Northwest Serial Killer is responsible for the disappearances of 12 women

and the slaying of 29 others in the counties of King, Pierce, and Snohomish
in Washington State, which began in 1985. Authorities believe they are not
tied to the Green River Killer.

 
Oakland County Child Killer/The Babysitter/Babysitter Killer During the

years of 1976-77, a killer stalked suburban children in Oakland County,
Michigan.

On January 14, 1976, Cynthia Cadieux, age 16, was abducted. Her nude
body was found on a rural road the next day. She had been raped and
bludgeoned to death. Her clothes were found about 15 feet from the body.

On January 19, Sheile Shrock was raped and shot to death inside her
Birmingham home.



On February 13, 1976, Mark Stebbins, age 12, left the American Legion
hall in Ferndale in the early afternoon to go home. He never arrived. His
body was found on February 19, posed in a snowy parking lot behind an
office building. The autopsy found that he had been sexually assaulted and
murdered approximately 36 hours previously. His body had been carefully
cleaned before being left in the parking lot. He had rope burns around his
wrists.

On August 8, Jane Allan, age 13, was abducted while hitchhiking in Royal
Oak. Her body was found three days later floating in the Great Miami River
in Miamisburg, Ohio. It was determined that she had died of carbon
monoxide poisoning.

On December 22, Jill Robinson, age 12, disappeared from Royal Oak. She
and her mother had argued over dinner preparations, so she packed her
backpack and ran away from home on her bicycle. Her bicycle was found
behind a hobby store in Royal Oak. Her body was found the day after
Christmas near I-75 and Big Beaver Road in Troy, Michigan. She was fully
clothed and within sight of the Troy Police Station, laid out neatly in the
snow. She had been killed by a single shotgun blast to the face.

On January 2, 1977, Kristine Mihelich, age 10, was last seen at about 3:00
p.m. at a 7-Eleven store on Twelve Mile Road in Berkley, where she
purchased a magazine. Her fully clothed body was found by a mail carrier on
the side of a rural road in Franklin Village on January 21, some 19 days after
she had disappeared. Her body was within view of several nearby homes,
posed with her eyes closed and arms folded across her chest in the snow. It
was determined that she had been smothered.

On March 16, in Birmingham, Timothy King, age 11, borrowed 30 cents
from his sister to buy candy at the local drug store on Maple Road about 8:30
p.m. He left on his skateboard. After making his purchase, he left the store by
the rear entrance which opened onto a large parking lot shared with a
supermarket. He did not make it home. On March 22, two teenagers spotted
Timothy in a shallow ditch on Gill Road about 300 ft. south of Eight Mile
Road in Livonia in Wayne County. His skateboard was placed next to his
body. His clothing had been washed and neatly pressed. The autopsy showed
that he had eaten fried chicken, the same meal his mother had told news
reporters she hoped to serve him when he returned home. The autopsy also
showed that he had been suffocated and had been sexually assaulted with a
foreign object.



It is believed that the Babysitter was definitely the killer of Mark Stebbins,
Kristine Mihelich, Jill Robinson, and Timothy King. There were suspects in
this case:

John Wayne Gacy (March 17, 1942 – May 10, 1994) became a suspect
when a witness to the 1977 abduction of Timothy King described the two
men they had seen with Timothy. One suspect was described as a young man
in his 20s, the other description bore a strong resemblance to Gacy. It should
be noted that John Wayne Gacy was allegedly in Michigan during this time.

Theodore Lamborgine (b. 1941) was a retired auto worker involved in
child pornography. In March 2007, Lamborgine was considered the top
suspect. He pleaded guilty to 15 sex-related charges involving young boys
rather than accept a plea bargain that required him to take a polygraph test in
the Oakland County Child Murders. He was also offered a reduced sentence
in exchange for a polygraph on the murders, but he rejected this offer as well.
In October 2007, the family of Mark Stebbins filed a wrongful death lawsuit
against Lamborgine. The suit alleges that Lamborgine abducted Mark, held
him captive for four days and then smothered him to death during a sexual
assault. The King family is seeking $25,000 to cover funeral costs and
compensation for Mark’s brother Michael. He stressed that the money was
secondary, the object was to label Lamborgine a child killer. See separate
article – Lamborgine, Theodore.

Christopher Busch was a pedophile charged four times in four separate
counties, an Oakland County resident, and the son of Harold Lee Busch, the
executive financial director for General Motors in the United States and
Europe. With each rape charge, his father posted cash bonds to free him. One
of his victims said that Busch’s mother drove to his home in Flint and offered
him money if he agreed not to say anything to the police. In each of the four
cases, Busch pleaded to a lesser charge and received probation.

In a 1977 interview with Busch by the Oakland County Child Killing Task
Force, when asked about the locations of his pedophile activities, the exact
locations listed where he picked up and dropped off his victims were
identical to and in chronological order of the sites of three of the Oakland
County children who were murdered: Nine Mile and Woodward Avenue in
Ferndale (the same location where Mark Stebbins disappeared); 13-Mile and
Woodward in Royal Oak (Jill Robinson was last seen at the Tiny Tim Hobby
Center at that location); and the 7-Eleven store on 12 Mile Rd. in Berkley



(where Kristine Mihelich went to purchase a teen magazine). At this time,
Timothy King had not yet been abducted.

Busch had an accomplice in the molestations—Gregory Greene (b.
1990). Victims of the two told investigators that Busch and Greene would
drive them around in cars and have them “lure kids closer to the car” so they
could grab them. One victim said he had been choked unconscious while
being molested. This victim also said that he saw a photo of Timothy King
tied up in Busch’s car. Gregory Greene reportedly told a cellmate that “he got
away with killing four kids.” Greene died of a heart attack in 1995 while in
prison.

Busch was questioned by Flint and Task Force investigators about the
murder of Mark Stebbins. According to records, several of the investigators
and the deputy prosecutor for Oakland County thought that Busch would be
charged with the Stebbins murder. However, Busch was released after taking
a lie detector test administered by a Michigan State Police examiner. Six
weeks later, Timothy King was abducted and murdered.

Christopher Busch committed suicide on November 20, 1978, shooting
himself between the eyes with a .22 caliber rifle. At the scene of his suicide,
police found shotgun shells of the same caliber that had killed Jill Robinson,
bloody ligatures of the same type used to bind the male victims, and a pencil
sketch that bore a remarkable likeness to victim Mark Stebbins.

Was Christopher Busch the Babysitter/Oakland County Child Killer? We
will never know for sure.

 
Ohio Lovers Killer is believed responsible for the murders of four young

Ohio couples between August 1979 and October 1982. The first victims were
Richard Beard, age 19, and Mary Leonard, age 17, who went missing on
August 24, 1979. They were last seen at an Akron drive-in theatre. Beard’s
car was found on August 25, on West Portage Trail with several bullet holes.
Their whereabouts were unknown for almost six years. On May 19, 1985, a
backhoe operator in Northampton Township unearthed the skull, plus other
skeletal remains, of one person. The following day, a second skull and more
bones were found. This skull had a single bullet hole which suggested the
cause of death. The victims were identified from dental records as Richard
Beard and Mary Leonard. There were no clues as to whom the killer or killers
might be.



In May 1981, a young Toledo couple were found beaten to death in the
trunk of the dead boy’s car. There were no clues, and the individuals are not
named.

On August 3, 1981, Daryl Cole, age 21, and Stacey Balonek, also age 21,
were found beaten to death in the trunk of Cole’s car just two blocks from the
Balonek home in Maumee, a suburb of Toledo. Found beside the bodies in
the trunk were two bloody baseball bats, maybe indicating more than one
killer in this incident. The police thought it a coincidence that three of the
four Toledo victims worked for the same supermarket chain.

The last murders occurred in October 1982. On October 4, Todd Schultz,
age 19, and Annette Johnson, age 18, disappeared from Logan, Ohio, some
110 miles south of Akron. Ten days later, their mutilated torsos were found in
the Hocking River. Their arms and legs were missing, but these were found
on October 16, in a grave in a nearby cornfield.

Authorities hesitate to call these eight murders the work of a serial killer.
However, the four homicides in Toledo do have definite links, “coincidence”
or not. None of the homicides have been solved.

 
Oklahoma City Serial Killer is responsible for the murders of at least four

women found dismembered in the Stiles Circle-Lincoln Terrace-Medical
Center Area of Oklahoma City. The first body was found dismembered near
the Capitol building in 1976. The last body was found in 1985. None of the
victims have been identified. On April 22, 1995, the torso of a female
Hispanic or Native American was found in a shallow grave approximately 50
miles west of Oklahoma City on an abandoned stretch of highway. The head,
feet, and hands were not found. Due to the similarities in the dismemberment
of this woman, authorities believe that the perpetrator was the Oklahoma City
Serial Killer. Where he was for 10 years, no one knows. Nor do they know
who he is.

 
Operation Enigma was launched on May 26, 1996, by British authorities

in order to determine whether or not a serial killer was responsible for
unsolved murders over the past decade. They believe the killings began as
early as 1987. Authorities used the skills of criminologists both at home and
abroad, plus the personnel and facilities of the FBI.

After reviewing more than 200 cases, authorities concluded that there are
at least four serial killers in Britain. Twenty-six police forces across the



country investigated more than 70 unsolved murder cases in order try to
establish more possible links. Detectives initially identified 21 potential
groups of connected crimes, but this was narrowed down to the 14 cases of
women who have been murdered by four different killers. One group was
centered around Lincolnshire, on the east coast, where at least three women
were raped and strangled under similar circumstances. In another group of
killings, a psychological profile was worked up of a suspect in the murders of
four women. Nothing further has been found.

 
Orange Coast Killer began his reign of terror on August 2, 1977, when

Jane Bennington, age 29, was attacked in her home in Corona Del Mar,
California. She was raped and then beaten to death with a blunt instrument.
The killer left no clues.

Jane’s murder seemed to be an isolated incident until April 1, 1979, when
Kimberly Rawlines was raped and beaten to death in her home in Costa
Mesa. On May 14, Savannah Anderson, age 22, of Irvine was his next victim.
On May 24, Kim Whitecotton, age 20, was raped and beaten in her Santa Ana
Heights home, but she survived and gave police a description. A composite
was made, and women were told of the dangers of an unlocked door or
window and given composite sketches of a suspect with a dark mustache and
pock-marked cheeks. There was a run on guns and guard dogs in the killer’s
hunting grounds, but the killings continued.

On July 19, Jane Pettengill, age 24, was assaulted in her Costa Mesa
home, and she survived. On September 14, Marolyn Carleton, was raped and
bludgeoned in her home in Costa Mesa. On September 30, Diana Green of
Austin was raped and received a near-fatal beating. The following week,
Debra Jean Kennedy, age 24, was raped and beaten to death in Austin. On
December 21, teenager Debra Lynn Senuior was beaten to death and the
killer raped her corpse. As winter passed and there were no new killings,
authorities realized that the killer was gone. He may be dead, in prison for
another crime, moved to a different area, etc., but as far as anyone knows, he
may still at large.

 
Paturis Park Murders are a series of 13 murders of gay men between

February 2007 and August 2008. The murders took place in Paturis Park
(Paque dos Paturis) in Carapicuiba, Brazil, and were perpetrated by an



unknown killer dubbed the Rainbow Maniac (a reference to the gay pride
flag). See separate article – Rainbow Maniac.

 
Perm Serial Killer In the mid-1990s the Russian police in the Urals city of

Perm began looking for a serial killer who has claimed seven victims in less
than three months. Information is scarce.

 
Perth Prostitute Killer is believed to have murdered at least four

prostitutes in the early 2000s near Perth, Australia. The women were raped
and murdered in isolated areas. Two women have been identified: Sarah
McMahon from Claremont, who disappeared in November 2000; and
Darylyn Ugle, age 25, whose body was discovered in a burned-out tree trunk
near Mundaring Weir in April 2003.

A man, age 49, has been arrested in connection with the rape of a
prostitute in December 2003. The woman said that she was driven to an
isolated bushland and violently attacked. The man’s name has not been
released.

 
Phantom of Heilbronn often referred to as the “Woman Without a Face,”

was an unknown serial killer whose existence was determined to be a female
through DNA evidence found at numerous crime scenes in Austria, France,
and Germany since 1993, including six murders, one of the victims was a
female police officer from Heilbronn, Germany. Note: Recently uncovered
evidence revealed that swabs taken at the murder scenes may have been
contaminated at the point of manufacture, thereby giving false DNA
readings.

 
Pittsburgh Serial Killer The Pittsburgh police may be looking for a serial

killer who has claimed the lives of more than a dozen prostitutes in the mid to
late 1990s. Detectives have not established a connection between the cases
except that the victims were drug addicts and/or prostitutes and their bodies
were left in remote areas outside the city, in the suburbs, and surrounding
counties.

At least five Allegheny County deaths fit this category: Jessica Freeman,
age 15, whose body was discovered in Bethel Park in 1992; Faye Jackson,
age 24, of Garfield was found in 1994; Leah Hall, age 32, of Oakland found
in 1997; Dorothy Siemers, age 43, of Lawrenceville, also found in 1997; and



Cherida Warmley, age 43, of Lawrenceville was found in 1998. Two others
may be part of this case as well. On June 28, 1999, the remains of a young
woman were found in Wilkinsburg. She has not been identified. On October
6, 1999, the remains of Angelique Morgan, age 27, were found in an
abandoned house in Shadyside.

 
Pomona Strangler There is evidence for the existence of a serial killer

murdering black prostitutes in the community of Pomona, California. Four
dead women were discovered in 1993, and three more women were found in
1994 and 1995. The FBI was called in 1994, but there has not been a
resolution to these cases.

 
Prince George’s Hospital Killer is yet another series of murders at a

hospital in Maryland with about 22 – 50 murders suspected between 1984-85.
Information is scarce on this series of killings. There are currently no
suspects, and the case remains unsolved.

 
Rapid City Serial Killer During the years 1998-99, the bodies of eight

men were found in or near a creek in a park in Rapid City, South Dakota, at
the edge of the Black Hills. The men were all homeless. Police paid no
particular attention to the first three bodies. After two more bodies were
found, they decided that five bodies were too many to be a coincidence.

There are no witnesses, no bullet holes or stab wounds or other evidence
of foul play. Six of the eight victims were Native Americans, and all had
been drinking heavily before they died. There are no other clues or
information to help solve these deaths.

 
Redhead Murders aka Bible Belt Strangler are the unsolved homicides

committed by an unknown person in various parts of the eastern United
States, including Arkansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
and West Virginia in the years 1978 until possibly 1992. Most of the victims
had reddish hair and their bodies were left along major highways. Authorities
are not sure if one person committed all of the murders, or several killers. The
number of victims varies from six to 11. Only three of the victims have been
identified.

On February 13, 1983, the naked body of a white female was found by a
pair of senior citizens along Route 250 near Littleton, Wetzel County, West



Virginia. It appeared the body had been put there recently because there was
snow on the ground, but none on the body. She was not murdered at that site;
she was murdered and then placed on the side of the road. The victim was
between 35 and 45, with auburn hair, about 5 ft. 6 in. tall, and weighed about
135 lbs. She had two scars, one from the Caesarean birth of a child and one
on her index finger.

On September 16, 1984, the semi-nude body of Lisa Nichols Jarvis was
found along the side of the road on I-40 near West Memphis, Arkansas. She
was identified nearly a year later through fingerprints. She fits into this case
as she had strawberry-blond hair and was found along a highway. She had
been strangled and was wearing only a sweater when found.

On January 1, 1985, the body of Tina Marie Farmer was found along the
roadside of I-75, near Jellico, Campbell County, Tennessee. She had short red
hair, a little curly. She was fully clothed, wearing a tan pullover, a shirt, and
jeans. She had freckles, various scars and burn marks on her body, and was 2-
1/2 to 5 months pregnant. She was not identified until September 6, 2018.
She was last seen in Indianapolis in the company of a trucker headed to
Kentucky.

On March 31, 1985, the skeletal remains of a red-haired female were
found in Pleasant View, Cheatham County, Tennessee, on the side of the
roadway of I-24. She was wearing a skirt, sweater, pants, and underwear and
was 5 ft. to 5 ft. 2 in. tall and between the ages of 31 and 40. She had died
three to five months before she was found. Cause of death could not be
determined.

On April 1, 1985, the body of a woman was found in a white Admiral
refrigerator in Gray, Knox County, Kentucky, alongside US Hwy. 25. The
victim had been dead for several days and was nude except for two pairs of
socks, one white and the other white with green and yellow stripes. She was
also wearing two necklace pendants, one with a heart and the other with a
gold-colored eagle. She had long, red hair. She was between 24 and 35 years
old and about 4 ft. 10 in. tall. On October 1, 2018, she was positively
identified as Espy Regina Black Pilgrim of North Carolina.

On April 3, 1985, the body of a female was found in Campbell County,
Tennessee. Her body was located about 200 yards off Big Wheel Gap Road, a
winding road in the edge of the Appalachian Mounts, 4 miles southwest of
Jellico near a strip mine. It was a long way from I-75 or any other numbered
highway. She had died one to four years before she was found. It was



impossible to tell if she was a redhead. Her cause of death could not be
determined. Only 31 bones and a skull were found. A pair of size five boots
was found nearby and a few scraps of clothing that may or may not have
belonged to her. Recent tests have indicated that she was not a native to the
area where she was discovered, but had been born in either Florida or central
Texas and had relocated to the Midwest, Rocky Mountain States, the
Southwest, or the Pacific Coast.

On April 14, 1985, the body of another female was found in Greeneville,
Greene County, Tennessee. She had died of severe blunt-force trauma and
was in an advanced state of decomposition. She had been about six to eight
weeks pregnant but had miscarried before she was killed. She was between
14 to 20 years old, about 5 ft. 5 in. tall, and weighed 130 to 140 lbs. She had
light brown or blond hair with red highlights. She has never been identified.

It is believed that most of the women have not been identified because
they were not left in the areas where they lived. The FBI was invited into the
case by the states of Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi.

 
Richland Teenager Killer is responsible for the deaths of three teenage

girls in the state of Georgia in 1981 and 1982. Tanya Nix, age 14, and Valeria
Marie Sellers, age 17, were both abducted and murdered in 1981. On the
night of March 28, 1982, Wanda Faye Reddick, age 16, was kidnapped from
her family home and murdered. The light bulbs had been removed from their
sockets outside the house in an effort to avoid being seen.

 
River Monster Killer Police in Eastern Cape (formerly the country of

Transkei), South Africa are investigating reports that a “river monster” has
killed at least seven people in the Mount Ayliff area in 1997-98. A
spokesman for the police confirmed that they are investigating the possible
existence of a river monster that is half-fish, half-horse. The monster has
attacked people crossing the Mzintlava River to Rubaleko village. Authorities
believe there is a serial killer on the loose and that he is being mistaken for
the monster.

 
Riverman is the person responsible for 13 murders of women between

March 1999 and 2003 in or near the Umhlangeni River in the Greenwood
Park area of Durban, South Africa. The victims have all been between the
ages of 25 and 40 and most were strangled with a piece of their clothing. All



of the bodies have been found in the river or on the banks of the river, and
one was found within one kilometer (6/10 mile) of the river. None of the
victims have been identified. All except one have been buried in paupers’
graves.

 
Rocky Mount Serial Killer/Edgecombe County Serial Killer/Seven

Bridges Killer is a serial killer who murdered nine black women in
Edgecombe and Halifax Counties in North Carolina. Investigators believe all
of the bodies have been found. The victims were black and had a history of
drugs and/or prostitution.

The first to be found was Melody Wiggins, age 29, in 2005. Jackie
Thorpe, age 35, was found nude in a pile of trash in 2007. Ernestine Battle,
age 50, was found in a wooded area in 2008. In June 2009, a farmer found the
skeleton of Jarniece Latonya Hargrove, age 31, in a wooded area. In 2010,
the remains of Roberta Williams were found off Seven Bridges Road,
between Battleboro and Whitakers. She had last been seen in 2008. The
remains of Taraha Shenice Nicholson, age 28, were discovered March 7,
2009. In January 2011, the remains of Yolanda Lancaster, age 37, were found
by a hunter in Edgecombe County.

In 2009, Antwan Maurice Pittman (b. July 15, 1978), a registered sex
offender, was charged with Taraha Shenice Nicholson’s murder. He was
convicted of first-degree murder and sentenced to life without parole. The
other murders remain unsolved.

 
Rome Gay Serial Killer Italian officials believe a serial killer was

targeting gays following the deaths in August 1997 of a gay American in
Rome, Italy, who was bludgeoned to death, and a gay Florentine nobleman
who was also bludgeoned to death. Authorities have 19 unsolved homosexual
killings in and around the Italian capital.

Louis Inturrisi, age 56, was an American who taught at universities in
Rome and also wrote for the New York Times. He was bludgeoned to death
in his Rome apartment.

Count Alvise di Robilant, age 72, was a former managing director of
Sotheby’s Italia. He was found dead in his home in Florence. He also had
been bludgeoned to death.

The last known victim was Enrich Sine Luiz, found in his socks and
underwear. There were no signs of forced entry, as in the other cases. It is



believed that the killer may be another homosexual.
There were 19 unsolved homosexual killings during the 1990s, but only

the three named above seem to be clearly related.
 
Route 8 Killer is a series of murders south of Torrington, Connecticut.

There is a remote wooded area which may be a dumping ground for this
killer. Between 1988 and 2004, four women were murdered. They were all
from Waterbury. Police had three suspects:

• Richard W. Rogers (b. 1950) is in prison for two separate
murders and is a suspect in the murder of Jack Franklin whose
body was dumped in that region. However, Rogers targets gay men.

• Steve Hayes (b. May 30, 1963) is currently in prison for a home
invasion and the murders of Jennifer Hawke-Petit, age 48, and her
two daughters, committed in 2007. He has confessed to 17 murders,
but he is considered a pathological liar and may be a serial
confessor.

• William Devin Howell (b. February 11, 1970) is the best lead
they have. He is currently in jail for one murder and is under
investigation for the murders of seven whose bodies were dumped
behind the Hartford Road Plaza Mall. See separate article –
Howell, William Devin.

 
Salem Veterans Medical Center was the site of at least three murders in

the 1970s in the town of Salem, Virginia. No arrests were made.
 
San Antonio Taxi Driver Killer is believed responsible for the death of

one taxi driver and the disappearance of two others, presumed dead, during
an eight-month period in 1984-85. Pete Lozao was murdered in his cab in
November 1984 in San Antonio, Texas. On June 17, 1985, Julio Villanueva,
age 58, was reported missing. His taxi was found in Brooksville, Florida, on
July 4. Luis Salazar, age 32, was last seen on the night of July 5.

No trace of the missing taxi drivers has been found.
 
San Diego Slayer Authorities believe this killer is responsible for at least

43 murders in the San Diego area during the period from 1985 to 1990. The
victims ranged from 14 to 45 years of age, all were thought to be prostitutes



and/or drug addicts, were found nude or partly nude, were usually strangled,
and their bodies were found in remote areas thought not to be the killing site.

The first known killing was that of Donna Gentile, age 22, whose nude,
battered body was found in a remote site in San Diego. Her mouth was
stuffed with small stones and gravel. She was believed to have been a police
informer and was known to have been socially involved with at least two
police officers. One police officer was dismissed and the other demoted after
a hearing by the Civil Service Commission; details are sketchy.

Other victims include:
An unidentified female body was found by hikers near a rural creek on

July 22, 1986. The head was lodged beneath tree limbs. Clothing and a
wedding ring were found nearby, but they have not led to an identification.

Theresa Brewer, age 26, was found in a fetal position on August 3, 1986.
It is believed that she was strangled. She was identified through dental
records.

A group of illegal immigrants discovered the remains of Rosemarie Ritter,
age 29, on April 23, 1987. Anna Varela, age 22, was found in Pine Valley by
joggers on June 22, 1987. Sally Moorman-Field, age 19, was discovered by
bicyclists in a remote area on September 20, 1987. Sara Gedalecia, age 36,
was found at Alpine on September 25, 1987. Diana Moffitt, age 24, was
found dismembered on October 19, 1987.

Another unidentified victim was found at Rancho Bernardo on April 13,
1988. She had been dead for about one week.

Melissa Sandoval, age 20, was last seen alive on May 21, 1988, getting
into a car. Her body was discovered on May 29, at Rancho Bernardo within
30 yards of where the unidentified female had been found in April.

Glesty Donald Waters, age 35, was arrested in January 1989. No further
details found. James Morris Jackson, age 23, was arrested in March 1990.
No further details found.

Alan Michael Stevens, age 48, was arrested for the murder of Cynthia
Lou McVey, age 26, in December 1988. She was last seen in a tavern in
Carlsbad. Her nude body was found in a field off Highway 76 on the Pala
Indian Reservation. Stevens was convicted of this murder and sentenced to
25 years to life in prison.

The remaining murders are unsolved.
 



San Mateo County Serial Killer/Gypsy Hill Serial Killer is the killer of
five young women within a three-month period in 1976 in northern San
Mateo County, California. All of the victims were stabbed to death, all were
young, and all had long, brown hair parted in the middle.

What little evidence the authorities had was sent to the FBI Crime Lab,
including a hair thought to be the killer’s. All the FBI could tell them was
that fewer than one out of 4,000 people had that same type hair.

On March 10, 2014, it was announced by the FBI that a task force had
been formed to further investigate these murders. They believe the murder of
Michelle Mitchell, age 19, a student in the nursing program at the University
of Nevada-Reno, may be linked to the five murders in San Mateo County,
California.

 
Santa Rosa Hitchhiker Murders/California Occult Murders is the

unsolved murders in 1972 and 1973 of female hitchhikers in Sonoma County
and Santa Rosa of the North Bay area of California.

Maureen Louis Sterling, age 12, and her friend, Yvonne Lisa Weber, age
12, who attended Herbert Slater Middle School, disappeared on February 4,
1972, after leaving the Redwood Empire Ice Arena. They were last seen
around 9:00 p.m. hitchhiking on Guerneville Road, northwest of Santa Rosa.
On December 28, their bodies were found on Franz Valley Road down a
steep embankment about 65 feet off the east side of the road. Cause of death
could not be determined.

Kim Wendy Allen, age 19, an art student at Santa Rosa Junior College,
left her job at Larkspur Natural Foods on March 4, 1972, and was last seen at
approximately 5:20 p.m. hitchhiking to school near the entrance to Highway
101 from Bell Avenue. Her body was found the following day in a creek bed
down an embankment off Enterprise Road. She had been bound at her ankles
and wrists, raped, and slowly strangled. Semen was recovered from the body.
The two men who had given her a ride were ruled out as suspects.

Lori Lee Kursa, age 13, disappeared while shopping with her mother at U-
Save on November 11, 1972, was a runaway who was last seen with her
friends on November 20 or 21 in Santa Rosa. She was a student at Lawrence
Cook Middle School. Her remains were found in a ravine off Calistoga Road
northeast of Rincon Valley. She had been thrown about 30 feet over an
embankment. Cause of death was determined to be from a broken neck. She
had not been raped. A witness claimed to have seen two men pushing a girl



about Lori Lee’s size into the back of a van on Parkhurst Drive and speeding
away.

Carolyn Nadine Davis, age 14, ran away from home in Shasta County on
February 6, 1973, but disappeared on July 15, after her grandmother had
dropped her off at the post office in Garberville. She was last seen
hitchhiking sometime in the afternoon near the southbound ramp on Highway
101 in Garberville. Her body was found on July 31, just three feet from
where the remains of Maureen Sterling and Yvonne Weber were found.
Cause of death was strychnine poisoning. She had been murdered about 10 to
14 days before her body was found. It could not be determined if she had
been raped. Investigators believe that she was thrown from the road, as the
vegetation was undisturbed.

Theresa Diane Smith Walsh, age 23, was last seen at Zuma Beach in
Malibu on December 22, 1973, and planned to hitchhike to Garberville to
visit her family for Christmas. Her body was found on December 28, by
kayakers in Mark West Creek. She had been hogtied with clothesline type
rope, sexually assaulted, and strangled. She had been dead for about a week.
Investigators could not determine where she had entered the water due to the
high water; she could have drifted several miles.

The unidentified remains of a female were found in a ravine off Calistoga
Road about 100 yards from where Lori Lee Kursa’s remains had been found.
The victim had been hogtied and had a fractured arm, which occurred at
about the same time as the murder. Cause of death could not be determined.

Other possible victims of the same murderer/s:
Jeannette Kamahele, age 20, was last seen on April 24, 1972, hitchhiking

near the Cotati entrance to Highway 101. A friend witnessed what she
thought was Jeannette’s abduction and told investigators that she got into a
brown Chevrolet pickup truck with a wooden homemade camper shell on the
back. The vehicle was driven by a 20 – 30-year-old Caucasian male with an
Afro. Her body has never been found.

Kerry Ann Graham, age 15, and Francine Trimble, age 14, both of
Forestville, disappeared in mid-December 1978. Their skeletal remains were
found in Mendocino County in July 1979 where they had been dumped on
the side of a rural highway. A school friend said the girls were hitchhiking to
a party in Santa Rosa, but did not know where or who was having the party.

In 1975, the FBI issued a report adding the following girls/women to the
unsolved homicides committed by the same person:



Rosa Vasquez, age 20, was found on May 29, 1973, near the Arguello
Boulevard entrance to Golden Gate Park. She had been strangled and was
thrown about seven feet into some shrubs.

Yvonne Quilantang, age 15, was found in a vacant lot in Bayview on June
10, 1973. She had been strangled and was seven months pregnant.

Angela Thomas, age 16, was found on the playground of Benjamin
Franklin Junior High School in Daly City on July 2, 1973. She had been
smothered. A locket was found near the body. She had been seen the
preceding evening at the Presidio, a park near the entrance to the Golden Gate
Bridge in San Francisco.

Nancy Patricia Gidley was found on July 15, 1973, behind the George
Washington High School gymnasium. She had last been seen at a Rodeway
Inn on July 12, 1973. Her body was nude except for a fish-shaped earring.
She had been murdered within the last 24 hours of when she was found.

Nancy Feusi, age 22, was last seen at a dance club in Sacramento. Her
remains were found in Redding on July 22, 1973. She had been stabbed to
death.

Laura A. O’Dell, age 21, disappeared on November 4, 1973. Her body
was found three days later behind a boathouse at Stow Lake in Golden Gate
Park. Her hands were tied behind her back. Cause of death was either head
injuries or strangulation.

Brenda Kay Merchant, age 19, was found stabbed to death on February 1,
1974, at her home in Marysville.

Donna M. Braun, age 14, was found on September 29, 1974, in the Salinas
River near Monterey.

Several known serial killers have been investigated to determine if they
had any connection with this series of murders, but no connection was found.
Ted Bundy was a suspect, but he was exonerated due to the fact that he was
attending law school at the University of Puget Sound in Washington, and he
was committing murders in Washington beginning in January 1974.

Harvey Carignan was also suggested as a suspect, but starting in May
1973, he claimed female victims in Minnesota. His method of murder was
beating to death with a hammer. Another man, Arthur Lee Allen, was also a
suspect but later discounted. The Zodiac Killer was also suspect, but he shot
all of his known victims. One “possible” Zodiac victim was stabbed to death
and nearly decapitated. None of the Santa Rosa Hitchhiker
Murders/California Occult Murder victims were shot. Killers rarely change



their method of murder. This killer strangled most of these victims. It takes a
long time to kill a person by strangulation. They will lose consciousness and
have brain damage usually within about 15 seconds, but death takes several
minutes of continued pressure.

 
Saw-Killer of Hanover is a series of unsolved murders of four women and

two men who were dismembered and whose body parts were found, always
on weekends, in Hanover and the surrounding areas between 1975 and 1977.

On September 26, 1975, the body of a young woman was found in a pond
at the hydroelectric power plant in Schneller Graben near Maschee Lake,
Germany. The body and its parts were tied together with a decorative cord. A
circular or band saw was probably used to cut off the arms and legs. The
breasts had been removed and the abdomen opened and cleaned out. She had
been in the water about 10 – 14 days. The victim was never identified.

During the seven days between February 21 and 28, 1976, two upper
halves of a woman’s body and leg were found between parked cars at the
Hanoverian Landesfunkhaus Niedersachsen (northern Germany public
broadcaster). The other leg was found in a dumpster at Bonner Straß, a girls’
school. Other body parts were found floating in the Leine River. The victim
had been dead about two to three weeks.

Between May 28 and June 11, 1977, the body parts of a young man were
found at the hydroelectric power plant. The parts were always found on
weekends. The victim was estimated to be 17 to 18 years old and had an iron
cross tattooed on his upper body.

On June 5, 1977, an arm was found at the power plant, believed to be from
a man about 50 years old.

On July 10, the lower part of a woman’s body was discovered on a trail in
the Eilenriede forest. The victim was approximately 40 years old, had had an
appendectomy, and had given birth to at least one child.

On December 18, 1977, the upper body of a woman, age 50 to 60 years,
was found on a dirt road near Hanover. The body was wrapped in an old
cotton blanket, had strangulation marks on her neck. Both of her legs had
been severed. She also had had an appendectomy and had given birth to at
least one child.

This series of murders were impossible to solve—there was no crime
scene, no specific time of death, and none of the victims were identified.
There are no suspects.



 
Servant Girl Annihilator/Austin Axe Murders is a serial killer

responsible for at least seven murders in Austin, Texas, between 1884 and
1885. He murdered seven females, five black and two white. He also
murdered a black man.

• Mollie Smith was murdered on December 30, 1884. Walter
Spencer was seriously injured.

• Two Swedish servant girls, Clara Strand and Christine Marten
were seriously injured on March 19, 1885.

• On May 6, 1885, Eliza Shelly was murdered.

• On the night of May 22, 1885, Irene Cross was attacked with a
knife and bled to death.

• Clara Dick was seriously injured in August 1885.

• Mary Ramer was murdered and her mother, Rebecca Rames, was
seriously injured on August 30, 1885.

• Gracie Vance and Orange Washington were murdered on
September 28, 1885. Lucinda Boddy and Patsey Gibson were
seriously injured.

• On December 24, 1885, Susan Hancock was murdered. Eula
Phillips was also murdered and her husband, James Phillips, was
seriously injured.

 
All of the Annihilator victims were attacked while asleep in their beds. He

typically dragged his victims from their beds and raped them before slashing,
stabbing or axing them to death. Five of the women were dragged outside and
murdered.

This was three years before the infamous Jack the Ripper murders in
London. It is interesting to note that in London’s Jack the Ripper murders, a
cook from Malaysia, who traveled by ocean-going vessels, was a suspect.
Before he was suspect in London, he was in Austin, Texas, during the Austin,
Texas, murders. A Malaysian cook, who called himself “Maurice”, worked as
a cook for Mrs. Schmidt, owner of the Pearl House. Coincidentally, the
Servant Girl Annihilator murders stopped when he left the Austin area in



January 1886. The last murders, Susan Hancock and Eula Phillips, were on
December 24, 1885. See separate article – Austin Axe Murders.

 
Sewer Murders/Sewer Plant Murders are the unsolved series of murders

of adolescents in the Frankfurt Rhine-Main between 1976 and 1983. The
victims were seven male children between the ages of 11 and 18 from
Frankfort who were taken from the Baseler Platz with the “Tivoli” game
room. Some of the boys were known to have prostituted themselves.

All of the boys had their hands tied behind their backs before being killed.
Death for some came from drowning in the sewerage. Due to the length of
time they were in the sewerage, cause of death was almost impossible to
determine. Only one victim’s cause of death was determined. He had died
from a “blunt force blow” to the head.

The first victim (unidentified) was found on September 7, 1976. The body
was heavily mummified and partially skeletonized.

The second victim, identified as Erik (no surname given), age 17, found
on May 23, 1982, had significant injuries. The right thigh was torn away and
the bones exposed. The pelvis and skull was smashed. Decomposition was in
an advanced state. Cause of death was not determined.

On September 19, 1982, the body of Bernd Michel was found. It was
ascertained that he had probably been thrown into a manhole and drowned.

The body of Markus Hildebrandt, age 17, was found on July 2, 1983. His
hands were tied behind his back, but there were no visible injuries. He had
tattoos on his upper arms and was a known heroin user. No cause of death
was determined. He was last seen in January 1983 in the company of three
men.

On September 9, 1983, the body of Fuad Rahou, age 14, was found. The
boy had been reported missing by his parents on September 1, 1983. He was
thought to have drowned, but later it was determined that he had been
murdered.

On October 11, 1983, the body of Oliver Tupikas, age 11, was found. He
had run away from home and was not seen after that time. No cause of death
was determined.

On June 21, 1989, Daniel Schaub, age 14, was found. The remains were
mostly bones. He had been missing since 1983. No cause of death was
determined.

There was a suspect, but not enough evidence to warrant an arrest.



 
Sexual Predators in Chicago In 1999, Chicago authorities warned

citizens of four separate sexual predators active in the crack and heroin
plagued neighborhood of Englewood, on the city’s South Side, where 11
unsolved murders had occurred. All the victims lived a “high-risk” lifestyle.
They sold sex to pay for their drugs.

DNA evidence has linked seven murders to one man and three murders to
another man. In 1997, Hubert Geralds Jr. (b. November 13, 1964) was
convicted and sentenced to death for the murders of six women between 1994
and 1995. Gregory Clepper (b. 1968) has been charged with killing 14
women in the area between 1991 and 1996. There are still at least two sex
predators who have not been caught.

 
Siberia Serial Killer/Barnaul Maniac Five females were murdered by a

serial killer in or near the city of Barnaul, Siberia, Russia between 1998 and
2000. Two other women, mothers of the university applicants, were also
reported missing. The girls were all applicants to the Altai Technical
University. Their bodies were found in the forest of the Kalmansky District.
It is believed that the killer was active in this area for several years and
committed an unknown number of murders. He was described as a man about
40 to 45 years of age, medium build, height 5 ft. 8 in. to 6 ft. 0 in. tall, and
relatively nice looking.

In September 2000, Alexander Anisimov, a market trader, was arrested
on suspicion of the murders. He was positively identified by witnesses.
Before he could be brought to trial, on November 1, 2000, he committed
suicide by jumping out of a window. Officially the case remains unsolved,
but the murders ceased after Anisimov’s suicide.

 
Sleepy Hollow Killer was a rapist and serial killer around Pietermaritzburg

(KwaZulu-Natal Province) and the midlands of KwaZulu-Natal, South
Africa. He is responsible for the rape and murders of at least 13 women
whom he strangled with their panties.

Beginning in the late 1990s, several women were raped and strangled in
the area of Pietermaritzburg, and their bodies were found near the N3
Highway.

In 2001, an inquest was made into the murders. Seven bodies were
exhumed in Mountain Rise (Western Cape Province) and Mpophomeni



(KwaZulu-Natal); facial reconstructions were made in an effort to identify the
victims, but still none were identified.

Between February and October 2007, the bodies of three black women
were found near the N3 Highway. One was found behind the ML Sultan High
School in February, one near Liberty Midlands Mall in June, and the last was
found in October between Hilton and Peter Brown Drive, all in
Pietermaritzburg. They had all been raped and strangled with their panties, as
were the women found in the late 1990s. The only difference was that these
victims were severely burned after their deaths. Several bodies were also
found in Bloemfontein (Free State Province) and Port Elizabeth (Eastern
Cape Province).

A man, age 32, was arrested in Mpophomeni for murdering a 30-year-old
woman in Curry’s Pot, a small settlement near Howick, KwaZulu-Natal
Province. Her body had been found partially naked, by a passer-by in a
forest. A belt had been used to confine her legs and hands and she had open
wounds on her head. After investigating, authorities believe this murder is not
linked to the Sleepy Hollow Killer.

 
Smiley Face Murders is a series of murders of 40 or more young men

whose bodies have been found in water across several states from the late
1990s to the 2010s. They have been dubbed the Smiley Face Murders
because in some cases, smiley face graffiti was found near where the killer
dumped the bodies.

The murders often occurred after the young man had been drinking at a
party or bar. The men were generally popular, athletic, good students, and
most were white.

Some police departments do not believe that these murders were all
committed by the same person or persons. The FBI reviewed the information
and interviewed an individual who provided information to detectives. They
issued a statement that they had not developed any evidence to support links
between these tragic deaths, or that these deaths were the work of a serial
killer or killers.

 
Snohomish County Serial Killer The county of Snohomish in Washington

State counts more than 100 missing people who disappeared between 1980
and 2018. Some people in the area believe there is a serial killer in their
midst; possibly more than one. Not many of the bodies have been found. Of



the few who have been found, some of the murders were solved and the
person responsible was convicted. Some of the bodies have never been
identified. Those unfound and/or murdered number somewhere between 45
and 75. Information is very scarce.

 
South African Farmer Killings In recent years, there has been an

onslaught of murders of farmers by young, unemployed black men. There is
hate between these young black men and the farmers, although the murders
are not confined to the white farmers. Theft was committed in most of the
cases. The reason for the “hate” murders seems unclear.

About 61% of the attacks were to white farmers. There is some conjecture
as to the number of killings; some say 2500 – 3000 and some put the number
much lower. There have been suspects, but no arrests.

 
South African Gay Killer is killing gay men in the Johannesburg area. It

is believed by authorities that these killings are being done by a group.
The first known victim was Jim Cathels, who was found in his home in

the northeast suburb of Berea in December 2010. He had been bound and
strangled. There were no signs of forced entry.

In June 2011, Oscar O’Hara, age 33, who was house-sitting for a friend in
the Kensington area, was found by the owner when he returned home. He
also was bound and strangled, and there was no sign of forced entry.

On September 11, 2010, Siphiwe Selby Nhlapo, age 36, was murdered in
a similar manner in Kliptown, Soweto. However, there was one major
difference. The killer or killers had poured acid on his body after his death.

On September 19, 2010, Barney van Heerden, age 39, was found in his
Orange Grove home. He had been bound and strangled. Security guards
found him after they noticed his car gate open and his front door unlocked.
Half-full glasses of wine were found on the kitchen table, indicating that he
probably knew his attacker.

After this murder, the killings stopped. Three suspects were arrested in
November 2011. On January 12, 2013, Graham Collop, age 50, was found
dead in Cape Town. Does this indicate that members of the gang changed
locations, or was this a copycat murder?

 
South African Serial Killer Team Between February 1997 and January

1998, five 6-year old girls were murdered in Finetown, Orange Farm, and



Evaton, south of Johannesburg, Gauteng Province. They had been horribly
mutilated by their killers. The pattern of the attacks suggested to police that
they were facing the unusual combination of two serial killers working as
accomplices. The girls –Edith Aaron, Nompumelelo Kgamedi, Nthabiseng
Majoe, Zanele Nongiza, and Bukeka Mhlonitshwa—were murdered and their
bodies dumped in the bushes. Three of the girls had broken necks. Two were
found decapitated and their torsos were missing. One suspect has been
arrested.

 
South Florida Serial Killer Police in South Florida are investigating the

slayings in 2000-01 of three women believed to have been killed by the same
person. Two were found stuffed into suitcases and left in plain sight along
streets. A third body was found in a suitcase in a north Miami-Dade canal by
a group of boys in a boat. At this writing, there are few clues and no suspects.

 
Southside Slayer is responsible for at least 12 murders of black prostitutes

in Los Angeles since 1984. A black police officer was arrested, but he proved
to be innocent. Unfortunately, his life as well as his career with the police
department were ruined.

 
Spotsylvania Killer is responsible for the murder of three young girls in

the 1990s around Spotsylvania, a small town 30 miles north of Richmond,
Virginia. The slayings bore obvious similarities that led the task force of
federal, state, and local investigators to tie them together.

Sofia Silva, age 16, Kristin Lisk, age 15, and Kristin’s sister, Kati Lisk,
age 12, all disappeared from their homes after school. There were no signs of
a struggle in their homes, which were within 10 miles of each other. The
three girls were all slim, with athletic builds and dark hair. The bodies were
found in water. They were all fully clothed and none bore any signs of
trauma. Richard Marc Evonitz (July 29, 1963 – June 27, 2002) was
suspected of being the killer of these girls, but he committed suicide by
shooting himself as police surrounded him.

 
The St. Louis County Car Bomber terrorized the southern part of St.

Louis County, Missouri in 1977.
On October 7, 1977, a bomb in the car of Ronald Sterghos, age 23,

exploded. He was very fortunate to have escaped injury. Just 11 days later, on



October 18, 1977, Shirley Marie Flynn, age 33, was killed in the bomb
explosion of her car. On November 3, 1977, Robert Curtis Jackson, age 39,
was killed when his car exploded.

There were no more bombings after November 3. Police conducted an
extensive investigation and concluded that the bombings were random, but
some believed that they were the work of a deranged individual. Police did
discover similarities between the St. Louis County bombings and a car
bombing in Paducah, Kentucky on March 7, 1978, that seriously injured
William Ohlhausen, Shirley Flynn’s boyfriend.

The person or persons responsible for the bombings in St. Louis County
and Paducah have never been identified.

 
St. Louis Serial Killer is responsible for at least eight murders on the

south side of St. Louis, Missouri since November 1999. All of the bodies
have been found in the same general area frequented by prostitutes and drug
users. The last two killings, committed in October 2001, may not be related
to the other six murders.

 
State Fair Murders During three days in the month of August 1981, four

young girls disappeared in the Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, area. On the 26th,
Charlotte Kinsey and Cinda Pallet, both age 13, disappeared after they
notified their parents that they were going to the fairgrounds where they had
been offered jobs unloading stuffed animals. They have never been found.
Just three days later, two 16-year-olds, Sheryl Vaughn and Susan Thompson,
were nowhere to be found after the vehicle which they were in was found
abandoned near Newalla. They have never been found.

One suspect was questioned and released when he established that he was
nowhere near the state of Oklahoma when the abductions occurred. Police
have few clues and no suspects. Due to the length of time that has passed and
no sightings of the girls, they are considered to be deceased.

 
Stoneman is believed responsible for 13 murders during a six-month

period in 1989 in Calcutta, India and possibly to a series of 12 murders
during 1985 – 1988 in the capital of Mumbai in the Sion and King’s Circle
areas. It is not known whether this is the work of a single serial killer or a
group. The killer, or killers, are targeting the homeless, the ragpickers and
beggars of both cities. The modus operandi seems to be to find a person



sleeping alone in a desolate area, crush the victim’s head with a stone
weighing as much as 66 lbs. (30 kg). In most cases the victim was not
identified because he/she was alone and had no relatives known who could
help to identify him/her. Since these crimes were not high profile, authorities
did not make a connection until after the sixth murder. In 1987, another
homeless person was hacked to death in the adjoining suburb of Matunga.
The police were quick to say that this was the work of the same killer, but
there was nothing to connect this murder to the others.

The killings stopped in Mumbai in the middle of 1988 and the killings in
Calcutta began in June 1989. Are the murders in both cities the work of the
Stoneman of Calcutta, or the work of two different killers? There are no
suspects in either case.

 
Strangler of Milan was a serial killer in Milan, Italy in 1988 –1992 who

murdered at least four prostitutes by either strangulation or stabbing. Nothing
further has been found.

 
Swaziland Serial Killer In April 2001, the dead bodies of 24 murdered

women and children were found in a forest near Swaziland’s traditional
capital, Lobamba. Other accounts put the total of victims at 33.

A herdsman discovered the first body and notified police. Authorities
uncovered the bodies of 21 women and three children. They were all found
stripped naked and lying face down. They had all been raped before being
strangled to death or beheaded. Police believe that these bodies and the
bodies of three others found a week earlier could be victims of Bongani
Vilakati, a suspected serial killer who was shot and killed by police on
March 29, 2001, while trying to escape through a maze field. They had found
six bodies buried on his farm.

 
Thames Torso Murders was a series of murders in 1887 – 1889 in

London, England. These murders have not been solved. They were occurring
during the same time period as the Jack the Ripper murders, but the
Metropolitan Police said there was no connection as the modus operandi of
the Torso Murders and Jack the Ripper murders differed.

The first murder victim was found in May 1887, near Rainham in the
River Thames. The female body was not complete; it was missing the head
and upper torso. Over a three-week period, more of the body parts were



found in the same general area. It was determined that the body had not been
dissected for medical reasons, although there was a degree of medical
knowledge necessary to dissect it.

Beginning on October 11, 1888, a right arm and shoulder were found in
Pimlico on the shore of the River Thames. More body parts were discovered
in three separate parts of the city center over the next few weeks. All of these
parts were matched to the same body by police surgeon Thomas Bond.

June 4, 1889, began a new series of finding body parts. This time, the
victim was identified as Elizabeth Jackson, a homeless prostitute from
Chelsea, who was about eight months pregnant. Body parts were found in
Battersea, Horselydown, Nine Elms, Battersea-Park, Wandsworth,
Limehouse, and Bankside. The head was never found.

Police Constable William Pennett found the headless and legless torso of
an unidentified woman on September 10, 1889, at Pinchin Street under a
railway arch in Whitechapel.

It is interesting to note that the cause of death was never determined in any
of the four murders. Some believe that these murders were committed by
Jack the Ripper. There were similar murders, one in Paris in 1886, and
another in London in June 1902.

 
Toledo Slugger terrorized the city of Toledo, Ohio during 1925-26. In

1925, a series of lumber yards were torched. The owners posted guards and
the arsons stopped, but then began a series of bombings of homes and
tenements. The FBI was called in and the bombings stopped. The beating and
killing of women began.

This unknown killer raped and bludgeoned to death at least six women
and injured at least five others with some kind of blunt instrument.
Authorities believed that all of the women were clubbed with the same
weapon. The last killings were in October 1926.

There was another series of arson fires in November 1926. The crime
spree ended after the arson fires.

Were the arsons, rapes, and beatings the work of the same person? The
killer and/or arsonist has never been identified.

 
Toronto Hospital Murders were the poisoning deaths of as many as 43

babies at Toronto’s Hospital for Sick Children in Ontario, Canada between
June 1980 and March 1981. The initial testing for the cause of the babies’



death indicated that they were poisoned with the heart medication digoxin.
This test, which was experimental, may have given false results.

A nurse, Susan Nelles, who had been on duty at the time of 23 of the
deaths, was arrested in March 1981 and charged with murdering four babies.
It was found that she had been on duty for several of the deaths because she
swapped shifts with other nurses who also had access to the digoxin. She was
exonerated. She continued her work in the medical care field.

No one else has been arrested or charged with any of the baby murders.
 
Town Hospital Murders were a baffling string of murders committed at

the Town Hospital in Macon, France between 1944 and 1947. Seventeen
patients died after surgery in the gynecology ward. Autopsies revealed that
all of the patients had been killed by an injection of poison. The killer was
seemingly more cautious when he/she allowed six months between his last
two victims. The murders stopped abruptly, and the case remains unsolved.

 
Transvestite Killer in El Salvador is responsible for the murders of seven

gay transvestites and a female prostitute in the 1990s. All of the victims died
of gunshot wounds. There has been no one arrested or charged with these
murders.

 
Turks Serial Killer/Bosphorus Serial Killers/Kebab Killer Since

September 2000, this killer has shot nine people in broad daylight, sparking
fear in the Turkish communities in all of Germany. Police have set up a joint
investigation unit with detectives in Turkey to track down the man before he
strikes again. The killer leaves nothing as evidence—only the bullets. The
victims were all shot in the head multiple times at point blank range. The
attackers called themselves National Socialist Underground, and their
primary targets were ethnic Turks.

The first killing was in the southern city of Nuremberg in September
2000. The victim, Enver Şimşek, a 38-year-old, was shot to death in his
flower shop. He was shot a total of eight times with two different guns. One
of the guns was used in all nine of the murders. The second murder occurred
on June 13, 2001, also in Nuremburg. The victim was Abdurrahim Özüdoğru,
who was helping out at a tailor shop. He was shot twice in the head by one of
the same guns used in the first murder—a Czech-made Ceska Model 83. Two
weeks later, on June 27, Süleyman Taşköprü was killed in his greengrocer



shop in the northern city of Hamburg-Bahrenfeld. He was shot three times in
the head by the same two guns used in the first murder. On August 29, 2001,
Habil Kılıç was shot in his greengrocer shop in Munich-Ramersdorf in the
south.

There was a two and a half year lull before the next killing. On February
25, 2004, Mehmet Turgut was murdered on this Ash Wednesday in Rostock-
Toitenwinkel, northeast of Hamburg. He was shot three times in the head and
neck with the Ceska Model 83. Ismail Yaşar was the next victim on June 9,
2005, and the third murder in Nuremburg. He was shot five times in the head
in his kebab shop. Just six days later, June 15, locksmith Theodoros
Boulgarides, who was Greek, was murdered in his shop in Munich. He was
the only non-Turk in this series of murders. In the western city of Dortmund
on April 4, 2006, Mehmet Kubaşik was shot to death in his kiosk.

Just two days later, April 6, Halit Yozgat, proprietor of an internet cafe,
was shot in the head. At the time of the murder, an agent from the Office for
the Protection of the Constitution happened to be in the area. He first claimed
he left the premises shortly before the murder, but later said that he had been
in the cafe when the murder occurred. This left authorities with the feeling
that some government officials may have been linked to the organization
responsible for the murders. This murder was thought to be the last murder in
the series. However, on April 25, 2007, Michele Kiesewetter and her male
partner, both of them police officers, were attacked during their lunch break.
They were shot at point blank range while sitting in their patrol car. The
killers had approached from either side. Michele died instantly. Her male
partner was in a coma for several weeks and cannot remember the incident.

It is believed that the persons responsible were Uwe Böhnhardt (October
1, 1977 – November 4, 2011) , Uwe Mundlos, (August 11, 1973 – November
4, 2011), and Beate Zschäpe (b. January 2, 1975). Böhnhardt and Mundlos
were found dead by police after a bank robbery on November 4, 2011,
supposedly of suicide. The duty pistols of Kiesewetter and her partner were
found near where the two suspects died.

 
Twin Cities Killer Evidence of at least 34 murders between 1986 and 1994

points to the existence of one or several serial killers working the streets of
Minneapolis and St. Paul. There was no official statement of a serial being
responsible. Most of the victims were prostitutes in their 20s and 30s; several
were mutilated, dismembered, and sometimes even decapitated. Thirty-four



unsolved murders should wake up someone to the fact that there was a serial
killer or serial killers loose in the Twin Cities.

 
Tynong North and Frankston Murders is the series of murders of six

women between May 1980 and October 1981. They were kidnapped,
murdered, and dumped in the remote scrub in the Tynong North and
Frankston areas southeast of Melbourne, Australia. Frankston was also the
location of the Frankston murders by serial killer Paul Denyer in mid-1993.
By 2017, rewards had been increased to $1 million for information leading to
the arrest in any of the six cases. The known victims of this serial killer are:

Allison Rook, age 59, disappeared on May 30, 1980, after she experienced
trouble with her car. She told neighbors she was taking a bus to Frankston
Shopping Centre to do some grocery shopping and to see a realtor. She was
waiting for the bus along Frankston-Dandenong Road. On July 5, a man
walking his dogs found her naked body in a shallow grave on McClelland
Drive in Frankston.

Joy Summers, age 55, disappeared on October 9, 1981, when she headed
out to do her weekly shopping. She was waiting for the bus on Frankston-
Dandenong Road at about 1:20 p.m., the same stretch of road where Rook
disappeared. Her naked corpse was found in scrub by a man collecting
firewood near the intersection of McClelland Drive and Sky Road in
Frankston on November 22.

On December 6, 1980, the skeletal remains of Bertha Miller, age 75;
Catherine Headland, age 14; and Ann-Marie Sargent, age 18, were found in a
sand quarry by men dumping lamb offal on a secluded bush track leading
from Brew Road, Tynong North. Bertha was a regular church goer who had
disappeared on August 10, 1980, on her way to church while walking to a
tram-stop in Glen Iris. She was fully clothed when found. Catherine had
recently moved to Australia from England. She disappeared on August 28,
while waiting for an 11:20 a.m. bus to take her to her part-time job at
Fountain Gate Shopping Complex. She was naked when found. Ann-Marie
was unemployed and was heading to a nearby CES office in Berwick to claim
a benefits cheque.

Narumol Stephenson, age 34, was a Thai married to an Australian farmer
and the mother of two. She disappeared from their car in Brunswick around
dawn on November 30, 1980, after a fight with her husband. Her remains
were found on February 3, 1983, in Tynong North scrubland by a man who



had stopped to repair a tire. All that remained were just bones from a badly
decomposed and naked body.

The investigations were done separately—one for the Frankston murders
and one for the Tynong-North murders. There were similarities with the
recent Truro Murders in South Australia. The victims were all on foot, and
five of the women were planning to use public transportation at the time they
disappeared. Some may have tried to hitchhike. All of their possessions had
been taken. Causes of death could not be determined. Over 2000 interviews
were held. Investigators even speculated that there was more than one
murderer.

A Garfield resident, Harold Janman, often offered lifts to women on the
Frankston-Dandenong Road. He was a prime suspect but always maintained
his innocence. He died on August 26, 2020, at the age of 88.

There have been no arrests and no other suspects.
 
Utah/Nevada Serial Killer is a serial killer believed to be responsible for

the death of one woman in Nevada and at least two more in Utah. All of the
women were shot to death and left by highways in Utah and Nevada. They
were found naked and posed in a crucifix position.

One of the women was identified, giving authorities some place to start
their investigation. The nude body of Barbara Kaye Williams was found on
March 22, 1991, near the I-15 Mills Junction exit in Juab County, Utah. Her
husband, Howell Williams, was charged and convicted of her murder.

A woman’s body was found on November 16, 1993, in Elko County,
Nevada, near the Shafter exit on I-80. She had been shot to death and posed
in the “crucifix” position. Tire tracks at the scene indicated a pickup truck or
van. Authorities felt she was killed elsewhere and dumped at this site. She
remains unidentified. Another victim was found along Interstate 80 on Elko
County, Nevada in 1992. She has never been identified.

Dale Wayne Eaton (b. 1945) is a suspect in this case. He is currently in a
Wyoming prison awaiting execution for the murder of “Lil Miss”, Lisa Maria
Kimmell, in 1988. See separate article – Great Basin Serial Killer.

 
Vending Machine Murders aka Paraquat Murders were a series of

poisonings in Japan in 1985. Bottles of juice and soda were poisoned with the
herbicide paraquat and left in the dispensing chute of vending machines. The
person buying a drink from the machine would think they got a bonus of an



extra drink. After just a few minutes of drinking the poisoned beverage, the
person would become nauseated and within two days, breathing would cease.
Ten people died of the poisoned drinks and another 35 were poisoned but
survived.

Warning stickers were placed on vending machines throughout the
country. The case remains unsolved.

In 1998 brought another series of poisonings. Curry laced with arsenic
killed four people—two adults and two children—at a community food
festival in Wakayame, Sonobe district. Another 60 became very ill from the
poisoned curry. Matsumi Hayashi (b. July 22, 1961) came under suspicion
after witnesses told police that they had seen her at the curry dish and that
arsenic was easy for her to obtain since her husband was an exterminator and
used it in his business. At her trial in 2002, she pleaded innocent. She was
convicted and sentenced to death.

Also in 1998, vending machines were again used to poison people. This
time the person responsible poisoned tea, sending dozens of people to
hospitals. This case also remains unsolved.

 
Volga Maniac was a series of 32 known murders between 2011-12 in

several regions in Russia. All of the women murdered were aged 75 to 90
years, were single, and lived in khrushchyovkas (low-cost apartments).
Investigators believe the killer gained entry by claiming to be from social
services or an employee of HOA (Homeowners’ Association). The killer
strangled the women with items found in the apartment, then stole their
money and valuables.

The killings began in March 2011 in Kazan, the site of the first nine
murders. One victim survived but could not describe the killer. The killings
continued in Ulyanovsk, Nizhny Novgorod, Ishevsk, Perm, and Samara. The
last three murders were committed in Ufa in late September 2012. In Ufa on
September 26, the killer was captured on a security camera at the entrance to
one victim’s home.

There is a reward of three million rubles for information as to the identity
of the killer. On March 28, 2017, Pavel Shayakhmetov, age 38, was arrested
on suspicion of murdering two elderly women in Samara on March 25 and
27, 2017. He confessed to two murders but committed suicide in March 2018,
before he could be brought to trial.

 



Washington DC Serial Killer Five women who lived in the same north
side neighborhood, or frequently visited there, have turned up dead since
November 1996. Three of them were found inside a pair of gutted buildings.
The torso of a sixth woman, who was believed to have often been in the
neighborhood, was found in a nearby alley.

Darryl Donnell Turner, age 34, was charged with two of the murders
after DNA evidence linked him to the victims. He was sentenced to life in
prison without parole and remains a suspect in the other four murders.

 
West Mesa Murders / Albuquerque Serial Killer A detective of the

Albuquerque Police Department has made identifying all of the victims of
this serial killer one of her primary goals as a police detective. She refers to
these victims as “Somebody’s Daughters”. So far, 18 bodies have been found
in the northwest area of Albuquerque. They were all found buried in a mesa
located adjacent to 118th Street SW in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Eleven of
the victims have been positively identified:

Monica Candelaria, age 22, disappeared and was murdered sometime
between 2003 and 2005. Virginia Cloven, age 24, disappeared in 2004 and
was reported missing. Victoria Chavez, age 26, disappeared in 2005.
Syllannia Edwards, age 15, was reported missing and a runaway from
Lawton, Oklahoma in 2003. She was seen in Aurora, Colorado in May 2004
on East Colfax in the company of prostitutes. She was last seen in 2004 or
2005 in Albuquerque.

Cinnamon Elks, age 32, disappeared in 2004 or 2005. Doreen Marquez,
age 24, was murdered sometime between 2003 and 2005. Julie Nieto, age 28,
disappeared between 2004 and 2005. Veronica Romero, age 27, was
murdered between 2004 and 2005.

Evelyn Salazar, age 22, was last seen at a family gathering in April 2004.
She and her cousin, Jamie Barela, left the gathering and went to a park near
San Mateo and Gibson SE. They both disappeared. Michelle Valdez, age 22,
was murdered between 2004 and 2005. Jamie Barela, age 15, last seen by her
family in 2004.

Syllannia Edwards, the 15-year-old runaway from Oklahoma, was the
only African-American, and the only victim from out-of-state. All of the
victims had ties to both drugs and prostitution, except Jamie Barela. She may
have been murdered just because she was with Evelyn Salazar, her cousin.

 



Yakima Reservation Unsolved Murders In late December 1992, a Native
American woman was killed and her body left in the snow near her village.
She was identified a few days later. She had been sexually mutilated and
strangled. She was the 13th known victim of this suspected serial killer in the
last decade on the Yakima Reservation in south central Washington state.

There are some 32 unsolved murders on this tribal land. Thirteen of these
cases are outlined below:

The battered body of Sheila Pearl Lewis, age 33, of Yakima, Washington
was found on August 3, 1980, near Parker Dam south of Union Gap. She had
died of massive internal injuries, possibly hit by car or truck.

Lesora Yvette Eli, age 19, was found fully clothed, lying face down in a
drainage ditch along Parton Road near Toppenish on February 2, 1982. Her
death was listed as accidental drowning, but the FBI said it was a possible
homicide.

Celestine Spencer, age 21, of Wapato, was missing for two weeks before
her body was found at the bottom of a gully off McCullough Road along the
north slope of Ahtanum Ridge on November 11, 1982.

The skeletal remains of Clydell Alice Sampson, age 25, of Klickitat, were
found by hunters below Hambre Butte, south of Granger on December 28,
1986. Her death was listed as a shotgun blast to the head.

Teresa Suezanne Branscomb, age 20, was found on February 8, 1987. She
died of stab wounds.

Bertha Cantu, Age 26, was found on June 30, 1987. She also died of stab
wounds.

Babette Crystall Greene, age 26, of Toppenish, was a member of the
Warm Springs tribe in Oregon. Her skeletal remains were found during the
summer of 1987 off North Track Road near Wapato. Her cause of death is
listed as homicidal violence.

The fully clothed body of Teresa R. Stah, age 25, was pulled from a fish
screen in a diversion canal off Toppenish Creek, south of Granger, on July 7,
1987. Her autopsy indicated that she had died either of asphyxiation or
drowning. The FBI lists her death as “mysterious.”

The partially clothed body of Jenece Marie Wilson, age 20, of Toppenish,
was found in a remote area near Cherry Hill on August 8, 1987. She had died
of a severe blow to the head. The remainder of her clothes were strewn
around the area where she was found.



The skeletal remains of an unidentified Native American woman,
probably in her late 20s or early 30s, were found on February 16, 1988, near
Parker Dam. No cause of death was determined but the sheriff’s office
considered it to be a homicide.

The partially clothed body of Rozelia Lou “Tulee” Sohappy, age 31, of
Brownstown, was found in a remote ravine along the south slope of Ahtanum
Ridge north of Brownstown on March 13, 1989. She was identified through
dental records. The autopsy determined that she had been strangled.

Some skeletal remains, skull and bone fragments of JoAnne Betty Wyman
John, age 44, of Wapato, were found near Mill Creek, southwest of White
Swan on February 2, 1991. She was identified through dental records. She
was the mother of 11 children who had been missing since August 1, 1988.
Her cause of death was listed as homicidal violence.

The sexually mutilated body of Shari Dee Sampson Endwell, age 30, of
Wapato, was found by a group of hunters northwest of White Swan in a
remote “Closed” area of the Yakima Reservation. Her cause of death was
listed as strangulation.

Karen Louise Johnny and Daisy May Tallman, both in their 20s, have
been listed as missing since 1987. They could be victims of the same
killer/killers, but their bodies/remains have not been found. All of these cases
are unsolved.

 
Zodiac Killer operated in northern California during the late 1960s. He is

responsible for five known victims, but he claimed to have murdered as many
as 37 people. The name Zodiac was given after he sent letters to the Bay Area
newspapers and signed them, “Zodiac”.

Almost identical letters were received at the Vallejo Times Herald, the San
Francisco Chronicle and the San Francisco Examiner. The letter to the editor
of the San Francisco Examiner follows:

“Dear Editor,
This is the murderer of the 2 teenagers last Christmas at Lake Herman &

the girl on the 4th of July near the golf course in Vallejo. To prove I killed
them I shall state some facts which only I & the police know.

Christmas
1 Brand name of ammo Super X
2 10 shots were fired
3 the boy was on his back with his feet in the car



4 the girl was on her right side feet to the west
4th of July
1 girl was wearing patterned slacks
2 The boy was also shot in the knee
3 Brand name of ammo was Western
(page 2)
Here is part of a cipher the other 2 parts of this cipher are being mailed to

the editors of the Vallejo times & SF Examiner.
I want you to print this cipher on the front page of your paper. In this

cipher is my identity.
If you do not print this cipher by the afternoon on Fry. 1st of Aug 69, I

will go on a kill rampage Fry. night. I will cruse around all weekend killing
lone People in the night then move on to kill again, untill I end up with a
dozen people over the weekend.”

The coded messages sent with the letters have yet to be decoded.
The known victims of the Zodiac were:
David Arthur Faraday, age 17, and Betty Lou Jenson, age 16, were killed

in Benicia on Lake Herman Road on December 20, 1968.
Michael Renault Mageau, age 19, and Darlene Elizabeth Ferrin, age 22,

were shot in the parking lot of Blue Rock Springs Park in Vallejo on July 4,
1969. Darlene Ferrin was pronounced dead upon arrival at Kaiser Foundation
Hospital. Michael Mageau survived.

On September 27, 1969, Bryan Calvin Hartnell, age 20, and Cecelia Ann
Shepard, age 22, were attacked by a man with a knife at Lake Berryessa in
Napa County. Hartnell survived the six stab wounds in his back, but Cecelia
Shepard died of her injuries on September 29.

On October 11, 1969, Paul Lee Stine, age 29, was shot and killed in the
Presidio Heights area of San Francisco.

There are at least four more murders suspected of being victims of the
Zodiac:

On a beach near Lompoc, Robert Domingos, age 18, and Linda Edwards,
age 17, were shot and killed on June 4, 1963. These murders bore specific
similarities to the Zodiac’s attack on Bryan Hartnell and Cecelia Shepard on
September 27, 1969.

On October 30, 1966, Cheri Jo Bates, age 18, was stabbed to death and
nearly decapitated at Riverside City College. Her connection to Zodiac was
not made until the 1970s when reporter Paul Avery of the San Francisco



Chronicle received a tip regarding similarities in this case to the Zodiac
murders.

Donna Lass, age 25, was last seen on September 6, 1970 in Stateline,
Nevada. A postcard with an advertisement for the Forest Pines
condominiums in Lake Tahoe pasted on the back was received at the San
Francisco Chronicle on March 22, 1971. This was interpreted as the Zodiac
claiming responsibility for Donna’s disappearance. There has been no
evidence to connect this disappearance to the Zodiac.

There may have been another survivor of a Zodiac attack. Kathleen Johns,
age 22, who was pregnant and had her 10-month daughter with her, claims
she was abducted on March 22, 1970, by a man on Highway 132 near I-580
in the Modesto area. He drove them around the area for three hours before
she was able to escape with her daughter and hide in a field until the man
drove away.

There seemed to be no clear motive for the attacks and murders. They
clearly seemed to be random. He appeared to decide that, “Today I will kill
someone,” and then went looking for a convenient victim or victims.

There have been numerous suspects, including Arthur Allen Leigh, who
died in 1992. He was served with search warrants by the police, but he was
never charged with any of the Zodiac crimes. Jack Tarrance (b. February
24, 1928) was accused by his stepson, Dennis Kaufman, as being the Zodiac,
but the FBI excluded him as a suspect after Kaufman also accused him of
being the killer of the Black Dahlia, and several other famous unsolved
murders. There have been other suspects, but not serious ones.

The case is still unsolved.
 



Facts
and

Figures
 

 
NAME ALIAS LOCATION ACTIVE VICTIMS
.22 Caliber
Killer/Midtown
Slasher

Christopher,
Joseph NY USA 1980s 13

.22 Caliber Killer Perrone, Salvatore
E. NY USA 2012 3

.22 Caliber
Killers

Lewingdon, Gary
James and
Thaddeus

OH USA 1978 10

.22 Caliber Killer Unsolved WA USA 1990 3

.25 Caliber Killer Unsolved/Penn
Station Sniper NY USA 1983-84 7

3X Murders Unsolved NY USA 1930 3?

4Pi Movement Unsolved (60
Member Cult)

NY/CA
USA

1967-
1980s Unknown

60 Freeway
Slayer Hill, Ivan J. CA USA 1993-94 6

ABC Serial Killer Sithole, Moses GTP ZAF 1994-95 38+

Abdallah al Hubal YEM 1989-98 13

Abdelali Amer See Boussemma

Abdelali Hida
See Pedophile of
Taroudante



Abdullah Shah AFG 1990s 20

Abel, Wolfgang ITA 1977-84 10-27+

Abels, Tony FL USA 1971-90 4

Abuelazam, Elias
See Genesee
County Serial
Slasher

Accra Strangler Quansah, Charles
Kwabena Ebo GHA 1993-

2000 9-34

Acid Bath
Murderer

Haigh, John
George ENG GBR 1944-49 9

Acres Homes
Killer

McWilliams,
LaMarques Devon TX USA 2000-09 6



Adams, Jeff See Incubus

Adams, John
Bodkin ENG GBR 1940s-50s 160?

Adelaide Child
Murders

Unsolved -
O’Neill, James
Ryan(suspect)

SOA AUS 1966 14

?? Adolfo
Gustavo

By law his full
name cannot be
published

SLV 1996-99 17

Adorno, George NY USA 1974-77 4

Aguillon,
Felicitas Sanchez

See Ogress of
Colonia Roma

Aiutino,
Vincenzo FRA 1991-92 3

Akin, Joseph
Dewey AL USA 1990s 1-

100?

Akinmurele,
Stephen ENG GBR 1995-98 5

Alabama Axe
Murders Gang of Blacks AL USA 1919-23 13-24

Alabama Serial
Killer Unsolved AL USA 1999 3

Alameda County
Teenage Killer Unsolved CA USA 1983-84 4

Alaska Serial
Killer Unsolved AK USA 1993-

2003 5+

Alaska Unsolved
Murders Unsolved AK USA 1920s-30s 15+

Albanese,
Charles IL USA 1980s 3



Albani, Adil PHL 2004 4+

Albright, Charles
Frederick See Dallas Ripper

Albuquerque
Serial Killer

Unsolved - See
West Mesa
Murders

Alcala, Rodney
James

See Dating Game
Killer

Alegre, Patrice FRA 1989-97 6+

Ali Asghar
Borujerdi

See Asghar the
Murderer

Ali Baghi See Vampire of
Tehran Desert

Allam, Ibrahim
Hamza AUT 1977-83 6

Allen, Arthur
Leigh

Suspect in Zodiac
Murders CA USA 1957-

1992 0

Allen, Howard
Arthur IN USA 1974-87 3

Allen, Michael
Fat Cat of the
Bloods (street
gang)

CA USA 1990s 60

Allgen, Dr.
Thomas Lars

See Haerm, Dr.
Teet

Alligator Man Ball, Joseph D. TX USA 1936-38 5-20+

Allitt, Beverly
Gail

See Angel of
Death

Almazyan,
Zaven
Sarkisovich

See
Voroshilovgrad
Maniac



Alphabet
Murders/Double
Initial CA

Naso, Joseph CA USA 1977-94 6+

Alphabet
Murders/Double
Initial NY

Unsolved NY USA 1971-73 3

Alston, Robert
Sylvester NC USA 1990s 4

Alvarez Cruz,
Edgar Ernesto

See Feminicides of
the Cotton Field

Alves, Diogo See Aqueduct
Murderer

Amagasaki
Serial Killer Sumida, Miyoko JPN 2011 6-10

Ambrose, Lyda
Catherine See Black Widow

American
Bluebeard Schmidt, Helmuth MI/MO/NJ/NY

USA
Early
1900s 30+

Amos, Lowell
Edwin

See Black
Widower

Anchorage Serial
Killer Unsolved AK USA 1999-

2000 5

Anchorage Serial
Killer 2016

Ritchie, James
Dale AK USA 2016 5+

Andermatt,
Roger

See Angel of
Death

Anderson, Allen
Leroy MN/FL/+ USA 1976 9

Anderson, Curtis
Dean (suspect) CA USA 1990s 8



Anderson, Dale
R.

IL USA 1978-89 5

Anderson,
Joshua Julius OK USA 2006-07 4

Anderson,
Robert Leroy SD USA 1994-96 2+ ?

Andrews, Ralph
Raymond IL/IN/MI+ USA 1977-91 20-40

Argarsk Maniac See Werewolf

Angel Makers of
Nagyrev

Julia Fazekas, Susi
Olah and others HUN 1914-29 300?

Angel of Bremen Gottfried, Gesche DEU 1813-27 15

Angel of Death Allitt, Beverly Gail ENG GBR 1991 4+

Angel of Death Andermatt, Roger SWZ 1995-
2001 27

Angel of Death Angelo, Richard NY USA 1987 10-
25+

Angel of Death Harvey, Donald KY/OH USA 1870-87 36-87

Angel of Death Norris, Colin
Campbell ENG GBR 2002 4-72

Angel of Death Roeder, Michaela DEU 1980s 10-17

Angelo, Richard See Angel of
Death

Anh The Duong (Vietnamese Gang
Leader) CA USA 1998-99 8-30

Ann Arbor
Hospital
Murders

Unsolved MI USA 1975 10

Annink, Klaas See Huttenkloas

Anthrax Killer Unsolved Eastern USA 2001 5



Appalachian
Trail Murders

(8 have been
solved) 6 States USA 1974-

2013 16+

Apulia Slasher Ben Mohamed
Ezzedine Sebai ITA 1995-97 15

Aqueduct
Murderer Alves, Diogo PRT 1836-40 4+

Arch Murderer
of Marrakech

Mesfewi, Hadj
Mohammed MAR 1900s 36

Archambault,
Serge

See Butcher of St.
Eustache

Archer, Gerald
Thomas

See Chambermaid
Slayer

Archerd,
William Dale CA USA 1947-67 3-7+

Arguelles,
Robert UT USA 1992 4

Arinaitwe,
Richard UGA 1990s 8

Armstrong, John
Eric USA/JPN/KOR+ 1992-

2000 5-18+

Arnold, Bogdan
Eugeniusz POL 1966-67 4

Arnold, Herbert NY USA 1965-70 3

Arnold, Terry
Samuel E USA/E CAN 1981-87 5+

Artieda, Ramiro See Gonzalez,
Alberto

Artvin Monster Colak, Adnan TUR 1992-95 11

Arzberger,
Gertraud AUT 1990s 4+



Asghar the
Murderer

Ali Asghar
Borujerdi

IRN 1908-
1934

33

Ashland Serial
Killer

Grate, Shawn
Michael OH USA 2005-16 5

Asratyan, Valery MOS RUS 1988-90 3

Assassins, Order
of Unsolved Middle East 1092-

1260 1,000s

Assistant Death
in Luzem

See Angel of
Death/Andermatt,
Roger

Astrological
Murders Unsolved CA USA 1969-73 9-16

Athens Ripper Daglis, Antonis GRC 1992-95 4

Atkins,
Benjamin
“Tony”

See Woodward
Corridor Killer

Atlanta Black
Woman Slasher Unsolved GA USA 1980-? 7+

Atlanta Child
Murders

Williams, Wayne
(never charged) GA USA 1979-81 2-31?

Atlanta Drag
Queen Killer Unsolved GA USA 1987-92 6

Atlanta Lovers
Lane Serial
Killer

Unsolved GA USA 1977-79 6

Atlanta Lust
Killer Unsolved GA USA 1982-98 10+

Atlanta Ripper Unsolved GA USA 1911 15

Atteridgeville
Mutilator

See ABC Serial
Killer

Aunt Thally Grills, Caroline NSW AUS 1947-48 4



Ausonius, John See Laser Man

Austin Axe
Murders

Unsolved - See
Servant Girl
Annihilator

Australian
Pedophile Killer Valera, Mark NSW AUS late

1990s-?? 3+

Austrian Tourist
Murders Unsolved AUT 1921 5

Avinain, Jean-
Charles FRA 1833-

1860s 5+

Axe Killer Msomi, Elifasi KZN ZAF 1953-55 15

Axeman of New
Orleans Unsolved LA USA 1918-19 8+

B1 Butcher Unsolved NAM 2005-07 5

Babe Baekuni IND 1993-
2010 4-14

Baby Farmer
Murders

Babyface Jameswhite,
Richard

CT/GA/NY/PA
USA 1993-94 15

Backpacker
Murderer Heaulme, Francis FRA 1980s 7-9?

Backpacker
Murders Milat, Ivan NSW AUS 1989-93 7

Baekuni See Babe

Bahadurgarh
Baby Killer

Koli, Surinder
“Satish” IND 1995-98 5-31

Bahamas Serial
Killer Farrington, Cordell BHS 2003 5



Bai Baoshan BJ CHN 1980s &
1996

14

Bailey, Leslie See Catweazle

Bailey, Ronald
Lloyd MI USA 1984-85 3

Baker, Allan NSW/QNS AUS 1973 2+

Baker, Stanley
Dean MT USA 1970 2+

Balaam,
Anthony NJ USA 1994-95 4

Baldi, Joseph NY USA 1970-72 4

Ball, Joseph D. See Alligator Man

Ballard, Jr., Billy
Ray WA/WY USA 1980s 4

Ballarin,
Elisabetta

See Beasts of
Satan

Ballesteros,
Francisca ESP 1990/2004 3

Ballina, David
Avendaño MEX 1997-

2007 70+

Baltimore
Prostitute Killer Unsolved MD USA 2004-? 3-?

Banas, Karol See Skin Hunters

Baninzi, Asande WCP ZAF 2001 14-18

Barbeault,
Marcel

See The Shadow
Killer

Barbosa, Daniel
Camargo

See Beast of the
Andes

Barfield, Margie
Velma NC USA 1969-78 6+



Barnaul Maniac
Unsolved - See
Siberia Serial
Killer

Barone, Cesar
Francesco FL/OR USA 1979/91-

93 1/4

Barraza, Juana See Mataviejitas
(Old Lady Killer)

Barrell, Stephen See Bailey, Leslie

Bartsch, Jurgen See Kirmes Killer

Baseline Killer Goudeau, Mark AZ USA 2005 9

Basson, Pierre See Insurance
Killer

Bateson, Paul NY USA 1977-78 7

Bathory,
Erzsebet

See Bloody
Countess/Lady
Dracula

Baton Rouge
Serial Killer Lee, Derrick Todd LA USA 1998-

2003 7

Baton Rouge
Serial Killer No.
2

Lee, Derrick Todd
- suspect LA USA 1992-

2002 5+

Batten, William WA USA 1969-77 2+

Baumeister,
Herbert Richard OH/IN USA Early

1990s 20+

Bavarian Ripper Bichel, Andreas DEU
1790-
1809 50+

Baxter, Patrick NY USA 1987-90 3

Bayou Murders See Baton Rouge
Serial Killer

Bear Brook



Murders Unsolved NH USA 1977-85 4

Beasley, Richard See Craigs List
Killer

Beast of
Atteridgeville

Mashiane,
Johannes GTP ZAF 1982-89 12

Beast of
Birkenshaw

Manuel, Peter
Thomas Anthony SCT/ENG GBR 1956-58 6-20

Beast of Lysva Bratislav, Vladimir VOL RUS 1997 10

Beast of
Manchester

Hardy, Trevor
Joseph ENG GBR 973-76 3

Beast of
Montmartre Paulin, Thierry FRA 1980s 20?

Beast of the
Andes

Barbosa, Daniel
Camargo COL/ECU 1970s-80s 72-

150+

Beast of the
Bastille Georges, Guy FRA 1991-97 7

Beast of the
Black Forest

Pommerenke,
Heinrich DEU 1959-60 8

Beast of the
Railway Station

See Butcher of
Berlin

Beasts of Satan Ballari, Guerrieri,
Leoni & Others ITL 1998-

2004 4-18

Beck, Dieter GER 1961-68 3



Beck, Martha See Fernandez,
Raymond

Becker, Marie
Alexandrine BEL 1930s 11

Beckett, Lindsey
Hoani

See Bega Schoolgirl
Murders

Bedroom Basher Parker, Gerald CA USA late 1970s 6

Bedroom Strangler Johnson, Russell
Maurice ON CAN 1973-77 7

Beer Man Unsolved IND 2006-07 7

Bega Schoolgirl
Murders

Beckett, Lindsay
Hoani

NSW
AUS 1977 2+

Behram, Thug See Thugee Cult

Belarus Taxi Driver
Killer Unsolved BLR 1996 - ? 6

Belcher, Howard
Milton GA USA 2002 2-3

Belize Serial Killer Unsolved (Lonnie
Franklin-suspect) BLZ 1999 6

Bell, Michael
Bernard FL USA 1989-93 5

Bellfield, Levi See London Hammer
Killer

Ben Mohamed
Ezzedine Sebai See Apulia Slasher

Bender Jr., John
(son) See Bloody Benders

Bender Sr., John
(father) See Bloody Benders



Bender, Kate
(daughter)

See Bloody Benders

Bender, Kate
(mother) See Bloody Benders

Beniquez, Jorge
Adam

See Serial Killer of the
Caribbean

Benson, Trent
Christopher AZ USA 2004-07 2-?

Berdella, Robert
Andrew

See Kansas City
Butcher

Bergamo, Marco See Monster of
Bolzano

Bergen County
Serial Killer Unsolved NJ USA 2010-12 3

Bergie Killings Unsolved ZAF 1980s 3+

Berkowicz, David See Son of Sam

Berlizov, Alexander See Night Demon

Bermudez-Estrada,
Manuel Octavio

See Monster of the
Cane Fields

Bernard, Norman CA USA 1983 4?

Bernardo, Paul
Kenneth

See Scarborough
Rapist

Bernson, Stanley Northwest
USA late 1970s 2-

30?

Berrima Axe
Murderer Lynch, John NSW

AUS 1835-42 10

Besnard, Marie See Queen of
Poisoners

Bethell, Brian FL USA 2006 3

See Morumbi Monster



Bezerra, Jose Paz

Bianchi, Kenneth See Hillside Stranglers

Bible, Danny Paul TX USA 1979-84 3

Bible John Unsolved SCT GBR 1968-69 3

Bichel, Andreas See Bavarian Ripper

Biegenwald,
Richard Fran See Thrill Killer

Big Jim Hall, James Weybern AR USA 1944-45 4

Big-Eared Midget Godino, Cayetano
Santos ARG Early

1900s 3

Bigfoot Unsolved MI USA 1975 7

Bigley, Paul See Appalachian Trail
Murders

Bijeh, Mohammed See Vampire of Tehran
Desert

Bike Path Rapist Sanchez, Altemio NY USA 1981-2006 3+

Bilancia, Donato See Italian Riviera
Serial Killer

Billik, Herman Vajicek, Herman IL USA 1905 6

Billingslea, Darrell
Bernard TX USA 1989/07 3

Bingelhelm, Simon DEU 1580s-
1600 26

Bird, Jake See Tacoma Axe
Killer

Birnie, Catherine See Moorhouse
Murders

Birnie, David
See Moorhouse
Murders



Birt, Billy Sunday GA USA 1960s-73 1-56

Bischoff, Charles OH USA 1915-31 4

Bishop, Arthur
Gary UT USA 1979-83 5

Bittaker, Lawrence
Sigmund CA USA 1979 5

Bittrolff, John NY USA 2013 3

Bixler, Rodney
Troy KY USA 2000 3

Black Angel Faludi, Timea HUN 1990s 40?

Black Angel See Death Angel -
Robledo Puch

Black Doodler UnsolvedSee Doodler

Black Magic
Murders Suradji, Ahmad IND 1986-98 42-

80+

Black Satin Killer Christian, James
Edward

East
USA/CAN 1970 3

Black Widow Ambrose, Lyda
Catherine

MO/ID
USA 1917-20 5

Black Widow Blauensteiner, Ilfriede AUT 1871-85 5

Black Widow Buenoano, Judias
Anna Lou FL USA 1971-80 3

Black Widow
Murders

Golay, Helen &
Rutterschmidt, Olga CA USA 1999/2005 3

Black Widower Amos, Lowell Edwin MI USA 1979 4

Black Widower Hoth, Gabriel Garza MEX 1991-98 3

Black, Robert See Smelly Bob



Blackout Ripper Cummins, Gordon
Frederick

ENG GBR 1942 6

Bladel, Rudy See Railway Sniper

Blair, Terry MO USA 2004 9

Blanco See Guatemala City
Serial Killer

Blank, Daniel LA USA 1996-97 6+

Blaubart
(Bluebeard) de Rais, Gilles FRA 1420s-30s 500-

800

Blaubart
(Bluebeard) of
Fehman

Imiela, Arwed Erich DEU late 1960s 4

Blaubart of Paris Landru, Henri Desire FRA 1915-19 11

Blauensteiner,
Ilfriede See Black Widow

Blom, Donald Albin Suspect in I-70
Killings I-70 1992-99 14

Bloody Benders
Bender,
John/Kate/Kate (dau.)/
John Jr.

KS USA 1872-73 17+

Bloody Countess Bathory, Erzsebet HUN 1600s 650?

Blue Boy Hickson, Monroe SC USA 1946 4

Bluebeard of South
Texas See Alligator Man

Boa Golovkin, Sergey MOS RUS 1986-92 11+

Boden, Wayne
Clifford See Vampire Rapist

Bodenfelde Black
Widows Lydia L. & Siggi S. DEU 1994-2000 4



Bodies in the
Barrels Murders

John Bunting and
others

SOA AUS 1992-99 17

Body Dump Serial
Killer

Unsolved - See Denver
Unsolved Murders

Boetie Boer Wilken, Stewart ECP ZAF 1990-97 10

Bogota Serial Killer Unsolved COL/ECU 1995-97 5

Boksburg Killer See ABC Murders

Bolber, Dr. Morris See Philadelphia
Poison Ring

Bolin, Oscar Ray Across
USA 1986-? 3+

Bolton, Daren Lee AZ USA 1982-86 2+

Bomar, Arthur
Jerome PA USA 1993-97 2

Bombeek, Cecile See Sister Godfrida

Bonin, William
George

See Also Freeway
Killers CA USA 1972-78 16+

Bonner, Nicolai See Haifa Killer

Boost, Warner See Dusseldorf
Doubles Killer

Boogey Man See Werewolf of
Wysteria

Boozing Barber Jordan, Gilbert Paul BC CAN 1965-1988 8-10

Borders, Donald
Eugene NC USA 2003 3

Borgia, Cesare See Duke of
Valentinois

Bosphorus Serial
Killers

Unsolved - See Turks
Serial Killer



Boston Belfry
Murderer Piper, Thomas MI USA 1873-76 4

Boston Strangler Unsolved - DeSalvo,
Albert MA USA 1962-64 11-

14

Bouchana, Jose
Lazaro MEX late 1980s 6

Bounds, Dallen
Forrest SC USA 1999 4+

Bourne, Geordie Scotland
GBR 1590S 7

Boussemma Abdelali Amer MAR 2001-04 14

Bowles, Gary Ray FL USA 1994 6

Bowraville Murders Unsolved NSW
AUS 1990-91 3

Boxcar
Killer/Sidetrack

Silveria Jr., Robert
Joseph

Across
USA/CAN 1981-95 10-

34?

Boyd, Lucious FL USA 1995-99 5-10

Bra Murders Miller, Benjamin
Franklin CT USA 1967-71 5

Braae, Michael J. See Cowboy Mike

Bradford Murders Griffiths, Stephen ENG GBR 2009-10 3

Bradford, Andre JAM 2006-08 3

Bradford, William
Richard CA USA 1984 3+

Brady, Ian See Moors Murderer

Brandt, Carl
“Charlie”

FL/IN
USA 1971-2004 1-29

Bratislav, Vladimir See Beast of Lysva



Braun, Thomas
Eugene WA USA 1967 3

Brazel, Gregory
John AUS 1982/1990 4

Brazilian Serial
Killer

Unnamed 17-year-old
Female BRA 2007-09 11-

30?

Brazilian Tourist
Murders Matias, Jose Vicente BRA 1990s- ? 6

Breeden, Gregory MO USA 1982-94 8+

Bremerhaven Serial
Killer Daeter, Olaf DEU 1992-92 5

Brick Killer Qayyum, Amir PAK 2005 14

Brick Moron Nixon, Robert CA/IL
USA 1936-38 5

Brick Top Jackson, Mary Jane LA USA 1856-61 4

Briggen, Joseph CA USA 1890-1902 13+

Bright, Larry IL USA 2003-04 8+

Brihier-Lacroix,
Louis Amadeo See Dubois, Emile

Briley, Anthony
Ray See Briley Brothers

Briley Brothers Briley, Anthony/James
Jr./Linwood VA USA 1979 13

Briley Jr., James See Briley Brothers

Briley, Linwood See Briley Brothers

Brinvilliers, Marie
de

d’Aubrey, Marie
Madeleine FRA 1665-73 53

Brisbon, Henry IL USA 1973-82 3



Britain’s Own
Hannibal

Maudsley, Robert ENG GBR 1974-78 4

Britain’s Unsolved
1986 Unsolved ENG GBR 1986 3

Britain’s Unsolved
1987 Unsolved ENG GBR 1987 3

Britland, Mary Ann ENG GBR 1886 3

Britt, Eugene Victor Gary Serial Killer IN USA 1995 7-11

Brittain, Lawrence
Lingle

See Knighton, Robert
Wesley

Brogsdale, Ricky
Henry

See Peeping Tom
Killer

Bromwich, Tony
King

See Holloway
Strangler

Brooklyn Strangler Johnson, Vincent NY USA 1999-2000 5-6

Brooklyn Vampire See Werewolf of
Wysteria

Brooks, David See Candyman

Brooks, John LA USA 1986 9

Brooks, Shelly
Andre MI USA 2001-06 7

Broomstick
Murderer

McDuff, Kenneth
Allen TX USA 1966/1991-

92 14+

Brown, Charles
Noel

MN/IA
USA 1961 3

Brown, Curtis Don TX USA 1983 3-21

Brown, James MI USA 2011 4

Brown, John Frank GTP ZAF 1993-05 5



Brown, Raymond
Eugene AL USA 1960-87 5

Brown, Vernon
IN/MO
USA 1980-86 5

Browne, Robert
Charles

Across
USA 1970-95 48

Brownout Strangler Leonski, Edward
Joseph AUS 1942 3

Broxton, Alvin
Eugene

LA/TX
USA 1991 5

Brudos, Jerome
Henry

See Lust Killer/Shoe
Fetish Slayer

Bryan, Peter ENG GBR 1993-2004 3

Bryan Jr., Joseph
Francis

SC/TN/FL
USA 1964 4

Brydges, Ralph
Lyonel See Monster of Rome

BTK Killer Rader, Dennis Lynn KS USA 1974-91 10

Budapest Serial
Killer

Nandor E. (only
identification given) HUN 1998-? 4

Bueno, Abraao Jose ARG 2005 4+

Buenoano, Judias
Anna Lou See Black Widow

Bunday, Thomas
Richard AK USA 1979-81 6

Bundy, Carol See Sunset Strip
Killers

Bundy, Theodore
Robert

Ted Murders/Campus
Killer USA 1974-78 30+



Bunting, John Justin See Bodies in the
Barrels Murders

Buono Jr., Angelo See Hillside Stranglers

Burchart, Leslie
Leon

See Golden Years
Killer

Burke,
William/Brendan See West Port Murders

Burns, Robert
Francis

NSW
AUS 1876-1881 8

Burrows, Albert
Edward ENG GBR 1920-23 4

Burtsev, Roman SOU RUS mid 1990s 6

Busch, Christopher
(suspect)

See Oakland Co. Child
Killer

Bush, Jason AZ USA 2009 2+

Butcher Baker See Flying Nightmare

Butcher of Berlin Grossman, Georg Karl DEU 1910-21 50+

Butcher of
Elmendorf See Alligator Man

Butcher of Hanover Haarmann, Friedrich
Heinrich DEU 1918-24 24-

27

Butcher of
Hooshiarpore Sharafudin IND 1850s-60S 14+

Butcher of Mons Unsolved BEL Late 1990s 4-8

Butcher of
Niebuszewo Cyppek, Jozef POL Early

1950s 3?

Butcher of St.
Eustache Archambault, Serge QC CAN 1989-92 3

Butler, Eugene ND USA 1900s 6



Butorac, Davey
Mato

BC CAN 2007 3+

Buttermilk Bastard Cline, Alfred Leonard West USA 1930-45 9

Butts, Vernon See Freeway Murders

Bux, Jose Miculax GTM 1946 12

Buzzard Stevens, Alan Michael CA USA 1985-90 4?

Bychkov,
Alexander
Vladimirovich

RUS 2009-2012 9-11



Cable, James Ray KY USA 1982-90 4

Cabo Bruno de Oliveira,
Florisvaldo BRA 1980s 50+

Caldwell, Robert
Carlton

See Ellebracht Sr.,
Walter W.

Caleffi, Sonya ITL 2000s 5-18

Calgary Serial
Killer Unsolved AB CAN early 1990s 5

California Hospital
Murders Unsolved CA USA 1985 11

California Occult
Murders

See Santa Rosa
Hitchhiker Murders

Caligula Gaius Julius Caesar
Germanicus

ROMAN
EMP.

38AD-
41AD 4+

Calva Zepeda, Jose
Luis MEX 2007 1-

10?

Camden Ripper Hardy, Anthony John ENG GBR 2000-02 3-6

Cameron, Rodney
Francis

See Lonely Hearts
Killer

Camilleri, Leslie
Alfred

See Bega Schoolgirl
Murders

Campus Killer See Bundy, Theodore
Robert

Canada Highway
Murders 1973-81 Unsolved AB/BC

CAN 1973-1981 28

Canada Highway
Murders 1990-95 Unsolved AB CAN 1990-95 9

Canada Highway
of Tears Murders

Unsolved/Fowler,
Bobby Jack (5) BC CAN 1969-2006 18-

43



Canada Prostitute
Murders

Unsolved AB/BC
CAN

1985-87 5

Canchola, Macario
Alcala See Mexican Jack

Candlelight Killer Liberty, Robert
Willard CA USA 1966-1970 3

Candyman Corll, Dean TX USA 1970-73 24-
29+

Cannibal Killer
China 2012 Zhang Yongming UN Chn 2008-10 11

Cannibal of
Ankara Dengiz, Ozgur TUR 1997-2007 4+

Cannock Chase
Murders Morris, Raymond ENG GBR 1966-67 3

Cannon, Patty Hanly, Lucretia
Patricia Cannon DE USA 1892-29 24

Cano, Franc CA USA 2013-14 5+

Canonico, Frank
Anthony Eastern USA 1970s-

1980s
12-
25?

Cantu, Juan Martin See Medrano

Cape Cod Vampire Costa, Antone
“Tony” Charles

CA/NY/MA
USA 1966-69 4-9

Cape Town
Strangler Unsolved WCP ZAF mid 1990s 20

Capital City
Murders Unsolved WI USA 1968-84 8

Caputo, Ricardo See Lady Killer

Caracappa,
Stephen USA/MEX 1980s-90s 8



Carignan, Harvey
Louis

See Want-Ad Killer NY/NV
USA

1949 10+

Carpenter, David
Joseph See Trailside Killer AK/MN/WA

USA 1979-80 10

Carr, Stephen Roy See Appalachian
Trail Murders CA USA

Carr, Thomas 1869-70 14

Carr III, Robert
Frederick OH USA 1972-76 4

Carroll, Ryan See Louding,
Michael

Carson, James
Clifford Carson, Michael Bear CA USA early 1980s 3

Carson, Suzan See Carson, James
Clifford

Caruga of Zagorje Pintaric, Vinko HRV 1973-91 5

Casanova Killer Knowles, Paul John Across USA 1974 18-
35

Casanova Killer See Cross Country
Killer

Cassandra, Simone See Monster of
Norma

Cassimiro, Andre
Luiz

See Juiz de Fora
Strangler

Catlin, Steven
David CA USA 1976-84 4

Catoe, Jarvis
Roosevelt

NY/DC
USA 1930s-40s 8

Catweazle Bailey, Leslie GBR 1980s 25



Centurion Serial
Killer

Nyauza, Richard
Jabulani

GTP ZAF 2000s 16+

Chadd, Billy Lee CA/NV/KS
USA 1974-78 4

Chagas, Francisco
das

See Maranhao Boy
Mutilator

Chamba, Gilberto See Monster of
Machala

Chambermaid
Slayer

Archer, Gerald
Thomas ON CAN 1969-71 3

Chanal, Pierre FRA 1980s 8

Chang Doo-Young KOR 1999-2000 10

Chang-Shan Hsui See Chang-Shin Liao

Chang-Shin Liao JS CHN 1940s 79

Chapman, George ENG GBR 1897-1902 3

Charlie Chop-Off Unsolved - Soto,
Ernie (suspect) NY USA 1972-73 4-?

Charlotte-
Mecklenburg
Serial Killer

Unsolved NC USA 1992-96 5

Chase, Richard
Trenton

See Vampire of
Sacramento

Chauke, Elias See Highwayman
Serial Killer

Chavez, Juan See Los Angeles
ATM Killer

Chavez, Juan
Rodriguez See Thrill Killer

Chen Yongfeng ZJ CHN 2003 10



Chernat, Igor UKR 1985-86 4

Cherry, Ervin FL USA 2010 3

Chessboard Killer Pichushkin,
Alexander MOS RUS 1992-2006 48-

61

Chester, Elroy TX USA 1997-98 5

Chiatti, Luigi See Monster of
Foligno

Chicago Black
Murders Unsolved IL USA 1971-72 6

Chicago Rippers See Illinois Cannibal
Murders

Chijon Family Gang of Cannibals
(7) KOR 1994 5

Chikatilo, Andrei
Romanovych See Rostov Ripper

Chilala, Bernard
Gilbert

See Lusaka Serial
Killer

Childs, Bruce ENG GBR 1965-79 6-11

Chillicothe Killer Unsolved - Also see
Falls, Neal OH USA 2014-15 6+

Chilly Macon, Mathew
Emmanuel MI USA 2004-07 6

China Cannibal
Murders 1986 Unnamed BJ CHN 1986 3

China Cannibal
Murders 2012 Zhang Yongming YN CHN 2008-2012 11

Chinn III, Sam NY/TX
USA 1981-1990 3-4

Chong Du-yong KOR 1986/1999-
2000 1/8



Chopper Read, Mark Brandon AUS 1979-91 19

Choyse, William
Jennings CA USA 1997-98 3

Christenson,
William Dean

East
USA/CAN 1981-82 5-37

Christian, James
Edward

See Black Satin
Killer

Christiansen, Thor
Nis CA USA 1976-77 4-8

Christie, John
Reginald Halliday

See Notting Hill
Massen Killer

Christopher,
Joseph See .22 Caliber Killer

Christopher,
Leonard

See Frankford
Slasher

Chuplinsky,
Yevgeny
Alexandrovich

See Novosibirsk
Maniac

Cianciulli,
Leonarda

See Soap Maker of
Correggio

Cincinnati
Strangler Laskey, Posteal OH USA 1965-66 1-7

Cincinnati Tri-
State Killer Unsolved IN/KY/OH

USA 1996-98 12

Cincinnati Tri-
State Murders Unsolved OH USA 1904-10 6

Clairmont Killer Prince, Jr., Cleophus CA USA 1990 6

Claremont Serial
Murders Unsolved WSA AUS 1996-98 3-

100+

Clarey Jr., Richard
N. MI USA 1984 3-

100?



Clark, Douglas
Daniel

See Sunset Strip
Killers 3+

Clark, Hadden East USA Mid 1970s-
93 2-5+

Clark, Richard See Price, Albert
Ralph

Clark, Roland MI USA 1954-67 2-9

Classified Ad
Rapist

Long, Robert J.
(Bobby Joe) FL USA 1984 10+

Claux, Nicholas See Vampire of Paris

Clements, Robert
George NIR GBR 1920-47 4

Clepper, Gregory IL USA 1991-96 12-
30

Cleveland Black
Widow

Not identified to the
public OH USA Early

1920s 5

Cleveland Killer
(South Africa)

See ABC Serial
Killer

Cleveland
Strangler Selepe, David GTP ZAF 1990s 11

Cleveland Torso
Murders Unsolved OH USA 1930s 12+

Click, Franklin IN/OK USA 1944 3

Cline, Alfred
Leonard

See Buttermilk
Bastard

Clopton, Phillip See Cable, James
Ray

Code Jr., Nathaniel
Robert LA USA 1984-86 8



Co-Ed Killer
Kemper III, Edmund
Emil “Big Ed” CA USA 1972-73 8+

Coetzee, Samuel J. See Brown, John
Frank

Coffman, Cynthia AZ/CA USA 1986 1-4

Colak, Adnan See Artvin Monster

Colalillo, Angelo QC CAN 1993-2002 3

Cole, Carroll
Edward West USA 1971-80 14+

Collins, John
Norman

See Michigan
Murders/Co-Ed
Killer

Colombia Child
Killer Unsolved COL 1994-99 55+

Colonial Parkway
Killer

Unsolved (Also see
Nicholaou, Michael) VA USA 1986-89 8

Columbus
Mississippi Serial
Killer

Unsolved MS USA 1990s 3-5

Columbus
Robbery Murders Unsolved OH USA 1966 4

Colvin, Delmus OH/NJ USA 1987-2005 7+

Comer, Chester KS/OK USA 1934-35 5

Conahan, Daniel See Hog Trail
Murderer

Conde, Rory
Enrique

See Tamiami
Strangler

Connecticut
Prostitute Murders Unsolved CT USA late 1970s 6+



Connecticut River
Valley Killer

Unsolved (Also see
Nicholaou, Michael)

NH/VT
USA

1980s 7

Constanzo, Adolfo
de Jesus

See Godfather of
Matamoros

Cook, Anthony OH USA 1973-81 9

Cook, Nathaniel See Cook, Anthony

Cook, William CA/MO
USA 1950-51 4

Cooke, Eric Edgar See Night Caller

Cooke, Sidney See Catweazle

Cooks, Jessie See Zebra Killings

Coombes, John
Leslie VIC AUS 1984/2009 2/1

Cooper, John
William ENG GBR 1985/1989 2/2

Cooper Jr., Samuel
James NC USA 2006-07 5

Copeland, Faye
Della Wilson See Copeland, Ray

Copeland, Michael ENG
GBR/DEU 1960s 3+

Copeland, Ray MO/CA
USA 1960s-80s 5

Corll, Dean See Candyman

Cornerford,
Unknown

See Dingum,
Unknown

Corona, Juan
Vallejo

See Machete
Murderer

Cortez, Jorge
Humberto See El Matanovias



Martinez

Corwin, Daniel
Lee TX USA 1987 3

Costa Killer See Holloway
Strangler

Costa, Antone
“Tony” Charles

See Cape Cod
Vampire

Costa, Antonio
Luis PRT 2005-06 3

Costa
Rica/Panama
Serial Killer

See Panama/Costa
Rica Serial Killer

Cottingham,
Richard

See Midtown Torso
Slasher

Cotton, Mary Ann ENG GBR 1957-72 21+

Cottrez,
Dominique FRA 1989-2006 8

Covington, Juan PA USA 1998-2005 3

Cowboy Mike Braae, Michael J. OR/WA
USA 1997-2001 4

Cox, Scott William USA/CAN 1980s-92 22

Crackhead Killer Morris, Cory D. AZ USA 2002-03 5

Craigs List Killer Beasley, Richard OH USA 2011 3

Craine, Louis CA USA 1985-87 5-7

Cravey, Michael
Gene

See Smith, Harold
Glenn

Crawford, Andre IL USA 1995-99 11

Crawford, John
Martin AB CAN Early

1990s 7



Crazy Dave Maust, David
Edward

IL/IN
USA/DEU

mid 1970s-
2003

5

Cream, Thomas
Neill

See Lambeth
Poisoner

Creech, Thomas
Eugene West USA 1967-75 3-43

Cregan, Dale
Christopher ENG GBR 2012 4

Crews, Paul David See Appalachian
Trail Murders

Crockett, David
Lynn

See Henry, William
Glen

Cross Country
Killer Rogers, Glen Edward Across USA 1992-96 2-6+

Croydon Family
Poisonings Unsolved ENG GBR 1928-29 3

Crummel, James
Lee

AZ/CA/WI
USA 1967-81 1-4

Crump, Kevin See Baker, Allan

Crump, Thomas
Wayne

NM/NV
USA 1980s 4+

Crutchley, John
Brennan See Vampire Killer

Cullen, Charles
Edmund NJ/PA USA 1986-2003 40?

Culombe, Arthur See Taborsky, Joseph
L.

Cumberland,
Rachel

See Williams, John
Robert

See Blackout Ripper



Cummins, Gordon
Frederick

Cutter, Larry M. IN USA 1991-92 4

Cyanide Mallika Kempanna, K. D. IND/CAN 1997-2007 6

Cyanide Mohan Kumar, Mohan IND 2005-09 20

Cyppek, Józef See Butcher of
Niebuszewo



d’Aubrey, Marie
Madeleine See Brinvilliers, Marie

Daeter, Olaf See Bremerhaven Serial
Killer

Daglis, Antonis See Athens Ripper

Dahmer, Jeffrey
Lionel See Milwaukee Cannibal

Dallas Ripper Albright, Charles
Frederick TX USA 1990-

91 3

Dalton, Lawrence Southeast
USA

1977-
78 3

Damergi, Naceur TUN 1980s 13

Dandupalya
Krishna Gang

Gang in village of
Dandupalya IND/CAN 1990s-

2001
42-
80+

Danielson Jr.,
Robert Wayne

AZ/CA/OR
USA

1977-
78 9

Danilovsky Maniac Unsolved RUS 2004-
2007 7+

Danks, Joseph See Koreatown Slasher

das Gracas, Sailson
Jose BRA 2005-

2014 40+

Dating Game Killer Alcala, Rodney James CA USA 1968-
79

7-
100?

David, Horst 7

Davis, Brian
Ranard TX USA 2006-

07 6

Davis, Bruce A. Across USA 1969-
82 1-32

Davis, Charles MD USA 1970s 2-5



Davis, Frank IN USA 1971-
83

2-3

Davis, Gregory GA/MS
USA

1986-
87 4

Davis, Mark See Adorno, George

Davis, William
Howard GA USA 1998-

2009 2-5

Day, William Scott Southeast
USA

1986-
87 5

Daytona Beach
Killer Unsolved FL USA 2005 4

Dazley, Sarah See Potton Poisoner

de Andrade,
Marcelo Costa

See Vampire of Niterio
(Rio)

de Berk, Lucia
Quirina NDL 1997-

2001
18-
30

de Jesus, Carmello FL/NJ/N
USA

1971-
73 4

de la Paz, Jose
Francisco

See Feminicides of the
Cotton Field

de Lage, Richard
Tobias

CN/NY/PA
USA

1960-
75 2-4

De Matos, Barbosa
Alves BRA 2006 5

de Melker, Daisy GTP ZAF 1909-
31 9

de Rais, Gilles See Blaubart (Bluebeard)

De Souza, Anise
Ferreira BRA 1989-

93 19+



Dead Women of
Juarez

Unsolved MEX 1993-
2013

400+

Dean, Williamina See Minnie

DeAngelo, Joseph
James See Golden State Killer

Death Angel Robledo Puch,
CarlosEdwardo ARG 1971-

72 11

Death Angels/Zebra
Murders

Unsolved - See Zebra
Killings

DeBardeleben,
James See Mall Passer

Debs, Bandali
Michael VIC AUS 1997-

98 4

Deeming, Frederick
Bailey

ENG
GBR/VIC
AUS

1891-
92 6

del Junco,
Francisco FL USA 1995-

96 4

Delaware Unsolved Unsolved DE USA 1987-
88 5?

Demon Midwife Ishikawa, Miyuki JPN 1944-
48 103?

Demon of the
Belfry Durrant, Theodore Henry CA USA 1895 2+

Demon Tailor See Werewolf of Chalons

Dengiz, Ozgur See Cannibal of Ankara TUR 1997-
2007 4+

Denke, Karl See Papa Denke

Dennis, Jerome NJ USA 1991-
92 5



Denton, Earl van See Ruiz, Paul

Denver Transient
Murders Seven people arrested CO USA 1999 5

Denver Unsolved
Murders Unsolved CO USA 1975-

95 38

Denyer, Paul
Charles See Frankston Killer

Der Totmacher (the
Deadmaker) Pleil, Rudolph DEU 1946-

50 25+

DeSalvo, Albert
Henry

See Boston Strangler &
Green Man

Deshayes,
Catherine See Poisoner

Detroit Prostitute
Killer Unsolved IL USA 1980 168

Detroit Serial Killer See Woodward Corridor
Killer

Dhillon,
Sukhwinder Singh IND/CAN 1995-

96 2-8?

Diaz, Robert
Rubane CA USA 1981 12-

30

Dieterman, Samuel See Serial Shooters

Dillon, Thomas Lee IN/MI/OH
USA

1989-
90 5

Dingum, Unknown with Cornerford,
Unknown VIC AUS 1837 7

Dinsdale, Peter See Bruce Lee

Dion, Leopold See Monster of Pont-
Rouge



Dismemberment
Murders

Unsolved WA USA 1987-
91

3

Djabar, Abul AFG 1960s 300?

Doctor Death Kevorkian, Jack MI &
Others USA

1990-
98 130?

Doctor Death Petrov, Maxim STP RUS 1997-
2000 17

Dodd, Westley
Allan WA USA 1989 3

Doelen, Hendrikje
Geerts Meilofs NLD 1845 7+

Dohmeyer, Juergen See Mad Dogs

Dominique, Ronald LA USA 1997-
2006 23

Donnybrook Serial
Killer Zikode, Christopher M. KZN ZAF 1994-

95
18-
29

Doodler/Black
Doodler Unsolved CA USA 1974-

75 14

Dorsey IV, Leon
David TX USA 1994 2-6

Doss, Nannie See Giggling Granny

Dovzhenko, Sergei
Ivanovich UKR 1999-

2002
17-
24

Downs, Roger See Bishop, Arthur Gary

Drane, Ronnie IN USA 2002-
06 3

Dracula Killer See Vampire of
Sacramento

Drenth, Herman See Mail-Order
Bluebeard



Drew, Carl H. MA USA 1979-
80

3

Duan Guocheng See Pervert Killer

Dube, Sipho See Johannesburg Mine-
Dump Serial Killer

Dublin Serial Killer Unsolved IRL 1993-
98 6

Dubois, Emile Brihier Lacroix, Louis-
Amadeo CHL mid

1900 10

Duck Island Killer Hill, Clarence NJ USA 1938-
40 6

Dudin, Nikolai
Arkadievich See Grim Maniac

Dudley, Irene
AdelleGwyn

See Dudley, Kenneth
Edward

Dudley Sr.,
Kenneth Edward

Southeast
USA

1946-
61 7

Duffy Jr., Charles
Lee GA USA 1997 3

Duffy, John Francis See Railway Murderer ENG GBR 1985 3

Dufour, Donald
William

FL/MS
USA 1982 12?

Dugan, Brian IL USA 1983-
84 3

Duke of
Valentinois Borgia, Cesare ITA 1490s-

1507
5-
20?

Duma, Sibusiso
Derrick KZN ZAF 2007 10?

Dumollard, Martin See Monster of Montluel

Dumpster Killer Jones, Bryan M. CA USA 2-4



1985-
86

Duncan III, Joseph
Edward ID USA 2005 3-7

Dunkle, Jon Scott See Peninsula Serial
Killer

Dupas, Peter Norris VIC AUS 1985-
99 3-7

Duquette, James IL/WI USA 1978-
87 4+

Durocher, Michael
A. FL USA 1983-

88 5

Durousseau, Paul See Jacksonville Serial
Killer

Durrant, Theodore
Henry See Demon of the Belfry

Dusseldorf Doubles
Killer

Boost, Warner &
Lorbach, Franz DEU 1950 5+

Dutroux, Marc BEL 1995-
96 5

Dvoracek, Mrs. CZE 1918-
25 4

Dyer, Albert CA USA 1937 3

Dyer, Amelia
Elizabeth Hobley ENG GBR 1880-

96
100-
400?

Dzhumagaliev,
Nikolai See Metal Fang

7th Earl of
Pembroke Herbert, Philip ENG GBR 1678-

80 3+



East Area
Rapist See Golden State Killer

East Harlem
Rapist Kee, Arohn NY USA 1991-98

Eastbound
Strangler

Unsolved - See Long Island
Beach Rapist

Eaton, Dale
Wayne See Great Basin Killer

Eberling,
Richard
George

MI/OH USA 1956-83

Eckert,
Volker FRA/DEU/ITA/ESP 1974-2006

Edgecombe
County
Serial Killer

Unsolved - See Rocky
Mount Serial Killer

Edwards,
Edward OH/WI USA 1977-2008

Edwards,
Mack Ray CA USA 1953-69

Egypt
Bluebeard Unnamed EGY 1910s-20s

El Coqueto Legorreta, Cesar Armando
Librado MEX 2011-12

El Gato
Imperial Marroquin, Raul Osiel MEX early 2000s

El Loco Garavito, Luis Alfredo COL 1990s

El Loco de la
Ruta Unsolved ARG 1997-?



El Padrino
de
Matamoros

See Godfather of
Matamoros

El Psicopata
(The
Psychopath)

Unsolved MEX 1993-98

Ellebracht.
Jr., Walter
Wesley

See Ellebracht Sr., Walter
Wesley

Ellebracht,
Sr., Walter
Wesley

TX USA 1980s-90s

Elliott, Jodi See Bodies in the Barrels
Murders

Ellis, Walter
E.

See Milwaukee North Side
Strangler

Ellwood,
Russell LA USA 1993-97

Emory,
Joseph CA USA 1964-75

Engleman,
Glennon
Edward

Killing Dentist MO USA 1958
-1990s

Eppolito,
Louis See Caracappa, Stephen

Ershov,
Vadim
Nikolayevich

See Krasnoyarsk Beast

Erskine,
Scott FL/CA USA 1989-93

Escalero,
Francisco ESP 1987-89



Garcia

Etheridge,
Ellen TX USA 1913

Evans,
Donald
Leroy

Across USA 1980-91

Evans, Gary NY USA 1985-97

Evonitz,
Richard
Marc

VA USA 1994

Eyler, Larry See Interstate
Killer/Highway Killer

Faba Jr.,
Ralph John FL USA 1992-2000

Falling,
Christine FL USA 1980-82

Falls, Neal Chillicothe Killer (suspect) 8 states USA ? - 2015

Faludi,
Timea See Black Angel

The Family
Murders

Unsolved - See von Einem,
Bevan SOA AUS 1979-83

Farrington,
Cordell See Bahamas Serial Killer

Father
Bluebeard Pandy, Andras BEL 1986-90

Fautenberry,
John Joseph Across USA 1982-91

Favato,
Maria

See Philadelphia Poison
Ring

Fayne,
Lorenzo MO USA 1989-93



Fazekas,
Julia

See Angel Makers of
Nagyrev

February 9
Killer Unsolved UT USA 2006-08

Feltner,
Jeffrey Lynn FL USA 1988-89

Feminicides
of the Cotton
Field

Cruze, Edgar & others MEX 1993-2003

Fernandez,
Florencio See Vampire of Argentina

Fernandez,
Raymond See Lonely Hearts Killer

Ferrari,
Werner CHI 1971-89

Fikackova,
Maria CZE 1957-60

Filho, Pedro
Rodrigues See Pedrinho Matador

Fischer,
Joseph Across USA 1950s-

1979

Fish,
“Albert”
Hamilton
Howard

See Werewolf of Wysteria

Fisher,
Constance GA USA 1954/67

Flat Tire
Murders Unsolved FL USA 1975

Fleury,
Sergio BRA 1960s-70s



Paranhos

Flint Serial
Killer Unsolved MI USA 1990s

Flint Slasher Unsolved MI USA 2010

Flores, Pedro
Padilla See Rio Bravo Assassin

Florida
Prostitute
Murders

Unsolved FL USA 1983-86

Floyd, Cecil
Henry FL/IN/KS/NV USA 1973-74

Floyd,
Charles
Arthur

OK USA 1942-48

Flying
Nightmare Hansen, Robert AK USA 1980-83

Fokin,
Viktor
Viktorovich

RUS 1996-2000

Folbigg,
Kathleen
Megan
Donovan

NSW AUS 1990-99

Foley,
Robert KY USA 1989-92

Forces of
Evil Hance, William Henry GA/IN USA 1977-78

Ford, Wayne
Adam See Wayward Wayne

Forde,
Shawna See Bush, Jason



Forest Park
Killer

Reed, Todd Alan OR USA 1999

Fornuto,
Debbie IL USA 1972-87

Forrest,
Warren
Leslie

WA USA 1972-78

Fort
Lauderdale
Serial Killer

Unsolved FL USA 1970s-80s

Fort Myers
Unsolved Unsolved FL USA 2002-08

Forth Worth
Killer Unsolved WA USA 1984-85

Fosaville
Serial Killer Unsolved KZN ZAF 1999-2003

Fourniret,
Michel

See Monster of the
Ardennes

Fowler,
Bobbie Jack

Also See Highway of Tears
Murders

Fox, Ralph See Appalachian Trail
Murders

Foxglove
Killers Unsolved NY USA 1984-94

Frampton,
Morris WA USA 1976

Franco, Jairo
Francisco See Rainbow Maniac

Francois,
Kendall See Poughkeepsie Killer

Christopher, Leonard PA USA 1985-90



Frankford
Slasher

Franklin,
Joseph Paul Eastern USA 1976-80

Franklin Jr.,
Lonnie
David

See Grim Sleeper

Franklin,
Ricky Levert MS USA 1999

Frankston
Killer Denyer, Paul Charles VIC AUS 1993

Fraser,
Leonard See Rock Hampton Rapist

Freeway
Killers

Kearney
/Bonin/Kraft/Pugh/Butts/etc. CA USA 1972-78

Freeway
Phantom Unsolved DC USA early 1970s

Freight Train Guatney, William Across USA 1975-79

French,
Anne Shoebox Annie Mayer MT/WA USA 1920s

French,
William
Donald

Shoebox Annie Mayer

Fry, Robert NM USA 1996-98

Fuhr,
Christian
Stephen

OH USA 1997

Fukiage,
Sataro JPN 1906/1923-

24

Furlan,
Mario See Abel, Wolfgang



Fyfe,
William
Patrick

QC CAN 1980s-
1999



Gacy, John
Wayne

See Killer
Clown/Pogo the
Clown

Gaddis, Bobbie
Gene

See Birt, Billy
Sunday

Gaddy, Calvin See Adorno,
George

Gaidamachuk,
Irina Victorovna RUS 2002-10 17

Gainesville
Killers

Henry, William
Glen &
Crockett, Davy

TX USA 1988 4

Gainesville
Ripper

Rolling, Daniel
Harold FL/LA USA 1989-90 8

Gallego,
Charlene Adell
Williams

See Gallego Sex
Slaves

Gallego, Gerald
Armond

See Gallego Sex
Slaves

Gallego Sex
Slaves

Gallego, Gerald
& Charlene CA/NC USA 1978-81 10+

Gamper,
Ferdinand

See Serial Killer
of Merano

Gansu Ripper Gao Chengyong CHN 1988-2004 11

Gao Chengyong See Gansu
Ripper

Garavito, Luis
Alfredo

See El Loco/The
Beast

Garcia, Rolando See Pardo Jr.,
Manuel



Gargiulo,
Michael Thomas

CA USA 1998-2008 33-10

Garnier, Gilles See Werewolf of
Dole

Garrow, Robert
F. NY USA 1973 4

Gary, Carlton
Michael

See Stocking
Strangler

Gary Serial
Killer

See Britt,
Eugene Victor

Gas Man Sassak, Harald AUT 1971-72 7

Gaskin, Louis
Bernard See Ninja Killer

Gaskins, Donald
Henry

See Meanest
Man in America

Gatchina
Psychopath

Smirnov, Vasily
Alexandrovich RUS 1979 5

Gatter, Arthur
See Hammer
Killer of
Frankfort

Gavit, Seema
Mohan IND 1990s 13+

Gay Serial Killer See Rogers,
Richard

Gaynor, Alfred See Springfield
Strangler

Gecht, Robin
See Illinois
Cannibal
Murders



Gein, Edward
Theodore

See Plainfield
Ghoul

Genesee County
Serial Slasher

Abuelazam,
Elias

MI/OH/VA
USA 2010 5+

Gentleman
Killer

Mazurkiewica,
Waldyslaw POL 1950s-

1979 6-30

George, Nolan
Ray MI/OH USA 1968 8

Georges, Guy See Beast of the
Bastille

Geralds Jr.,
Hubert IL USA 1995 6

German Wire
Murders Unsolved DEU 1935 Unknown

Gert
van Rooyen,
Cornelius
Gerhardus

GTP ZAF 1998-99 7

Ghana Serial
Killer Unsolved GHA 2000-? 21

Ghanam,
Mohammed
Elsayed

TWN 1998-00 6

Gibbs, Charles James D. Jeffers At Sea 1820s 400?

Gibbs, Janie Lou GA USA 1966-67 5

Gifford, Bertha
Alice Williams MO USA 1900-28 3-20

Giggling Granny Doss, Nannie AL/KS/NC/OK
USA

1927-54 11

Gilbert, Kristen
Heather
Strickland

MA USA 1993 1998 4-350?



Giles, Bernard
E.

FL USA 1973 4

Gilgo Beach
Murders

See Long Island
Beach Serial
Killer

Gilham Park
Strangler

Jackson, Ray
Shawn KS 1989-90 6

Gilligan, Amy
Archer CT USA 1901-1914 9

Gillis, Sean
Vincent LA USA 1994-2003 8

Gilmore Lane
Hospital
Murders

See California
Hospital
Murders

Gilyard Jr.,
Lorenzo Jerome MO USA 1977-89 1-13

Giudice,
Giancarlo

See Monster of
Torino

Giugliano,
Maurizio

See Wolf of
Agro Romano

Glamour Girl
Slayer

Glatman,
Harvey Murray CA USA 1957-58 3

Glasgow
Prostitute Killer Unsolved SCT GBR 1991-? 7

Glatman, Harvey
Murray

See Glamour
Girl Slayer

Glaze, Billy
Richard

See Jesse Sitting
Crow

Glover, Fred See Alabama
Axe Killings



Glover, John
Wayne

See Granny
Killer

Goble, Sean
Patrick Southern USA 1980-95 3-17?

Godfather of
Matamoros

Constanzo,
Adolfo de Jesus MEX 1980s 15

Godmother/La
Madrina

Villareal, Sara
Maria Aldrete MEX 1980s 15

Godino,
Cayetano Santos

See Big-Eared
Midget

Goebbels, Peter DEU 1984-85 4

Gohl, Billy WA USA late 1800s 41

Gohrde Murders Unsolved DEU 1989 5

Golay, Helen See Black
Widow Murders

Golden State
Killer

DeAngelo,
Joseph James
(arrested)

CA USA 1970s-80s 10-13

Golden Years
Killer

Burchart, Leslie
Leon VA USA 1996 7-9

Goleta Murders See Golden
State Killer

Golovkin,
Sergey See Boa MOS RUS 1986-92 14

Gomes da
Rocha, Tiago
Henrique BRA 2000-14 32-39+

Gomez, Lloyd CA USA 1949-51 9



Goncalvez
Gallareta, Pablo
Jose

ESP 1992 3

Gong Runbo HL CHN 2005-06 6

Gonzalez,
Alberto Artieda, Ramiro BOL 1920-39 8

Gonzalez,
Martin
Escamilla

TX USA 1996-98 3-7

Gonzalez
Valenzuela,
Carmen

See Las
Poquianchis

Gonzalez
Valenzuela,
Delfina

See Las
Poquianchis

Gonzalez
Valenzuela,
Maria de Jesus

See Las
Poquianchis

Gonzalez
Valenzuela,
Maria Luisa

See Las
Poquianchis

Goodin,
Anthony

AL/FL/GA/OK
USA 1982-87 1-10

Goodman, Keith
Eugene MS/NY USA 1989-90 4

Gordon, Steven
Dean See Cano, Franc

Gore, David FL USA 1981-83 5

Gorilla Killer Nelson, Earl
Leonard

West
USA/CAN

1926-27 6-22

MI USA 1983-91 2-5+



Gorton, Jeffrey
Wayne

Gosmann, Klaus See Midday
(Mittags) Killer

Gosnell, Kermit
Barron PA USA 1989-2006 8-100+

Gottfried,
Gesche

See Angel of
Bremen

Goudeau, Mark See Baseline
Killer

Grady, Richard
Lee

See Price, Albert
Ralph

Graham,
Gwendolyn Gail

See Lethal
Lovers MI USA 1987 5

Graham,
Harrison Marty PA USA 1986-87 7

Granados de la
Paz, Jose
Francisco

See Feminicides
of the Cotton
Field

Grand Rapids
Serial Killer Unsolved MI USA 1994-96 11+

Granny Killer Glover, John
Wayne NSW AUS 1989 6-13

Granny Killer Kaprat III,
Edward Bernard FL USA 1991/1993 1/4

Grant, Gary G. WA USA 1970s 4+

Grate, Shawn
Michael

See Ashland
Serial Killer

Graves, Jeff See Kraft,
Randy Steven



Gray, Dana Sue
Armbrust CA USA 1994 4

Gray, Marvin CO USA 1975-82 2-40

Gray, Ronald
Adrian NC USA 1986-87 2-7

Great Basin
Serial Killer

Eaton, Dale
Wayne

ID/NV/UT/WY
USA 1983-1997 9

Green, Larry
Craig

See Zebra
Killings

Green
Man/Measuring
Man

DeSalvo, Albert
Henry MA USA 1960s 0

Green River
Killer

Ridgway, Gary
Leon WA USA 1982-2001 48-100?

Green, Ricky
Lee TX USA 1985-86 4

Greenawalt,
Randy AZ/CO USA 1974-78 7

Greenwood,
Vaughn Orrin

See Skid Row
Slasher

Grieveson,
Steven Shawn

See Sunderland
Strangler

Griffin, Geoffrey See Roseland
Killer

Griffiths,
Stephen

See Bradford
Murders

Grills, Caroline See Aunt Thally

Grim Maniac Dudin, Nikolai
Arkadievich RUS 1986/2002 1/10

Grim Sleeper CA USA 1985-90 10-16



Franklin Jr.,
Lonnie David

Grimson, Allan ENG GBR 1997-98 2-20

Grissom,
Richard MO USA 1989 3-4

Groblersdal
Serial Killer Madiba, Petrus MPP 2012 9

Gross, Steven See Kenosha
Murders

Grossi, Cayetano
Domingo ARG 1896-1900 5

Grossman, Carl
Frederick
Wilhelm

See Butcher of
Berlin

Groves, Vincent
Darrell CO USA 1973-88 2-17

Gruber, Maria See Lainz
Angels of Death

Guangzhou
Ripper Li Wen Xian GD CHN 1991-96 13

Guatemala City
Serial Killer Unsolved GTM 2000-? 5-8+

Guatney,
William

See Freight
Train

IL/KS/NE
USA 1975-79 5

Guerrieri, Pietro See Beasts of
Satan

Guerrero-Perez,
Francisco

See Mexican
Ripper

Gufler, Max AUT 1946-58 4-18



Guimaraes,
Edson Izidoro

BRA 1999 4-130+

Gul, Shirin See Kabab
Killer

Gunness, Belle
Sorenson IN USA 1902-08 7-25

Gunning, James
D. NJ/NY USA late 1990s 10+

Gust, Frank See Rhein-Ruhr
Ripper

Gypsy Hill
Serial Killer

See San Mateo
County Serial
Killer

Haapooja, Matti FIN/RUS 1867-90 2-9

Haarmann,
Frederich
Heinrich

See Butcher of
Hanover

Haddouche,
Jacquy FRA 1992-2002 3

Hae-sun, Kim KOR 2000 3

Haerm, Dr.Teet SWE 1982-87 9

Hagedorn, Hans
Erwin DEU 1969-71 3

Hahn, Anna
Marie CO/OH USA 1932-37 5

Haifa Killer Bonner, Nicolai ISR 2005 4

Haigh, John
George

See Acid Bath
Murderer

Haigh, Paul
Steven VIC AUS late 1970s 7



Halabi,
Mohammed

See Tel Aviv
Strangler

Haley, Kevin CA USA 1983-84 8

Haley, Reginald
Jerome

See Haley,
Kevin

Hall, Archibald
Thompson

See Monster
Butler/Killer
Butler

Hall, James
Waybern See Big Jim

Halliday, Eliza
Margaret
“Lizzie”

NY/PA USA 1890s 4-6

Hamamatsu
Deaf Killer

Nakamura,
Seisaku JPN 1957-1942 9

Hamburg
Rumble
Murderer

Unsolved DEU 1946-47 4-25?

Hammer Killer Poehlke,
Norbert DEU 1984-85 4

Hammer Killer
of Frankfort Gatter, Arthur DEU 1990 8

Hammer Man Unsolved IND 2007 5

Hammersmith
Nude Murders Unsolved ENG GBR 1959-65 8+

Hampton Roads
Killer

Jackson, Elton
Manning DEU 1980s 12

Hampton, Kevin
L. IN USA 2000-04 3

Hanaei, Saeed
See Spider
Killer



Hance, William
Henry

See Forces of
Evil

Hanebuth, Jasper SWE 1600S 19

Hanks, John
Norris CA USA 1966 3

Hanly, Lucretia
Patricia Cannon

See Cannon,
Patty

Hanni,
Johannes-
Andreas

EST 1982 3

Hanover
Werewolf

See Butcher of
Hanover

Hansen, Robert
Christian

See Flying
Nightmare

Hansson, Anders
See Malmo
Ostra Hospital
Murders

Hanuma, Dodda See Dandupalya
Krishna Gang

Happy Face
Killer

Jesperson, Keith
Hunter OR USA 1990-95 160?

Happy Loving
Couples Killer Unsolved NY USA 1988-2000 22-24

Harding, Donald
Eugene

AR/AZ/CA/TX
USA 1882 7

Marding, Mrs.

See Dyer,
Amelia
Elizabeth
Hobley



Hardy, Anthony
John

See Camden
Ripper

Hardy, Trevor
Joseph

See Beast of
Manchester

Hare, William See West Port
Murders

Harris, Anthony
Cornelius

See Zebra
Killings

Harris, Dewayne
Lee WA USA 1997-98 3

Harris, Michael
Darnell MI USA 1980-81 10

Harris, Ralph IL USA 1992 4

Harris, Ronald J. See Shotgun
Killer

Harrison, Lester UK 1951-73 7

Hartford Killer
Unsolved - Also
see Swinton,
Alfred

CT USA 1987 -91 5

Harvey, Donald See Angel of
Death 87

Harvey,
Elizabeth

See Bodies in
the Barrels
Murders

Harwell, Joseph OH USA 1989-97 3

Hatcher, Charles
Ray

See Price, Albert
Ralph 3

Hauert, Erich See Monster of
Zollikerburg

Hausjarvi Gravel
Pit Murders Unsolved FIN 1990s? 3-4



Hausner, Dale See Serial
Shooters

Hawaii
Unsolved
Murders

Unsolved HI USA 1970s-80s 6-11?

Hayashi,
Masumi

See Vending
Machine
Murders

Haydon, Mark
Ray

See Bodies in
the Barrels
Murders

Hayes, James
Michael AL USA 1978 2-3

Headless
Murders Unsolved PA USA 1924-39 5+

Heaulme,
Francis

See Backpacker
Murderer

Heidi Killer Holst, Thomas DEU 1987-90 3

Heidnik, Gary PA USA 1986-87 2-3

Hein, Jurgen DEU 1967-85 3

Heirens, William See Lipstick
Killer

Hembree, Danny
Robbie NC USA 1992/2009 3?

Henley, Elmer
Wayne See Candyman

Henry, William
Glen

See Gainesville
Killers

Henyanksyah,



Verry Idham IDN 2000s 11

Herbert, Philip See Earl of
Pembroke

Hermit of St.
Bonnot

See Werewolf of
Dole

Hernandez,
Cayento MEX 1960s 8+

Hernandez, Juan
Carlos

See Monsters of
Ecatepec

Hernandez,
Santos

See Hernandez,
Cayento

Herrington,
Michael Lee WI USA 1966 3-4

Hertogs, Jacobus
Dirk NLD 1980-82 3

Herzog, Loren
Joseph

See Speed Freak
Killers

Hicks, James ME USA 1977/83/96 1/1/1

Hickson,
Monroe See Blue Boy 4

Hida, Abdelali MAR early
2000s 9

Hidaka, Hiroaki JPN 1996 4

Highway Killer See Interstate
Killer

Highway Serial
Killings across
USA

Unsolved Across USA 1984-
present 500+

Highwayman
Serial Killer Chauke, Elias GTP ZAF 2002 5



Hill, Clarence See Duck Island
Killer

Hill, Ivan J. See 60 Freeway
Slayer

Hill, Dr. John TX USA 1950s-69 1-5

Hill, Walter AL/GA USA 1951-77 5

Hilley, Audrey
Marie AL USA 1975-79 3

Hillside
Stranglers

Bianchi,
Kenneth &
Buono Jr.,
Angelo

CA/WA USA 1971-79 10+

Hilton, Gary
Michael

Also See
Appalachian
Trail Murders

FL/NC 2000 6

Hindley, Myra
See Brady,
Ian/Moors
Murderers

Hinton, Ronald IL USA 1996-99 3

Hippopotamus Ryakhovsky,
Sergie MOS RUS 1991-93 6-19

Hitch-Hike
Murderer

Jackson,
Anthony J. MA USA 1972-73 5+

Ho-sun, Kang KOR 2006-08 9

Hobbs, Steven TX USA 1996-2011 2-10?

Hobo Train
Riders Murders

Unsolved -
Silveria, Robert
Joseph

Across USA 1970s-
1990s 100s

Hoch, Johann
Otto

East Central
USA 1883-1905 19



Hodges, Willie
James

AL/FL/GA/OK
USA 2001-03 3+

Hoegel, Niels DEU 1999-2005 96-106

Hoffman, Karl
See Der
Totmacher
(Dead Maker)

Hoffman, Kuno DEU early
1970s 3+

Hog Trail
Murderer Conahan, Daniel FL USA 1994-96 12+

Hohenberger,
Robert Carl LA USA 1978 5

Holbert, William
Dathan

See
Panama/Costa
Rica Serial
Killer

Holiday
Murderer Schmidt, Ulrich DEU 1978-89 30+

Holland, Tracy
Lynn

See Goodman,
Keith Eugene

Holloway
Strangler

Bromwich,
Tony King

ENG
GBR/ESP 1999-2003 7/4

Holman, George CA USA 1944 22

Holmes, H. H. Mudgett,
Herman Webster ON CAN/USA 1888-94 27-100

Holst, Thomas See Heidi Killer

Holt, Thomas See Kenosha
Murders

Homolka, Karla
Leanne

See
Scarborough
Rapist



Honolulu
Strangler Unsolved HI USA 1985-86 5

Honka, Fritz DEU 1970-75 4+

Hooijaijers,
Franz NDL 1960s-71 264?

Hopewell,
Raymont MD USA 1997-05 5

Hopf, Karl DEU early
1900s 5

Horner Jr., Fred
A.

See Steubenville
Killer

Horton, Wayne
Donald NV USA 1965-71 4

Hoth, Gabriel
Garza

See Black
Widow

Houston Serial
Killers

Unsolved (more
than 1 serial
killer)

TX USA 1971-2013 200+

Howell, William
Devin CT USA 2003 9

Hoyt, Waneta
Ethel NY USA 1965-71 5

Hu Wanlin SH/SN/HB
CHN 1997-99 146 +

Huang Yong CHN 2001-03 17

Hughes, John
Matthew MI/OH USA late 2000s 3

Hughes, Michael
Hubert CA USA 1992-93 7+



Huntsman,
Megan

UT USA 1996-2006 6

Husereau, Philip NV/NY USA 1983-84 5

Huskey, Thomas
Dee Zoo Man TN USA 1992 4

Hutchinson,
Lewis JAM 1760s-73 43?

Huttenkloas Annink, Klaas NLD 1770s 50-100?

Hwaseong Serial
Murders Unsolved KOR 1986-91 10

Hyatt, Terry
Alvin NC USA 1979 3



I-4 Highway
Serial Killer Unsolved FL USA 2005-08 19?

I-5 Killer Woodfield,
Randall Brent CA/OR USA 1979-81 7+

I-5 Strangler Kibbe, Roger
Reece CA/NV USA 1986-88 7+

I-10 Serial Killer Unsolved Across USA 1980s-? 20+

I-35 Murders Unsolved TX USA 1976-81 22

I-40 Serial
Killer/s Unsolved Across USA 2003-? 10 -

?

I-45
Killer(s)/Texas
Killing Fields

Unsolved TX USA 1971 - ? 32 -
?

I-65 Killer
Unsolved (Robert
Ben Rhoades-
suspect)

IN/KY/MN USA late 1980s
- 90s 3+

I-70 Serial Killer Unsolved IN/KS/MO USA 1992-94 10?

Ibanez, Jorge
Antonio

See Death Angel
- Robledo Puch

Idaho Serial
Killer Unsolved ID USA 1998-99 3

Illinois Cannibal
Murders Chicago Rippers IL USA 1981-82 6

Illinois Child
Murders Unsolved IL USA 1955-57 6

Imiela, Arwed
Erich

See Blaubart
(Blue Beard) of
Fehmarn

Incubus Adams, Jeff CA USA 1988 3

Index Killer Unsolved WA USA 1988 5



India’s Youngest
Serial Killer Sada, Amardeep IND 2006-07 3

Indian Creek
Trail Killer Unsolved MO USA 2016-17 5

Industrial Maniac Trigueorp,
Marcos Antunes BRA 2009-10 5

Infante Jimenez,
Rudolph MEX 1991 8

Ingle, Phillip Lee NC USA 1991 4

Inmon, William NC USA 1991 4

Insurance Killer Basson, Pierre ECP ZAF 1903-06 8-9

Interstate Killer Eyler, Larry IL/IN/KY/OH/WI
USA 1986 - ? 21-

23

Ionosyan,
Vladimir M. MOS RUS 1964 5

Ireland’s Missing
Women Unsolved IRL 1993-98 6

Ironman Unsolved GTP ZAF 1970s-80s 7

Irtyshov, Igor STP RUS 1994-96 5+

Irvin, Leslie See Mad Dog

Ishikawa, Miyuki
See Demon
Midwife (Oni-
Sanba)

Itabuna Serial
Killer Unsolved BRA 1999 4+

Italian Riviera
Serial Killer Bilancia, Donato IA 1997-98 17

Ivan the Ripper Unsolved MOS RUS 1990s? 11+

Ivanov, Yuri



Anufrievich See Ust-
Kamenogorsk
Maniac

KAZ

Ivery, Samuel See Ninja of God

Jablonski, Phillip
Carl CA/UT USA 1979-91 5

Jack the Ripper
(Atlanta) Unsolved GA USA 1911-12 20

Jack the Ripper
(London) Unsolved ENG GBR 1888 5+?

Jack the Ripper
(New York) Unsolved NY USA 1915 2+

Jack the Strangler Unsolved CO USA 1894-1903 3-5

Jack the Strangler
of Dayton, Ohio Unsolved OH USA 1900s 5

Jack the Stripper
Unsolved - See
Hammersmith
Nude Murders

Jackal Jackson, Robert
John “Robin” IRL 1973-98 1-

100

Jackson, Anthony
J.

See Hitch-Hike
Murderer

Jackson, Calvin NY USA 1973-74 9

Jackson, Charles CA USA 1980-82 8

Jackson, Elton
Manning

See Hampton
Roads Killer

Jackson, Mary
Jane See Brick Top

Jackson, O’Delle
See Alabama Axe
Murders



Jackson, Pearl See Alabama Axe
Murders

Jackson, Ray
Shawn

See Gilham Park
Strangler

Jackson, Robert
John “Robin” See Jackal

Jackson, Vickie
Dawn TX USA 2000-01 10

Jacksonville
Serial Killer Durousseau, Paul FL USA 1997-2003 9+

Jagtap,
Shantaram
Kanhoji

See Joshi-
Abhyankar
Murders

Jaishankar, M. IND 2008-11 12-
19+

Jakkal, Rajendra
See Joshi-
Abhyankar
Murders

James, Eugene H. DC/MD USA 1948 3

Jameswhite,
Richard See Babyface

Jane Doe
Murders Unsolved AR/OH/PA/TN

USA 1983-85 6+

Janssen, Ronald See Le Prof

Japanese Sex
Murders

Unnamed 16-
year-old Male JPN 1966-67 3

Jascalevich, Dr.
Mario

See Riverdell
Hospital Murders

Jeanneret, Marie CHI 1866-67 7

Jeff Davis 8 Unsolved LA USA 2005-09 8



Jeffries, Thomas
Mark

See Jeffries the
Monster

Jeffries the
Monster

Jeffries, Thomas
Mark TAS AUS Early

1800s 5+

Jegado, Helene FRA 1833-51 36

Jenkins, James
Gilbert

CA/IA/MO/TX
USA 1840-64 18

Jennings Serial
Killer See Jeff Davis 8

Jennings, Wilbur
Lee CA USA 1981-84 5

Jerome Romano
Porrovecchio

Kinney, James
Allen IA/MI/WA USA late 1990s 3-10

Jesperson, Keith
Hunter

See Happy Face
Killer

Jesse Sitting
Crow

Glaze, Billy
Richard MN USA 1986-87 6-50

Jesus Killer Maketta, Jimmy WCP ZAF 2005 16

Jha, Chandrakant IND 1998-2007 7

Johannesburg
Mine-Dump
Serial Killer

Dube, Sipho GTP/KZN ZAF 2001-03 5+

Johannesburg
Mutilator Killer Unsolved GTP ZAF 1996-? 5

Johannesburg
Serial Killer 2000 Unsolved GTP ZAF 2010-

present 8

Johns, Ronnie MI USA 1991 4

Johnson, Alvin
See Jennings,
Wilbur Lee



Johnson,
Cleamon

See Allen,
Michael

Johnson, James
Rodney MO USA 1990 4

Johnson, Johnny
Ray TX USA 1990’s 1-5?

Johnson,
Kendrick

See Louding,
Michael

Johnson, Martha
Ann GA USA 1977-82 3

Johnson,
Matthew Steven CT USA 1996-2000 3

Johnson, Milton IL USA 1983 11

Johnson, Peyton See Alabama Axe
Murders

Johnson, Russell
Maurice

See Bedroom
Strangler

Johnson, Vincent See Brooklyn
Strangler

Jones, Bryan M. See Dumpster
Killer

Jones, Daniel O. MO USA 1990’s 4

Jones, Genene
Anne TX USA 1971-84 46

Jones, Jeffrey
Gerard CA USA 1984-85 4+

Jones, Jeremy
Bryan CA USA 1992-2004 13

Jones, Lynn
See Bishop,
Arthur Gary



Jones, Sydney Southeast USA 1900-14 13

Jordan, Gilbert
Paul

See Boozing
Barber

Joshi-Abhyankar
Murders

Jakkal, Rahjendra
and others IND/CAN 1976-77 6-20

Joubert, John
Joseph

See Nebraska
Boy Snatcher

Joyner, Anthony PA USA 1983 6

Juiz de Fora
Strangler

Cassimora, Andre
Luiz BRA 1995-96 5

Junni, Ismo FIN 1980/1986-
89 1/4

Kabab Killer Gul, Shirin AFG 2001-04 28

Kaczynski,
Theodore “Ted”
John

See Unabomber

Kahl, Gordon AR/ND USA 1983-84 3

Kakehi, Chisako JPN 1990s-
2010s 3+

Kansas City
Butcher

Bordella, Robert
Andrew MO USA 1984-87 6-8

Kaprat III,
Edward Bernard

See Granny
Killer

Kartal, Ayhan TUR 1985=89 2+

Kasler, Steven
Lawrence Across USA 1980s-90s 34

Katoka Street
Killer

Nemeskeri,
Gusztav HUN 1996-99 4

Katsuta, Kiyotaka See Kiyotaka
Fujiwara



Kauai Serial
Killer Unsolved HI USA 2000-? 3+

Kaya, Ali TUR 1997-2013 10

Kearney, Patrick
Wayne

Also see Freeway
Killer/Trash Bag
Murderer

CA USA 1965-77 28-
43

Kebab Killer
Unsolved - See
Turks Serial
Killer

Kee, Arohn See East Harlem
Rapist

Keller, Yvan See Pillow Killer

Kelliher, Mary MA USA 1905-08 6

Kelly, Charles
Edwin

See Brown,
Charles Noel

Kelly, Kieron ENG GBR 1975-83 5

Kembo, Charles BC CAN 2002-05 4

Kempanna, K.D. See Cyanide
Mallika

Kemper III,
Edmund Emil
“Big Ed”

See Co-Ed Killer

Kennedy, Edward
Dean FL USA 1978/81 1/2

Kennedy, Julian AR/FL/GA/ +
USA 1958-73 6

Kenner Serial
Killer

Unsolved LA USA 1998-? 8

Kenosha Murders
Gross, Holt,
McRoberts (3
unsolved)

WI USA 1967 -1981



Kevorkian, Dr.
Jacob “Jack” See Doctor Death

Keyes, Israel AK/NY/VT/WA
USA

late 1990s-
2012 6?

Keys, Russell FRA/MAR/PRT 1990s 5

Kha,
Rashu/Khan,
Rasu

BGD 2000s 18

Khamarov,
Ruslan UKR 2000-03 11+

Khesi, Simphiwe See Duma,
Sibusis Derrich

Kibbe, Roger
Reece See I-5 Strangler

Kido, Kumataro See Kawachi
Juningiri

Killer Butler See Monster
Butler

Killer Clown Gacy, John
Wayne IL 1972-78 25-

33

Killing Dentist See Engelman,
Glennon E. IL/MO USA 1976-80 4

Killing Team Sims, Mitchell
Carlton CA/SC USA late 1980s

- 90s 3

Kimball, Scott
Lee CO USA 2003-04 17

Kimes Jr.,
Kenneth See Kimes, Sante

Kimes, Sante CA/NY
USA/BAH 1996-98 3+



Kimmritz, Willi
See Terror of
Brandenburg
Forest

King, Carolyn A. See Martin,
Bradley A.

Kinne, Sharon MO USA/MEX 1960-62 3

Kinney, James
Allen

See Jerome
Roman
Porrovecchio

Kirkland,
Anthony OH USA 2006-10 9

Kirmes Killer Bartsch, Jurgen DEU 1960-66 5+

Kiss, Bela See Monster of
Czinkota

Kitakyushu Serial
Murders

Matsunage,
Futoshi 2002 7

Kitto, Michael See Hall,
Archibald

Kiyotaka
Fujiwara Katsuta, Kiyotaka JPN 1972-82 8-22

Klenner Jr.,
Frederick Robert KY/NC USA 1984-85 8

Klimek/Gburek,
Ottilie “Tillie” IL USA 1914-20 7

Knighton, Robert
Wesley MO/OK USA 1990s 4

Knoppa, Anthony
Michael TX USA 1971 5

Knorr, Frances VIC AUS late 1800s-
1912 4+



Knowles, Paul
John

See Casanova
Killer

Koch, Eugene de See Prime Evil

Kodaira, Yoshio JPN 1932-46 7-11

Koedatich, James
J. FL/NJ USA 1971/82-83 1/6

Kogut, John See Halstead,
Dennis

Kohlhepp, Todd
Christopher SC USA 2003/15/16 7

Kokoraleis,
Andrew

See Illinois
Cannibal Murders

Kokoraleis,
Thomas

See Illinois
Cannibal Murders

Koli, Surinder
aka Satish

See Bahadrugarh
Baby Killer

Komaroff, Vasili See Wolf of
Moscow

Kondratenko,
Vladimir

See Nighttime
Killers

Kondro, Joseph WA USA 1982-97 2 -
30+?

Kopilov, Dmitriy URL RUS 2004-05 7

Kordiyeh, Ali
Reza Koshruy
Kuran

See Tehran
Vampire

Korea Frog Boys
Murders Unsolved KOR 1991 5

Koreatown
Slasher Danks, Joseph CA USA Early

1990s 6



Korn, Donald FL/IN USA 1960-70s 6?

Kraft, Randy
Steven

Also see Freeway
Killer (one of
several)

CA USA 1971-83 16-
67

Krajcir, Timothy IL/MO/PA USA 1977-82 9

Kranskop Killer Mfeka, Samuel
Bongani KZN ZAF 1993-96 6

Krasnoyarsk
Beast

Ershov, Vadim
Nikolayevich RUS 1992-95 15

Krishna,
Dandupalya

See Dandupalya
Krishna Gang

Krist, Gary
Steven AK/CA/UT USA 1959-64 3

Kroll, Joachim
Georg

See Ruhr
Cannibal

Krueger, David
Michael

See Woodcock,
Peter ON CAN 1956-57 3

Kudzinowski,
Peter NJ/PA USA 1924-28 3

Kukri Mughal, Javed
Iqbal PAK 1998-99 100+

Kulaxides, Peter GRC 1920s-30s 7

Kulik, Vasiliy SIB RUS 1984-86 13

Kulinski, Janusz See Skin Hunters

Kumar, Mohan
See Cyanide
Mohan

Kumar, Ravinder IND 2008-15 30+

Kurita, Genzo
See Osen
Korogashi
Incident



Kurten, Peter See Vampire of
Dusseldorf

Kuzikov, Ilshat STP RUS 1992-96 3

Kuzmin,
Vladimir
Ivanovich

RUS 1997 7-11

Kuznetsov, Oleg
Vladimirovich MOS RUS 1991-92 10-

18



La Bestia See El Loco

La Voison See Poisoner

Lacenaire, Pierre
Francois FRA 1834

Lady Dracula See Bloody
Countess

Lady Killer Caputo,
Ricardo USA/MEX 1971-73

Lainz Angels of
Death

Gruber, Leidolf,
Meyer, Wagner AUT 1983-89

Lake, Leonard CA USA 1983-85

Lake Elsinore
Killer

See Riverside
Killer

LaLaurie, Delphine
Marie LA USA mid 1800s

Lam Kor-Wan See Rainy
Night Butcher HK CHN early 1980s

Lam Kwok-Wai See Sex
Devil/Sik Moh HK CHN 1992-93

Lambeth Poisoner Cream, Thomas
Neill CAN/GBR/USA 1880-92

Lamborgine, Ted

See Also
Oakland
County Child
Killer

MI USA 1976-77

Landru, Henri
Desire

Blaubart (Blue
Beard) of Paris

Lanham, Harry See Knoppa,
Antony Michael



LaRette, Anthony
Joe

KS/MO USA 1977-80

Las Poquianchis
Gonzalez,
Delfina &
others

MEX 1950s-60s

Las Vegas Serial
Killer Unsolved NV USA 2005-?

Laser Man Ausonius, John
Wolfgang SWE 1991

Laskey, Posteal See Cincinnati
Strangler

Last Call Killer Rogers Jr.,
Richard W. NJ/NY USA 1991-93

Lastennet, Claude FRA 1993-94

Laureana,
Francisco Antonio

See Satyr of
San Isidro

Laurence, Michael
George NSW AUS 1984-86

Le Prof Janssen, Ronald BEL 1996-2010

Le Thanh Van VNM 1998-2001

LeBaron, Aaron See LeBaron,
Ervin Morrell

LeBaron, Ervil
Morrell

Church of the
Lamp of God CA/UT USA 1972-79

Lee, Bruce George
Peter Dinsdale, Peter ENG GRB 1972-79

Lee, Derrick Todd
See Baton
Rouge Serial
Killer

Legebokoff, Cody BC CAN 2009-2010



Leger, Antoine FRA/MAR/PRT 1820s

Legere, Allan
Joseph

See Monster of
Miramichi NB CAN 1986-89

Legg III, Samuel
W.

See Ohio
Prostitute Killer

Legorreta, Cesar
Amando Librado See El Coqueta

LeGrand, Devernon NJ/NY USA 1963-76

LeGrand, Steven See LeGrand,
Devernon

Lehman, Crista
Ambros DEU 1952-54

Leidolf, Irene
See Lainz
Angels of
Death

Lelievre, Andre FRA 1950s-60s

Lelievre, Michel See Dutroux,
Marc

Lelievre, Yvette See Lelievre,
Andre

Lemke, Thomas DEU 1990s

Lent Jr., Lewis East USA 1983-90

Leoni, Paolo See Beasts of
Satan

Leonski, Edward
Joseph

See Brownout
Strangler

Lesage, Celine FRA 2006-07

Lethal Lovers

Graham,
Gwendolyn MI USA 1987



&Wood,
Catherine

Letter, Stephan DEU early 2000s

Leuking, Kurt See Dohmeyer ,
Juergen

Lewington, Gary See .22 Caliber
Killers

Lewington,
Thaddeus

See Lewington,
Gary

Lewis, Gerald
Patrick AL/GA/MA USA 1980s-

1990s

Lewiston Serial
Killer Unsolved ID/WA USA 1979-82

Leyva, Fernando
Hernandez

See Pancho
Lopez

Li Pingping BJ CHN 1995-2003

Li Wen Xian See Guangzhou
Ripper GD CHN 1991-96

Li Yijiang CHN 2002

Li Yuhui HK CHN 1998

Liberty, Robert
Willard

See Candlelight
Killer

Lightbourne,
Wendell BMU 1959

Limpopo Serial
Killer

Mulaudzi,
Mukosi Freddy LMP ZAF 1990/2005-

06

Limpopo Serial
Rapist

Makamu,
Fanuel LMP ZAF 2000-06

Lindholm, Jukka FIN 1985-2018



Lindsey, William
Darrell

FL/NC USA 1988-97

Lineveldt, Gamal
Salie ZAF 1940-41

Lipstick Killer Heirens,
William IL USA 1945-46

Lisbon Ripper Unsolved BEL/CZE/DNK/NLD/PRT 1992-97

Lisong Zhang See Monster
Murderer

Little Old Lady
Killer Barraza, Juana MEX 2003-04

Little Peter the
Killer

See Pedrinho
Matador’

Little, Samuel Across USA 1970-
82/89-2005

Liu Pengli HKB CHN 144-115
BC

Lockett, Will Il/IN/KY USA 1912-15

Lockhart, Michael
Lee FL/IN/TN/TX USA 1987

Locusta Rome 54-68 AD

Lodz Gay Murderer Unsolved POL 1988-93

London Hammer
Killer Bellfield, Levi ENG GBR 2003-04

Lonely Hearts
Killer

Cameron,
Rodney Francis NSW/VIC AUS 1974-90

Lonely Hearts
Killers

Fernandez,
Raymond MI/NY USA 1949

Long Island Serial
Killer Unsolved NY USA 1980s-??



Long, Robert J.
(Bobbie Joe)

See Classified
Ad Rapist

Long, Neal Bradley OH USA 1972-75

Long Zhimin SX CHN 1949-1985

Long-Haul
Territory Killer

Boyer, John
Wayne NC/SC/TN USA 2000-05

Lopez, Ramiro
Adame

See Rio Bravo
Assassin

Lorbach, Franz See Dusseldorf
Doubles Killer

Los Angeles ATM
Killer Chavez, Juan CA USA 1986-89

Los Angeles
Southside Slayer Unsolved CA USA 1983-87

Los Angeles
Unsolved Murders Unsolved CA USA 1980

Loskop Killer Msundwana,
Mtimane MPP ZAF 1929-36

Louding, Michael LA USA 2009-10

Louis, Emile FRA 1977-79

Louisiana/Texas
Axe Murders Unsolved LA/TX USA 1911-12

Lovers’ Lane Killer
Mmbengwa,
Mbulaheni
David

GTP ZAF 1991-96

Lucas, David Allen CA USA 1979-84

Lucas, Henry Lee FL/OH/TX USA 1960-83

Ludena, Pedro
Pablo Nakada PER early 2000s

Ludke, Bruno DEU 1928-43



Lumbrera, Diana KS/TX USA 1976-90

Lundin, Peter USA/DNK 1991/2000

Lupo, Michael del
Marco Wolf Man ENG GBR 1980s

Lusaka Serial Killer Chilala,
Bernard Gilbert ZMB 1989-97

Lust Killer/Shoe
Fetish Slayer

Brudos, Jerome
Henry OR USA 1968-69

Luther, Thomas
Edward CO/PA/VT/WV USA 1970s-94

Lydia L. See Bodenfelde
Black Widows

Lynch, John See Berrima
Axe Murderer

Maake, Maoupa
Cedric

See Wemmer
Pan Killer

Mabhayi, Bulelani See Monster of
Thuleni

Maccione, Marco See Beasts of
Satan

MacDonald,
William

See Sydney
Mutilator

Macek, Richard
Otto See Mad Biter

Machete Murderer Corona, Juan
Valleho CA USA 1970s

Mackay, Patrick ENG GBR 1974-75

Macon Hospital
Murders Unsolved GA USA 1944-47



Macon, Matthew
Emmanuel

See Chilly

Macu, Mariano See Bux, Jose
Miculax

Mad Biter Macek, Richard
O. IL USA 1974

Mad Dog Irvin, Leslie IN /KY USA 1954-55

Mad Dog
McCafferty,
Archibald
Beattle

NSW AUS 1973

Mad Dogs Dohmeyer,
Juergen DEU 1983

Mad Killers of
Brabant Unsolved BEL 1982-85

Mad Mossy Moss, Albert
Andrew AUS 1930s

Mad Paddler Wallace,
George Kent AR/NC/OK USA 1976/1987-

90

Mad Slasher
Magee,
Christian
Herbert

ON CAN 1970s

Madiba, Petrus See Groblersdal
Serial Killer

Madison, Michael OH USA 2012-13

Madrina, La See Godmother

Maeue, Hiroshi
See Suicide
Website
Murderer

Magee, Christian
Herbert

See Mad
Slasher



Magliolo, Michael
Scott

AR/LA/OH/PA + USA 1977

Mahlanga/Mhlanga,
David

See Simelane,
David Thabo

Mailot, Jeffrey See Rhode
Island Ripper

Mail-Order
Bluebeard Drenth, Herman WV USA 1920s-31

Maine, Leonard See Braun,
Thomas Eugene

Majid Salek
Mohammadi IRN

Majola, Simon GTP ZAF 1999-2002

Majors, Orville
Lynn IN USA 1994

Makamu, Fanuel See Limpopo
Serial Rapist

Maketta, Jimmy See Jesus Killer

Makhwekwe,
Richman
Nganimuzi

See Moffat
Park Serial
Killer

Male Teenage
Serial Killer Unnamed BRA 2000s

Malevre, Christine FRA 1997-98

Mall Passer DeBardeleben,
James Across USA 1965 - 83

Malmo Ostra
Hospital Murders

Hansson,
Anders SWE 1978-1979

Man in Black Moore, Peter WLS GBR 1995

Veres, Romulus WLS GBR 1972-74-



Man with the
Hammer

Manning, Clyde See Williams,
John S.

Manny Pardo Jr.,
Manuel FL USA 1986

Mansfield Jr.,
William CA/FL USA 1980-81

Mansour, Ramadan
Abdel Rehim EGY 1999-2006

Manuel, Juan
Enrique Madrid

See El Gato
Imperial

Manuel, Peter
Thomas Anthony

See Beast of
Birkenshaw

Marahao Boy
Mutilator

Chagas,
Francisco das BRA 1991-2004

Marchwicki,
Zdzislaw

See Vampire of
Zaglibia

Marcus, Jerry AL/GA/MS/TN USA 1971-87

Marek, Martha
Lowenstein AUT 1920-37

Marjek, Ali SYR 1976-77

Marlow, James
Gregory

See Coffman,
Cynthia

Marquette, Richard
Lawrence OR USA 1961/75

Marroquin, Raul
Osiel

See El Gato
Imperial

Marshall, Lamont
Waldron MI USA 1975-77



Marti I Ripolles,
Enriqueta

ESP late 1800s-
1912

Martin, Bradley A. ND/NV/PA USA 1993

Martin, Caroline
Wardlaw

See Wardlaw,
Virginia

Martin, Lee Roy SC USA 1967-68

Martin-Dutroux,
Michelle

See Dutroux,
Marc

Martin, Malachi
Earl AUS 1860s

Martin, Rhonda
Belle MI USA 1934-55

Martinez, Daniel
Audiel Lopez MEX 199802008

Martinez, Patricia See Monsters of
Ecatepec

Marty See Gaham,
Harrison

Maryland Serial
Killer Unsolved MD USA mid-1990s

Mashiane, Johannes See Beast of
Atteridgeville

Maslich, Andrei SIB RUS 1990s

Mason, David
Edwin CA USA 1980-82

Massachusetts
Woodsman Killer/s

Unsolved Also
See Scesny,
Alex F.

MA USA 2003-08

Mataviejitas (Old
Lady Killer) Barraza, Juana MEX 1995-2006



Mathe, Annanias ZAF 1990s-
2006

Matias, Jose
Vicente

See Brazilian
Tourist Murders

Matsunaga, Futoshi See Kitakyusha
Serial Murders

Matta, Chander DC/VA USA 1989-90

Matteucci, Andrea See Monster of
Aosta

Maudsley, Robert See Britain’s
Own Hannibal

Maust, David
Edward See Crazy Dave

Maxwell, Bobby
Joe

See Skid Row
Stabber

Mayer, Stephanija
See Lainz
Angels of
Death

Maynez, Alejandro
Also See Dead
Women of
Juarez

Mazingane,
Lazarus Tshidiso

See Nasrec
Strangler

Mazurkiewicz,
Waldyslaw

See Gentleman
Killer

McCafferty,
Archibald Beattle See Mad Dog

McCall, David
Wayne TX USA 1991-96

McCormick,
Michael

See
McCormick,



Thomas

McCormick,
Thomas CO USA 1980s

McCrary, Carolyn
E.

See McCrary,
Sherman R.

McCrary, Danny
Sherman

See McCrary,
Sherman R.

McCrary, Raymond
Carl

See McCrary,
Sherman R.

McCrary, Sherman
Ramon Across USA 1971-72

McDuff, Kenneth
Allen

See Broomstick
Murderer TX USA 1966/1991-

92

McFadden,
Reginald TX USA 1970-94

McGee, Antwion See Shotgun
Killer

McGown, Dr.
Richard ZWE 1986-92

McGray, Michael
Wayne WA USA/(6) CAN 1983-98

McKenny, Harry See Childs,
Bruce

McKenzie, Roger JAM 2005

McKnight,
Anthony CA USA 1986-87

McManus, Fred IA/IL/MN/NY USA 1950s

McRae, John
Rodney FL/MI USA 1950-87

McRoberts, Robert



See Kenosha
Murders

McWatters, Eugene See Salerno
Strangler

McWilliams,
LaMarques Devon

See Acres
Homes Killer

Meach III, Charles
L. AK USA 1973/82

Mead, Jon
Christopher

See Goodman,
Keith Eugene

Meadows, John TX USA 1968-71

Meanest Man in
America

Gaskins,
Donald Henry SC USA 1953-75

Medley, Joseph SE USA/MEX 1940s

Medrano Cantu, Juan
Martin 1970s

Meekins, Duncan See Briley
Brothers

Meirhofer, David MT USA 1966-74

Menarik, Carl Mors, Frederick NY USA 1914

Mendenhall, Bruce See Truck Stop
Killer

Mesfewi, Hadj
Mohammed

See Arch
Murderer of
Marrakech

Metal Fang Dzhumagalieve,
Nikolai KAZ RUS 1970s-91

Metheny, Joe Ray MD USA 1976-95

Mexican Jack Canchola,
Macario Alcala MEX 1950-62



Mexican Ripper Guerrero-Perez,
Francisco

MEX 1880-88

Mexico City Serial
Killer Unsolved MEX 2003-05

Meyer, Staphanija
See Lainz
Angels of
Death

Meyer, Thomas DEU 1986-87

Mfeka, Samuel
Bongani

See Kranskop
Killer KZN ZAF 1993-96

Michigan Murders Collins, John
Norman MI USA 1967-69

Midday Murderer Gosmann,
Klaus DEU 1960-64

Middleton, David CO/NV USA 1993-95

Midtown Torso
Slasher

Cottingham,
Richard NJ/NY USA 1968-80

Midwest Serial
Killer Unsolved SC USA 1990-

Mikhasevich,
Gennady BLR 1971-85

Milam, Garland TN USA 2005

Milat, Ivan See Backpacker
Murders NSW AUS 1989-93

Mild Bill Leasure,
William Ernest CA USA 1980-?

Miley, Gregory M. See Freeway
Killers

Miller, Benjamin
Franklin

See Bra
Murders



Miller, Donald
Gene

MI USA 1978

Miller, James
William

See Truro
Murders

Miller, Joseph P. IL USA 1976-
77/1993

Milwaukee
Cannibal

Dahmer, Jeffrey
Lionel WI USA 1987-91

Milwaukee Monster See Milwaukee
Cannibal

Milwaukee North
Side Strangler Ellis, Walter E. WI USA 1986-2007

Mineral,
Washington
Murders

Unsolved WA USA 1985

Minghella,
Maurizio ITA 1978

Minnie Dean,
Williamina NZL 1872-95

Minow, Paul DEU 1907

Mirenkov, Igor
Alexandrovich

See
Svietlahorsk
Nightmare

Mirogorod,
Vladimir MOS RUS 2002-04

Mirshekari,
Yaghoub Ali

See Yellow
Scorpion

Missing Children of
Pirmasens Unnamed man DEU 1960/64/67

Missouri River
Killer Unsolved KS USA 1996-?



Mitchell Jr., Hulon See Yahweh
Ben Yahweh

Mitchell, Roy TX USA 1922-23

Miyazaki, Tsutomu See Otaku
Murderer

Mmbengwa,
Mbulaheni David

See Lovers’
Lane Killer

Modimolle Serial
Killer

Randitsheni,
David LMP ZAF 2004-08

Modzelewski,
Stanislaw

See Vampire of
Galkowek

Moffat Park Serial
Killer

Makhwekwe,
Richman GTP ZAF 2005-06

Mogale, Jack
Madumetsa

See West-End
Serial Killer GTP ZAF 2008-09

Mohammed Adam
Omar

See Sana’a
Ripper Middle East 1990-2000

Molalla Forest
Murderer

Rogers, Dayton
Leroy ORE USA 1983-87

Monahan, Annie CT USA 1906-17

Monster Butler Hall, Archibald
Thompson SCT GBR 1978

Monster Murderer Lisong Zhang BJ CHN 1997

Monster of Aosta Matteucci,
Andrea ITA 1980-95

Monster of Bolzano Bergamo,
Marco ITA 1985-92

Monster of Caserta Santonastaso,
Peter ITA 1994-95

Kiss, Bela HUN 1912-20S



Monster of
Czinkota

Monster of
Florence Unsolved ITA 1968-85

Monster of Foligno Chiatti, Luigi ITA 1992-93

Monster of Genoa Presenti,
Valentino ITA 1976-91

Monster of
Machala

Chamba,
Gilberto ECU/ESP 1990s-

2004

Monster of
Miramichi

Legere, Allan
Joseph NB CAN 1986-89

Monster of
Montluel

Dumollard,
Martin FRA 1855-61

Monster of
Montserrat

Valencia, Fredy
Armando COL 2011-15

Monster of Nerola Picchioni,
Ernestro ITA 1946-47

Monster of Norma Cassandra,
Simone ITA 1992-95

Monster of Pont-
Rouge Dion, Leopold QC CAN 1960s

Monster of
Portoglio

Morandini,
Vitaline ITA 1955-56

Monster of Rome
Unsolved -
Brydges, Ralph
L. (suspect)

ITA 1924-27

Monster of Sarzana Vizzardelli,
George William ITA 1936-38

Monster of SS-10 Unsolved ITA 1990s

Monster of St.
Remo Savini, Paul ITA 1991-92



Monster of the
Andes

Ramirez, Pedro
Alonso Lopez COL/ECU/PER 1966-78

Monster of the
Ardennes

Fourniret,
Michel BEL/FRA 1987-2003

Monster of the
Cane Fields

Bermudez-
Estrada,
Manuel O.

COL/ECU 1999-203

Monster of the
Railway Line Serviatti, Cesar ITA 1988

Monster of Thuleni Mabhayi,
Bulelani GTP ZAF 2008-09

Monster of Torino Giudice,
Giancarlo ITA 1983-86

Monster of Udine Unsolved ITA 1971-91

Monster of
Vimercate Motto, Alberto ITA 1992-95

Monster of
Zollikerburg Hauert, Erich CHI 1982-93

Monsters of
Ecatepec

Hernandez,
Juan &
Martinez,
Patricia

MEX 2012-2018

Monterosso, Eros See Beasts of
Satan

Montreal Boys
Slasher Unsolved QC CAN 1984-85

Moonlight Murders
of Texarkana Unsolved TX USA 1946

Moore, Blanche
Taylor NC USA 1966-89



Moore, Douglas
Daniel

QC CAN 2003

Moore, Manuel
Leonard

See Zebra
Killings

Moore, Peter See Man in
Black

Moorehead, Steven
A.

See
Steubenville
Killers

Moorhouse
Murders Birnie, David WSA AUS 1986

Moors Murderer Brady, Ian
Duncan ENG GBR 1963-65

Moran, Richard
Allen NV USA 1984-91

Morandini, Vitaline See Monster of
Portoglio

Moreland Baby
Killings

Unnamed
Minor OH USA 1990s

Morgan, Dan Mad Dog AUS 1864-65

Morris, Cory D. See Crackhead
Killer

Morris Jr., Major IL USA 1972-76

Morris, Raymond
Leslie

See Cannock
Chase Murders ENG GBR 1965-67

Mors, Frederick See Menarik,
Carl

Morse, Hugh Bion AL/MN/WA USA 1959-61

Morumbi Monster Bezerra, Jose
Paz BRA 1960s-70s



Moseley, Winston NY USA 1963-64

Mosley, Barry
Wendell CA USA 1999-2000

Mosley, Eddie Lee FL USA 1973-87

Moss, Albert
Andrew See Mad Mossy

Motshegwa, Kaizer See Nasrec
Strangler

Motto, Alberto see Monster of
Vimercate

Mount, Kenneth
Eugene CA USA 1985-88

Mpumalanga Serial
Killer Unsolved MPP ZAF 1997-?

Mrazek, Vaclav CZE 1951-56

Msomi, Elifasi See Axe Killer KZN ZAF 1953-55

Msundwana,
Mtimane

See Loskop
Killer

Mthimkhulu,
Ntokozo
Skhumbuzo

KZN ZAF 2010

Mudgett, Herman
Webster

See H. H.
Holmes

Mudman Simon, Robert
R. NJ/PA USA 1975-95

Mughal, Javed
Iqbal See Kukri

Mukhankin,
Vladimir SOU RUS 1995



Mulaudzi, Mukosi
Freddy

See Limpopo
Serial Killer

Mulcahy, David See Railway
Murderers

Mullin, Herbert
William CA USA 1972-73

Munikrishna See Dandupalya
Krishna Gang

Munoz, Jose CA USA 1992

Murchison Murders Rowles, Snowy WSA AUS 1929-30

Murphy, Donald MI USA 1980s

Murphy, Hugh
Leonard Thompson

See Shankill
Butchers

Murrell, John A. South USA 1972-73

Muswell Hill
Murderer Nilsen, Dennis ENG GBR 1978-83

Muti/Boksburg
Serial Killer

See ABC
Murders

Mutilator of
Perpignan Unsolved FRA 1960s

Myers, Karl Lee KS USA 1976-96



Nagayama,
Norio JPN 1968 4

Nailing Killer Süleyman Aktaş TUR 1986/1994 5

Nakamura,
Seisaku JPN 1938-42 4

Nam-gyu,
Jeong KOR 2004-06 14

Namibia’s B1
Butcher See B1 Butcher

Nance, Wayne
Nathan MT USA 1974-86 6

Nandor E. (only
identification
given)

See Budapest
Serial Killer

Napoletano,
Eric NJ USA 1990s 3

Napper, Robert
Clive ENG GBR 1992-93 3

Nappy, Donald See Neilson,
Donald

Nash, Stephen
A. CA USA 1950s 11

Naso, Joseph
See
Alphabet/Double
Initial Killer

Nasrec
Strangler

Mazingane,
Lazarus Tshidiso

Ncama,
Nicholas
Lungisa

ECP ZAF 1996-97 8



Ndlangamandla,
Velaphi

MPP ZAF 1998 19

Nebraska Boy
Snatcher Joubert, John NE USA 1982-83 3

Nebraska Fiend Richards,
Stephen D. NE USA 1879 9

Necrophile
Rebel

Novosyolov,
Mikhail RUS 1977-95 22

Needle, Martha VIC AUS 1885-94 5

Negev Desert
Psychopath Unsolved ISR 1985-97 9

Neilson, Donald
“Nappy” ENG GBR 1974-75 4

Nelson, Earle
Leonard

See Gorilla
Killer 22

Nemechek,
Francis Donald KS USA 1974-76 7

Nemeskeri,
Gusztav

See Katoka
Street Killer

Nemnich, Jerry
Louis CO USA 1975-? 9+

Nesset, Arnfinn NOR 1977-82 22

New Bedford
Highway Killer Unsolved MA USA 1988-89 9+

New Orleans
Serial Killer Unsolved LA USA 1991-? 24+

New South
Wales Serial
Killer

Unsolved NSW AUS late 1990s 5

Newark Serial
Killer Unsolved NJ USA 1993-98 14



Newport Serial
Killer Unsolved OR USA

1980s-
1990s 4

Ng, Charles See Lake,
Leonard

Nicholaou,
Michael

See Connecticut
River Valley
Killing

Nicolaus,
Robert Henry CA USA 1964/1985 3/1

Niedermier,
Barry Thomas AB/BC CAN 1985-87 28

Niers/Niersch,
Peter DEU Mid 1500s 75

Night Caller Cooke, Eric
Edgar WSA AUS 1959-61 8

Night Demon Berlizov,
Alexander UKR Early

1970s 3/1

Night Stalker Ramirez, Richard CA USA 1984-85 14-20

Nighttime
Killers

Kondratenko,
Vladimir &
Volkovich,
Vladislav

UKR 1991-96 16

Nihoul, Michel See Dutroux,
Marc

Nilsen, Dennis
Andrew

Muswell Hill
Murderer ENG GBR 1978-83 15

Ninja Killer Gaskin, Louis
Bernard FL USA 1986-89 7

Ninja of God Ivery, Samuel AL/AZ/CA/IL
USA 1992-94 4



Nishiguchi,
Akira

JPN 1963 5

Nixon, Robert See Brick Moron

Nkosi, Themba See Majola,
Simon

Noe, Marie PA USA 1946-68 8

Nolan, Jr.,
Dempsey CA/IN USA 1996-97 5

Nolle, Marianne PA USA 1949-68 17

Nombewu,
Mtutuzel

See Baninzi,
Asandi 8-10

Nome Alaska
Serial Killer Unsolved AK USA 1990s-

2006 24

Norris, Colin
Campbell

See Angel of
Death

Norris, Melissa
Vera MD USA 1970s 3

Norris, Roy
Lewis

See Bittaker,
Lawrence
Sigmund

Northcott,
Gordon Stewart

See Wineville
Chicken Coop
Murders

Northcott,
Sarah Louise

See Wineville
Chicken Coop
Murders

Northwest
Serial Killer Unsolved WA USA 1985-? 12

Notting Hill
Nassen Killer

Christie, John
Reginald
Halliday

ENG GBR 1943-53 11



Novokuznetsk
Monster

Spesivtsev,
Alexander
Nikolayevich

RUS 1991-96 19-82+

Novosibirsk
Maniac

Chuplinsky,
Yevgeny
Alexandrovich

RUS 1998-2006 17

Novosyolov,
Mikhael

See Necrophile
Rebel

Novouralsk
Ripper

Petrov, Yvgeny
Nikolaevich RUS 1998-2003 11

Nowocien,
Andrzej See Skin Hunters

Nyauza,
Richard

See Centurion
Serial Killer

O’Dell, Diane AZ USA 1981-84 4

O’Neall, Darren
Lee

ID/UT/WA
USA 1987 3-11

O’Neill, James
Ryan (suspect)

See Adelaide
Child Murders

Oakland County
Child Killer Unsolved MI USA 1972 4-6

Oates, Reginald
Vernon MD USA 1968 4

Obadyah Ben-
Yisrayl

See Shotgun
Killer

Ocampo,
Itzcoatl CA USA 2011 6

Ogata, Junko See Kitakyushu
Serial Murders

Ogorzow, Paul



See S-Bahn
Murderer

Ogress of
Colonia Roma

Aguillon,
Felicitas Sanchez MEX 1930s 20?

Ohio Lovers
Killer Unsolved OH USA 1979-82 8

Ohio Prostitute
Killer

Legg III, Samuel
W. OH USA 1981-92 9

Okamoto,
Chizuko JPN 1984-

87/2005-06 4+

Oklahoma City
Serial Killer Unsolved OK USA 1976-85 4

Okubo, Kiyoshi JPN 1971 8

Olah, Susi
See Angel
Makers of
Nagyrev

Old Lady Killer See Mataviejitas
(Old Lady Killer)

Oliver, Robert See Catweazle

Olson Jr.,
Clifford Robert BC CAN 1980-81 11

Omar,
Mohammad
Adam

See Sana’a
Ripper

Onoprienko,
Anatoly

See The
Terminator

Onyancha,
Philip KEN 2000s 19

Operation
Enigma

Unsolved (4
Unknown Serial ENG GBR 1993-99 40-52



Killers)

Orange Coast
Killer Unsolved CA USA Late 1970s 7

Original Night
Stalker

See Golden State
Killer

Osen Korogashi
Incident Kurita, Genzo JPN 1948-52 8

Otaku Murderer Miyazaki,
Tsutomu JPN 1988-89 4

Ott, Wolfgang AUT 1995 4

Overbye,
Dagmar
Johanne Annie

DNK 1913-20 25

Owen, Duane
Eugene FL USA 1984 2+

Owens, Sir
Mario CO USA 2004-05 3

Pacciani, Pietro
Monster of
Florence
(suspect)

Padgett, Ruby
Carolyn See Killing Team

Page, Ivan Lee MI USA 1998-2001 3

Palmer,
William ENG GBR 1849-1855 12

Palmier, Yoni See Paris Serial
Killer

Panama/Costa
Rica Serial
Killer

Holbert, William
Dathan PAN/CRI 2006-10 5



Panchenko, Dr.
Dimitri RUS 1890s-

1911 13+

Pandher,
Moninder Singh

See Bahadurgarh
Baby Killer

Pandy, Andras See Father
Bluebeard BEL 1986-90 6

Pangaman Xitavhudzi, Elias GTP ZAF 1960s-83 16

Panzram, Carl East
USA/AGO 1920-29 10

Papa Denke Denke, Karl POL 1906-24 30

Paranha Family See Amagasaki
Serial Killer

Paraquat
Murders

See Vending
Machine
Murders

Pardo Jr.,
Manuel Manny FL USA 1986 9

Paris Serial
Killer Palmier, Yoni FRA 2012-? 4

Park Maniac
Pereira,
Francisco de
Assis

BRA 1998 10-125

Parker, Gerald See Bedroom
Basher 2-3

Parker, Robert
Lee GA/WA USA 1995-96 3

Parker Jr.,
Norman FL USA 1966 3

Unsolved BRA 2007-08 13



Paturis Park
Murders

Paulin, Thierry See Beast of
Montmartre

Pavlovich,
Milka HRV 1900s 6

Pearce,
Alexander AUS 13

Pedophile of
Taroudante Abdelali Hida MAR 2000s 20?

Pedrinho
Matador

Filho, Pedro
Rodrigues BRA 1967-2003 71-100+

Peeping Tom
Killer

Brogsdale, Ricky
Henry 10

Peete, Louise CA/TX USA 1910-44 3-6

Peiry, Michel FL USA/SWZ 1981-87 3

Pekalski,
Leszek

See Vampire of
Bytow

Pembunuh Sihir
Hitam

See Black Magic
Murders

Peninsula Serial
Killer

Dunkle, Jon
Scott CA USA 1981-85 5

Penn Station
Sniper

See .25 Caliber
Killer 3

Penn, Thomas
Lee VA USA 1966 6

Penn, William See Penn,
Thomas Lee 3

DE USA 1987-88 5



Pennell, Steven
Brian

Pentholm,
Michael Maria

See Lindholm,
Jukka Torsten

Penton, David OH/TX USA 1985-88 6

Percy, Derek
Ernest Across AUS 1960s 8

Pereira,
Francisco de
Assist

See Park Maniac

Perm Serial
Killer Unsolved URL RUS mid 1990s 7

Perrone,
Salvatore E.

See .22 Caliber
Killer NYC

Perry, George
W. E.

CA/LA/ME/WI
USA 1920s 4

Perry III, Calvin IN USA 1983 5

Perth Prostitute
Killer Unsolved WSA AUS early 2000s 4

Perth Serial
Killer

See Claremont
Serial Murders

Pervert Killer Duan Guocheng HB CHN 1999 13

Pesquet,
Bernard FRA 1941/1974-

76 6

Peterson,
Chistopher
Dwayne

See Shotgun
Killer

Petiot, Marcel
Andre Henri
Felix

FRA 1920s-40s 60+



Petrillo,
Herman

See Philadelphia
Poison Ring

Petrillo, Paul See Philadelphia
Poison Ring

Petrocelli,
Tracy CA/NV USA 1980s 8-?

Petrov, Maxim See Doctor
Death

Petrov,
Yevgeny

See Novouralsk
Ripper

Petrovs,
Kaspars LVA 2001-04 13-39+

Phantom Killer

Unsolved-See
Moonlight
Murders of
Texarkana

Phantom of
Heilbronn Unsolved DEU 1990s-

2006 6

Phildelphia
Poison Ring

Bolber, Dr.
Morris &
Petrillo, Herman

PA USA 1930s 14-50

Philipe, Joseph See Terror of
Paris

Phillips, John
Paul IL USA 1975-81 4

Phoenix
Strangler

Thwala, Siopho
Mandla Agmatir KZN ZAF 1996-97 16-10+

Picchioni,
Ernesto

See Monster of
Nerola

Pichushkin,
Alexander

See Chessboard
Killer



Pickton, Robert
William Willie BC CAN 1980s-90s 49?

Pied Piper of
Staten Island Rand, Andre NY USA 1972-87 3-?

Pied Piper of
Tucson Schmid, Charles AZ USA 1965 3

Pierce, Sonny IL USA 2011 3

Pilcik, Hubert CZE late 1950s 5+

Pillow Killer Keller, Yvan FRA/DEU/CHI 1989-2006 24-150

Pintaric, Vinko See Caruga of
Zagorje

Piper, Donald IA USA 1993-98 3

Piper, Thomas
W.

See Boston
Belfry Murderer

Pirotte, Nestor BEL 1954-81 5+

Pischikov,
Denis
Sergeevich

RUS 2002-03 13

Pittman, Adrian See Louding,
Michael

Pittman,
Antwan
Maurice

See Rocky
Mount NC Serial
Killer

Pittsburgh
Serial Killer Unsolved PA USA 1980s 12+

Pizzuto, Gerald
Ross ID/WA USA 1985 4

Plainfield
Ghoul

Gein, Edward
Theodore WI USA 1945-54 2



Player, Michael See Skid Row
Slayer

CA USA 1986 10

Playing Card
Killer

Sotillo, Alfredo
Galan ESP 2003 3

Pleil, Rudolf
See Der
Totmacher (Dead
Maker)

Plut, Silvo SCG 1990-2006 3

Poehlke,
Norbert

See Hammer
Killer

Poisoner (La
Voisin)

DeShayes,
Catherine FRA 1660s-70s Unknown

Pomeroy, Jesse MA USA 1870s-80s 2?

Pommerenke,
Heinrich

See Beast of the
Black Forest

Pomona
Strangler Unsolved CA USA 1993-95 7

Poncho Lopez Leyva, Fernando
Hernandez MEX 1990-99 38-100+

Popkov,
Mikhail
Viktorovich

See Werewolf

Popova,
Madame VOL RUS 1880s-

1900s 10

Porter, Ronald
Elliott CA USA 1984-85 14

Potton Poisoner Dazley, Sarah ENG GBR 1840-42 3

Potts, Frank AL/FL USA 1977-93 3

Poughkeepsie
Killer

Francois,
Kendall NY USA 1996-98 7



Povorino
Maniac

Retunsky,
Vladimir

RUS 1990-96 8-12

Powers, Harry
F.

See Mail-order
Bluebeard

Poyner,
Syvasky L. VA USA 1984 5

Presenti,
Valentino

Monster of
Genoa ITA 1976-91 4

Price, Albert
Ralph

Hatcher, Charles
Ray

CA/IL/MO
USA 1978-82 16

Price, Craig
Chandler RI USA 1987-89 4

Prieto, Alfredo
Rolando CA/VA USA 1988-92 9

Prigan,
Bernhard DEU 1947-52 3

Prime Evil Koch, Eugene de ZAF 1970s-80s` 6

Prince George’s
Hospital Killer Unsolved MD USA 1984-85 4

Prince Jr.,
Cleophis

See Clairmont
Killer

Pritchard, Dr.
Edward
William

SCT GBR 1863-65 3

Profit, Mark
Antonio MN USA 1996 4

Prostitute Killer See Cape Town
Strangler

Pruett, Marion
Albert

AR
/CO/MS/NM

1984-
851970s- 4



USA 81

Pruett, Mark
David VA USA 1975-85 5

Puente,
Dorothea Helen CA USA 1982-88 3-10

Pugh, William
Rau

See Freeway
Killers

Putt, George
Howard TN USA 1969 5

Quansah,
Charles
Kwabeno Ebo

See Accra
Strangler

Qayyam, Amir See Brick Killer

Queen of
Poisoners Besnard, Marie

Queen Poisoner Sherman, Lydia

Quick, Thomas See
Sattermannen



Rachals, Terri
Eden Maples GA USA 1985 6+

Rader, Dennis
Lynn See BTK Killer

Rae Bareli
Serial Killer Raghav, Raman IND 2001-04 36+

Rafferty,
Brogan

See Craigs List
Killer

Raghav,
Raman

See Rae Bareli
Serial Killer

Rahman, Yusef
Abdullah KS/NY USA 1987-88 2+

Raies, Jean CHI 1880 12

Railroad Killer Resendez, Angel
Maturino Across USA 1997-99 17

Railway
Murderers

Duffy, John
Francis& Mulcahy,
David

ENG GBR 1985 3+

Railway Sniper Bladel, Rudy IN/MI USA 1963-79 7

Rainbow
Maniac

Franco, Jairo
Francisco BRA 2007-08 13+

Rainy Night
Butcher Lam Kor-Wan 4+

Ralston, Larry
M. OH USA 1975-77 5

Ramirez, Pedro
Alonso Lopez

See Monster of the
Andes

Ramirez,
Richard

See The Night
Stalker



Ramirez
Maestre, Luis
Gregorio

COL 2010-13 30

Rand, Andre See Pied Piper of
Staten Island

Randitsheni,
David

See Modimolle
Serial Killer

Ranes Brothers See Ranes, Danny
& Ranes, Larry

Ranes, Danny
A. MI USA 1972-73 5

Ranes, Larry
Lee IN/KY/MI/WV USA 1964 3

Rapid City
Serial Killer Unsolved SD USA 1998-99 8

Rardon, Gary
Duane 1962-70s 4

Rath, Thomas DEU 1981-83 5

Rathbun,
Charles Edgar CA/MI/OH USA 1989-95 6

Ray, David
Parker NM USA 1950s-99 5

Raya and
Sakina EGY 1920-21 8

Read, Mark
Brandon See Chopper AUS 1979-91 7+

Red Dog,
James Allen DE USA 1990-91 5

Red Spider Staniak, Lucian POL 1960s 20

Redhead
Murders

Unsolved - Bible
Belt Strangler 6? States USA 1978-92? 6-11



Reddy, Umesh IND 1996-2002 18+

Reece, William
Lewis Trial Pending OK/TX USA 1997 4+

Reed, John See Alabama Axe
Murders

Reed, Todd
Alan

See Forest Park
Killer

Rees, Melvin
David See Sex Beast

Reese, Laura
Michelle

See Panama/Costa
Rica Serial Killer

Reid Jr., Paul
Dennis TN USA 1997 7

Reldan, Robert
R. NJ USA 1974-75 8

Rembert Jr.,
Robert OH USA 1997/2015 5

Remeta, Daniel
Eugene AR/FL/KS USA 5

Renczi, Vera ROM 1920s-30s 35

Rendell,
Martha AUS 1907-08 3

Resendez,
Angel
Maturino

See Railroad Killer 8

Rest Area
Killer

Evans, Donald
Leroy Across USA 1980-91 3?

Restivo, John See Halstead,
Dennis



Retunsky,
Vladimir

See Povorino
Maniac

Rhein-Ruhr
Ripper Gust, Frank DEU 1944-48 5

Rhoades, Paul
Ezra ID/UT USA 1985-87 6

Rhoades,
Robert Ben

See Truck Stop
Killer TX/IL/?? USA 1975-90 3

Rhode Island
Ripper Mailot, Jeffrey RI USA 2004 3

Rice, Darrell
David

See Appalachian
Trail Murders

Rich, Darrell
Keith CA USA 1978 4

Richards,
Stephen Lee See Nebraska Fiend NE USA 1879 9

Richardson,
Carl Sewanti DC USA 1987 3

Richland
Teenage Killer Unsolved GA USA 1981-82 3

Richmond, Jr.,
Earl NC/NJ USA 1990-91 4

Ridgway, Gary
Leon

See The Green
River Killer

Riebe, Mark
Allen FL USA 1990-2002 12+

Rifkin, Joel
David NY USA 1991-92 14

Rigo, Ondrej DEU/NDL/SVK 1990s-
2006 10-12

Rijke, Sjef SLV/DEU\NDL 1989-92 9



Rîmaru, Florea (Father of Ion
Rîmaru) ROM 1944 4

Rîmaru, Ion See Vampire of
Bucharest 3

Rio Bravo
Assassin

Lopez, Ramiro
Adame/Flores,
Pedro

MEX 1986 3-100

Rissell, Monte
Ralph VA USA 1976-77 5

Ritchie, James
Dale

See Anchorage
Serial Killer 2016

River Monster
Killer Unsolved ECP ZAF 1997-98 7

Rivera,
Shannon

See Smith, Harold
Glenn

Rivera, Vincent
Faustino FL USA 1990s 3

Riverdell
Hospital
Murders

Jascalevich, Dr.
Mario NJ USA 1965-66 13?

Riverman Unknown KZN ZAF 1999-2001 13

Riverside
Killer Suff, William CA USA 1974-92 12

Robaczynski,
Mary Rose

See Maryland
Hospital Murders

Robbins, Gary
A. MD/MI/OH/PA USA 1980s 4

Roberts, David
James 5

Robinson,
Alfred Lee FL USA 1991 4



Robinson,
Alonzo MA/MI USA 1926-34 6

Robinson,
Harvey Miguel PA USA 1992-93 3

Robinson, John
Edward See Slavemaster

Robinson,
Sarah Jane
Tennant

MA USA 1880s-
1900s 8+

Robledo Puch,
Carlos Eduardo

See Death
Angel/Black Angel

Roche, Jr.,
Charles IN USA 1980s 8

Roche, John
Francis NY USA 1953-54 6

Rocky Mount
NC Serial
Killer

Unsolved - Also see
Pittman, Antwan NC USA 2005-09 9

Roeder,
Michaela See Angel of Death

Rogers, David
Keith CA USA 1983-87 2-5

Rogers, Dayton
Leroy

See Molalla Forest
Murderer

Rogers, Glen
Edward

See Cross Country
Killer

Rogers,
Johnathan

See Louding,
Michael

Rogers,
Kenneth Paul IL USA 1969 6-9?



Rogers, Ramon
Jay

CA USA 1977/93-94 4

Rogers Jr.,
Richard W. See Last Call Killer

Rogolevs,
Stanislavs
Ivanovich

LVA 1980-82 10

Rolle, Randal MS USA 1940s 9

Rolling, Daniel
Harold

See Gainesville
Ripper

Romanov,
Vladimir
Ivanovich

RUS 1991-2005 19

Rome Gay
Serial Killer Unsolved ITA 1990s 4

Romero,
Orlando Gene See Munoz, Jose

Roseland Killer Griffin, Geoffrey IL USA 2000 7

Ross, Michael
Bruce CT USA 1981-84 8

Rostov Ripper Chikatilo, Andrei SOU RUS 1976-1990 53-56

Roulet, Jacques FRA 1590s Many

Route 8 Killer Unsolved CT USA 1988-2004 4

Rowles, Snowy See Murchison
Murders

Rozier, Robert
Ernest FL/MO/NJ/NY USA 1981-86 7

Rubel,
Aleksandr
Andreevich

EST 1997-98 6



Rudloff, Fritz DEU 1950s 4

Ruhr Cannibal Kroll, Joachim
Georg DEU 1955-76 14

Ruiz, Paul AR USA 1977 6

Ruloff, Edward
H. NY USA 1850s-60s 11

Rung, Thomas DEU 1983-95 7

Runge, Paul
Frederick IL USA 1995-97 7

Russell,
George
Waterfield

WA USA 3

Rutterschmidt,
Olga

See Black Widow
Murders

Ryakhovsky,
Sergei See Hippopotamus

Sacramento
Slayer Solomon Jr., Morris CA USA 1986-87 6-7

Sada,
Amardeep

See India’s
Youngest Serial
Killer

Saenz,
Kimberly Clark TX USA 2008 5

Saldivar, Efren CA USA 1989-97 6-50

Salem Veterans
Medical Center Unsolved VA USA 1970s 3

Salerno
Strangler McWatters, Eugene CA USA 2004 3

Saloon Killer
See
Ndlangamandla,
Velaphi



Saltykova,
Darya
Nikolayevna

MOS RUS late 1700s 100+

Samsonova,
Tamara
Mitrafanovna

RUS 2000-15 13+

San Antonio
Taxi Driver
Killer

Unsolved TX USA 1984-85 5+

San Diego
Slayer Unsolved CA USA 1985-90 43

San Mateo
County Serial
Killer

Unsolved CA USA 1976 5

Sana’a Ripper Omar, Mohammad
Adam KWT/NGA/JOR/YEM 1974-99 3

Sanchez,
Altemio

See Bike Path
Rapist NY USA 1981-2006 3+

Sanders,
Martin Lee WA USA 1980-83 3-5+

Santa Rosa
Hitchhiker
Murders

Unsolved CA USA 1972-73 16

Santo, Anthony MA/NY USA 1908 3

Santonastaso,
Peter

See Monster of
Caserta

Sapone, Nicola See Beasts of Satan

Sapp, William OH USA 1992-95 14

Sarafudin See Butcher of
Hooshiarpore 5

Sassak, Harald The Gas Man AUT 1971-72 5



Sattermannen Quick, Thomas NOR/SWE 1976-88 30?

Satyr of San
Isidro

Laureana,
Francisco Antonio ARG 1974-75 13

Saucedo,
Aaron Juan

See Serial Street
Shooter

Savini, Paul See Monster of St.
Remo

Saw-Killer of
Hanover Unsolved DEU 1975-77 6+

Sayento, Victor
See
Dnepropetrovsk
Murders

S-Bahn
Murderer Ogorzow, Paul DEU 1940-41 8

Scarborough
Rapist See Bernardo, Paul 4

Schaefer, Gary
Lee VT USA 1979-83 3

Schaefer,
Gerard John FL USA late 1960s-

72 3-24

Schaeffer,
Gerrit C. NLD 1951-59 4

Schenk, Hugo AUT 1881-83 4

Schier, Ruth
Eisenmann

See Krist, Gary
Steven

Schiffer,
Egidius

See Strangler of
Aachen

Schlatter,
Darrell OK USA 1985-92 3

See Schenk, Hugo



Schlossarek,
Karl

Schmidt, Beate See Schmidt,
Wolfgang

Schmid,
Charles

See Pied Piper of
Tucson 3

Schmidt,
Helmuth

See American
Bluebears

Schmidt,
Ulrich

See Holiday
Murderer

Schmidt,
Wolfgang DEU 1989-90 6

Schmidt, Jr.,
William Cecil AZ/GA USA 1987-89 3+

School Girl
Rapist

See Scarborough
Rapist

Schoolgirl
Strangler

Sodeman, Arnold
Karl AUS 1930-35 4

Schuessler,
Konrad

See Der Totmacher
(Dead Maker)

Schultz (no
other name
found)

DEU 1894-1920 11

Schumann,
Friedrich DEU 1920s 7

Scieri,
Antoinette FRA 1924-26 12

Scorecard
Killer

See Kraft, Randy
Steven

Scripps, John
Martin Cent. Amer./Asia 1994-95 3



Seay, Martez AL USA 2008-09 11

Sebastian of
Poonthura IND 1996-2003 6?

Sedykh,
Anatoly
Petrovich

RUS 1998-2003 12

Seefeldt, Adolf DEU 1908-35 12-
100?

Selepe, David See Cleveland
Strangler

Self,
Christopher See Munoz, Jose

Sells, Tommy
Lynn IL/MO/MY/TX USA 1978-99 22

Senior Citizen
Killer

Stuard, James
William AZ USA 1989 3

Sergeychik,
Alexander
Vasilyevich

Belarus 2000-06 6-12

Serial Killer of
Merano Gamper, Ferdinand ITA 1996 6

Serial Killer of
the Caribbean

Beniquez, Jorge
Adam PRI/VIR/USA 1990-91 p

Serial Shooters Hausner, Dale AZ USA 2005-06 37

Serial Street
Shooter

Saucedo, Aaron
Juan AZ USA 2015-16 7

Serrano-
Vitorino, Pablo KS/MO USA 2016 4

Servant Girl
Annihilator Unsolved TX USA 1884-85 7



Serviatti, Cesar See Monster of the
Railway Line

Seven Bridges
Killer

Unsolved - See
Rocky Mount
Serial Killer

Sewer Murders Unsolved DEU 1970s-80s` 7

Sex Beast Rees, Melvin Davis MD/VA USA 1957-59 9

Sex Devil See Sik Moh

Sexual
Predators in
Chicago

Unsolved IL USA 1990s 11

Shadow Killer Barbeault, Marcel FRA 1969-76 8

Shah Munawar
Harun

See Joshi-
Abhyankar Murders

Shankill
Butchers

Murphy, Hugh
Leonard Thompson NIR 1972-82 34

Sharif, Abdul
Latif (suspect)

See Dead Women
of Juarez

Shawcross,
Arthur NY USA 1972/1988-

89 1/12

Shen,
Changyin 6 Provinces CHN 1999-2004 5+11

Shen,
Changping See Shen, Changyin 11

Sherman,
Lydia See Queen Poisoner

Shermantine,
Wesley

See Speed Freak
Killers

Shemyakov,
Eduard
Vasilyevich

UKR 1996-98 10



Shen
Changping See Shen, Changyin

Shen Changyin GS/SX/AH/HB CHN 2003-04 11

Shestakov,
Nikolai
Porfinevich

RUS 1975 12+

Shinde, Renuka
Kiran

See Gavit, Seema
Mohan

Shipilov,
Sergey
Aleksandrovich

Velsh Chikatilo RUS 1995-96 14

Shipman,
Harold ENG GBR 1975-98 15

Shiraishi,
Takahiro

See Zama Suicide
Pact Killer

Shobek,
Michiah

Shoffner, James
Michael MI/OH USA/BHS 1970s 3

Shoe Fetish
Slayer See Lust Killer

Shoebox Annie
Mayer See French, Anne

Shoffner,
James Michael

See Shobek,
Michiah

Shotgun Killer
Peterson,
Christopher
Dwayne & others

IN USA 1990 7

Shotgun Man Unsolved IL USA 1910-11 4

Shubin,
Nikolay RUS 2004-06 13

Shulman,
Robert NY USA 1998 5



Siberia Serial
Killer/Barnaul
Maniac

Unsolved SIB RUS 1998-2000 78-81

Siberian Ripper See Novokuznetsk
Monster

Sides, Mervin OK/NV USA 1989 8

Siebert, Daniel
Lee AL/CA/NJ/NV USA 1979/1985-

86 5+

Siggi S. See Bodenfelde
Black Widows

Sik Moh Lam Kwok-wai HKG CHN 1992-93 3

Sikder, Ershad BGD 1990s 7

Silva, Julio
Perez CHL 1988-2001 4

Silva, Mauricio
Rodriguez CA USA 1978-84 4

Silveria Jr.,
Robert Joseph

See Hobo Train
Riders

Silverstein,
Thomas
Edward

CA USA 1981-83 5+

Simelane,
David Thabo

Mahlanga/Mhlanga,
David SWZ 1994-2002 28-45

Simmons III,
Beoria
Abraham

KY USA 1981-83 3

Simon, J.C.X. See Zebra Killings

Simon, Robert
R. See Mudman



Simons,
Norman Afzal

See Station
Strangler

Sims, Mitchell
Carlton See Killing Team

Sister Godfrida Bombeek, Cecile BEL 1976-77 3-?

Siswanto IDN 1994-96 12

Sithole, Moses See ABC Murders

Skid Row
Slasher

Greenwood,
Vaughn IL/CA USA 1964/1974-

75 2/9

Skid Row
Slayer Player, Michael CA USA 1986 10

Skid Row
Stabber Maxwell, Bobby Jo CA USA 1978 10

Skin Hunters Nowocien, Banas &
others POL Early

2000s 13-16

Slavemaster Robinson, John
Edward KS/MO USA 1984-99 5+

Sleepy Hollow
Killer Unsolved GTP ZAF 2007 13-16

Slivko, Anatoly
Yelemianovich STK RUS 1964-85 7

Slovak, Jozef CZE 1978-91 5+

Smelly Bob Black, Robert ENG GBR 1969 4

Smiley Face
Murders Unsolved 11 states USA 1990s-? 40+

Smirnov,
Vasily
Alexandrovich

See Gatchina
Psychopath

Smith, Harold
Glenn

plus Cravey,
Rivera, Tosh and TX USA 1980s 4



Trimmer

Smith, John
Thomas

See Murchison
Murders

Smith, Lemuel
Warren NY USA 1958-81 6

Smith, Mark
Alan DEU/KOR/USA 1966-70 15-20

Smith, Randall
Lee

See Appalachian
Trail Murders

Smith, Stephen
Richard TX USA 1982-86 3

Smith, William
Scott ID/OR USA 1983-84 3?

Smolensky
Strangler

Storozhenko,
Vladimir
Victorovich

RUS 1978-81 13

Sneyd, Mary
Wardlaw

See Wardlaw,
Virginia

Snohomish
Valley Killer Unsolved WA USA 1985-93 100?

Snow, David
Alexander ON CAN 1991-92 3

Snyder Jr.,
David E. FL/MD USA 1982-84 4

Snyder, Leroy NJ USA 1969 7

Soap Maker of
Correggio Cianculli, Leonarda ITA 1930s-40 3+

Sobhraj,
Hatchand
Bhaonani

Europe/Asia 1972-82 8+



Sodeman,
Arnold Karl

See Schoolgirl
Strangler

VIC AUS 1930-35 3

Sokichi,
Furuya JPN 1965 10

Solis, Eleazar See Hernandez,
Cayetano

Solis,
Magdalena

See Hernandez,
Cayetano

Solomon Jr.,
Morris

See Sacramento
Slayer

Somoza,
Hector

See Death Angel -
Robledo Puch

Son of Sam Berkowicz, David NY USA 1976-77 6

Song Jinghua BJ CHN 2005-07 5-10?

Sonner,
Michael H. NV/TX USA 1993

Sons of Death See Thugs 8

Sotillo, Alfredo
Galan

See Playing Card
Killer

Sotnikov,
Viktor
Viktorovich

RUS 2000-11 8

Soto, Erno See Charlie Chop-
Off

Soulakiotis,
Mariam GRC 1940s-40s 177+

South African
Farmer
Killings

Unsolved MPP ZAF 2000s 100-
3000?

South African
Gay Killer Unsolved GTP ZAF 2010-13 5+?



South African
Serial Killer
Team

Unsolved GTP ZAF 1997-98 5

South Florida
Serial Killer Unsolved FL USA 1990s-

2001 3

South
Louisiana
Serial Killer

See Baton Rouge
Serial Killer

Southard, Lyda Trueblood, Lyda
Anna Mae ID/MO USA 1915-20 7

Southside
Slayer Unsolved CA USA 1980s 12

Sowell,
Anthony OH USA 2000s 11

Spanbauer,
David F. WI USA 1994 3

Spara,
Hieronyma ITA 1650s 4

Speed Freak
Killers See Herzog, Loren CA USA 1984-90 10

Spencer, Diane MI/PA USA 1983-90 3

Spesivtsev,
Sasha
(Alexander)

See Novokuznetsk
Monster

Spider Killer Hanaei, Saeed IRN 2000s 16-19

Spillman, Jack
Owen

See Werewolf
Butcher

Spisak, Frank OH USA 1982 2-3

Spokane Serial
Killer

Yates Jr., Robert
Lee WA USA 1970-98 18+



Spotsylvania
Killer

Unsolved VA USA 1997 3

Spotz, Mark
Newton PA USA 1995 4

Spraggins,
Jerry Jerome NJ USA 1981-83 3

Spreitzer,
Edward

See Illinois
Cannibal Murders

Springfield
Strangler Gaynor, Alfred J. MA USA 1995-98 9

St. Louis Car
Bomber Unsolved MO USA 1977-78 2-3

St. Louis Serial
Killer Unsolved MO USA 1990s 8

Stafford, Roger
Dale OK USA 1978 9

Staniak, Lucian See Red Spider

Stano, Gerald FL/NJ USA 1969-80 9+

Stapleburg,
Marthinus
Jakobus

GTP ZAF 1995-96 5

State Fair
Murders Unsolved OK USA 1981 8

Station
Strangler

Simons, Norman
Afzal WCP ZAF 1986-94 7

Stayner, Cary
Anthony

See Yosemite Park
Killer

Steelman,
Willie

See Gretzler,
Douglas

Stephani, Paul See Weepy Voice
Killer



Steubenville
Killers

Moorehead,
Stephen & Horner
Jr., Fred

OH USA 2001 6

Stevanin,
Gianfranco ITA 1983-89

Stevens, Alan
Michael See Buzzard

Stevens,
Charles Arnett CA USA 1969-76 3+

Stewart, Eddie See Louding,
Michael

Stocking
Strangler

Gary, Carlton
Michael GA/NY USA 1977-78 4

Stokes,
Winford
Lavern

MO USA 1969/1979 3

Stone, Michael
Anthony NIR GBR 1984-88 6

Stoneman Unsolved IND 1989 13

Storozhenko,
Vladimir
Victorovich

See Smolensky
Strangler RUS 1978-81 13

Straffen, John
Thomas ENG GBR 1951-52 4

Strangler of
Aachen Schiffer, Egidius DEU 1983-90 5

Strangler of
Milan Unsolved ITA 1988-92 4

Stroup, Harry
Allen

See Baker, Stanley
Dean



Stuard, James
William

See Senior Citizen
Killer

Stuchberry,
David ENG GBR 1979-97 4

Stuller,
Nicklaus DEU 1570s 4

Stutzman Jr.,
Eli E. NE/OH/TX USA 1977-85 5

Suff, William See Riverside
Killer

Suffolk
Strangler

Wright, Steven
Gerald James ENG GBR 2006 5+

Sugarcane
Serial
Killer/River
Man

Taki, Thozamile KZN ZAF early-mid
2000s 13

Suicide
Website
Murderer

Maeue, Hiroshi JPN 2005 4+

Süleyman
Aktaş See Nailing Killer

Sulu-Canche,
Mario Alberto MEX 2007-08 3

Sumida,
Miyoko

See Amagasaki
Serial Murders

Sunderland
Slayer Grieveson, Steven ENG GBR 1990-94 4

Sunset Strip
Killers

Clark, Douglas
Daniel CA USA 1980-81 6

Suprunyuck,
Igor

See
Dnepropetrovsk



Murders

Suradji, Ahmad See Black Magic
Murders

Sutar, Dilip See Joshi-
Abhyankar Murders

Sutcliff, Peter See Yorkshire
Ripper

Svietlahorsk
Nightmare

Mirenkov, Igor
Alexandrovich BLR 1990-93 6+

Swango,
Michael SWE/USA 1981-97 10-

100?

Sware, Aldis
See Rogolevs,
Stanislavs
Ivanovich

Swaziland
(eSwatini)
Serial Killer

Unsolved SWZ 1997-98 24

Swiatek,
Unknown AUT mid 1800s 6

Swindler, John
E. AR/FL/SC USA 1980s 4

Sydney
Mutilator

MacDonald,
William 4+



Taborsky,
Joseph L. CT USA 1951-55 6

Tacklyn, Larry
Winfield

See Burrows,
Erskine Durrant

Tacoma Axe
Murderer Bird, Jake 11 States USA 1942-47 24-44?

Taki,
Thozamile

See Sugarcane
Serial Killer

Tamiami
Strangler

Conde, Rory
Enrique FL USA 1994-95 6

Tann, Beulah
George TN USA 1924-50 19+

Tannenbaum,
Gloria CO USA 1969 3

Taxi Demon Zhou Wen

Taylor, Gary A. MI/OH/TX/WA
USA early 1970s 4

Taylor,
Kenneth
Gordon

OH/PA/TN USA 1977-78 17

Taylor, Kevin IL USA 2001 3

Taylor, Laura See Christmas
Killings

Taylor, Ginger
McCrary

See McCrary
Sherman Ramon

Taylor,
Raymond Carl

See McCrary
Sherman Ramon

Tcaciuc, Vasile ROM 1930s 21-27

Ted Murders See Bundy,
Theodore 9



Tehran
Vampire

Kordiyeh, Ali
Reza IRN 1993-97 9

Tel Aviv
Strangler

Halabi,
Mohammed ISR 1989 7

Tenneson,
Michael CO/WI USA 1987 5

Tenney,
Edward L. IL USA 1993 3

Terminator Onoprienko,
Anatoly UKR 1989-95 52+

Terrell, Bobbie
Sue FL USA 1984-85 12

Terror of
Brandenburg
Forest

Kimmritz, Willi DEU 1948 4

Terror of Paris Philipe, Joseph FRA 1861-66 8

Terry, Michael GA USA 1985-86 6

Tessnow,
Ludwig DEU 1898-1901 4

Texas Killing
Fields See I-45 Killer

Thames Torso
Murders Unsolved ENG GBR 1887-89 3+

Thanos, John
Frederick MD USA 1990 3

Thatcher, Oren See Burke, Peter

Thimma, Nalla See Dandupalya
Krishna Gang

Tholmer,
Brandon CA USA 1981-84 34



Thomas, Mrs.
See Dyer,
Amelia
Elizabeth
Hobley

Thomas Jr.,
John Floyd

See Westside
Rapist 3

Thompson,
Jerry K. IN USA 1991 3

Thompson,
Kelly Ray CO/WA USA 1990s 8

Thompson,
William Paul

CA/KS/NV/NY
USA 1980s 6

Thrill Killer Biegenwald,
Richard NJ USA 1958-83 5

Thrill Killer Chavez, Juan
Rodriguez TX USA 1985- 10 - ?

Thugee
Cult/Sons of
Death

Behram, Thug IND 1800-40 125-?

Thwala, Sipho
Mandla
Agmatir

See Phoenix
Strangler

Tilley, Joe
Vance OK USA 1990 3

Tingler Jr.,
Richard Lee OH USA 1968 6

Tinning,
Marybeth NY USA 1972-85 9?

Tison, Gary
Gene

See Greenawalt,
Randy

Tkach, Serhiy UKR 1984-2005



36-
100?

Tobin, Peter SCT GBR 1991/2006 3-16?

Toffania ITL 1670-1719 600

Toledo Slugger Unsolved OH USA 1925-26 6+

Tolerton,
Kenyon Battles CO/MA USA 1980s 3

Toole, Ottis See Lucas,
Henry Lee

Toppan, Jane MA USA 1889-1901 31?

Torinus, Metod BIH 1977-79 5

Toronto
Hospital
Murders

Unsolved ON CAN 1980-81 43

Torres, Leslie NY USA 1988 5

Tosh, Martin
Wayne

See Smith,
Harold Glenn

Town Hospital
Killer Unsolved FRA 1944-47 3-100?

Townser,
Anthony IL/MO USA 1993 3

Trailside Killer Carpenter, David
Joseph 5-12

Transvestite
Killer in El
Savador

Unsolved SLV 1990s 8

Trapishkin,
Nicholas RUS 1920-26 100

Trash Bag
Murderer

See Kearney,
Patrick



Travis, Maury
Troy

MO USA 2000-02 12-17

Trawick, Jack AL/OR USA/At
sea 1972-92 5-14

Trevilyan,
Thomas

See Bodies in
the Barrels
Murders

Trigueiro,
Marcos
Antunes

See Industrial
Maniac

Trimmer, John-
Michael A.

See Smith,
Harold Glenn

Trobec, Metod SVN 1978 8

Truck Stop
Killer

Mendenhall,
Bruce Eastern USA 1969-92 12?

Truck Stop
Killer

Rhoades, Robert
Ben

IL/MS/TX/UT
USA 1975-90 4-50?

Trudeau, Yves
“Apache” QC CAN 1973-85 43

Trueblood,
Lyda

See Southard,
Lyda

Truman
Veterans
Hospital Killer

Williams,
Richard Allen MO USA 1992 10+

Trupp, Nathan
Nicholas NM /CA USA 1988 5

Truro Murders
Worrell,
Christopher &
Miller, James

SOA AUS 1978-79 5-14

Tsutomu,
Miyazaki

See Otaku
Murderer



Tucker,
Emerson

IL/OH/NJ/NY
USA

2003-07 5+

Ture, Joseph
Donald MN USA 1978-79 6

Turks Serial
Killer Unsolved DEU 2000-06 9

Turner, Chester
Dewayne CA USA 1987-98 11

Turner, Lisa
Jane NZL 1980-82 4

Twin Cities
Killer Unsolved MN USA 1986-94 34

Twitter Killer
See Zama
Suicide Pact
Killer

Tynong North
& Frankston
Murders

Unsolved AUS 1980-81 6

Tyurin, Philipp RUS 1945-46 14-29

Unabomber Kaczynski,
Theodore Across USA 1978-93 4

Undisclosed
Name EGY 1920 20

Undisclosed
Name

See Werewolf of
Chalons

Undisclosed
Name MEX 1922 4

Undisclosed
Name PHL 1952 4

Undisclosed
Name JPN 1966-67 3



Undisclosed
Name

BJ CHN 1985-86 3

Unnamed 16-
year-old-male

See Japanese
Sex Murders

Unnamed 17-
year-old
Female

See Brazilian
Serial Killer

Unterweger,
Johann “Jack”

See Vienna
Strangler

Urdiales,
Andrew CA/IL USA 1988-96 7

Ursinus, Sophie
Charlotte
Elizabeth

DEU 1798-1801 3

Ust-
Kamenogorsk
Maniac

Ivanov, Yuri
Anufrievich KAZ 1980s 16?

Utah/Nevada
Serial Killer Unsolved NV/UT USA 1992-? 3

Vacher, Joseph FRA 1894-97 11-17

Vajicek,
Herman

See Herman
Billik

Vakrinos,
Dimitris GRC 1996-97 7

Valencia, Fredy
Armando

See Monster of
Montserrat

Valera, Mark See Australian
Pedophile Killer

Valles,
Alejandro
Delgado

See Feminicides
of the Cotton
Field



Vampire Killer Crutchley, John
Brennan

FL/VA USA 1977-85 15-20

Vampire Killer See Acid Bath
Murderer

Vampire of
Argentina

Fernandez,
Florencio ARG 1950s 15

Vampire of
Bergamo

Verzeni,
Vincenzo ITL 1870 2-12

Vampire of
Bucharest Rimaru, Ion ROM 1970-71 6

Vampire of
Bytow Pekalski, Leszek POL 1984-92 70?

Vampire of
Dusseldorf Kurten, Peter DEU 1913-29 9+

Vampire of
Galkowek

Modzelewski,
Stanislaw POL 1960s-83 7-8

Vampire of
London

See Acid Bath
Murderer

Vampire of
Niterio

de Andrade,
Marcelo Costa BRA 1991 14

Vampire of
Paris

Claux, Nicolas
(suspect in other
murders)

FRA mid-1990s 3+

Vampire of
Sacramento

Chase, Richard
Trenton 7

Vampire of
Tehran Desert

Bijeh,
Mohammed IRN 2004 16-20

Vampire Rapist Boden, Wayne
Clifford QC/AB CAN 1969-71 9

van Rooyen,
Cornelius See Gert



Gerhardus

van Schoor,
Louis ECP ZAF 1986-89 39

van
Valkenburgh,
Elizabeth

NY USA 1830s-40s 5?

van Zon, Hans
Johannes M. NLD 1964-67 5

Vann, Darren
Deon IN USA 2014 7

Vargas Gomez,
Jose Dorangel VEN 1997-99 14

Velsh Chikatilo
See Shipilov,
Sergey
Aleksandrovich

RUS 1995-99 14

Velten, Maria DEU 1963-80 5

Vending
Machine
Murders

Unsolved JPN 1985 3

Venkatesh aka
Chandra

See Dandupalya
Krishna Gang

Veres, Romulus See Man with
the Hammer

Vermilya,
Louise IL USA 1893-1913 9

Vernage,
Nicholas ON CAN 1991 3

Verzeni,
Vincenzo

See Vampire of
Bergamo

Vick, Tony TN USA 1993-96 4



Vienna
Strangler

Unterweger,
Johann “Jack

AUT/CZE/CA
USA

1974 11

Vilakati,
Bongani

Suspect -
Swaziland Serial
Killer

SWZ 2000-01 30+

Villareal, Sara
Maria Aldrete See Godmother 5

Villeda, Anna
Maria Ruiz

See Infante
Jimenez,
Rudolph

10+

Villegas,
Manuel
Delgado

ESP 1964-71 7-48

Vizzardelli,
George
William

See Monster of
Sarzana

Vlassakis,
James Spyridon

See Bodies in
the Barrels
Murders

Voirbo, Pierre FRA 1860s 10

Volga Maniac Unsolved 7 regions RUS 2011-12 6-33?

Volkovich,
Vladislav

See Nightime
Killers

Volpe, Andrea See Beasts of
Satan

von Einem,
Bevan Spencer

Also see The
Family Murders SOA AUS 1979-83 6

Voroshilovgrad
Maniac

Almazyan,
Zaven
Sarkisovich

RUS early 1970s 3

Wade, Joshua AK USA 2000-07 3+



Wagner, Robert See Bodies in
the Barrels
Murders

Wainewright,
Thomas
Griffiths

ENG GBR 1830s 5

Waldon, Billy
Ray CA/OK USA 1985 4

Walker,
Clarence MI/OH/TN USA 1945-66 14

Wallace,
George Kent See Mad Paddler AR/NC/OK USA 1976/1987-

90 5

Wallace, Henry
Louis NC USA 1990-94 10?

Walls, Frank
Athen FL USA 1987 3

Walton,
Edward

AL/IL/OH/PA/WV
USA 1896-1908 5

Wang Fang HA CHN 1996-2000 4

Wang Qiang LN CHN 1995-2003 45

Wang Shujin HB CHN 1994-95 4

Want-Ad Killer Carignan,
Harvey Louis AK/MN/WA USA 1949 6

Ward Jr.,
Ronald James AR/CA/MT USA 2000 3

Wardell,
Gordon ENG GBR 1991-94 3

Wardlaw,
Virginia Southern USA early 1900s 3

Wardrip,
Faryion TX USA 1984-86 5



Edward

Warner, Karl F. CA USA 1969-70 3

Warren, Leslie
Eugene NC/NY/SC USA 1986-90 6

Washington,
Allen IL USA 1969/1980 3

Washington D
C Serial Killer Unsolved DC USA 1988 5

Wasilewski,
Pawel See Skin Hunters

Waterfield,
Fred See Gore, David

Waters,
Margaret ENG GBR 1866-70 19

Watson, James
B. CA/ID/WA USA 1918-20 25

Watson Jr.,
Alexander
Wayne

MO USA 1986-94 4

Watts, Carl
“Coral” Eugene MI/TX USA 1974-82 14+

Wayward
Wayne

See Ford, Wayne
Adam

Weaver, Steven IN USA 1987 4

Webb, Dennis
Duane CA/TX USA 1973-87 6

Webb, Emanuel
Lovell CT/GA USA 1990 4

Weber, Jeanne FRA 1900s 10

Stephani, Paul IL USA 1980-82 4



Weepy Voice
Killer

Weidenbroeker,
Helmut DEU 1982-86 3+

Weidmann,
Eugene FRA 1935-37 6

Wemmer Pan
Killer

Maake, Maoupa
Cedric GTP ZAF 1995-97 27-35

Wenzinger,
Gerd BRA/DEU 1900s 17

Werewolf Popkov, Mikhail
Viktorvich RUS 2000s 78-81

Werewolf
Butcher

Spillman, Jack
Owen WA USA mid 1990s 3

Werewolf of
Chalons Unnamed FRA 1590s Dozens

Werewolf of
Dole Garnier, Gilles FRA 1572 4

Werewolf of
Wysteria

Fish, “Albert”
Hamilton
Howard

NY USA 1910-30 4-8

West, Fred ENG GBR 1967-87 12

West-End
Serial Killer

See Mogale,
Madumetsa Jack 16+

West Mesa
Murders Unsolved NM USA 2000s 18+

West Port
Murders

Burke,
William/Brendan SCT UK 1827-28 17

West,
Rosemary See West, Fred



West-End
Serial Killer

Mogale, Jack
Madumetsa

GTP ZAF 2008-09 16+

Westside
Rapist

Thomas Jr., John
Floyd CA USA 1972-78 17

Whelan, John
“Rocky” TAS Early

1850s 4

Whisenhant,
Thomas
Warren

AL USA 1976 3

White,
Nathaniel NY USA 1991-92 6

White, Shirley NC USA 1971-92 3-4

Whitney,
Dennis AZ/CA/FL USA 1960 7

Whitt, Jimmy
Earl AL/MS USA 1994 8

Wilder,
Christopher
Bernard

6 states USA 1984

Wijnaendts,
Eric Marten

See Freeway
Killers

Wilken,
Stewart See Boetie Boer

Wille, John
Francis

AL/FL/LA/TX
USA 1980-85 6

Williams, Jared See Louding,
Michael

Williams, John
S. GA USA 1910-21 18

Williams,
Laron Ronald TN USA 1970s-81 3



Williams,
Leslie Allen

MI USA 2008 4

Williams,
Richard Allen

Truman
Veterans
Hospital Killer

Williams,
Robert IA/NE USA 1977 3

Williams, Ruth
Renee

See Knighton,
Robert Wesley

Williams, Scott
Wilson NC USA 1997-2006 3

Williams,
Sidney LA USA 1989 3

Williams,
Wayne

See Atlanta
Child Murderer GA USA 1979-81 2-28

Williams Jr.,
John NC USA 1995-97 2-5

Willie See Pickton,
Robert 49+

Willoughby,
Mitchell

See Halverson,
Leif

Wimberly,
Anthony CA USA 1984-85 3

Wineville
Chicken Coop
Murders

Northcott,
Gordon Stewart CA USA 1928 3

Wirth, Robert WI USA 1987-88 6

Withers,
George

See Robinson,
Alonzo

Wittmann,
Manfred DEU 1968-69 6



Wolf Man Lupo, Michael
del Marco

ENG GBR 1980s-
1990s

5+

Wolf of Agro
Romano

Giugliano,
Maurizio ITA 1983-84/92 7

Wolf of
Moscow Komaroff, Vasili MOS RUS 1921-23 21+

Wolter,
Michael DEU 1980-83 8

Wongsin, Sila THA 1958-59 5

Wood,
Catherine May

See Lethal
Lovers

Wood, David
E. TX USA 1987 1-5

Wood,
Frederick G. NY USA 1960s-83

Wood, Isaac NY USA 1858 7

Wood, James
Edward AR/ID/LA USA 1967-92 7

Woodcock,
Peter ON CAN 1956-91 4

Woodfield,
Randall I-5 Killer

Woodford
Slasher

See Nebraska
Boy Snatcher

Woodward
Corridor Killer

Atkins,
Benjamin
“Tony”

MI USA 1991-91 11

Worrell,
Christopher

See Truro
Murders

Wright,
Blanche

See Young,
Robert



Wright,
Douglas
Franklin

OR USA 1991 6

Wright,
Dwayne Allen MD/VA/DC USA 1989 3

Wright, Steve
Gerald James

See Suffolk
Strangler

Wuornos,
Aileen Carol
Pittman

FL USA 1989-90 7

Xitavhudzi,
Elias See Pangaman

Yahweh Ben
Yahweh

Mitchell Jr.,
Hulon FL USA 1981-90 25+

Yakima
Reservation
Murders

Unsolved WA USA 1980s-
1990s 32

Yan Shuxia See Long
Zhimin

Yang Shuming SX CHN 1993-2004 9

Yang Xinhai HA CHN 1999-2003 67

Yapicioglu,
Yavuz TUR 1994-2002 15?

Yates Jr.,
Robert Lee

See Spokane
Serial Killer

Yellow
Scorpion

Mirshekari,
Yaghoub Ali IRN 2004 10

Yoo Young-
chul KOR 2003-04 21-36

Yorkshire
Ripper

Sutcliff, Peter
William ENG GBR 1975-80 13-15



Yosemite Park
Killer

Stayner, Cary
Anthony CA USA 1999 4

Ypsilanti Killer See Michigan
Murders

Zama Suicide
Pact Killer

Shiraishi,
Takahiro JPN 2017 9

Zamanov,
Abdufatto
Tashpulatovich

RUS 2002-04 14

Zampollo,
Marco

See Beasts of
Satan

Zebra
Killings/Death
Angels

Total of 8 killers CA USA 1969-74 17

Zeid, Aida
Nourre din
Mohammed

EGY 1996-97 18

Zelenka, Petr CZE 2006 7+

Zhang Jun CA CHN 1993-2000 28

Zhang
Xianguang LN CHN 1990s-

2003 10

Zhang
Yongming

See China
Cannibal
Murders 2012

Zhao Zhihong NM CHN 1996-2005 11

Zhou Kehua CA CHN 2004-12 10

Zhou Wen See Taxi Demon

Zikode,
Christopher
Mhlengwa

See Donnybrook
Serial Killer



Zodiac Killer Unsolved CA USA 1968-69 5

Zoo Man See Huskey,
Thomas

Zwanziger,
Anna
Margaretha

DEU 1800-09 4
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Tosh, Martin Wayne
See Smith, Harold Glenn
Tourniquet Killer
See Shore, Anthony Allen
Town Hospital Killer – Unsolved
See Unsolved
Townser, Anthony 29
Trailside Killer

Carpenter, David Joseph 29
Transvestite Killer in El Salvador-Unsolved
See Unsolved
Trapishkin, Nicholas 31
Trash Bag Murderer
See Kearney, Patrick
Travis, Maury Troy 32
Trawick, Jack 32
Trevilyan, Thomas
See Bodies in the Barrels Murders
Trijueiro, Marcos Antunes
See Industrial Maniac
Trimmer, John-Michael A.
See Smith, Glenn
Trobec, Metod



Monster of Gorejne Vasi 32
Truck Stop Killer
See Rhoades, Robert Ben
Trudeau, Yves “Apache” 37
Trueblood, Lyda
See Southard, Lyda
Truman Veterans Hospital Killer

Williams, Richard Allen 41
Trupp, Nathan Nicholas 42
Truro Murders

Worrell, Christopher & Wright, James 42
Tsutomu, Miyazaki
See Otaku Murderer
Tumblety, Francis (suspect)
See Jack the Ripper (London)
Ture, Joseph Donald 43
Turks Serial Killer – Unsolved
See Unsolved
Turner, Chester Dewayne 44
Turner, Lisa Jane 47
Twin Cities Killer– Unsolved
See Unsolved
Twitter Killer
See Zama Suicide Pact Killer
Tynong North and Frankston Murders –Unsolved
See Unsolved
Tyurin, Phillipp 47

U

Unabomber
Kaczynski, Theodore 48

Undisclosed Name 52
See also Werewolf of Chalons
Unnamed 16-year-old Male
See Japanese Sex Murders



Unnamed 17-year-old Female 53
Unnamed 17-year-old Male
See LaLoche Shooting
Unterweger, Jack
See Vienna Strangler
Ust-Kamenogorsk Maniac

Ivanov, Yuri Anufrievich 57
Utah/Nevada Serial Killer – Unsolved
See Unsolved

V

Vacher, Joseph 58
Vajicek, Herman
See Billik, Herman
Vakrinos, Dimitris 59
Valencia, Fredy Armando
See Monster of Montserrat
Valera, Mark
See Australian Pedophile Killer
Valles, Alejandro Delgado
See Feminicides of the Cotton Field
Vampire Killer

Crutchley, John Brennan 61
Vampire of Argentina

Fernandez, Florencio 63
Vampire of Bergamo

Verzeni, Vincenzo 64
Vampire of Bucharest

Rimaru, Ion 65
Vampire of Bytow

Pekalski, Leszek 68
Vampire of Dusseldorf

Kürten, Peter 68
Vampire of Galkowek

Modzelewski, Stanislaw 75



Vampire of Niterio
De Andrade, Marcelo Costa 76

Vampire of Paris
Claux, Nicolas 78

Vampire of Sacramento
Chase, Richard Trenton 78

Vampire of Tehran Desert
Bijeh, Mohammed 81

Vampire Rapist
Boden, Wayne Clifford 82

Vann, Darren Deon 86
van Rooyen, Cornelius Gerhardus
See Gert
van Schoor, Louis 84
van Valkenburgh, Elizabeth 84
van Zon, Johannes Marinus “Hans” 85
Vargas Gomez, José Derangel 88
Velsh Chikatilo
See Shiplov, Sergey Aleksandrovich
Velten, Maria 89
Vending Machine Murders

Hayashi, Masumi 89
Venkatesh aka Chandra
See Dandupalya Krishna Gang
Veres, Romulus
See Man with the Hammer
Vermilyea, Louise 90
Verzeni, Vincenzo
See Vampire of Bergamo
Vick, Tony 93
Vienna Strangler

Unterweger, Johann “Jack” 93
Vilakati, Bongani
See Swaziland Serial Killer (suspect)
Villareal, Sara Maria Aldrete
See Godmother
Villeda, Anna Maria Ruiz



See Infante Jimenez, Rudolph
Villegas, Manuel Delgado 95
Vizzardelli, George William
See Monster of Sarzana
Vlassakis, James Spyridon
See Bodies in the Barrels Murders
Voirbo, Pierre 97
Volga Maniac – Unsolved
See Unsolved
Volkovich, Vladislav
See Nighttime Killers
Volpe, Andrea
See Beasts of Satan
von Einem, Bevan Spencer 97
See also The Family Murders
Voroshilovgrad Maniac

Almazyan, Zaven Sarkisovich 98

W

Wade, Joshua 99
Wagner, Robert
See Bodies in the Barrels Murders
Wagner, Waltraud
See Lainz Angels of Death
Wainewright, Thomas Griffiths 101
Waldon, Billy Ray 101
Walker, Clarence 101
Wallace, George Kent
See Mad Paddler
Wallace, Henry Louis 101
Walls, Frank Athen 104
Walton, Edward 105
Wang Fang 106
Wang Qiang 107
Wang Shujin 107



Want-Ad Killer
Carignan, Harvey Louis 107

Wardell, Gordon 111
Ward Jr., Ronald James 110
Wardlaw, Virginia 111
Wardrip, Faryion Edward 113
Warren, Lesley Eugene 116
Washington D C Serial Killer – Unsolved
See Unsolved
Washington, Allen 117
Wasilewski, Pawel
See Skin Hunters
Waterfield, Fred
See Gore, David
Watson, James B. 117
Watson Jr., Alexander Wayne 118
Watts, Carl “Coral” Eugene 118
Wayward Wayne

Ford, Wayne Adam 120
Weaver, Steven 121
Webb, Dennis Duane 121
Webb, Emanuel Lovell 122
Weber, Jeanne 122
Weepy Voice Killer

Stephani, Paul Michael 124
Weidenbroeker, Helmut 126
Weidmann, Eugene 126
Wemmer Pan Killer

Maake, Maoupa Cedric 126
Wenzinger, Gerd 127
Werewolf

Popkov, Mikhail Viktorovich 127
Werewolf Butcher

Spillman, Jack Owen 128
Werewolf of Châlons

Unnamed 128
Werewolf of Dole



Garnier, Gilles 129
Werewolf of Wysteria

Fish, “Albert” Hamilton Howard 129
West Mesa Murders – Unsolved
See Unsolved
West, Fred 135
West, Rosemary
See West, Fred
West Port Murders

Burke, William/Brandon 138
West-End Serial Killer

Mogale, Madumetsa Jack 140
Westover, Gary
See Connecticut River Valley Killing
Westside Rapist

Thomas Jr., John Floyd 140
Whelan, John “Rocky” 141
Whisenhant, Thomas Warren 142
White, Nathaniel 142
White, Shirley 144
Whitney, Dennis Manaford 144
Whitt, Jimmy Earl 144
Wichmann, Kurt-Werner
See Gohrde Murders
Wilder, Christopher 144
Wille, John Francis 147
Williams, Jared
See Louding, Michael
Williams, John S. 148
Williams Jr., John 150
Williams, Laron Ronald 149
Williams, Leslie Allen 149
Williams, Richard Allen
See Truman Veterans Hospital Killer
Williams, Ruth Renee
See Knighton, Robert Wesley
Williams, Scott Wilson 149



Williams, Sidney 150
Williams, Wayne
See Atlanta Child Murderer
Willie
See Pickton, Robert
Willoughby, Mitchell
See Halverson, Leif
Wimberly, Anthony 152
Wineville Chicken Coop Murders 154

Northcott, Gordon Stewart
Northcott, Sarah Louise

Wirth, Robert 157
Wittmann, Manfred 157
Wolf Man

Lupo, Michael 158
Wolf of Agro Romano

Giugliano, Maurizio 158
Wolf of Moscow

Komaroff, Vasili 158
Wolter, Michael 159
Wongsin, Sila 160
Wood, Catherine May
See Graham, Gwendolyn Gail
Wood, David Leonard. 160
Wood, Frederick G. 160
Wood, Isaac L. 160
Wood, James Edward 161
Woodcock, Peter

Krueger, David Michael 161
Woodfield, Randall
See I-5 Killer
Woodward Corridor Killer

Atkins, Benjamin “Tony” 164
Worrell, Christopher
See Truro Murders
Wright, Douglas Franklin 165
Wright, Dwayne Allen 165



Wright, Steve Gerald James
See Suffolk Strangler
Wuornos, Aileen Carol Pittman 166

X

Xitavhudzi, Elias
See Pangaman

Y

Yahweh Ben Yahweh
Mitchell Jr., Hulon 169

Yakima Reservation Unsolved Murders –Unsolved
See Unsolved
Yang Shuming 169
Yang Xinhai 170
Yan Shuxia
See Long Zhimin
Yapicioglu, Yavuz 170
Yates, Robert Lee
See Spokane Serial Killer
Yellow Scorpion

Mirshekari, Yaghoub Ali 172
Yoo Young-chul 172
Yorkshire Ripper

Sutcliffe, Peter William 173
Yosemite Park Killer

Stayner, Cary Anthony 178

Z

Zamanov, Abdufatto Tashpulatovich 180
Zama Suicide Pact Killer

Shiraishi, Takahiro 179



Zebra Killings
8 different killers 181

Zeid, Aida Nourre din Mohammed 183
Zelenka, Petr 183
Zhang Jun 183
Zhang Xianguang 184
Zhang Yongming
See Cannibal Killer
Zhao Zhihong 184
Zhou Kehua 185
Zhou Wen
See Taxi Demon
Zikode, Christopher Mhlengwa
See Donnybrook Serial Killer
Zodiac Killer – Unsolved
See Unsolved
Zoo Man
See Huskey, Thomas Dee
Zwanziger, Anna Maria 185

Unsolved

.22 Caliber Killer 187

.25 Caliber Killer
Penn Station Sniper 187

3X Murders 188
4Pi Movement 189
Adelaide Child Murders 190
Alabama Serial Killer 191
Alameda County Teenage Killer 192
Alaska Serial Killer 192



Alaska Unsolved Murders 193
Albuquerque Serial Killer
See West Mesa Murders
Alphabet Murders (New York) 194
Anchorage Serial Killer 195
Ann Arbor Hospital Murders 196
Anthrax Killer 197
Assassins, Order of 197
Astrological Murders 198
Atlanta Black Woman Slasher 200
Atlanta Drag Queen Killer 200
Atlanta Lovers Lane Serial Killer 200
Atlanta Lust Killer 201
Atlanta Ripper 201
Austin Axe Murders
See Servant Girl Annihilator
Austrian Tourist Murders 201
Axeman of New Orleans 201
B1 Butcher 203
Baltimore Prostitute Killer 203
Barnaul Maniac
See Siberia Serial Killer
Bear Brook Murderer 204
Beer Man 205
Belarus Taxi Driver Killer 205
Belize Serial Killer 205
Bergen County Serial Killer 205
Bergie Killings 206
Bible Belt Strangler
See Redhead Murders
Bible John 206
Bigfoot 208
Black Doodler
See Doodler
Blanco
See Guatemala City Serial Killer
Body Dump Serial Killer



See Denver Unsolved Murders
Bogota Serial Killer 208
Bosphorus Serial Killer
See Turks Serial Killer
Boston Strangler 208
See also DeSalvo, Albert
Bowraville Murders 211
Britain’s Unsolved 1986 211
Britain’s Unsolved 1987 212
Butcher of Mons 212
Calgary Serial Killer 213
California Hospital Murders 213
California Occult Murders
See Santa Rosa Hitchhiker Murders
Canada Highway Murders 1973-81 214
Canada Highway Murders 1990-95 217
Canada Highway of Tears Murders 217
Canada Prostitute Murders 219
Cape Town Strangler 220
Capital City Murders 220
Charlie Chop-Off 220
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Serial Killer 221
Chicago Black Murders 221
Chillicothe Killer 223
Cincinnati Tri-State Killer 224
Cincinnati Tri-State Murders 224
Claremont Serial Murders 225
Cleveland Torso Murders 226
Colombia Child Killer 227
Colonial Parkway Killer 228
Columbus Mississippi Serial Killer 229
Columbus Robbery Murders 230
Connecticut Prostitute Murders 230
Connecticut River Valley Killer 230
See also Nicholaou, Michael
Croydon Family Poisonings 235
Danilovsky Maniac 236



Daytona Beach Killer 237
Dead Women of Juarez 237
Delaware Unsolved 239
Denver Unsolved Murders 239
Detroit Prostitute Killer 241
Dismemberment Murders 244
Doodler/Black Doodler 245
Double Initial Killer
See Alphabet Murders – Unsolved
Dublin Serial Killer 245
Eastbound Strangler 246
Edgecombe County Serial Killer
See Rocky Mount Serial Killer
El Loco de la Ruta 247
El Psicopata (The Psychopath) 247
Family Murders 247
See also von Einem, Bevan (suspect)
February 9 Killer 250
Flat Tire Murders 250
Flint Serial Killer 250
Flint Slasher 251
Florida Prostitute Murders 251
Fort Lauderdale Serial Killer 251
Fort Myers Unsolved Murders 252
Fort Worth Killer 252
Fosaville Serial Killer 254
Foxglove Killers 255
Freeway Phantom 255
German Wire Murders 258
Ghana Serial Killer 258
Gilgo Beach Murders
See Long Island Serial Killer
Glasgow Prostitute Killer 258
Gohrde Murders 259
Grand Rapids Serial Killer 261
Guatemala City Serial Killer 261
Gypsy Hill Serial Killer



See San Mateo County Serial Killer
Hamburg Rumble Murderer 262
Hammer Man 263
Hammersmith Nude Murders 263
Happy Loving Couples Killer 266
Hartford Killer 267
Hausjärvi Gravel Pit Murders 267
Hawaii Unsolved Murders 269
Headless Murders 271
Highway Killings
See Massachusetts Woodsmen Killer/s
Highway Serial Killings across USA 272
Hobo Train Riders Murders 273
Honolulu Strangler 274
Houston Serial Killers 275
Hwaseong Serial Murders 275
I-4 Highway Serial Killer 276
I-10 Serial Killer 276
See also Houston Serial Killers
I-35 Murders 277
I-40 Serial Killers 278
I-45 Killer(s)/Texas Killing Fields 279
See also Houston Serial Killers
I-65 Killer 280
I-70 Serial Killer 282
Idaho Serial Killer 283
Illinois Child Murders 283
Index Killer 284
Indian Creek Trail Killer 284
Ireland’s Missing Women 285
Ironman 287
Itabuna Serial Killer 287
Ivan the Ripper 287
Jack the Ripper (Atlanta) 288
Jack the Ripper (London) 289
Jack the Ripper (New York) 294
Jack the Strangler (Denver) 295



Jack the Strangler of Dayton, Ohio 298
Jack the Stripper
See Hammersmith Nude Murders
Jane Doe Murders 299
Jeff Davis 8 / Jennings Serial Killer 299
Johannesburg Mutilator Killer 301
Johannesburg Serial Killer 2000 302
Kauai Serial Killer 302
Kebab Killer
See Turks Serial Killer
Kenner Serial Killer 303
Kenosha Murders 303
Korea Frog Boys Murders 304
Las Vegas Serial Killer 304
Lewiston Serial Killer 305
Lisbon Ripper 305
Lodz Gay Murderer 306
Long Island Serial Killer 307
Los Angeles Southside Slayer 309
Los Angeles Unsolved Murders 311
Louisiana/Texas Axe Murders 311
Macon Hospital Murders 313
Mad Butcher of Kingsbury Run
See Cleveland Torso Murders
Mad Killers of Brabant 313
Maryland Serial Killer 315
Massachusetts Woodsman Killer/s 315
Mexico City Serial Killer 317
Midwest Serial Killer 317
Mineral Washington Murders 319
Missouri River Killer 320
Monster of Florence 321
Monster of Rome 321
Monster of SS-10 324
Monster of Udine 324
Montreal Boys Slasher 324
Moonlight Murders of Texarkana 325



Mpumalanga Serial Killer 326
Mutilator of Perpignan 327
Negev Desert Psychopath 327
Newark Serial Killer 330
New Bedford Highway Killer 328
New Orleans Serial Killer 329
Newport Serial Killer 331
New South Wales Serial Killer 330
Nijvel Gang
See Mad Killers of Brabant
Nome Alaska Serial Killer 332
Northwest Serial Killer 332
Oakland County Child Killer 332
Ohio Lovers Killer 336
Oklahoma City Serial Killer 337
Operation Enigma 337
Orange Coast Killer 338
Paraquat Murders
See Vending Machine Murders
Paturis Park Murders 339
Perm Serial Killer 339
Perth Prostitute Killer 339
Perth Serial Killer
See Claremont Serial Murders
Phantom Killer
See Moonlight Murders of Texarkana
Phantom of Heilbronn 339
Pittsburg Serial Killer 340
Pomona Strangler 340
Prince George’s Hospital Killer 340
Rapid City Serial Killer 341
Redhead Murders 341
Richland Teenager Killer 343
Riverman 344
River Monster Killer 343
Rocky Mount Serial Killer 344
Rome Gay Serial Killer 345



Route 8 Killer 345
Salem Veterans Medical Center 346
San Antonio Taxi Driver Killer 346
San Diego Slayer 346
San Mateo County Serial Killer 348
Santa Rosa Hitchhiker Murders 348
Saw-Killer of Hanover 352
Servant Girl Annihilator 353
Seven Bridges Killer
See Rocky Mount Serial Killer
Sewer Murders 354
Sexual Predators in Chicago 355
Siberia Serial Killer 356
Sleepy Hollow Killer 356
Smiley Face Murders 357
Snohomish County Serial Killer 358
South African Farmer Killings 358
South African Gay Killer 359
South African Serial Killer Team 359
South Florida Serial Killer 360
Southside Slayer 360
Spotsylvania Killer 360
State Fair Murders 361
St. Louis County Car Bomber 360
St. Louis Serial Killer 361
Stoneman 362
Strangler of Denver
See Jack the Strangler
Strangler of Milan 362
Swaziland (now eSwatini) Serial Killer 362
Texas Killing Fields
See I-10 Killer; See I-45 Killer; See Houston Serial Killers
Thames Torso Murders 363
Toledo Slugger 364
Toronto Hospital Murders 364
Town Hospital Killer 365
Transvestite Killer in El Salvador 365



Turks Serial Killer 365
Twin Cities Killer 367
Tynong North & Frankston Murders 367
Utah/Nevada Serial Killer 369
Vending Machine Murders 369
Volga Maniac 370
Washington D C Serial Killer 371
West Mesa Murders 371
Yakima Reservation Unsolved Murders 372
Zodiac Killer 374
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